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Collective effects in networks of negatron elements
L. O. Bartoneva, S. A. Basharin, M. Yu. Bychkov, A. A. Kal’nin, and A. V. Korolev

St. Petersburg State Electrotechnical University, 197376 St. Petersburg, Russia
~Submitted December 29, 1995!
Zh. Tekh. Fiz.68, 1–8 ~May 1998!

Results are presented from numerical simulations and experimental studies of a network system
consisting of elements with negative differential resistance~negatrons!. It is shown that
systems of this type have valuable functional characteristics owing to a cooperative interaction of
the elements and can be used to create information systems for pattern analysis and
recognition. A variational principle is introduced which uses the macroscopic positions to
determine the direction of evolution of the state of the network under the influence of applied
signals. The possibility of integrating negatron networks into engineering systems may
eventually lead to the creation of new materials of the synergetic type for use in electronic
technology. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~98!00105-6#
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INTRODUCTION

In recent years there has been significant progres
creating parallel information processing systems. Besides
rapid development of synergetic computer systems,1 there is
great interest in creating physical adaptive systems with
pirical learning of a conditioned response,2,3 in which the
computational adaptation process is replaced by direct ph
cal adaptation. Computational systems have some valu
characteristics, primarily the protection of the transformat
event from fluctuations in the power supply, ambient te
perature, and other factors, which ensures the operati
reliability of these systems. In practical development wo
however, the a physical adaptation process has some inh
advantages that should not be overlooked: deep depara
ization of the signal action, address-free adaptive movem
and a large amount of freedom in construction, admittin
random coupling of the active elements, which facilitates
reliable fabrication of physical adaptive systems.

It should, however, be noted that creating physical ad
tive systems is quite difficult, owing to functional shortcom
ings in the available electronic components. Such impor
requirements for these elements as calibrability of a phys
quantity with retention of its value in memory,2 the capacity
for redistribution reactions in collective relationships,3 and
cumulation-threshold reactions under the influence of
plied signals4 must be imitated by circuit solutions. Little
work has been done on creating materials~media! with adap-
tive properties.

Since the ultimate goal of this study is to evaluate
feasibility of creating new electronic materials~media!, we
have devoted primary attention to studying the macrosco
reactions of a network system resulting from cooperative
teractions among the components of which it is made
Circuit theory ~i.e., microscopic analysis of currents an
voltages! was used in the computational model to reveal
characteristics of the macroscopic reactions and then to
eralize to systems with random connections of elements
network system.
4771063-7842/98/43(5)/7/$15.00
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1. COMPUTATIONAL MODEL OF THE ADAPTIVE REACTION
OF A NEGATRON NETWORK TO REGULAR APPLIED
SIGNALS

The adaptation process was analyzed using a model
sisting of a regular network of negatron elements~Fig. 1a!
with coordination numberz54 ~square network!. The
current–voltage~I–V! characteristic of a negatron eleme
~negatron! in this model had two symmetric folds; the sym
metry point was the coordinate origin~Fig. 1b!. This repre-
sentation of the I–V characteristic corresponds to a sim
piecewise linear approximation of the real I–V characteris
of two antiparallel tunnel diodes. An active state of the n
work was generated by passing fixed currentsI 0 through a
set of input and output electrodes. The value of the b
currentI 0 is indicated on the I–V characteristic shown he
The signal voltages which change the electrical state of
network,uab anducd , were applied between the correspon
ing nodesa, b, c, andd of the network. The format of the
two-dimensional model of the network consisted of 737
nodes. In the following they were numbered in sequence
row from 1 to 49 and 84 negatron elements were inser
between the nodes.

The equivalent circuits of the negatron element bias
in the three characteristic segmentsI–III ~Fig. 1b! consisted
of a resistive element with resistanceR2 in segmentII and
resistive elementsR1,3 with a series source of voltageE0

having different polarities in segmentsI andIII . One can set
R2 equal toR1,3 in the calculations without loss of generalit
of the conclusions in this study.

An external signal voltageEp,q could be applied be-
tween any pair of nodesp and q. The sequence of signa
voltages applied to the nodes and the values of the resi
node potentials~currents in the arms! after removal of the
external sources are important for determining the final s
of the system.

Thus, for the variables describing the state of the n
work system we have chosen the potentials of 48 of
nodes relative to the 49th, grounded, node. In the star
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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state, the network is in an unperturbed state, i.e., the curr
in the longitudinal arms are equal toI 0, there are no current
in the transverse arms, and there are no applied vol
sources in the bias circuit for the negatrons.

In developing a program for modeling the potential tra
sitions from various states of the network, the following pr
cedural difficulties are of importance: the system has al
native final adaptive states which depend on the evolution
path, i.e., the sequence in which the internal voltage sou
are turned on~off!; the system has alternatives to the evo
tionary paths, i.e., it displays a self-organization effe
These difficulties were overcome by using a computatio
method employing a stepwise gradual growth~reduction! in
the external signal voltages and in the internal source v
ages which simulate the switching of the negatrons. In ca
where alternative internal switchings occur, the conflict w
resolved with the aid of a random number generator.

For calculating the potential and current state of the n
work system after the signal voltages had acted, the me
of node potentials was used. The states of the network w
represented by points in a 48-dimensional space, i.e., by
tors starting at the coordinate origin and ending at the gi
point.

For a negatron network system we denote the conduc
ity matrix of the electrical circuit byA and the conductivity

FIG. 1. A sketch of the regular negatron network used in the computati
model~a! and an approximate I–V characteristic of a negatron element~b!.
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matrix of the circuit with signal voltage sourcesEp,q be-
tween nodesp andq by Ã. Before the signal source is turne
on, the state of the network is represented by the pointP0 in
an arbitrary coordinate space; the voltage between nodep
and q before the signal source is turned on isEp,q

(0) . The
insertion of a signal source into an unperturbed network r
resents a displacement from the initial pointP0 by an
amountÃ21

•b0, whereb0 is a column vector which consist
of the right-hand sides of the system of equations used in
node potential method5 and which corresponds to a voltag
increaseDEp,q5Ep,q2Ep,q

0 .
For each negatron the boundaries between regionsI and

II and between regionsII and III separating the parts of th
I–V characteristic are the hyperplanes

ui2uj5vc, ~1!

ui2uj52vc , ~2!

where i and j are the numbers of the nodes between wh
the given negatron lies andvc is the critical voltage~Fig. 1b!.

A gradual stepwise increase in the voltage betwe
nodesp andq from Ep,q

(0) to Ep,q leads to the attainment of
critical voltage at which one or several, at once, of the ne
trons undergo a transition from one segment of the I–V ch
acteristic to another. A set of simultaneously switching ne
trons is found as follows. The crossing of the pointP1 by
one of the hyperplanes of the form~1! or ~2! as it moves
from the pointP0 along the vectorÃ21

•b0 requires that an
internal source be switched on~or off! at the corresponding
branch of the network system. This, in turn, requires a mo
fication on the right hand side of the system of equations
adding a termb1 which accounts for insertion~removal! of
the source. Inserting an internal voltage source that sym
izes a transition of the negatron, for example, from segm
II to segmentIII of the I–V characteristic represents a tra
sition from the pointP1 by an amountÃ21

•b1. However,
during movement from the pointP1 by an amountÃ21

•b1,
hyperplanes of the form~1! and~2! may also be encountered
At each regular~in sequence thekth! crossing of one of the
hyperplanes, the motion must be corrected by adding a qu
tity Ã21

•bk to the end of the instantaneous vector. He
motion takes place from the pointPk of the last intersection
to the end of the sum vector. This sort of motion in coor
nate space leads to the pointQ, at which the switching of the
negatrons is complete. This point corresponds to the en
the vector

Ã21 (
k51

N

bk ,

which begins at the pointP2, where N is the number of
negatrons which simultaneously switch on as the pointP1 is
reached. After the set of negatrons which switches at
point P1, the motion along the vectorÃ21

•b0 continues, but
already from the pointQ with the next critical point, etc.

This computational procedure makes it possible to as
tain all the switchings of the negatrons and the sequence
sets of them when an external signal voltageEp,q is applied.
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In modeling the procedure for removal of a signal vo
age, the circuit with a voltage sourceEpq between nodesp
andq is replaced by an equivalent circuit with an source
currentI pq between these nodes. The source current is gra
ally reduced, stepwise, fromI pq to zero. The computationa
procedure is completely analogous to the procedure for
plying a signal voltage, with the sole difference that now t
matrix A is used instead of the matrixÃ.

The above computational model was used to study
behavior of a negatron grid acted on by cyclical potentia
Signal voltage sources were connected to arbitrarily cho
pairs of nodes and then turned off, leaving an ‘‘impression
The sequence of turning them on~off! was strictly main-
tained and was cyclical, i.e., the sequence of turning them
was repeated until evolutionary changes of the network s
were observed. When a final~unchanging! state of the net-
work was reached, the ‘‘demonstration’’ of voltages was t
minated.

In the computational model, primary attention was d
voted to studying the possibility of introducing a variation
principle for the evolution of the state of the negatron n
work under the influence of applied signals. To do this
was necessary to introduce a functional that reflects the m
roscopic state of the network and follow its variations duri
the movement to the limiting adaptive state. Two of t
many possible alternative formulations of the function
were subjected to verification in the computational mod
The first can be represented in the following way.

A network system of negatron elements which have
N-type fold in their I–V characteristic and are subject
constant current boundary conditions that ensure the ele
cal multistability of the system evolves under the influen
of cyclical potential signals to a limiting state that is chara
terized by a minimum of the sum of the excess currents
the branches,

F5 (
m51

M

uI m
~s,c!2I m0u→min, ~3!

whereI m is the current in themth branch after application o
the signal internode voltage in thesth demonstration of the
cth cycle,I m0 is the initial current in themth branch before
the signal application corresponding to a completely turn
off internal voltage source, andM is the total number of
branches in the network.

In introducing the functional, it was noted that the ev
lutionary changes take place as a result of attaining extre
currents in the nodes, and that attaining a peak curren
some demonstration of signals, which causes turn on o
internal sourceE0, reduces the absolute value of the curre
while a current dip~turning off an internal source! raises it.
Both of these acts cut off extremal currents and make
currents approach the initial biasI m0. Recall thatI m0 in the
vertical branches of the network is equal to the bias curr
I 0, while that in the horizontal branches is zero.

An alternative formulation of the functional is to sta
that the sum of the absolute values of the differences in
currents in adjacent branches, both vertically and horiz
tally,
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uI m2I nuh~m,n!, ~4!

is a minimum, where

h~m,n!5H 1, if them-branch is adjacent to thenth branch

~horizontally or vertically! andm,n;

0, if they are not adjacent orm>n.

The significance of this functional is that cutting off a
extremal current, such as a peak, means that it is redis
uted under the fixed current boundary conditions with
increase in the adjacent branches. In other words, during
evolution, sharp current dips in the branches or arbitrary c
rent gradients are cutoff.

The efficacy of these variational principles was tested
the model. Here we used the simplest versions of the sig
demonstrations and their sequences. During the mode
there was a limit on the levels of the input signal voltag
these levels should not inhibit compromising adaptation d
ing successive applications of voltages to chosen pairs
nodes in the network, i.e., attainment of the limiting potent
state of the network. Otherwise, a cyclical repetition of t
potential situations may occur. Note, however, that even
this case these functionals can be used, but it is necessa
compare their values after identical demonstrations in th
cyclical sequence.

Figure 2a shows a typical example of the change in s
of a negatron network after turning on and subsequent tu

FIG. 2. Changes in the potential state of a negatron network during seq
tial cyclic switching on~with switching off! of signal voltage sources~a!
and the changes in the macroscopic functionalsF and F8 as functions of
the number of switching events~b!.
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ing off of sources of signal voltages between the nodes
noted by circles. The thick lines denote branches~negatrons!
in which the internal voltage sources were left on, symb
izing switching of the negatrons. The crosses denote ne
trons that have switched during the time the signal volta
are applied but return to the ‘‘unperturbed’’ state after t
influence of the potential is removed. As can be seen fr
the figure, the network undergoes a change in state, b
demonstration of voltages in the second cycle no lon
changes the state of the network, i.e., the final potential
tribution has been attained.

Figure 2b shows the change in theF-functional calcu-
lated after each demonstration. It is clear that there is a
in the sum of the excess currents during the first and sec
potentials applied to the network nodes, and then a repe
these demonstrations reduces the sum of the excess cur
Note that, prior to turning on the signal sources~the starting
state!, it was equal to zero, i.e., the starting state is a
‘‘attractive’’ and a transition through a maximum ofF is
required in order to shift to a new adaptive state.

Experiments confirm that the functionalsF andF8 are
minimized during the evolution from an arbitrary startin
situation. We discuss some of the most important con
quences of this conclusion below.

2. CHARACTERISTIC EFFECTS INTRINSIC TO NEGATRON
NETWORKS

Further studies were carried out on a specially crea
negatron network system consisting of gallium arsenide t
nel diodes. The network consisted of negatron elements
a symmetric fold in their I–V characteristics, achieved
sequential parallel–antiparallel installation of pairs of tun
diodes~Fig. 3!, regularly mounted in a two-dimensional sy
tem with a coordination numberz54. The network format
consisted of 636 nodes and there were 66 negatron e
ments. For visual observation of the changes in the poten

FIG. 3. Overall view of the negatron network assembled from tunnel dio
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state of the network, a light emitting diode~LED! screen was
built, on which the brightness of the emission from ea
LED was proportional to the voltage drop across the ne
tron element located in the column, i.e., in the direction
flow of the bias current. The current in the columns was
with the aid of current generators; here the operating po
as in the computer simulations, was an average between
peak and dip currents.

An all-purpose panel permits reassembly of the netw
with changes in the coordination numberz. The apparatus
contains five potentially independent sources of variable
nal voltages in arbitrary sequence.

The results of the experimental observations made
this physical network system are presented below.

a! Band structure of the node potentials.When a bias
current6 passes through a one-dimensional chain of nega
elements, there is a set of (n11) discrete values of the volt
age drops, wheren is the number of negatrons in the chai
This kind of system is characterized by a degeneracy of
potential states because of the existence of alternative v
ants of the voltage distribution among the negatrons wh
create the same total voltage drop. Adding a second dim
sion to the possibilities for interelement coupling create
splitting in the levels with formation of specific bands
allowed node potentials. Since calculating all the possi
values of the node potentials is a difficult task, even fo
comparatively small network format, we set up an expe
ment in which the residual values of the node potentials w
recorded after the signal was applied. A random sig
~noise! generator was used.

Figure 4 shows how the residual~allowed! potentials at
the third node~upper row! of the physical negatron networ
are distributed. The zero reference is taken to be the pote
of the third node of the lowest row. As can be seen from t
diagram, the values of the node potentials are grouped
specific bands of allowed potentials,Dw8, which alternate
with ‘‘forbidden’’ bands Dw. Here the width of an ‘‘al-
lowed’’ potential band decreases as the system moves to
limiting values of the residual potentials~i.e., to the greates
and least!.

The transitions between states are selective, which
valuable functional property of the system, and the entire
of allowed values of the potentials forms a basis for
discrete-analog memory.

b! Critical size of the potential switching region.The
experiment shows that turning on a single negatron when
the elements in the nearest surroundings are turned
causes it to shut itself off. At higher signal voltages, wh
adjacent negatrons are also switched on, i.e., a region
changed internode voltages develops, it may be retai
when the signal voltage is turned off. There is a critical s
~extent in terms of regular network steps! of this region
which is capable of retaining a residual potential. In our ca
it consists of 3 switched-on negatrons in vertical branc
lying horizontally. A similar situation occurs when an a
tempt is made to turn off a single negatron.

In general, there is a certain size of the region with a
of adjacent switched-on negatrons up to which the sys
tends to self-turnoff the negatrons, and beyond which it tes.
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to self-growth, if a noise signal which activates switching
acting on the system. Based on the variational principle
the evolution of the negatron system introduced above,
can say that both limiting cases~a fully turned on or turned
off row! ensure a zero sum of the excess currents in
branches.

c! Adaptive variation in the threshold for negatro
switch-on.This valuable property, which can be used f
creating neural-net adaptive systems, is manifested as
lows. If a negatron switch-on current signal flows betwe
nodes of the network, then there is a certain value of t
current at which a negatron, along with its surroundings
turned on~Sec. 2b!. If the voltage between nodes is the
brought to zero or a current of the opposite direction is
duced, then the negatron switches off. Then, however
adaptive trace of the negatron’s having been in a switched
state may remain in the system, i.e., not all of the surrou
ings ~adjacent switched-on negatrons! are switched off. This
adaptive trace lowers the threshold for turning on the ne
tron. In other words, if in the general case an elemen~a
fragment! were brought into a certain potential state and th
removed from that state, then a subsequent transition to
state will be easier, since the barriers separating the
states have now been lowered.

In practice, the value of the threshold current for the fi
switching on of a given negatron in the network in our e
periments was 6 mA, while a subsequent switch-on occu
at a current of only 2.5 mA. The current for a repeat

FIG. 4. Typical structure of the residual potentials on one of the node
the network after signals have been applied.
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switch-on depends on the ‘‘strength’’ of the adaptant l
remaining in the system, i.e., an element can be brought
sensitive state. This simple effect is essentially the mani
tation of an attractor. In the more general case a poten
state created in a portion of the nodes with the aid of exte
signals can be ‘‘fixed’’ in the system by means of a no
generator, for example. The resulting adaptant with
complementary properties ensures a reduction in the co
tive switching barriers, which may bring into effect a sele
tive switching of the state of the network.

d! Domain formation and reference potential in pote
tial switchings.This effect shows up in the following exper
ment. If the potentials at several nodes~in our experiments,
at 2–3 nodes! are simultaneously switched while the distr
bution of the potentials between these nodes is kept
changed, then a mutual bonding of the potentials of the n
fragment takes place. This mutual bonding means that w
the potentials of only part of the nodes are changed, so
the potentials of the remaining nodes of the fragment.
doing the experiment we first confirmed that prior to t
operation leading to mutual bonding of the potentials,
mutual potentials of the chosen fragment are not maintai
when part of its nodes are acted on.

Computational modeling showed that self-bonding~do-
main formation! is caused by a reduction in the excess c
rents within the confines of a domain, while in the regi
surrounding the domain the excess currents are large, c
ing a predisposition to switching.

Thus, conservation of individual regions of the netwo
system is possible, and this makes switching of fragme
possible. It is clear, however, that switching the potentials
a fragment~domain! requires a reference potential on anoth
fragment that does not undergo switching when a signal v
age is applied, i.e., a fragment with high current barri
against switching.

e! Protective shifting of information units.This effect is
illustrated in Fig. 5, which shows a nominal image of t
potential states of the vertical branches of the network.~A lit
LED represents the switched-on state of a negatron.! This
state~for example, Fig. 5a! ensures that there is some diffe
ence in potentials between the upper and lower nodes of
network, which for the given potential distribution was equ
to V. If the diodes marked by crosses in the picture a
shorted out, then they turn off, but then a vertically adjac
negatron switches on~Fig. 5b!, thereby maintaining the con
trolled internode voltage.

3. ON THE POSSIBILITY OF CREATING MATERIALS WITH
ELECTRICAL MULTISTABILITY

The network principle, that is, random interelement co
pling, ensures a greater degree of design and enginee
freedom. In the limit, this may no longer be a structure ma
up of negatron elements, but a material~medium! with sta-
tistically coupled elements~e.g., grains with negatron prop
erties!.

In our studies, we have created a model of a mate
consisting of random combinations of pairs of paralle
antiparallel GaAs tunnel diodes. On creating quasiunifo
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current conditions at the opposite boundaries of the mo
and inserting signal electrodes in arbitrary parts of the n
work, we observed multistability in the potential, adapti
lowering of the excitability threshold, and other properti
noted above. We also noticed a cumulative effect resul
from applying numerous current pulses. The paralle
antiparallel tunnel diodes essentially model a semicondu
grain with a shallow surfacep–n tunnel junction. In fact, a
paper7 has been published on the possibility of creatingp–n
tunnel junctions by a diffusion method.

We have also made an engineering study aimed at
ating a ceramic material with electrical multistability. Th
material consists of a grain ofn-type silicon with a shallow
surfacep–n junction which was formed by diffusion of ac
ceptors~boron! from a glassy binder of composition SiO2 ~5
wt %!, PbO~80 wt %!, and B2O3 ~15 wt %!. The amount of
glass forming mixture was chosen subject to the feasibility
electrical contact of the silicon grains and was 10 wt % 0
mm-thick tablets with a diameter of 8 mm, produced
compression ofn-type silicon powder~average gain diamete
;5 mm! with a glass forming filler and an organic binde
were annealed at a temperature of 1200 °C for 5–10 min
shallow p–n junction is necessary to prevent current flo
over the highly conductingp1-layer at the surface.

A set of metallic contacts, 0.5 mm in diameter and w
a gap of;0.1 mm between them, was produced on one
the tablet surfaces in order to study the properties of
ceramic. Typical I–V characteristics obtained by passin

FIG. 5. The protective overflow of information units:~a! initial potential
state of the network negatrons;~b! the result of short circuiting.
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current between two neighboring contacts are shown in F
6a. It can be seen that the material has negatron prope
The peak voltage on theS-fold of the I–V characteristic
drops as the gap between the electrodes is reduced. The
characteristic is symmetric, that is, it is nonpolar.

FIG. 6. Electrical properties of the silicon based ceramic material.~a! A
typical I–V characteristic obtained by passing a current through two a
cent electrodes on the surface of the tablet;~b! current multistability in a
parallel system with resistive current limitation;~c! potential multistability
which develops as the current approaches a critical value~the continuous
lines denote stable and the dashed lines, relatively unstable potential st!.
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The presumed mechanism for the appearance of a n
tive differential resistance is as follows. When there is
point intergrain contact, each grain can be regarded a
p1 –n–p1 structure which may have transistor propertie
Here the ‘‘base’’ potential is floating. When a certain volta
is exceeded, breakdown may occur in the neighborhood
the reverse biasedp–n junction; then the positive curren
feedback typical of transistors with a floating base poten
may develop. Evidently, a mixed type of breakdow
~avalanche–thermal! takes place in this system. At high cu
rents a thermistor effect may occur. There is some evide
of current filamentation in the ceramic. For example, conc
rent switching of the current may occur as it flows throu
one common and two adjacent electrodes.

Electrical current multistability could be ensured by cr
ating folds in the I–V characteristic using resistive curre
limitation. To do this, resistors were inserted between e
trodes or a resistive layer was created by thick film techn
ogy. A typical I–V characteristic for this case is shown
Fig. 6b, in which one can see current multistability in
parallel-connected elements with resistive current limitati

A somewhat unexpected effect was the appearanc
potential multistability when a voltage was applied betwe
two distant electrodes, between which lay a third electrod
which the potential was recorded. This resulted in a uniq
voltage divider. When a voltage close to, but not more th
the peak was applied to the outer electrodes, it was poss
to vary the potential of the central electrode through an
ternal current interaction. The remaining potentials differ
in having a different measure of stability. In a number
cases, a spontaneous transition to a new potential state
noticed. But, perhaps, the most interesting thing was the
pearance of an attractor effect, i.e., the spontaneous sw
ing from relatively unstable states into a stable potential s
where the system spent a long time~several minutes!. One
possible explanation of this effect is the injection of hot c
riers into the dielectric binder, and may turn out to be
adaptive wake of the current channel. This question, h
ever, requires special study.

CONCLUSION

While the properties of our model studies and mate
test samples are far from the performance expected for p
tical use, they may open up a new class of materials– te
nologically integrated network systems. The predisposit
to search for similar materials~media! has, in its time, led to
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experiments with powders of conducting particles~electroco-
hesive media!. A diode version of an old device, th
coherer,7 was used to receive radio signals. As more detai
studies showed, however, under the influence of current fl
in an electrocohesive medium a well formed geometric s
tem of electrocohesion communications develops which
capable of branching and evolutionary adaptive chang3

Furthermore, the possibility has been demonstrated of te
ing a conditioned response in media of this type.8

It is entirely possible that electrocohesive media are
prototype of future materials~‘‘coherites’’! in which an in-
formation signal participates in establishing a condition
structure, i.e., an internal ordering of the medium, that w
provide an ‘‘trainable’’ reaction capability. We may expe
the appearance of media with a rhythmic activity whi
greatly enriches the possibility of transferring signals to
medium, with their internal conversion into rhythmic mode
The hierarchical evolutionary dynamics of media of th
type,9 along with the associated development of modaliti
the formation of conservative regions of rhythmic action~nu-
clei!, frequency mixing of regions, and other properties
their practical applications10 may facilitate the establishmen
of a new discipline of electronic materials science — syn
getic materials with adaptive properties.

The authors thank V. M. Pasyut for help in studying t
properties of the ceramic material.
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Laser-induced transport of atoms from an illuminated region in a gas
A. M. Bonch-Bruevich, T. A. Vartanyan, S. G. Przhibel’skiı̆, and V. V. Khromov
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A new optical effect in the transport of atoms in dense gases, capillaries, and porous media is
predicted. The origin of this effect lies in superelastic collisions of excited atoms, which
give rise to thermal diffusion processes. Model estimates are made for the magnitude of the effects
in the absence of flows and in the presence of flows in capillary systems. It is shown that
under certain assumptions regarding superelastic collisions of atoms with the walls, the optical
effect changes the transmission of a capillary. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7842~98!00205-0#
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INTRODUCTION

Several possibilities for stimulating atomic and molec
lar transport processes in various media by laser radia
have been predicted and are currently being studied.
these, the most widely known are optically induced drift1 and
the controlled transport of molecular vapor through poro
glasses.2,3 Recently, the optical stimulation of atomic tran
port through the interface between a condensed medium
a gas has been reported.4 The origin of these processes lies
the principle of different interactions of excited and une
cited atoms with the surrounding medium. In this paper
examine a new variant of this principle for stimulating
transport process by converting part of the energy of la
radiation into the kinetic energy of atoms through supere
tic collisions. Unlike the previously discussed mechanism
this mechanism for optically stimulated transport is initiat
by spatially nonuniform radiation or by the spatially inhom
geneity of a medium under uniform irradiation.

Collisions of electronically excited atoms with mo
ecules are often accompanied by quenching of the excita
and significant conversion of internal energy into trans
tional motion of the particles. Thus, in collisions of excite
alkali metal atoms with CO2 and N2 molecules, up to 30% o
the energy of electronic excitation~on the order of 2 eV!
goes into kinetic energy of the products.5

The transport stimulation process considered here c
sists of the following: thermal atoms that have been exc
electronically by the light become ‘‘hot’’ after superelast
collisions with molecules of the buffer medium. The conce
tration of the latter is assumed to be so high~compared to the
resonant component! that their temperature does not chang
Thus, an atomic subsystem is superheated within the illu
nated region in a constant-temperature buffer medium. In
steady state, when the fluxes of atoms from the illumina
region and into it are equal, this is accompanied by a dro
the concentration of atoms within the illuminated region.

Laser-induced transport is, to a certain extent, analog
to thermal diffusion,6 but does not reduce to it. Unlike the
mal diffusion, in which one and the same temperature can
ascribed to both components of a gas mixture, during s
4841063-7842/98/43(5)/4/$15.00
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tially nonuniform illumination the active component of th
mixture enters a highly nonequilibrium state, while the st
of the buffer component hardly changes. This leads not o
to a substantial enhancement in the transport effect, but
to a change in its sign.

The purpose of this paper is to provide a model desc
tion of laser-stimulated transport and to estimate the cha
in the local concentration in the irradiated region.

ELEMENTS OF THE THEORY

Let us consider an unbounded irradiated gas mixt
with a plane boundary between the light and shadow regio
We shall assume that the illumination intensity vari
smoothly along thex axis. In the illuminated region, colli-
sions of excited atoms with buffer gas molecules lead
quenching of the electronic excitation and to conversion
part of the excitation energy into translational degrees
freedom. As a result, the distribution of the atoms with
spect to velocityv strays far from equilibrium. At the sam
time, if the concentrationna of atoms is much smaller tha
that of the buffer particles,nb , then the changes in the sta
of the buffer medium will be negligible. Under these cond
tions, we can write down the following system of tw
coupled kinetic equations for the distribution functions of t
atoms in the ground and excited states,f (x,v) and f * (x,v):

v
] f

]x
5St1St* 1@g1P~x!# f * 2P~x! f , ~1!

v
] f *

]x
5P~x! f 2@g1P~x!1n* ~v !# f * , ~2!

where St is the collision integral for the unexcited atom
with the buffer particles andSt* controls the arrival of hot
unexcited atoms owing to superelastic collisions with cro
sections* (v) and rate

n* ~v !5nbs* ~v !v. ~3!

The general form ofSt* is given by the integral

St* 5E W~v,v8! f * ~x,v8!dv8, ~4!
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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in which the kernelW(v,v8) is defined in terms of the rela
tive collision velocity, its differential cross section, and t
density of the buffer gas in the standard way.7,8 In Eq. ~2! we
have omitted the terms describing collisions of excited ato
which are not accompanied by damping, since the cross
tions for these processes are much smaller than the que
ing cross section. The action of the light is described in E
~1! and ~2! in a balance approximation:P(x) represents the
rate of absorption of the light, proportional to its intensity
the pointx, while g is the rate of spontaneous relaxation.
should be noted that for buffer gas densities belownb

;1019 cm3, typical values of the quenching collision cro
sections ofs* ;10215 cm2, and velocities of the atomsv
;104 cm/s, the collisional relaxation rate is much lower th
the spontaneous relaxation rate, which is typically on
order of 108 s1 for allowed optical transitions.

Since the characteristic scale length of the nonuniform
in the light field cannot be less than a few wavelengths,
gradient terms in Eqs.~1! and~2! are small compared to th
terms on the right. This makes it possible to neglect
gradient terms and expressf * in terms of f in the first ap-
proximation. Equating the right hand side of Eq.~2! to zero,
we find

f * 5 f
P~x!

g1P~x!1n* ~v !
. ~5!

Substituting Eq.~5! in Eq. ~1!, we obtain

v
] f

]x
5St1St* 2n* ~v !s~x! f , ~6!

where

s~x!5
P~x!

g1P~x!
~7!

determines the degree of saturation in the atomic excita
at the pointx providedn* (v)!g. With the same degree o
accuracy inSt* , we can setf * 5s(x) f . Equating the right
hand side of Eq.~6! to zero, we find an equation satisfied b
the distribution functionf 0 for every value ofx. In this ap-
proximation, f 0 remains isotropic, but may deviate sharp
from equilibrium if the rate of relaxation associated wi
collisions of excited atoms,n* (v)s(x), is comparable to or
greater than the rate of relaxation owing to collisions of u
excited atoms, which we shall denote byn t . In the latter
case,f 0 ceases to depend onx in the depth of the illuminated
region and is completely determined by the characteristic
the collisions involving excited atoms.

In the next approximation with respect to the gradie
term, the solution of Eq.~6! becomes anisotropic an
optically-induced transport sets in. In the case of a sm
anisotropy, the flux of the active component of the mixtu
j (x), is expressed in terms of the gradient off 0. Following
Ref. 7, we then obtain

j ~x!52
1

3E l ~x,v !v
] f 0

]x
dv, ~8!

where
s
c-

ch-
s.
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e
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,

l ~x,v !5
v

s~x!n* ~v !1n t

; ~9!

l (x,v) has the meaning of an effective mean free path for
unperturbed atoms including optical excitation and sup
elastic collisions.

EQUILIBRIUM CONDITIONS FOR A NONUNIFORMLY
ILLUMINATED GAS MIXTURE

To analyze the equilibrium conditions which follow
from Eqs.~8!, we rewrite f 0(x,v) in the form

f 0~x,v !5n~x! f̃ ~x,v !, ~10!

where f̃ (x,v) is the velocity distribution function normalize
to unit density andn(x) is the particle number density.

Denoting local averaging over the velocities with th
function f̃ (x,v) by angle bracketŝ . . . &, we obtain

j ~x!52D~x!
]n

]x
2nF]D~x!

]x
2d~x!G , ~11!

where

D~x!5
1

3
^v l & and d5

1

3 K v
] l

]xL . ~12!, ~13!

Let us consider the casej 50. Then the solution of Eq
~13! determines the following relationship between the de
sities of atomsn* andn0 deep inside the illuminated regio
and in the shadow regions, respectively:

n* D* 5n0D0 expH E
2`

` d~x!

D~x!
dxJ . ~14!

HereD* 5D(`) andD05D(2`) are the diffusion coeffi-
cients in the depth of the illuminated and unilluminated
gions. In connection with this result, it should be noted tha
describes an effect that is caused, not only by the nonunif
heating of the atoms, but also by the spatially nonunifo
mean free path. If the explicit dependence of the mean
path on position is written in the factored forml (x,y)
51/N(x)s(v), as, for example, in a medium with a nonun
form density of scatterers,N(x), then Eq.~14! reduces to the
equations of thermal diffusion for a light impurity in a heav
buffer gas.7 It should be emphasized that, as opposed to th
mal diffusion, where the active component and the buf
medium have the same temperature at every point, w
optically-induced transport the state of the buffer medium
unchanged over all space. This difference causes a chan
the sign of the effect. Whereas in thermal diffusion the lig
impurity concentrates in places with an elevated temperat
optically-induced transport leads to a drop in the concen
tion of the active component in the illuminated region. As f
the magnitude of the effect, it can be much greater than
the case of thermal diffusion because the resonant com
nent can be ‘‘overheated’’ to high temperatures through
perelastic collisions. Thus, during collisions of excite
lithium atoms with CO2 molecules, the former obtain an en
ergy of 0.5 eV, which causes their concentration in the il
minated region to change by roughly a factor of 4.
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OPTICALLY-INDUCED FLOW ALONG CAPILLARIES

The above discussion of optically-induced transport p
cesses allows us to predict yet another effect. Let us cons
the effect of irradiation on the flow of a pure atomic gas
the Knudsen regime through a capillary or porous mediu
in which the atoms are excited by the light. Suppose that
collisions of the excited atoms with the walls are supere
tic, such as those considered above for atom-molecule c
sions. The fact that excited atoms are quenched in collis
with a solid surface with a probability near unity has be
established quite reliably,9,10 and there is also some exper
mental evidence that part of the electronic excitation ene
of the atom is transferred to its translational degrees of fr
dom during this process.11 We shall assume that the scatte
ing of atoms at the walls is diffuse and that the mean f
path l , which is of the same order of magnitude as the dia
eter of the capillary, is small compared to the length of
capillary. The motion of an atom under these conditions
similar to its motion in a medium with randomly distribute
scatterers. Thus, the description of transport processes in
case reduces to that given above for impurities in a gase
medium.

For the flux of atoms we use Eq.~11!. D* is determined
by the velocity distribution of the atoms heated by collisio
with the wall. This heating will increase as an atom mov
further into the capillary, until cooling processes stop t
rise. In order not to complicate the analysis, without ad
tional information on energy exchange processes during
elastic collisions of excited atoms with solid dielectric su
faces, we shall assume that the heating is stabili
immediately at the entrance of the capillary. In this case.D*
is independent ofx and for conservation of the flux in th
capillary, Eq.~11! yields

D*
]n

]x
52 j 5const. ~15!

Considering an efflux into free space, we obtain the f
lowing concentration distribution of the atoms in a capilla
of lengthL:

n~x!5 j ~L2x!/D* . ~16!

The current densityj is determined from the condition a
the beginning of the capillary, where the flux

j 5E vxf ~0, v !dv2E
vx.0

vxf .~0,v !dv

2E
vx,0

vxf ,~0,v !dv. ~17!

Here the first term is determined by the flux in the capilla
and the second by the flux outside it. At the beginning of
capillary the velocity distribution of the atoms is highly a
isotropic: cold atoms enter the capillary and hot ones leav
Determining the distribution function at the boundary of ra
domly scattering media is a complicated Milne problem12

Here we give the boundary condition formally without sol
ing this problem, merely noting that, because of the stro
anisotropy, the values ofn. andn, , defined by
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n.5E
vx.0

f ,~0,v !dv and n,5E
vx,0

f ,~0,v !dv,

~18!

differ substantially. Then, in Eq.~17! for the flux, written in
the form j 5n.v.2n,v, , wherev. andv, are the aver-
age velocities of the particles entering and leaving the ca
lary, we setn.5na/2 as the volume density of atoms an
n,5n(0)/2 as thedensity of atoms moving diffusively from
the beginning of the capillary. The corresponding avera
velocities will bev.5vT , wherevT is the average therma
speed, andv,5v* , wherev* is the average speed of th
atoms heated in the capillary as a result of excitation quen
ing in collisions with the walls. Thus, instead of Eq.~17!, we
obtain

2 j 5n0vT2n~0!v* . ~19!

Solving Eqs.~16! and~19! jointly, we obtain the follow-
ing expression for the flux through the capillary:

j 5n0vTD* /2Lv* . ~20!

Calculating the velocity distribution of the atoms alon
the length of a capillary requires detailed knowledge of
behavior of superelastic collisions of atoms with the wa
and cannot be done here. Nevertheless, we point out
heating a resonant gas in the capillary can, in principle,
used to separate multicomponent gas mixtures using an
dinary atomic velocity selector when the capillary is excit
by radiation that is resonant with an electronic transition
just one of the components. In addition, it is clear from E
~20! that the flux of gas in the capillary can also be chang
owing to the effect of the light on the mean free path
atoms in the capillary.

Two possible mechanisms for this effect, which invol
a difference in the angular distributions of scattered therm
hot, and excited atoms at the walls, can be pointed out.
first is simply related to the difference between the tempe
ture of the incident beam and that of the surface. It
known13 that as a beam of atoms incident on a surface w
temperatureTn is heated, ordinary thermal~diffuse! scatter-
ing is supplanted by structural scattering, in which the an
lar distribution of the scattered beam forms a rather sh
lobe in a direction close to that for mirror reflection of th
incident beam. This change in scattering regime takes p
at beam temperatures of only a few times the surface t
perature and can cause a substantial rise in the flux thro
the capillary of gas that has been ‘‘heated’’ by the optic
radiation.

The second mechanism through which the light acts
the angular distribution of the scattering may be related
the behavior of superelastic collisions. Recall that diffu
~cosine! scattering is usually related to sequential adsorpt
and desorption events for particles at the surface, du
which any correlation between the initial and final velociti
is lost. In superelastic collisions, where part of the electro
excitation energy is released, the particle is not adsorbed
that a correlation of this type is possible. For example, if
momentum imparted to a particle during a superelastic c
lision is predominantly normal to the wall,14 then this causes
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a reduction in the mean free path along the capillary an
reduction in the flux in the capillary. The same sort of redu
tion in the flux occurs when this momentum is in the opp
site direction to the velocity vector of the incident particle

Calculating the velocity distribution in a capillary re
quires knowledge of the character of atom-wall superela
collisions. Collisions of excited atoms with dielectrics ha
hardly been studied, as pointed out specially in
literature.5 We note that measurements of the parameters
flow through a laser illuminated capillary and a determin
tion of the distribution of the concentration of atoms alo
its length might be one of the simplest ways to study
efficiency and angular distribution of collisions of excite
atoms with solid surfaces.

CONCLUSION

The processes discussed above are among many
amples of the selective effect of laser radiation on the kin
ics of phenomena in gaseous media. These processes,
rule, are of interest in themselves, but their value is gre
enhanced when they can be used successfully in prac
There is no doubt that the changes in the concentration
resonantly excited system in an illuminated region may se
as a basis for methods of separating gaseous mixtures
should be taken into account in any interaction of bound
laser beams in gases, in particular, in acousto-optic spec
copy using rather high-power cw lasers.

The question of whether these effects occur in molecu
media requires further study. Superelastic collisions of e
tronically excited molecules with a quenching partner ha
clearly not been studied adequately. In addition, in de
gaseous mixtures, where the rates of vibrational–rotatio
equilibration and V–T relaxation are quite high, the abo
analysis can be carried over to molecular collisions alm
entirely.

There is special interest in the possibility of similar ph
nomena in liquids and in the interior of solids. We ha
already mentioned the observation of diffusive escape
vacuum of alkali metal atoms adsorbed into the volume o
silane film when irradiated by optical radiation for whic
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silane is transparent. We believe that this effect is direc
associated with the drop in the concentration of atoms in
illuminated region discussed above. In fact, if we assu
that the energy barrier for volume diffusion of the alka
atoms is lower than the energy of a photon absorbed
them, then the sequence of absorption and quenching of e
tronic excitation causes the atoms to jump to neighbor
positions, ‘‘heats’’ them a certain extent, and speeds up t
volume diffusion. The escape of an atom from the film at t
vacuum interface causes a decrease in the concentratio
atoms in the film and an increase in their concentration in
volume, as is observed experimentally.4 We may, therefore,
assume that attempts to find similar effects in solids a
weakly concentrated liquids will be successful.
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Inversion of the density gradient and the diffusion ‘‘gate’’ in isothermal mixing of gases
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The stable quasistationary mixing of ternary gas mixtures in a system of two chambers
connected by a capillary is described by a theoretical model which predicts the density distribution
of the mixture along the length of the diffusion channel. It is demonstrated that inversion of
the density gradient can occur due to a nonlinear concentration distribution of the heavy
component in a diffusion ‘‘gate’’ effect. The results obtained using this model are compared
with the experimental data. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~98!00305-5#
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1. The onset of convective instability during isotherm
binary diffusion in sealed structures was investigated th
retically in Refs. 1 and 2, where it was shown that a con
tion of breakdown of the diffusion mechanism of mixing is
large positive density gradient of the mixture~where the den-
sity above is greater than that below!. This fact is confirmed
experimentally. However, in ternary~three-component! gas
mixtures3,4 an anomalous convective instability is observe
which arises for negative density gradients of the mixt
~the density in the upper part of the structure is less tha
the lower part!. The reason for this anomalous behavior
ternary mixtures is insufficiently understood, but a compa
son of the experimental data on the anomalous convec
instability4–7 and on the diffusion ‘‘gate’’ effect8 shows that
these two effects are most strikingly manifested in the sa
mixtures. On the basis of these facts it may be surmised
during the organization of a diffusion ‘‘gate’’ a change
sign of the density gradient can occur on some segmen
the channel, and this is the reason for the instability.

The aim of the present paper is to verify the above c
jecture and analyze the conditions for inversion of the d
sity gradient. This is done on the basis of solution of t
problem of the quasistationary density distribution of a t
nary mixture under conditions of mixing of the gases in
system of two chambers connected by a vertical channe

2. Consider a system of two chambers joined by a c
illary ~Fig. 1!. The upper chamber contains a binary mixtu
of gases diffusing into a pure component located in the lo
chamber. For definiteness, it is convenient to choose the
lowing numbering of the components:1,2 — the light and
heavy gases in the upper chamber~I!, respectively;3 — the
gas in the lower chamber~II !. The density of the mixture in
the upper part of the apparatus is always less than the de
of the pure component in the lower part at any temperaturT
and pressureP. We assume that the volumes of the chamb
V are equal and significantly exceed the volume of the c
4881063-7842/98/43(5)/5/$15.00
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necting capillary of lengthL and cross-sectional areaS
5pr 2 (r is the radius of the capillary!.

Isothermal diffusion is accompanied by the appeara
of a pressure difference in the chambersDP ~the diffusion
baro-effect9!, but for the viscous regime considered in th
problem~the Knudsen number Kn5l/r !1, wherel is the
mean free path! the quantityDP/P is of the order of Kn2 and
is negligibly small. This allows us to take the pressureP to
be uniform throughout the system and constant in tim
However, the small pressure difference that arises gives

FIG. 1.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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to a quasistationary diffusion regime in which the avera
numerical velocity vanishes8,10

v5c1u11c2u21c3u350, ~1!

whereci is the concentration of thei th component,ui is the
z-axis projection of the velocity of thei th component in the
laboratory coordinate system, averaged over the cross
tion.

The diffusion velocities (ui2uj ) can be determined
from the Stefan–Maxwell equations, which for a terna
mixture of ideal gases have the form
a

e

e
ui
ix
s
m
ro

fo
e

ec-

c1c3

D13
~u12u3!1

c1c2

D12
~u12u2!52¹zc1 ,

c1c2

D12
~u22u1!1

c2c3

D23
~u22u3!52¹zc2 , ~2!

where Di j is the binary diffusion coefficient of the binar
mixture, i , j 51,3, andci5ni /(n11n21n3)5ni /n.

Equations~1! and ~2! define explicit expressions for th
component velocities8
u15
1

c1
H c1D23~D122D13!¹zc22D13@~c21c3!D121c1D23#¹zc1

c1D231c2D131c3D12
J ,

u25
1

c2
H c2D13~D122D23!¹zc12D23@~c11c3!D121c2D13#¹zc2

c1D231c2D131c3D12
J ,

u35
1

c3
H D13@~c11c2!D231c3D12#¹zc11D23@~c11c2!D131c3D12#¹zc2

c1D231c2D131c3D12
J . ~3!
In what follows we assume that the composition equ
ization time in the system of chamberst is much longer than
the setup timetL of the concentration distribution along th
length of the capillary. Thus, for timest.tL the mixture of
gases can be assumed to be quasistationary. In this cas
concentration distributions of the components set up q
rapidly to the assigned values of the composition of the m
ture in the chambers and vary slowly as the concentration
the system equalize. For such conditions it can be assu
that the flow rate of each component across an arbitrary c
section of the capillary is independent of the coordinatez

Qi5ni~z!ui~z!pr 25const. ~4!

Substituting expressions~3! into Eq. ~4! and employing
the assumption of smallness of the molar concentration
the second component (c2!1) to simplify the resulting ex-
pression, we readily obtain the following expressions
ci(z):

2D13

dc1

dz
5

1

pr 2

Q1

n
,

2c2D13~D232D12!
dc1

dz
2D12D23

dc2

dz

5
1

pr 2

Q2

n
@D121c1~D232D12!#. ~5!

The solution of system~5! allowing for the boundary
conditions
l-

the
te
-
in
ed
ss

of

r

z50, c15c250, a35c3II
,

z5L, c15c1I
, c25c2I

, c350 ~6!

is written as follows:

c3512
z

L
, c1512c22c3 ,

c25H c2I
1

Q2

Q1
FD12~D132D23!

D13~D122D23!
2c1I G J

3expF2
1

pr 2

Q1

n

~D232D12!

D12D23
~L2z!G2

Q2

Q1

3FD12~D132D23!

D13~D122D23!
2c1I G2

1

pr 2

Q2

D13n
~L2z!, ~7!

where

Q152
nD13

L
~c1I

2c1II
!pr 2,
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Q252

nD13

L
pr 2 H c2II

2c2I
expF2

D13~D122D23!

D12D23
~c1I

2c1II
!G J

1

~c1I
2c1II

!FD12~D132D23!

D13~D122D23!
2c1I G H expF2

D13~D122D23!

D12D23
~c1I

2c1II
!G21J 21

. ~8!
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It should be noted that the caseD23!D12,D13 corre-
sponds to a substantially nonlinear distribution of the c
centration of the heavy component along the capillary. F
ure 2 @a—0.7He~1!10.3R12~2!–Ar~3!, b—0.9He~1!
10.1R12~2!–Ar~3!# plots the distributionci(z) for the mix-
ture He~1!1R12~2!–Ar~3! ~the numbering of the compo
nents is indicated here in parentheses! for different amounts
of freon-12 in the mixture (c2I

!1). The nonlinearity of the
distributionc2(z) is due to the fact that in the mutual diffu
sion of helium and argon (c2→0) a baro-effect arises with
increase in the pressure in the lower chamber. The resu
pressure gradient is the reason for the hydrodynamic flow
the mixture into the upper chamber with velocityv0

;D13/L. The characteristic diffusion velocity of freon fo
the case when the concentration distributionc2(z) is linear is
of the order ofc2I

D23/L, which is much less thanv0. The
resulting freon velocity is directed upwards. In the quasis
tionary situation the concentrationc2 becomes exponentially
small in the lower part of the capillary and the flow-rateQ2

@formula ~8!# becomes much less than the val
npr 2c2I

D23/L corresponding to the case whenc2(z) is lin-
ear. The effect of an abrupt decrease inQ2 in similar situa-
tions is called a ‘‘diffusion gate’’7 and takes place in mix
tures with a significant diffusion baro-effect for the first a
third components for a low value of the diffusion coefficie
D23. For small values ofQ2 relations~7! and~8! permit one
to obtain simplified approximate expressions for the conc
tration distributionsci(z)

c1512c22c3 ,c25c2I
expF2

D13~D122D23!

D12D23
S 12

z

L D G ,
c3512

z

L
. ~9!

Expressions~9! allow one to find the density distributio
along the length of the capillary

FIG. 2.
-
-

ng
of

-

-

r5r1c11r2c21r3c3 , ~10!

and also its maximum gradient

1

n

dr

dz
5Dm2c2I

exp@2¸#
¸

L
expF¸ z

LG2Dm3

1

L
,

Dm25m22m1 , Dm35m32m1 ,

¸5
D13~D122D23!

D12D23
, ~11!

wheremi is the mass of a molecule of speciesi .
For the typical diffusion-gate system He~1!1R12~2!–

Ar~3! the density distribution of the mixture over the leng
of the capillary, calculated according to formulas~9! and
~10!, is plotted in Fig. 3 and illustrates the possibility o
inversion of the density gradient as the concentration dis
bution ci(z) adjusts to the boundary conditions withr I

,r II . Such a gradient inversion may be the reason for
convective instability; therefore it would be advisable to i
vestigate the conditions for the appearance of nonmonoto
ity of r(z) asc2I

varies forr I,r II . The largest value of the
concentration of the second component in chamberI in the
interval of interest to us corresponds to the conditionr I

5r II , i.e.,

m35~12c2I
!m11c2I

m2 ,

FIG. 3.
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whence it follows that

c2I

max5
m32m1

m22m1
5

Dm3

Dm2
. ~12!

The minimum valuec2I
5c2I

min in this interval can be

found on the basis of Eq.~11! from the condition

dr

dz
uz5L50, c2I

min5
Dm3

Dm2

D12D23

D13~D122D23!
. ~13!

Thus, inversion of the density gradient and, con
quently, anomalous~for r I,r II ) unstable diffusion can take
place only in the concentration interval of the heavy com
nent in the upper chamber

c2I

min,c2I
,c2I

max. ~14!

3. As an illustration, a comparison of the above resu
with experimental data obtained with a two-chamber se
can be had for the case of two ternary gas mixtur
CH4~1!1Ar~2!–N2~3! and He~1!1R12~2!–Ar~3! for P
50.101 MPa andT5298 K.6,11 In the first system the bi-
nary diffusion coefficients of the components are compara
with each other. This system exhibits the stable regime
isothermal diffusion over a wide pressure interval and
arbitrary values of the concentrationc2I

~Ref. 11!. This is
because for similar values ofD12 and D23 the quantity
(c2I

max2c2I

min)!1 „see formulas~12! and~13!… and therefore in

the investigated concentration interval it is impossible to
serve the instability. A quasistationary distribution of t
component concentrations and the density is shown in Fig
from which it can be seen that linear component concen
tion distributions for the system 0.55CH410.45Ar–N2 lead
to a linear distribution of the density.

For the second system the coefficientsD12 andD23 are
substantially different (38.531026 m2/s and 6.831026

m2/s, respectively!. This leads to the following boundary va
ues of the concentration of the heavy component in the up
chamber ~1!: c2I

min50.035, c2I

max50.308. If we choosec2I

from this interval, we obtain the density distributions show
-

-

s
p
:

le
f

r

-

4,
a-

er

in Fig. 3. The graphs show that¹r changes sign. Experi
ments carried out with this mixture indeed show that
c2I

*0.105 the diffusion instability takes place.

Table I lists values ofc2I

min and c2I

max and experimental

data forc2I
for various mixtures for which convective insta

bility was observed. In the calculation ofc2I

min and c2I

max for

the systems H21CO2–air, N21R12–R22, and
Ar1R12–R22 the binary diffusion coefficients were dete
mined within the framework of the rigorous kineti
theory.12,13 In all the other cases we used the experimen
values of the binary diffusion coefficients in formula~13!.
Analysis of the concentrations so obtained shows that in
the experiments with anomalous unstable diffusionc2I

is

found betweenc2I

min and c2I

max. This confirms the validity of

the theoretical model.
4. Thus, we have developed a theoretical model of sta

quasistationary mixing of three gases in a system of t
chambers joined by a capillary that allows one to determ
the density distribution along the length of the channel.

We have shown that for the density of the mixture in t
upper chamberr I less than the density in the lower chamb
r II , inversion of the density gradient takes place in the ch
nel due to nonlinearity of the concentration distribution
the heavy component, exhibiting the effect of a diffusi

FIG. 4.
ies of
TABLE I. Boundary values of the concentration of the heaviest component of the mixture for a ser
diffusion-unstable systems atT5298 K.

Component concentrations, mole fraction

Reaction Calculation Experiment

No. System c2I

min c2I

max c2I
Ref.

1 He1Ar—N2 0.265 0.667 0.3020.35 4
2 He1R12 — Ar 0.035 0.308 0.0820.12 5
3 CH41R12—n-C4H10 0.017 0.400 0.1020.16 5
4 He1R12 — n-C4H10 0.044 0.462 0.0820.12 5
5 N21R12—n-C4H10 0.155 0.323 0.16 5
6 H21N22CH4 0.212 0.538 0.25*
7 H41Ar2N2 0.230 0.684 0.3020.35*
8 H21CO22air 0.158 0.643 0.16 3
9 N21R12—R22 0.387 0.629 0.3020.50 3
10 Ar1R12 — R22 0.428 0.574 0.2920.49 3
11 H21R12—Ar 0.031 0.319 0.07 5

*Experimental data of the authors.
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‘‘gate.’’ We have determined the range of concentrations
the heavy component in the upper chamber for which s
inversion takes place. Comparison of this range with the
perimentally determined interval of concentrationsc2I

corre-
sponding to unstable diffusion apparently caused by inv
sion of the density gradient demonstrates good agreeme
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The isotropic Boltzmann equation is solved using the Sonin moment system of equations. The
main task here is the construction of a matrix describing the particle interaction. Such a
matrix has been constructed analytically for various interaction cross sections in a number of
papers@M. Barnsley and G. Turchetti, Lett. Nuovo Cimento33, 347 ~1982!; G. Turchetti
and M. Paolilli, Phys. Lett. A90, 123 ~1982!; F. Schürrer and G. Ku¨gerl, Phys. Fluids A2, 609
~1990!; A. Ya. Énder and I. A. E´ nder, Tech. Phys.39, 997 ~1994!#. Calculations of matrix
elements arrived at by different methods for the hard-sphere model are compared. Some general
properties of the matrix are found that can be used as criteria of the validity of the
calculations. With the help of such criteria it is shown that the nonlinear matrix elements were
calculated incorrectly by Schu¨rrer and Kügerl ~op. cit.!. © 1998 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-7842~98!00405-X#
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INTRODUCTION

In this paper we consider the moment method for so
ing the nonlinear Boltzmann equation for problems of isot
pic relaxation, based on expanding the distribution funct
in Sonin ~Laguerre! polynomials.1–4 The possibility of solv-
ing the nonlinear Boltzmann equation numerically by t
moment method up to large velocities was first demonstra
in Refs. 1 and 2. To construct the distribution function
large velocities, it is necessary to include many mome
i.e., to know the nonlinear matrix elements describing
particle interaction, at large values of the indices. The f
mula for the matrix elements in Ref. 2, derived for cro
sections isotropic in the velocities, contains six nested su
This limits the possibilities of increasing the number of ter
of the expansionN ~in Ref. 2 the calculations were carrie
out only to N513). In our previous paper4 using thea
representation5,6 we obtained formulas valid for any powe
law potential and dropped the number of nested sums d
to four. This enabled us to increase the number of term
N530 with the same error as obtained in Ref. 2 forN513.
The authors of Ref. 3 proposed a simpler algorithm for
particular case of the hard-sphere model that raised the h
of increasing the number of terms significantly higher. U
fortunately, there is an error in their formulas for the nonl
ear matrix elements. The derivation of the matrix element
a quite complicated problem, and errors are possible. In
course of comparison and analysis of the matrix eleme
calculated by various authors,2–4,7 we developed some crite
ria of validity of calculation of nonlinear matrix elements.

1. COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT CALCULATIONS OF THE
MATRIX ELEMENTS

In earlier classical works the method of expanding
distribution function in orthogonal polynomials was appli
to calculate the first several linear moments needed in p
4931063-7842/98/43(5)/9/$15.00
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lems of transport theory. Later, works appeared in which
polynomial method was applied numerically2–4 as well as
analytically8 to the isotropic Boltzmann equation~that is, iso-
tropic in the velocities! to construct the distribution function
at high energies. In this method the isotropic distributi
function is expanded in a series of Sonin~Laguerre! polyno-
mials

f ~v,t !5M ~v,T̃0! (
n50

`

Cn~ t !S1/2
n ~v2/T̃0! ~1!

with weighting function

M ~v,T̃0!5~1/pT̃0!3/2exp~2v2/T̃0!, T̃052kT0 /m0 .
~2!

As a rule, the equilibrium temperature of the gas is ch
sen forT0. The Boltzmann equation reduces to the followin
system of moment equations:

dCn /dt5 (
k,m50

`

Kk,m
n CkCm . ~3!

It should be noted that the method of expanding in So
polynomials is applicable only if the distribution functio
satisfies Grad’s criterion

E
0

`

f 2 exp~v2/T̃0!d3v,`. ~4!

In Ref. 9 it was shown that if the distribution function
represented in the form of a sum over two Maxwellians w
temperaturesT1 and T2 (T1,T2) and T2 /T0.2, then this
criterion is not satisfied.

The matrix elementsKk,m
n are asymmetric relative to

transposition of the lower indices. In the case of interact
of particles of one sort it is possible to transform to symm
ric matrix elementsK̃k,m

n 5(Kk,m
n 1Km,k

n )/2. Such matrix ele-
ments are considered in Refs. 1 and 2. We will not write
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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the complicated formula given in Ref. 2 forK̃k,m
n , which

consists of six nested sums. Its derivation is laid out in de
in Ref. 1. It should be noted that this formula is valid on
for the model of power-law potentials under the assumpt
that the cross section does not depend on the scatte
angle.

When calculating series~1! on a computer, it is always
necessary to truncate at some finiteN, and the sum~3! be-
comes finite. The great achievement of the authors of Re
and 2 is that they were the first who were able to system
cally calculate the nonlinear matrix elements up toN513,
which made it possible to advance into the region of h
velocities. However, the huge number of terms in the f
mula in Ref. 2 has limited the possibility of increasing t
number of termsN.

In Ref. 4, using thea method, we constructed the matr
Kk,m

n for anisotropic cross sections as well and showed th
is possible to treat equations involving up to 25–30 mome
with guaranteed accuracy.

The Boltzmann equation in thea representation~a
5m0/2kT) has the form5,6

n0

]w

]t
5n0

2E
0

`

A~ T̃,T̃1 ,T̃2!w~ T̃1 ,t !w~ T̃2 ,t !dT̃1dT̃2 . ~5!

Here n0 is the particle number density, and the distributi
function in thev-representation is related tow(T,t) by the
following equation:

f ~v,t !5E
0

`

M ~v,T̃!w~ T̃,t !dT̃. ~6!

The kernelA(T̃,T̃1 ,T̃2) is a transform of the collision
integral of two MaxwelliansJm(T̃1 ,T̃2 ,v) in a space

Jm~ T̃1 ,T̃2 ,v !5n0
2E

0

`

M ~v,T̃!A~ T̃,T̃1 ,T̃2!dT̃. ~7!

The orthogonal system of Sonin polynomialsS1/2
r with

Maxwellian weight corresponds to a biorthogonal system
functionssL andsR in a space

sR
r ~ T̃,T̃* !5~ T̃* !d~r !~ T̃2T̃* !/r !, ~8!

sL
r 5~12T̃/T̃* !r . ~9!

Here d (r )(T̃2T̃* ) is the r th derivative of thed function.
Here

M ~v,T̃* !S1/2
r ~v2/T̃* !5E

0

`

M ~v,T̃!sR
r ~ T̃,T̃* !dT̃, ~10!

E
0

`

sL
i sR

j dT̃5d i j . ~11!

The functionw(T) on the right-hand side of Eq.~5! can
be represented in the form

w~ T̃,t !5 (
n50

`

Cn~ t !sR
n~ T̃,T̃0!, ~12!
il

n
ing

. 1
ti-

h
-
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ts

f

Cn~ t !5E
0

`

w~ T̃,t !sL
n~ T̃,t !dT̃5E

0

`

~12T̃/T̃0!nw~ T̃,t !dT̃.

~13!

In order to obtain system~3!, we multiply both sides of Eq.
~5! by sL

n(T,T0) and integrate overT. We obtain for the
matrix Kk,m

n

Kk,m
n 5n0

2T̃0
k1m~21!k1m

dk1m

dT̃1
kdT̃2

m

3S T̃1
kT̃2

m

k!m! E0

`

dT̃~12T̃/T̃0!nA~ T̃,T̃1 ,T̃2! DU
T̃15T̃0 ,

T̃25T̃0

. ~14!

In the case of a power-law dependence of the potentiaV
on distancer (V;1/r k) we have

gs~g,z!5Bgggx~z!/4p, z5sin2u/2. ~15!

Here s(g,z) is the differential scattering cross section,g
5(k24)/k, Bg5const, andx(z) is the angular part of the
cross section. In this case the kernelA(T,T1 ,T2) and the
matrix Kk,m

n have the form

A~ T̃,T̃1 ,T̃2!5(
l 51

`

dl~ T̃1 ,T̃2!sR
l ~ T̃,T̃1!, ~16!

dl5
4p l !

G~2m!G~ l 13/2!

3 (
q51

l
~2D!qT̃1

~ l 22q!G~ l 2q2m!G~q13/21m!

q! ~ l 2q!!l l 2q2m
Jq ,

~17!

Kk,m
n 5n0

2S 4kT0

m0
D m 4p~21!n1kn!G~m15/2!

2m

3 (
q51

n
~m15/2!q21

q!
Jq (

i 5max~0,q2k!

min~m,q! S q

i D 2i

~m2 i !!

3 (
l 5max~q,n2k1q2 i !

n
~2l 22q21!!! ~21! l

G~ l 13/2!~n2 l !!

3 (
j 2max~0,m2!

m1 ~21! j~2m! j 1m3

j !2 j~m12 j !! ~ j 2m2!!
, ~18!

wherem5g/2, D5T̃22T̃1, m15k2n1 i 1 l 2q, m25k2n
1 i 2 l 1q, m35 l 2q1m2 i .

Here we have made use of the following relations:

~a!k5a~a11! . . . ~a1k21!5
G~a1k!

G~a!
,

Jq5Bg /4pE
0

1

x~z!zqdz.

A similar derivation of formulas~16!–~18! is given in
Ref. 4.

For isotropic cross sections~and it was specifically this
case that was considered in Refs. 1 and 2x(z)51 andJq
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5Bg /(q11)/4p. For the hard-sphere modelm50.5, B1

5pd2, whered is the particle diameter, andJq5d2/(4(q
11)).

Formula~18!, like the formulas from Ref. 2, is suitabl
for arbitrary values of the indicesk, m, n. In the particular
case in which one of the lower indicesk, m vanishes, we
obtain expressions for the linear elements. In this case
number of summations is substantially decreased. Thus
formula ~18! only one summation remains.

Unsystematic calculations of nonlinear matrix eleme
were also carried out in earlier works. Thus, Ref. 7 giv
formulas for the symmetrized matrix elementsK̃k,m

n in the
case of power-law potentials, but only forN<4.

Reference 3 calculates nonlinear matrix elements up
N564 for the hard-sphere model. The expressions for
matrix elements in Ref. 3 have the form

Kk,m
n 5bk,m

n 2ak,m
n , ~19!

ak.m
n 52

n!

21/2G~n13/2!

3S 1

m
$Lk,m21,n

1 %1
1

m~m21! (r 50

m22

$Lk,r ,n
2 % D , m>2,

~20!

bk,m
n 5

21/2n!

G~n13/2!
S $Lk21,m21,n

3 %

km
2

$Lk22,m21,n
3 %

~k21!m

2
$Lk21,m22,n

3 %

k~m21!
1

$Lk22,m22,n
3 %

~k21!~m21!

1
k11/2

k
$Lk21,m,n

1 %1
m11/2

m

3$Lm21,k,n
1 %2~n11!$Lk,m,n11

0 % D ,

k, m>2. ~21!

Here $Lk,m,n
0 %, $Lk,m,n

1 %, $Lk,m,n
2 %, and $Lk,m,n

3 % are various
combinations of the gamma functions. Note that the lin
elementsak,0

n , bk,0
n , and b0,m

n are calculated according t
separate formulas. These formulas, after some simple
lytical transformations, coincide with the corresponding fo
mulas obtained from formula~18!.

TABLE I.

k/m 0 1 2 3 4 5

0 .00000 2.13333 .50000 2.14583 2.02188 2.00645
1 .13333 .53333 2.14583 2.02708 2.01100 2.00540
2 21.03333 .01250 2.01667 2.00872 2.00513 2.00332
3 .27917 .02708 .000392.00260 2.00235 2.00186
4 .03854 .01517 .00382 .000072.00085 2.00096
5 .01061 .00801 .00377 .00117 .000022.00038
6 .00363 .00417 .00288 .00145 .00050 .000
7 .00138 .00216 .00198 .00134 .00070 .000

Note: The values ofKkm
n for n52 are taken from Ref. 4.
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The most complicated formula for calculation, as w
noted in Ref. 3, is the triple sum$Lk,m,n

3 %, whose calculation
requires a special recursive procedure.

Whereas the calculations of the linear elements
simple and have been carried out by many authors, the
mulas for the nonlinear elements are significantly more co
plicated. Note that in Ref. 3 there is no comparison w
Refs. 2 and 7, nor does it give a detailed derivation of f
mulas~19!–~21!. Therefore we had to perform an addition
study.

Since our results, like the results of Refs. 2 and 7,
valid not only for the hard-sphere model, it is possible
make a wider comparison. We compared our results with
results of Ref. 2. The values of the linearized matrix e
ments given in the table in Ref. 2 form50.25 and calculated
according to formula~18!, completely coincide. Our formu
las, like the formulas from Ref. 2, in the particular case
pseudo-Maxwellian molecules reduce to the well-kno
simple form. In Ref. 4 we compared the errors involved
calculating according to the formulas from Ref. 2 and fro
formula ~18!. We showed that for pseudo-Maxwellian mo
ecules the error incurred in the first case forN513 is in-
curred in the second case only forN530. In addition, in
order to compare the results, we programmed up the form
from Ref. 2 and calculated the matrix elements for the ha
sphere model. It turns out that up toN55 the results coin-
cide with the results of formula~18! out to 13 significant
figures. For largeN we proposed a special method in Ref.
for error determination based on calculating with a differe
degree of accuracy and showed that going from six sum
Ref. 2 to four in formula~18! decreases the error at largeN
by several orders of magnitude. Thus it can be said tha
sufficient accuracy is provided in the calculations the form
las from Ref. 2 and formula~18! give the same result, i.e.
they are equivalent. For the hard-sphere model we car
out a comparison forN52 with the results of Ref. 7. Most o
the 12 symmetrized matrix elements calculated there c
cide with the values we calculated. The linear elementK3,0

2

differs in sign from the corresponding element in Refs. 2–
which is clearly a typographical error. Among the vario
nonlinear elements,K2,1

2 differs ~it has opposite sign!, as does
K4,1

2 ~it is two times larger than in Ref. 4!. However, com-
paring with the results of Ref. 3 and calculating the proble
presented there using our formulas leads to qualitatively
ferent results~see Sec. III!. In order to ensure that there ar
no typographical errors in Ref. 3, upon coding up their fo
mulas we calculated the nonlinear matrix elements accord
to formulas~19!–~21! for N up to 16 and repeated the ca
culations of the relaxation processes with the initial d
from Ref. 3. Comparing the results of our calculations w
the graphical results presented in Ref. 3, we convinced o
selves that the formulas forKk,m

n in Ref. 3 correspond to thei
final results.

Table I displays the matrix elements calculated acco
ing to formula~18! for n52 and 0<k<7, 0<m<5. In our
calculations we chose as our unit of time the same quan
as used in Ref. 3:t05(pm/16kT0)1/2/n0s, wheres is the
total cross section. Corresponding calculations accordin
formulas ~19!–~21! showed that all the nonlinear elemen
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TABLE II.

k50 k51 k52 k53 k54

n m54 m53 m52 m51 m50 K22
n , Ref. 3

1 25.208331023 21.041731022 .00000 1.041731022 5.208331023 23.710931022

2 22.187531022 22.708331022 21.666731022 2.708331022 3.854231022 1.757831022

3 2.12891 2.13281 2.12500 1.852731022 .36819 4.248031022

4 .37240 .36979 .37500 .41751 21.5347 4.003931022

5 2.10579 2.10742 2.10417 28.594031022 .40332 2.746631022

6 21.660231022 21.757831022 21.562531022 27.063931023 5.686931022 1.501531022

7 25.257231023 25.826831023 24.687531023 25.057331024 1.627731022 6.195131023

8 22.061631023 22.387231023 21.736131023 3.486731024 5.836231023 1.098631023

9 28.933331024 21.076431023 27.102331024 3.414131024 2.338631023 21.304631023

10 24.090431024 25.107631024 23.073131024 2.269931024 1.000131023 22.098131023

11 21.936731024 22.496231024 21.377231024 1.349631024 4.460531024 22.077131023

12 29.370731025 21.242231024 26.318931025 7.636731025 2.047531024 21.728131023

Note: The values ofKkm
n for k1m54 are taken from Ref. 4 and ofK22

n from Ref. 3.
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differ significantly both in magnitude and in sign.
It is of interest to display the values ofKk,m

n calculated
according to formula~18! and over a wider range o
k, m, n. This is done in Tables II and III for 1<n<12 for
k andm such thatk1m54 andk1m55, respectively. The
last column of Table II for comparison gives the values
K2,2

n calculated in Ref. 3. For Maxwellian molecules the m
trix elementsKk,m

n are nonzero only ifm1k5n. The authors
of Refs. 2 and 4 draw attention to the fact that the ma
elements have a sharp peak atm1k5n for other values ofm
as well, in particular for hard spheres, and fall off rapid
with growth of um1k2nu. One can convince oneself of th
by close inspection of Tables I, II, and III. Comparing th
elementsK2,2

n from Table II, calculated according to formu
las ~18! and ~19!–~21!, it is clear that the matrix element
calculated according to the formulas from Ref. 3 do not p
sess this property. This proved also to be the case for o
values of the indices. Note that despite the fact that all th
derivations of the matrix elements in Refs. 2, 4, and 7 w
reached by completely different paths, they coincide w
each other, apart from some minor typographical errors
Ref. 7, but not with the results of Ref. 3. On the basis of
f
-

x

-
er
e
e
h
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e

above-said we may conclude that the calculation of the n
linear matrix elements in Ref. 3 is erroneous.

Nevertheless it would be desirable to have criteria t
would provide a direct check on the validity of one formu
or another. In the following section we derive two relatio
that the matrix elementsKk,m

n must satisfy.

2. PROPERTIES OF THE MATRIX ELEMENTS

We choose as our initial distribution function the Ma
wellian distribution with temperatureT1. The collision inte-
gral of such a distribution function is equal to zero. If, as
customary, we expand this function in Sonin polynomia
about the same temperatureT1, then only the zeroth-orde
coefficient C0 will be nonzero, anddC0 /dt50 sinceK0,0

0

50. Say, however, that we expand this same distribut
function in Sonin polynomials about a different temperatu
T2. In a space the Maxwellian with temperatureT1 has the
transformd(T2T1). Then, using formula~13!, we obtain for
the expansion coefficientsCn

Cn5~12T1 /T2!n. ~22!
TABLE III.

k50 k51 k52 k53 k54 k55

n m55 m54 m53 m52 m51 m50

1 21.627631023 24.882831023 23.255231023 3.255231023 4.882831023 1.627631023

2 26.445331023 21.100331022 28.724031023 3.906331024 1.516931022 1.061231022

3 22094731022 22.534231022 22.314531022 21.435531022 2.980631022 5.398331022

4 2.11637 2.11995 2.11816 2.11100 2.183931022 .44336
5 .33722 .33457 .33590 .34119 .38352 21.73240
6 29.857231022 2.10040 29.948731022 29.582531022 27.658331022 .47087
7 21.610031022 21.731131022 21.670531022 21.428431022 24.777231023 6.917731022

8 25.334531023 26.107631023 25.721031023 24.174831023 6.836831024 2.065431022

9 22.193531023 22.674131023 22.433831023 21.472531023 1.051331023 7.722531023

10 29.970231024 21.289531023 21.143331023 25.583331024 7.638531024 3.224231023

11 24.786731024 26.535131024 25.660931024 22.164131024 4.793831024 1.435331023

12 22.374231024 23.404231024 22 .889231024 28.292631025 2.840531024 6.656331024

Note: The values ofKkm
n for k1m55 are taken from Ref. 4.
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In general, the collision integral can be written as

J~ f , f !5M ~v,T̃2! (
n50

`

S1/2
n ~v2/T̃2!

dCn

dt
. ~23!

Obviously, re-expanding the Maxwellian about a diffe
ent temperature cannot lead to a nonzero collision integ
i.e., the collision integral of the Maxwellian is invariant wit
respect to choice of basis.

From the identityJ( f , f )50, using Eq.~23! and the
properties of completeness and orthogonality of the So
polynomials, we obtain

dCn

dt
50, n50, . . . ,̀ . ~24!

Hence, substituting expression~22! into Eq. ~3! we obtain

(
k,m

Kk,m
n ~12T1 /T2!k1m50. ~25!

Denotingk1m asm8 and transforming to new summa
tion indices, we obtain

(
m51

`

~12T1 /T2!m(
k50

m

Kk,m2k
n 50. ~26!

This expression is a power series in (12T1 /T2). Since
the identity ~26! is satisfied for all values ofT2, it follows
that

(
k50

m

Kk,m2k
n 50, n,m50, . . . ,̀ . ~27!

Note that this property is valid for arbitrary scatterin
cross section and imposes additional constraints on the
trix elements. Let us write out in explicit form relations~27!
for m50, 1, 2

K0,0
n 50, n50, . . . ,̀ ~28!

K0,1
n 1K1,0

n 50, n50, . . . ,̀ ~29!

K0,2
n 1K1,1

n 1K2,0
n 50, n50, . . . ,̀ . ~30!

For the matrix elements calculated according to form
~18! ~and consequently according to the formulas from R
2! relations~27! are fulfilled with high accuracy, limited by
the accuracy of calculation of the matrix elements the
selves. Thus, calculating according to formula~18!, for
k, m, n,12 the error does not exceed 10210. Note that for
large m and n errors accumulate in the calculation ofKk,m

n

and deviations from relation~27! can be used as an estima
of the magnitude of this calculational error.

As for Ref. 7, relations~27! are fulfilled there forem
50, 1, 2, and 4. Since it was demonstrated above that
sign of the linear elementK3,0

2 in Ref. 7 was given incor-
rectly, equality~27! for m53 confirms the fact that the sig
of the elementK2,1

2 was also given incorrectly. Propertie
~27! can also be useful in the deciding where to truncate
the numerical solution of system~3!. Usually, one choose
some numberN and then sweeps through the region
k, m, n values
l,

in

a-

a
f.

-

e

n

f

k, m, n<N. ~31!

However, whenk1m.N, not all the matrix elements
entering into equality~27! are used, i.e., the truncated matr
Kk,m

n does not satisfy the above relations. As follows fro
the preceding discussion, expanding the Maxwellian w
temperatureT1 about the temperatureT2 leads to a deviation
from the equilibrium Maxwellian distribution. In our view, i
is much more natural to truncate the matrix in such a w
that after this procedure properties~27! remain in force, i.e.,
to sum overk andm such that

k1m<N, n<N. ~32!

It is impossible to check whether relation~27! is satisfied
if we substitute the expressions forKk,m

n from Ref. 3 since
Ref. 3 does not give any matrix elements having even on
the lower indices equal to unity~in this case the denomina
tors of the formulas for the nonlinear elements tend to infi
ity!. In each of relations~27! starting with the second, on
encounters at least one such element. The authors of R
rightly note that for the nonlinear and linearized problem
they considered when expanding the distribution funct
about the equilibrium Maxwellian the matrix elements ha
ing at least one index equal to unity are not needed. Ho
ever, when expanding about a Maxwellian with temperat
different from the equilibrium temperature or when cons
ering a mixture of gases knowledge of all these element
necessary. The fact that formula~18! satisfies relation~27! is
a sufficiently serious argument in favor of its validity. How
ever, since an analogous check of formulas~19!–~21! is im-
possible, an additional check is necessary.

We will make use of the circumstance that for the ha
sphere model an analytical formula is given in Ref. 10
the collision integral of two Maxwellians with arbitrary tem
peratures

Jm~ T̃1 ,T̃2 ,v !5R12R2 ,

R15S a1a2

p D 3/2 n0
2s

a1a2~a12a2!v

3~e2a2v2
erf~vAa1!2e2a1v2

erf~vAa2!!,

R25S a1a2

p D 3/2n0
2s

a2
2

e2a1v2S e2a2v2

p
1erf~vAa2!

3S vAa21
1

2vAa2
D D ,

~a j5m/~2kTj !, j 51, 2!. ~33!

A more general formula is given in Ref. 11 for the co
lision integral, which accommodates two Maxwellians wi
arbitrary temperatures and mean velocities. In the partic
case of isotropic relaxation these formulas reduce to form
~33!.

Let us consider the nonlinear case in which the distrib
tion function is a sum of two Maxwellians

f ~v !5M ~v,T̃1!1M ~v,T̃2!. ~34!
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TABLE IV.

J̄m(33,35) J̄m(37) J̄m(37) J̄m(37)
v exact ~Ref. 3! N515 ~Ref. 4! N515 ~Ref. 4! N530

0.2 21.755229031021 21.752509531021 21.755513831021 21.755229131021

0.4 21.249790631021 21.254414231021 21.249780431021 21.249790631021

0.6 26.574448331022 26.641802931022 26.573692631022 26.574448431022

0.8 21.843468531022 21.862852131022 21.843532031022 21.843468531022

1.0 7.716720231023 8.049087131023 7.713803331023 7.716706831023

1.2 1.536048231022 1.568359531022 1.536075131022 1.536048131022

1.4 1.272911531022 1.263725031022 1.273020431022 1.272911931022

1.6 7.224013231023 6.828930831023 7.223958031023 7.224015431023

1.8 2.747594131023 2.407322831023 2.747228931023 2.747594431023

2.0 2.518925831024 1.593593631024 2.518763631024 2.518926631024

2.2 27.071191631024 26.097200131024 27.070122631024 27.071191631024

2.4 28.376368731024 26.933051931024 28.376144631024 28.376368931024

2.6 26.539193831024 25.500396631024 26.539448131024 26.539193731024

2.8 24.220432831024 23.726374231024 24.220555331024 24.220432831024

3.0 22.404382831024 22.266442331024 22.404342231024 22.404382031024

Note: Comparison ofJ̄m (v,0.5,1.5) calculated according to different formulas.
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Then the collision integral has the form

J~ f , f !5Jm~ T̃1 ,T̃2 ,v !1Jm~ T̃2 ,T̃1 ,v !5 J̄m~ T̃1 ,T̃2 ,v !.
~35!

We expand the distribution function~34! in Sonin poly-
nomials about the equilibrium temperatureT05(T11T2)/2.
Employing formula~13!, we obtain for the expansion coe
ficients

C2n52S T22T1

T21T1
D 2n

52D̃2n,

C2n1150, n50, . . . ,̀ . ~36!

Knowing the coefficientsCn , we can construct the ex
pansion of the collision integral in Sonin polynomials. Fro
Eq. ~23! invoking Eqs.~3! and ~36! for the case under con
sideration we obtain

J̄m~ T̃1 ,T̃2 ,v !5M ~v,T̃0! (
n50

`

S1/2
n ~v2/T̃0!Dn~ T̃1T̃2!,

~37!

Dn~ T̃1 ,T̃2!54 (
m51

`

(
k50

m

K̃2k,2m
n ~22dk,m!D̃2~k1m!. ~38!

The properties of coefficients~36! together with equality
~28! allow us in expression~38! to carry out the sum overm
starting from unity. Thus, matrix elements for which expre
sions are absent in Ref. 3 do not figure in the expansion
the functionJ̄m(T1 ,T2 ,v) in Sonin polynomials.

If we substitute the correct values of the matrix eleme
Kk,m

n in expressions~37! and ~38!, we obtain a function tha
should coincide withJm(T1 ,T2 ,v) as given by formulas~33!
and~35!. This gives one more criterion for the validity of th
calculations.

It would also be useful to compare the expressions
the expansion coefficients of the collision integral in Son
polynomialsDn ~38! with the exact formula obtained by in
tegratingJ̄m(T1 ,T2 ,v) with the corresponding Sonin poly
nomial,
-
of

s

r

Dn~ T̃1 ,T̃2!5(
l 50

n S n

l D D̃n2 l S dl~ T̃1 ,T̃2!S T1

T0
D l

1~21!n2 ldl~ T̃2 ,T̃1!S T2

T0
D l D . ~39!

Here dl(T1 ,T2) is given by formula~17!. Let us avail our-
selves of the obtained criteria to check the validity of form
las ~19!–~21!. The degree of deviation from equilibrium i
characterized in formulas~37! and~38! by the single param-
eter D̃. For small deviations from equilibrium (D̃!1) the
collision integral is determined chiefly by its linear terms a
hardly any difference is observed between the calculation
Refs. 3 and 4. IfD̃ is chosen large enough, Grad’s criterion
violated and series~37! does not converge. In view of this
we chose an intermediate value~D̃51/2, T1 /T050.5,
T2 /T051.5) for comparison.

Table IV compares the exact values ofJ̄m calculated
from formulas ~33! and ~35! and the expansion~37!. The
calculations of expansion~37! used the matrices from Refs.
and 4. In the calculations using the formulas from Ref. 3
N515 the error is significant and in some cases exce
10%: for example, forv51.8 it is 12.4%, and forv52 it
reaches 35%. Using the matrix from Ref. 4, again forN
515, the error does not exceed 0.01%. To show that w
using Kk,m

n from Ref. 4 the error is associated only wit
convergence of the series for large deviations from equi
rium, the calculation was checked forN530. The value in
this case coincides with the exact value to seven signific
figures.

The difference between the calculations according
Refs. 3 and 4 is made especially clear in Table V, wh
displays values of the momentsDl(T1 ,T2) calculated ac-
cording to formula~38! using the formulas forKk,m

n from
Refs. 3 and 4 forN515, and calculated using the exact fo
mula ~39!. While the second, third, and fourth moments c
culated according to formula~18! coincide with the exact
moments to seven figures beyond the decimal point, the
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culations according to formulas~19!–~21! give an error al-
ready in the third moment of the order of 30%.

Thus, it can be asserted that the formulas for the non
ear matrix elements in Ref. 3 are in error.

3. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS OF CALCULATIONS OF
RELAXATION PROCESSES

Reference 3 investigated the question of the converge
of the Laguerre series~1! in the instance of two problems o
isotropic relaxation: the first with initial conditions corre
sponding to the BKW mode

Cn~0!5~0.4!n~12n! ~40!

and the second with initial conditions

Cn~0!50.8dn,2 , n>2. ~41!

Expanding the initial BKW mode in Sonin polynomial
the authors of Ref. 3, Schu¨rrer and Kügerl, demonstrated a
connection between the number of terms in the expansioN
and the maximum velocityvmax out to which the expansion
is valid. Thus, forN58, 16, 32, and 64 vmax took the
values 2.6, 3.6, 5.1, and 6.6, respectively. To findvmax from
the known moments~40! they constructed a segment of th
series and compared it with the known analytical distribut
function. In the case of Maxwellian molecules such a co
parison can be made for any timet (t5t/t0), where for
eacht there exists a maximum value of the velocityvmax

such that forv<vmax series~1! converges and with approac
to equilibrium the convergence improves, i.e.,vmax in-
creases.

A comparison of calculations of the first problem
given in Figs. 1 and 2. Figure 1 plots the distribution fun
tion constructed according to the formulas from Ref. 3
N516 at the same timest/A250,1,2,5 as were used in Re
3. The results of linear calculations, i.e., those in which
nonlinear terms were set to zero, are also shown. The
thing that catches the eye is the abrupt fallout of the dis
bution function into negative values in the vicinity of veloc
ties near four fort5A2 and 2A2. Reference 3 gives th
solution of the first problem forN564. Comparison shows
that this solution essentially coincides with the soluti
shown in Fig. 1, i.e., the abrupt falloff into negative values

TABLE V.

l Dl(T̃1 ,T̃2)(38) Dl(T̃1 ,T̃2)(38) Dl(T̃1 ,T̃2)(39)
~Ref. 3! ~Ref. 4! exact

2 25.259007731021 25.333333331021 25.333333331021

3 1.849158231021 1.428571431021 1.428571431021

4 22.636884731021 21.833333331021 21.833333331021

5 1.119243031021 6.335677531022 6.335678231022

6 28.133594931022 25.357859931022 25.357858231022

7 4.311854331022 2.190603631022 2.190607231022

8 22.250309331022 21.472003031022 21.471995431022

9 1.415282231022 6.894508631023 6.894664431023

10 26.143961631023 23.904469431023 23.904152031023

11 4.104411631023 2.068722431023 2.069378031023

12 21.866339531023 21.010770431023 21.009360631023

Note:Comparison ofDl(T̃1 ,T̃2) calculated according to different formulas
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preserved forN564. As is well known, the exact solution o
the nonlinear Boltzmann equation for a positive initial dist
bution function cannot become negative.

The second thing that strikes the eye when looking
Fig. 1 is the very small difference between the linear a
nonlinear processes in the tails. The fact that the linear s
tion goes negative is no cause for wonder. The absence
noticeable correction to the linear solution after including t
nonlinear elements is explained by the strong depressio
the values of the maximum nonlinear matrix elements~see
Sec. I! which largely determine the nonlinear process.

FIG. 1. Solutions of the linear~dashed curves! and nonlinear~solid curves!
Boltzmann equation for initial conditions~40!. Matrix elements from Ref. 3
(N516) were used in the nonlinear solutions, and matrix elements w
N530 were used in the linear solutions;1–4 — timest/A250, 1, 2, 5.

FIG. 2. Solutions of the nonlinear Boltzmann equation for initial conditio
~40!, using the matrix from Ref. 4. The dashed curves plot the analog
solution, but using the matrix from Ref. 3 (N516); 1–4 — same as in Fig.
1; * — vmax for N516, j — for N530.
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Figure 2 depicts the same process with initial conditio
~40!, but calculated with the correct matrix~18! for N516
and 30. The dashed curves here are the solution calcu
with the matrix from Ref. 3 forN516. On each solid curve
the corresponding maximum velocityvmax is indicated, to the
left of which series~1! converges. The convergence limit
clearly visible from the onset of perturbations in the curve.
contrast to Fig. 1, whereas forN516 in the time interval 1
<t/A2<2 the maximum velocityvmax approaches four, for
N530 it is already greater than five, i.e., as in the case
Maxwellian molecules, adding new moments makes the
tribution function positive for increasingly larger velocitie
It is clear from Fig. 2 that in the interval 1<t/A2<2 the
values of the maximum velocityvmax are close to the value
read off for zero time. Consequently, it can be asserted
for the same times forN564 the value ofvmax will be
around 6.5.

The solid circles in Fig. 2 indicate where the calculatio
using the formulas from Ref. 3 begin to differ from the ca
culations using the correct matrix~18!. These velocities lie in
the interval 2.5<v<3, which is significantly less than 6.5
Thus, in the regionv.3 a large systematic error arises
Ref. 3, which cannot be corrected by simply adding m
terms.

The authors of Ref. 3, recognizing the paradoxicality
their results and attempting to explain the appearance
negative solutions regardless of the value ofN, came to the
invalid conclusion that it was due to poor convergence of
series and even inapplicability of the method of expansion
Laguerre polynomials in the given case.

Figures 3 and 4 plot the distribution functions with in
tial conditions~41!, calculated using the formulas from Ref
3 and 4, respectively. The different character of relaxation
the tails is noteworthy; even their curvature changes. H
as in the previous problem, the linear and nonlinear cur
calculated using the formulas from Ref. 3 are observed

FIG. 3. Solutions of the linear~dashed curves! and nonlinear~solid curves!
Boltzmann equation for initial conditions~41!. Matrix elements from Ref. 3
(N516) were used in the nonlinear solutions, and matrix elements w
N530 were used in the linear solutions;1–4 — same as in Fig. 1.
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sentially to coincide. Again, this is due to an incorrect c
culation of the maximum nonlinear matrix elements. As c
be seen from Fig. 4, the tails of the linear and nonline
distribution functions should actually have different curv
ture.

The small difference between the nonlinear and line
ized solutions noted in Ref. 3 is indeed the case in the reg
of not too large velocities, but in the tail region the diffe
ence is significantly greater.

CONCLUSION

In the present paper we have compared different
proaches to calculating the interaction matrix in the mom
method of solving the isotropic Boltzmann equation. B
cause the formulas they used for the nonlinear matrix e
ments are incorrect, the authors of Ref. 3 arrived at inva
conclusions about the course of the relaxation process
generally about the possibilities of application of the mom
method. We arrive at a different conclusion: the mome
method can be used to construct the distribution function
large velocities, but it is necessary to include a large num
of terms.

Our analysis of calculations of the matrixKk,m
n revealed

some of its properties, which we then used as criteria
validity of the calculations. The first of these properties
quite general and is valid for arbitrary interaction cross s
tions. It is based on conditions of invariance of the collisi
integral of the Maxwellian distribution function with respe
to choice of the basis functions. If we develop this idea f
ther, then it is possible to construct nonlinear matrix e
ments for the nonisotropic Boltzmann equation, which is
pecially important for many physical-chemical processes
in studies of transport processes in which the particles in
act via the Coulomb interaction.

This work was carried out with the partial support of th
Russian Fund for Fundamental Research~Project No. 97-02-

h

FIG. 4. Same as in Fig. 3 except that matrix elements from Ref. 4N
516) were used in the nonlinear solutions, and in the linear solutions a
matrix elements withN530.
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Study of the characteristics of a non-self-sustaining atmospheric-pressure discharge in
a CO2 : N2 : He mixture with oxygen and water impurities
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Results of experimental and numerical studies of a non-self-sustaining discharge in an
atmospheric-pressure electron-beam-controlled CO2 laser medium are reported. The main focus
of the paper is a numerical analysis of the effect of an oxygen impurity on the nature of
the ionic–molecular processes determining the ionic composition of the discharge plasma and its
conductivity. © 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~98!00505-4#
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STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Non-self-sustaining discharges maintained by a fast e
tron beam are widely used to excite high-pressure la
media.1,2 Electron-beam-controlled ~‘‘electroionization’’!
CO2 lasers usually operate in CO2: N2 : He mixtures which
are prepared using commercial-grade gases containing
tronegative impurities (O2, H2O). As a result of various
plasma-chemical reactions in the gas mixture, many seco
ary species are formed which have a substantial effect on
operating characteristics of the active medium.2–4

A number of publications5–11 have been dedicated to
study of the effect of impurities and additives on the kinet
of plasma-chemical processes and the characteristics
CO2-laser discharge. In Ref. 5 it was shown that addition
H2 and CO to the starting gas mixture can lead to sta
equilibrium of the chemical composition of the mixture
sealed systems. CO is commonly used in laser mixture
conjunction with efforts to activate CO2 regeneration reac
tions. Under such conditions, oxygen, which may be c
tained in the starting gases as an impurity and can decr
the stability of the plasma, ‘‘ignites.’’6 The addition of H2

and H2O lowers the degree of dissociation of CO2 in the
discharge. The authors of Refs. 7 and 8 ascribe the main
in this process to the OH radical which regenerates the C2.

Besides their effect on chemical processes, additives
on the vibrational kinetics, the charged particle balance,
the stability and limiting energy characteristics of t
discharge.9–11 The behavior of charged particles in th
plasma, in particular their participation in numerous re
tions, has a decisive influence on its conductivity. In
electron-beam-controlled CO2 laser the electron balance
determined mainly by ionization processes initiated by
electron beam, attachment of electrons to electrically ne
tive molecules, electron recombination with positive io
and electron detachment from negative ions.12 For the work-
ing electric field intensitiesE and densitiesN in CO2 lasers
(E/N;2310216 V/cm2) ionization by discharge electron
does not play a substantial role. The authors of Ref. 12
vestigated the influence of oxygen impurity on the ene
characteristics of an electric discharge and found the m
5021063-7842/98/43(5)/6/$15.00
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mum permissible O2 concentrations in the laser mixture
They showed that the effective rate of attachment of the e
trons to the oxygen molecules in the electron density ra
3310122531013 cm23 is 6.7 times greater than their rate o
attachment to the CO2 molecules.

The ionic composition and the effective electron reco
bination and detachment rate constants which depend o
are to a significant degree determined by ion convers
processes.13 A mass-spectrometric analysis of the compo
tion of the plasma in CO2 laser mixtures showed4 that small
impurities play a large role in the formation of the ion
component. In particular, the ionic composition is subst
tially determined by oxygen, water vapor, and nitrogen o
ides.

Most of the published works which discuss the vario
aspects of the effect of impurities on the characteristics o
laser discharge report unrelated results obtained under
similar discharge conditions. The published results are ins
ficient for an understanding of the extent of the influence
impurities on the characteristics and stability of the d
charge, and on the gain of the active medium.6 Given the
complicated makeup of the plasma and the large numbe
reactions between its components considering the inadeq
amount of information on reaction rates, questions ab
mechanisms by which the impurities affect the characte
tics of the discharge remain unresolved.

The aim of the present paper is an experimental a
numerical study of the characteristics of a non-se
sustaining atmospheric-pressure discharge in a CO2: N2 : He
mixture with O2 and H2O impurities. The main focus of this
work is a numerical analysis of the effect of an oxygen i
purity on the nature of the ionic–molecular processes c
trolling the ionic composition of the plasma and its condu
tivity.

DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENT

The experiments were carried out on the setup descr
in Refs. 14 and 15, which allows one to excite up to 10 lite
of working gas mixture by means of an electric dischar
The gas was ionized with the help of an electron acceler
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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with a thermal-emission directly-heated~filamentary! cath-
ode. The beam was directed into the discharge gap, w
was 10 cm in height, through a foil partition 40mm in thick-
ness. The beam cross section was 103100 cm, and the en
ergy of the fast electrons at the entrance to the discharge
was 180 keV. Regulation of the heating of the cathode m
it possible to smoothly vary the beam current density from
to 70 mA/cm2. Power to the main discharge was provided
a double line former, which made it possible to send a pu
with variable duration from 5 to 30ms and deposit up to 250
J of energy per liter to the discharge gap. A space discha
was created in the mixture of molecular gases in the r
CO2: N2 : He 5 1 : 2 : 3. During the course of the exper
ment we measured the voltage and current of the main
charge, and also the electron beam current. The voltage
measured by a resistor–capacitor divider, and the curren
a Rogowski loop.

To determine the concentrations of the O2 and H2O im-
purities in the working mixture, we used standard-produ
line devices: a ‘‘Flyuorit’’ oxygen analyzer and a ‘‘Ba�kal’’
Coulomb hygrometer. The relative measurement error for2

and H2O concentrations in the range 10 to 1000 ppm did
exceed 5%.

MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF THE DISCHARGE

The mathematical model of the plasma-chemical a
charge kinetics of a non-self-sustaining discharge in
CO2: N2 : He laser mixture was described in detail in Re
15 and 16. In all, the model takes into account;300 reac-
tions for 67 plasma components:e, CO2, N2, He, O2, H2O,
CO2

1 , N2
1 , He1, OH, H2, O, O2, CO, O2

1 , N2(A3Su
1),

N2(a81Su
2), N2(v), N, NO, H, O2

2 , H2O1, C, NO1, CO1,
N1, O1, H2, HO2, NO2, O3, O2(1Dg), O3

2 , N2O, NO2
2 , C1,

H3O1, He2
1 , N4

1 , C2O4
1 , CO4

2 , CO3
2 , O4

1 , H1, OH1,
N2(C3Pu), N2(B3Pg), N2O1, H2

1 , NO3, NO3
2 , NH1,

N2H1, COH1, O2
1
•H2O, H3

1 , N3
1 , NO1

•NO, H3O1

•H2O, NO1
•H2O, NO2

2
•H2O, OH2, CO3

2
•H2O, HNO,

HO2
1 , H3O1

•OH.
The quantity N2(v), representing the total reservoir o

vibrational energy of the nitrogen molecule, controls the
tent to which vibrational processes interact with processe
electronic excitation of the nitrogen molecule and with p
cesses of chemical and charge kinetics.17 A list of the com-
ponents and reactions included in the model is created a
matically at the step in which the right-hand sides of t
plasma-chemical balance equations are calculated. It is
fined by the initial composition of the gas mixture au
mented by the new reaction products included in
model.16 Ionization of neutral components of the dischar
plasma CO2, N2, He, O2, H2O, CO, O, and N by the electro
beam is represented in the model by monomolecular re
tions of the type

CO2→CO2
11e. ~1!

The external ionization frequencyn i serves as the con
stant of these reactions and was chosen in such a way
ensure that the calculated electron concentration co
sponded to that obtained from the experimentally measu
ch
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resistance of the discharge with allowance for the actual
ometry of the discharge gap. Estimates give the conducti
'0.05 S/m, the electron concentrationne'231012 cm23,
and the ionization raten i'0.09 s21. The increase in the
external ionization rate in the model by a factor of two
comparison with Ref. 15 is the result of increasing the nu
ber of recombination processes taken into account in
model.

The experimentally monitored electrode voltageU(t),
the time delay between the start-up time of the electron
and the start of the voltage pulse, the external ionization
n i , and the gas temperatureTg are parameters of the mode
and define the external conditions of the problem. The ini
conditions are assigned by the initial composition of the g
mixture CO2 : N2 : He 5 1 : 2 : 3 with addition of 0.005–
0.25% O2 and 0.005% H2O, which are usually present in th
gas used as the working medium of CO2 lasers. The average
total current densityj 0(t) and the average electric field in
tensityE(t) used in the model to calculate the rate consta
of the reactions in which the electrons participate were
termined from measurements of the current pulse, the v
age, and the overall dimensions of the discharge gapj 0(t)
5I 0(t)/S; Ē(t)5U(t)/h, whereS is the cross-sectional are
of the discharge andh is the distance between the electrode

For the rate constants of the plasma-chemical react
between the components of the plasma we used the
from Refs. 3, 13, and 18–31. The electron-impact ionizat
cross sections of the CO2, He, N2, O2, CO, H2, and NO
molecules and the cross sections of dissociative attachm
to molecules of O2, H2O, CO, NO, CO2, and N2O as well as
the excitation cross sections of the metastable levels of
nitrogen molecule N2(A3Su

1) and N2(a81Su
2) were taken

from Refs. 21–24 and 26. The direct ionization cross s
tions of the H, N, O, and C atoms and the stepped ioniza
with metastable levels of N2 and He were calculated accord
ing to Thomson’s formula.25 The model uses the dependen
of the dissociative recombination rate constants of the i
O2

1 , N4
1 , C2O4

1 , O4
1 , H2O1, H3O1, N3

1 , and N2O1 on the
electron temperature given in Refs. 25 and 28. In all,
processes are taken into account whose rates depend o
field intensity in the discharge and the electron temperat
In line with Refs. 13 and 28, we assumed that the recom
nation rates for the ionic clusters H3O1

•H2O, O2
1
•H2O, and

H3O1
•OH do not depend on the electron temperature a

have values;1026 cm3/s. Processes involving the electro
levels of the nitrogen molecule N2(A3Su

1), N2(a81Su
2),

N2(C3Pu), and N2(B3Pg) were represented by a set of r
actions taken from Refs. 29 and 30. The cross section of
process of excitation of the vibrational levels N2(v) was
taken from Ref. 26. For the process of relaxation of the
brational energy represented by the monomolecular reac

N2~v !→N2 ~2!

we assigned the rate constant;106 s21. Primary attention in
the development of the model was devoted to a descrip
of the processes of chemical and charge kinetics; a deta
description of processes involving vibrational levels of t
molecules goes beyond the scope of this work.
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The system of differential balance equations for t
plasma components was solved by the Gear method. As
timates show, the method we used to mathematically mo
the processes of plasma-chemical and charge kinetics
sures that the relative error in the balance of the char
particle concentrations not exceed 1024 at any point in the
calculation and that the elemental composition of the plas
agree with the stoichiometric coefficients of the initi
chemical composition of the gas mixture with a relative er
of ;1022 ~Ref. 32!.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 plots the experimentally observed time dep
dence of the mean field intensity~curve1! and current den-
sity ~curve 2!, and the calculated time dependence of
current density~curve3!. The duration of the pump pulse a
seven-tenths maximum was 25ms. For electron beam densit
22 mA/cm2 the mean field intensity in the discharge gap w
3.5 kV/cm, and the current density was 1.4 A/cm2. The elec-
tron beam current pulse has the shape of a trapezoid
duration at its base 8ms longer than the voltage pulse and t
main discharge current pulse. The duration of the lead
and trailing edges of the pulse is 5ms. The rate of ionization
of the gas molecules by the electron beam grows line
with rise of the leading edge of the pulse and falls linea
with falloff of the trailing edge. In the calculations the rate
ionization of the gas mixture by the electron beam rema
constant during the duration of the discharge. This fact
plains the differences between the experimental and ca
lated current pulses on the leading edge. Until the exte
ionization rate reaches its maximum, the magnitude of
experimental current remains considerably less than tha
the calculated current. Small differences are also observe
the quasistationary segment of the discharge. This may
due to the fact that lowering the voltage on this segm
leads to a decrease in the energy of the electron beam
consequently, in the external ionization rate.33 For constant
external ionization rate in the model the electron concen
tion grows, which leads for a small drop in the field intens
in the discharge to growth of the current in comparison w
the experimental value of the current. On the basis of

FIG. 1. Experimental and calculated time dependence of the electric
intensity and current density in the discharge.
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above comparison of the calculated and experimental t
dependence of the current it is possible to conclude tha
general the model gives a satisfactory description of the
netics of electron processes determining the conductivity
discharge plasma.

In our experiments the oxygen concentration in the st
ing gas mixture was varied from 0.0024 to 0.25%. For co
stant external ionization rate and increasing oxygen conc
tration the resistance of the discharge grew on average
'40%. Under stationary conditions of a non-self-sustain
discharge the condition

n iN0 /ne5kaNa1krN
12kdN2[n l ,

is fulfilled, whereN0 is the neutral particle density of th
gas; Na is the density of electronegative molecules, andne ,
N1, and N2 are the densities of the electrons and posit
and negative ions, respectively;ka , kr , andkd are the rate
constants of attachment, recombination, and detachment
spectively; andn l is the effective electron loss rate in th
discharge.

It is easy to show that the product of the electron be
currentI b and the discharge resistanceRd is proportional to
the effective electron loss rate in the dischargeI bRd

;n iN0 /ne5n i . Figure 2 plots the dependence of the expe
mentally determined value ofI bRd and the calculated value
of the effective electron loss raten l on the relative oxygen
volume concentration in the starting gas mixture. Compa
son of these two dependences demonstrates that the m
correctly predicts changes in conditions in the discharge c
trolling the charge-kinetics processes as a function of
oxygen concentration.

Numerical analysis revealed the following characteris
features of the development of a non-self-sustaining d
charge in a CO2 : N2 : He mixture with O2 and H2O impuri-
ties. After a timet,1029 s conversion of the ionic compo
sition determined by the initial composition of the g
mixture takes place. At this early stage the CO2

1 , N2
1 , and

He1 ions are replaced by the secondary ions N4
1 and C2O4

1

formed in the reactions

He11N2→N2
11He, k51.731029 cm3/s ~Ref. 3!, ~3!

N2
112N2→N4

11N2, k57.2310229 cm6/s ~Ref. 3!,
~4!

ld

FIG. 2. Experimental and calculated dependence of discharge character
on the oxygen concentration;n — experiment,s — calculation.
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CO2
112CO2→C2O4

11CO2,

k53.0310228 cm6/s ~Ref. 3!. ~5!

Their concentration at the end of the first nanoseco
after initiation of the discharge exceeds the total concen
tion of the primary ions, which remains stationary at t
level 108 cm23 during the duration of the discharge~Fig. 3a
and b!. At a time 10–100 ns later, this concentration level
reached by the H3O1

•H2O, N2O1, O2
1 , H2O1, O4

1 , O2
1

•H2O, H3O1
•OH, H3O1, and N3

1 ions, whose appearance
due both directly to ionization by the electron beam of the2

and H2O molecules and to the chain of ionic–molecular
actions

He11CO2→O11CO1He,

k51.231029 cm3/s ~Ref. 3!, ~6!

O11N21He→N2O11He,

k55.4310229 cm6/s ~Ref. 3!, ~7!

O2
11O21He→O2

11He,

k53.1310229 cm6/s ~Ref. 3!, ~8!

O4
11H2O→O2

1
•H2O1O2,

k51.231029 cm3/s ~Ref. 3!, ~9!

O2
11H2O1He→O2

1
•H2O1He,

k59.310229 cm6/s ~Ref. 13!, ~10!

O2
1
•H2O1H2O→H3O1

•OH1O2,

FIG. 3. Calculated time dependence of the concentrations of the main
tive ions in the discharge.
d
a-

-

k51.031029 cm3/s ~Ref. 3!, ~11!

H2O1H2O→H3O11OH,

k51.031029 cm3/s ~Ref. 3!, ~12!

H3O11H2O1He→H3O1
•H2O1He,

k57.0310228 cm6/s ~Ref. 13!. ~13!

Changes in the ionic composition cause the effective
combination rate constantk̄r5( inikri /( ini (ni and kri are
the concentration and recombination rate constant of ion
type i , respectively! to vary from 1.731027 cm3/s at t
510210 s to 1.531026cm3/s att55.31027 s, which corre-
sponds to the onset of the voltage pulse acting on the
charge gap. As the voltage increases, the electron temp
ture grows and the effective recombination rate const
begins to decrease. At the maximum electron tempera
Tc , which in the given case is approximately equal to 0
eV, it becomes approximately equal to 431027cm3/s. An
important factor here is the fact that the recombination r
constants of the ionic clusters H3O1

•H2O, O2
1
•H2O, and

H3O1
•OH adopted in the model do not depend on the el

tron temperature and have values;1026 cm3/s. As the oxy-
gen concentration in the initial gas mixture is increased,
fraction of complex ions O2

1
•H2O, H3O1

•OH, and O4
1

grows, and along with it the effective recombination ra
constant.

The negative ions are initially formed in three-body a
tachment reactions

O21e1N2→1O2
21N2, k51.310231 cm6/s ~Ref. 3!,

~14!

O21e1O2→1O2
21O2,

k52.5310230 cm6/s ~Ref. 3!, ~15!

O21e1H2O→1O2
21H2O,

k51.4310229 cm6/s ~Ref. 3!, ~16!

and processes of dissociative attachment

CO21e→CO1O2, k5k~E/N!, ~17!

O21e→O1O2, k5k~E/N!. ~18!

Ionic–molecular processes

O2
212CO2→CO4

21CO2,

k59.0310230 cm6/s ~Ref. 3!, ~19!

O212CO2→CO3
21CO2,

k58.0310229 cm6/s ~Ref. 3!, ~20!

CO3
21NO→NO2

21CO2,

k59.0310212 cm6/s ~Ref. 3!, ~21!

then lead to conversion of the negative-ion composition w
predominance of the complex ions CO4

2 , CO3
2 , and NO2

2 .
Figure 4 shows that the dynamics of variation of the conc
tration of the O2 ions and the related ions CO3

2 and NO2
2 is

driven by the strong dependence of the dissociative atta

si-
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ment rate constant on the field intensity in the discharge.
rate constant of three-body electron attachment depend
the electron temperature and the field intensity much m
weakly.25 We took it to be constant in our calculation
therefore changes in the concentration of the O2

2 ions and the
related CO4

2 ions are driven mainly by changes in the ele
tron concentration.

Analysis of the contributions of the various processes
the process of electron loss under our experimental co
tions (E/N'1.5310216V•cm2, @O2#50.005%! shows that
the recombination fraction amounts to approximately 95
and the attachment fraction, to approximately 5%. Incre
ing the oxygen concentration in the starting mixture fro
0.005 to 0.25% increases the electron loss rate by 40%
this event, the total attachment rate constant grows by a
tor of two. This causes the electron loss rate to grow by 5
The remaining 35% of the growth of this rate is due to t
increase in the effective recombination rate constant.
buildup of nitrogen oxides after;1025 s in our case reache
;1012 cm23, which does not a significant effect on the a
tachment rate.

Thus, the increase in the resistance of the discharge
growth of the oxygen concentration for the electric field
tensity'3.5 kV/cm can be explained by an enhancemen
ion conversion processes with formation of ionic clust
having in comparison with other types of ions a large reco
bination rate constant. The situation is substantially differ
if the field intensity is increased to 4–5 kV/cm. Increasi
the field intensity causes the effective rate constant of dis
ciative attachment to decrease as a consequence of the r
ing increase in the electron temperature. However, the ex
nential growth of the attachment rate constants leads to
result that attachment becomes the dominant process lea
to electron loss. As was shown in Ref. 15, when a criti
value of the field intensity is reachedE* '4 kV/cm an in-
stability develops in a non-self-sustaining discharge in
mixture CO2 : N2 : He leading to filamentation. The mai
role in the proposed instability mechanism is played by p
cesses of electron attachment to CO2 molecules and steppe
and associative ionization with participation of metasta
states of the nitrogen molecule. For the external ionizat
rate constant, the critical value of the field intensity is det
mined by the relative predominance of recombination a

FIG. 4. Calculated time dependence of the concentration of the main n
tive ions in the discharge.
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attachment processes. Calculation of this quantity in
range of conditions necessary for efficient operation of
electron-beam-controlled CO2 laser requires additional stud
with the goal of attaining a detailed account of ionic
molecular reactions involving small impurities and the co
responding nascent ionic clusters.

In conclusion, we would like to express our gratitude
I. V. Arkanova for assistance with the processing of the
perimental data.
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Study of the limiting energy characteristics of a combined discharge in a gas flow
V. V. Osipov, M. G. Ivanov, and V. V. Lisenkov
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A combined method of excitation of a gaseous medium is used in an investigation of the energy
characteristics of a non-self-sustaining discharge as functions of the capacitance of the
capacitor bank, the number of pulses per burst, and the burst repetition rate for different time
intervals between the pulses in a burst and different flow velocities of the gas. It is shown
for infrared lasers that under optimal pumping conditions the average discharge power can reach
8.5 W/cm3 for a pulse power of 25 W/cm3. © 1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7842~98!00605-9#
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INTRODUCTION

The creation of a new generation of CO2 and CO lasers
capable of generating radiation with an average power d
sity of 2–3 W/cm3 for a quantum yield of 15–20% in activ
media occupying a volume of tens to hundreds of liters is
extremely important problem, especially in that its poten
solution is based on the existence of lasers in which
medium is pumped by a non-self-sustaining discharge c
trolled by an electron beam.1,2 However, new-generation la
sers, beyond and above the advantages of electron-b
controlled ~‘‘electroionization’’! lasers, should posses
important additional qualities: a long service life and reliab
operation, the absence of radiation danger, and small dim
sions. The main hope of solving this problem probably re
in replacing the electron beam by a short-duration s
sustaining discharge creating a plasma with prescri
concentration.3 The main part of the energy is injected in
the gas by a non-self-sustaining discharge in a deca
plasma. As an analog of such lasers we may cite elect
beam-controlled lasers excited by an electron-beam–initia
non-self-sustaining discharge.4 Such lasers yield little to
other types of electron-beam-controlled lasers.

Discharges combining successive, clearly defined sta
of self-sustaining and non-self-sustaining discharge h
come to be called combined discharges. A number of m
ods have been proposed to excite them3,5,6 which differ
among themselves in the means employed to decouple
self-sustaining and non-self-sustaining discharge circu
Testing of the possibility of realization of these methods h
been carried out, as a rule, under conditions of absenc
gas flow-through, in the single-pulse3 or burst modes5,6 and
has demonstrated the possibility of realization of space
charges with power densities greater than 10 W/cm3 ~Ref. 3!
and even 100 W/cm3 ~Ref. 6!. In these studies it was as
sumed that if the gas were refreshed during one pulse of
non-self-sustaining discharge, then such characteristics c
be realized in the continuous mode. However, attempts
realize this goal went for a long time without success sin
gas flow-through brings with it substantial changes in
energetics of the discharge. Only recently, thanks to the
5081063-7842/98/43(5)/6/$15.00
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forts of Nikumb et al.7 and Nagaiet al.8 has the hope been
raised of solving this problem.

In particular, Nikumbet al.7 report the creation of a 12
module CO2 laser with a channel volume~volume of the
active medium! of 40 liters and average radiation pow
equal to 10 kW, where pumping of the medium was realiz
by a combined discharge. The laser of Nagaiet al.,8 having a
channel volume of 10 liters and pumped by a self-sustain
discharge with intense pre-ionization of the mediu
achieved a still greater radiation power — 20 kW. Unfort
nately, neither7,8 of these groups was able to avoid the n
cessity of using resistive stabilization of the discharg
which, as is well known, lowers the total efficiency of th
laser by not less than twofold.

In the present work, we have developed a new meth
for exciting a combined discharge, in which current-limitin
elements are absent in the circuits of the self-sustaining
non-self-sustaining discharges. The main focus of this w
is a study of the effect on the limiting energy characterist
of the discharges of the medium parameters, the elemen
the power-supply circuit, and their arrangement relative
the discharge zone.

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

The basic scheme for combined discharge excitation
analogous to that presented in Ref. 9. The overall volume
the discharge zone was 4.232380 cm and the height o
each of the interelectrode gaps was 2.1 cm. The middle e
trode was fashioned in the shape of a plate 1 cm in thickn
and the main electrodes had a large-radius cylindrical s
face. The auxiliary discharge electrodes whose purpos
was to pre-ionize the medium and where this auxiliary d
charge had the form of a series of spikes, were located n
the main electrodes at different locations in the gas chan
The total capacitance of the auxiliary-discharge capaci
did not exceed 1.5 nF. The repetition rate and amplitude
the high-voltage pulses igniting the self-sustained discha
could be regulated within the limits 0.1–20 kHz and 6–
kV, respectively. To study the pumping burst mode we d
vised a scheme allowing us to vary the burst repetition ra
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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the number of pulses per burst, and the time between th
pulses. Correspondingly, by varying these parameters
were able to obtain a quasicontinuous pulsing regime w
constant repetition rate. The capacitance of the capacito
the self-sustaining discharge was 2 nF. The power suppl
the non-self-sustaining discharge, which provided power l
els up to 7.5 kW, could maintain a constant voltage on
electrodes of 1–2.5 kV. The capacitance of the capac
block of the non-self-sustaining discharge varied during
course of the experiment from 1 to 11mF.

The gas flow-rate through the discharge chamber co
be varied within the limits 0–50 m/s. The gas mixture f
most of the experiments had the composition CO2:N2 :He
52:14:44 Torr.

The limiting energy characteristics of the space d
charge were determined by recording and analyzing osc
grams of the discharge current and electrode voltage. C
acteristic oscillograms of the current pulses of the s
sustaining discharge~a!, ionizing the working medium, and
the non-self-sustaining discharge~b!, delivering the main
fraction of the energy to the gas at the stage of plasma de
are shown in Fig. 1. The duration of the self-sustaining d
charge current was 1027 s, while that of the non-self-
sustaining discharge current varied from 1024 to 1.531024 s
during the course of the experiment. Analysis of the ratio
the energies delivered to the gas at the stage of the
sustaining (Ws) and non-self-sustaining discharge (W)
shows that under typical conditions it is;5%. It is also clear
that despite the constant amplitude of the current pulse
the self-sustaining discharge, the amplitude of the burs
current pulses of a non-self-sustaining discharge at
grows and then drops off. If the growth of the amplitude
associated with peculiarities of the implemented excitat
scheme, then its decay, in our opinion, is due to a buildup
the medium of electronegative components of the type2,
NO2, N2O, and NO, increasing the rate of attachment p
cesses and lowering the discharge current.10

The energy delivered to the active medium at the st
of the non-self-sustaining discharge was determined
graphically integrating the product of the current and volta

W5E
0

`

I ~ t !U~ t !dt.

Here I (t) and U(t) are the current and voltage of the no
self-sustaining discharge.

RESULTS

Throughout the course of the experiments we tracked
limiting electrical power and energy delivered to the gas
the burst of pulses as functions of the capacitance of
capacitor bank feeding the non-self-sustaining discharge
burst repetition frequency, the number of pulses per bu
and the time interval between them, i.e., we found the o
mum values of these parameters under conditions of st
burning of the space discharge.

First we elucidated the optimal location of the auxilia
discharge pre-ionizing the medium. The system of electro
for its excitation was emplaced upstream or downstream
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the gas flow at a distance of 0.5–10 and 4–10 cm, resp
tively, from the electrodes of the main discharge or bel
them. In the latter case there were slits in the electrode
transmit the auxiliary discharge radiation. The dependenc
the electron concentration in the self-sustaining discharge
the capacitance of the capacitors feeding the auxiliary
charge is given in Ref. 9 for different locations of the aux
iary discharge. Here it may be noted that the best stability
the discharge and the corresponding maximum energy tr
fers to the non-self-sustaining discharge were obtained w
the auxiliary discharge was located upstream and as clos
possible to the main discharge. This was especially not
able in mixtures with CO2, since the emitted ultraviolet ra
diation is strongly absorbed by CO2 molecules. It is also
noteworthy that the best results were obtained when m
mum illumination was directed on the cathode since pho
emission of electrons from the cathode is of great importa
for ignition of a uniform discharge. At the same time, f
ignition of the auxiliary discharge under the main-dischar
electrodes the nonuniform structure of the electrodes sh
up strongly in the nonuniformity of the main discharge. O
the basis of these results, the pins of the auxiliary-discha
electrode were emplaced 5 mm in front of the ma
discharge electrodes upstream relative to the gas flow. S
an intermediate plate served as the cathode in the s
sustaining discharge, a special effort was made to en
maximum illumination of this plate.

One of the most important parameters influencing
energy delivered to the gas as well as the overall dimens

FIG. 1. Oscillograms of current pulses of a self-sustaining~a! and a non-
self-sustaining~b! discharge.
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of the laser is the capacitance of the capacitor bank fee
the non-self-sustaining discharge. Its value was optimi
for the electron-beam-initiated non-self-sustaining discha
excited in the single-pulse mode.11 Since in our case excita
tion was realized by a burst of pulses under threshold co
tions from the point of view of contraction of the discharg
it is logical to expect a deviation of our data from tho
obtained in Ref. 11.

Results of choosing the optimal capacitance of the
pacitor bank for preserving the spatial nature of the discha
are displayed in Fig. 2 in the form of curves of the ener
transfer to the discharge as a function of the capacitance.
experiments were performed for a burst repetition rate of
Hz and gas flow velocity of 50 m/s, i.e., the gas was
freshed 25 times between pulses. This, given a large su
of gas, ensured fulfillment of the condition of absence of a
effect of the preceding pulse. Therefore it may be asse
that contraction of a space discharge is due only to proce
taking place during the burst.

It can be seen that when the number of pulses per b
is not more than two, curve4 saturates in the range 4–6mF
and the energy delivered to the gas by the burst does
depend on the capacitanceC of the capacitor bank. It may b
noted that to obtain this dependence the initial voltageU0 on
the electrodes was kept fixed while the capacitanceC was
varied. Curves5 and 6 for the number of pulses per bur
equal to three or more have a quite pronounced maximum
Cm equal to 2–4mF. In the latter case, simultaneous wi
increase of the capacitance beyond 3mF ~beyond the maxi-
mum! the initial voltage on the capacitor bank (U0) was
lowered to a level ensuring absence of contraction of
discharge. In order to explain such behavior of the cur
and to determine the optimum value ofC, we analyzed decay
of the plasma and its effect on the limiting energy charac

FIG. 2. Dependence of the specific energy transfer on the capacitance
capacitor bank of a non-self-sustaining discharge. Time between pulse
burst 100ms; 1,4 — 2 pulses;2,5 — 3 pulses;3,6 — 4 pulses per burst;
1–3 — calculation,4–6 — experiment.
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istics of a space discharge. Toward this end, we consider
system of equations taking into account discharging of
capacitor bank as a consequence of passage of the curre
the non-self-sustaining discharge and decrease of the e
tron concentration due to processes of attachment and
combination

dU

dt
52

S

Cd
emUne ,

dne

dt
5~n t2nD!ne2bne

2 , ~1!

whereS is the area of the electrodes,C is the capacitance,m
is the electron mobility,d is the interelectrode spacing,n i

and nD are the ionization and dissociative recombinati
rates, respectively, andb is the electron–ion recombinatio
coefficient.

The values of the kinetic coefficients~rate constants!,
with the exception ofb, were obtained by numerical solutio
of the Boltzmann equation. The value ofb was taken from
Ref. 12.

Solving system of equations~1!, it is possible to obtain
the following expression for the residual voltage on the
pacitor:

U res5U0 expF2
eSm

Cd S ~K21!E
0

tpul dt

Y
1E

0

` dt

Y D G , ~2!

where

Y5S 1

n0
1

b

nD2n i
Dexp~~nD2n i !t !2

b

nD2n i
,

U0 is the initial voltage on the capacitor bank andK is the
number of pulses per burst. The energy per unit volume
livered to the gas may be written as

w5
C

2Sd
~U0

22U res
0 !, ~3!

whereU res is calculated from formula~2!.
For the case of two pulses per burst, the dependenc

w on C was calculated according to formula~3! assuming
constantU0 ~Fig. 2, curve1!. Reasonable agreement wit
experiment is observed~curve4!.

It can be seen that at smallC the value ofw grows
linearly with C. At largeC the growth ofw becomes insig-
nificant as a consequence of a decrease in the degree o
charging of the capacitor, andw tends toward its limiting
value

wmax5S U0

d D 2

emE
0

`

nedt.

Obviously, the optimum value of the capacitance will
the value at which growth ofw saturates.

As the number of pulses per burst is increased, the
ture of the dependence ofw on C is fundamentally altered
The growth ofw for small C gives way to a falloff at large
C. The reason for this is the appearance of instabilities. A
result, to obtain a sparkless regime, as was already note
was necessary in the course of the experiments to lower

the
n a
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initial voltage of the non-self-sustaining discharge while
creasing the capacitance, which then led to a decrease ow.

To explain these results we assumed the following. A
result of thermal expansion of the heated gas, its num
densityN decreases, which leads to an increase in the r
E/N in the interelectrode gap. If during the duration of t
bursttn5Ktpul the gas heats up so much thatE/N exceeds
some critical value (E/N)k , then as a consequence of th
development of a thermal instability of the discharge a sp
channel is formed.

Indeed, in the case of small capacitances a decreaseN
is compensated by a decrease inE as a consequence of dis
charging of the capacitor. With increase of the capacita
the degree of discharging of the capacitor is decreased
cannot compensate growth ofE/N due to thermal expansio
of the gas. As a result, for the capacitance greater thanCm

'3mF the value ofE/N at the end of the burst exceeds
starting value. It is precisely forC.Cm that the falloff of the
experimental curvesw5w(C) is observed.

Thus, forC.Cm , using the condition

U res

dNd
5~E/N!k , ~4!

whereNd is the gas number density at the end of the bu
Employing relations~2! and ~4!, it is possible to obtain

the following expressions forU res andU0:

U res5~E/N!kdNd , ~5!

U05~E/N!kdNd expFeSm

Cd S ~K21!E
0

tpuldt

Y
1E

0

`dt

Y D G .
~6!

The value ofNd is given by

Nd5N0

T0

Td
, ~7!

whereT0 andN0 are the initial values of the temperature a
number density of the gas, respectively;Td is the tempera-
ture of the gas at the timetd

Td5T01j
w

cp
, ~8!

wherecp is the specific heat of the gas andj is the fraction
of the energy converted to heat as of the timetd .

To determinej, we performed a numerical analysis
the population kinetics and thermal relaxation of the m
vibrationally excited states of the CO2 and N2 molecules.
The necessary constants were taken from Ref. 13. For b
of two, three, and four pulses the values ofj are respectively
0.35, 0.4, and 0.47. As a result, the expressions forU res and
U0 take the form

U res5~E/N!kdN0

T0

T01j
w

cp

, ~9!
-

a
er
io

k

e
nd

t.

n

sts

U05~E/N!kdN0

T0

T01j
w

cp

3expFeSm

Cd S ~K21!E
0

tpul dt

Y
1E

0

`dt

Y D G . ~10!

The values of (E/N)k were determined from an analysis o
the experimental data.

As was noted above, the authors associate the pres
of a critical value of (E/N)k with the development of a
heating–ionization instability and offer the following justifi
cation for their position. It is well known14 that the increment
of the heating–ionization instability is proportional toV
;E2/N;(E/N)2N. The quantityVt characterizes the de
gree of development of the instability after the timet. If we
calculate the product (E/N)k

2Ndtd for two, three, and four
pulses per burst, then we find out that for all three cases
given quantity is constant~to within ;5%!. This proves that
under our conditions contraction of the discharge is due
development of precisely the thermal~heating–ionization!
instability.

Thus, to determine the optimal capacitance of the
pacitor bank,w5w(C) must be calculated according to fo
mula ~3!, observing the following conditions: for the numbe
of pulses per burstK52, and also forK5324 and C
<Cm , one usesU05const and the value ofU res found from
formula ~2!; for K5324 andC.Cd one usesU0 from for-
mula ~10! andU res from formula ~9!. The calculated curves
1–3 in Fig. 2, obtained in this way, are in reasonable agr
ment with the experimental curves4–6 in Fig. 2.

During the course of this study we also investigated
dependence of the limiting power of the non-self-sustain
discharge on the number of pulses per burst and the b
repetition rate. We found that the chosen value of the cap
tance of the non-self-sustaining discharge capacitors ha
own optimum number of pulses per burst~Fig. 3!. Thus, for
the number of pulses per burst less than three maxim
power of the discharge is not achieved, and for more th

FIG. 3. Dependence of the specific power of a non-self-sustaining disch
versus the number of pulses per burst.C, mF: 1 — 11, 2 — 4, 3 — 2, 4 —
1.
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three its stability is lowered and it is correspondingly nec
sary to lower the initial voltage on the storage capacitanc
the non-self-sustaining discharge. At the same time,
small capacitance makes it possible to raise the initial v
age on the discharge and increase the energy transfer d
the first pulses, but for a large number of pulses it is subs
tially discharged and during subsequent pulses the rat
energy delivery to the gas is abruptly diminished. Values
the initial field intensityE0 /p of the non-self-sustaining dis
charge are plotted in Fig. 4 versus number of pulses per b
for different values of the capacitance of the capacitor ba

Figures 5 and 6 plot the dependence of the aver
power of the non-self-sustaining dischargeP on the burst
repetition rate for different intervals between pulses in
burst, gas flow velocities, and number of pulses per burst
can be clearly seen, as long as the influence of the prece
pulse is insignificant,P grows as the burst repetition rate
increased, and vice versa. It can be seen that for the s
flow velocity at the lower burst repetition rate (,700 Hz! the

FIG. 4. Dependence of the ratioE/p for a non-self-sustaining discharg
on the number of pulses per burst.C, mF: 1 — 11, 2 — 9, 3 — 4, 4 — 3,
5 — 1.

FIG. 5. Dependence of the specific power of a non-self-sustaining disch
on the burst repetition rate for different gas-flow velocities1,2— 50; 3,4—
40 m/s;tpul , ms: 1,3 — 100; 2,4 — 150.
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regime with a large time between the pulses is efficient,
for large burst repetition rates it becomes necessary to
crease either the time between pulses in a burst~Fig. 5! or
the number of pulses per burst~Fig. 6!. At the lower flow
velocity it is necessary to lower the repetition rate or d
crease the duration of the burst.

This conclusion is in good agreement with the results
Nikumb et al.,7 who, unfortunately, did not indicate the ap
parent reasons for this behavior. In their experiments t
noted a stable maximum of the energy transfer to the n
self-sustaining discharge at burst repetition rates of;800 Hz
both in the pulsed and in the quasicontinuous modes
though the self-sustaining discharge burned stably at pu
frequencies up to 15 kHz.

We are inclined to associate this with processes of
ergy release in the least stable part of the discharge—
cathode layer, and correspondingly with the developmen
a thermal instability in the near-cathode region. Con
quently, the effective duration of the burst is limited by th
onset time of the thermal instability at the cathode, but
time between bursts~greater than is necessary for a sing
flush of the gas! is dictated by the necessity of cooling th
gas in the poorly flushed near-electrode boundary layer.
calculations showed that for the conditions of our experim
the length of the cathode fall is practically equal to the thic
ness of the Prandtl boundary layer.

At the same time, it appears that acoustic process15

develop as well. At the onset of current flow through t
discharge gap a shock wave sets out in both directions r
tive to the gas flow, becoming more intense in the region
the non-self-sustaining discharge.

Accordingly, the duration of the burst is limited by th
time for return of the shock wave to the dischange zone
addition, an interruption between bursts is necessary in o
that all the nonuniformities of the gas density that have b
created will be swept out with the flow.

During the course of our experiments we found the o
timal composition and pressure of the working mixture f
obtaining the maximum energy transfer to the active medi
during stable operation of the laser~without contraction of
the space discharge!. In the gas mixture CO2:N2 :He

ge

FIG. 6. Dependence of the specific power of a non-self-sustaining disch
on the burst repetition rate for different gas-flow velocities and differ
number of pulses per burst;tpul5100ms; 1–3 — 50, 4–6 — 40 m/s;1,4 —
1 pulse;2,5 — 2 pulses;3,6 — 3 pulses per burst.
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51:7:22 at apressure of 60 Torr and a burst repetition ra
~burst of pump pulses! of 800 Hz with three pulses per burs
one every 100ms, 5.2 kW average power was dissipated
the non-self-sustaining discharge. When the pulse freque
was increased to 20 kHz and the number of pulses per b
to 6, at a burst repetition rate of 600 Hz the average di
pated power was increased to 6 kW, which corresponds t
average power density of 8.5 W/cm3, or during the time of a
burst of pulses during which pumping takes place,
W/cm3. This exceeds the analogous value of available co
mercial lasers. It should be noted that to obtain these res
it was not necessary to employ sectioned electrodes or r
tive decoupling, which significantly enhanced the uniform
of the discharge and the efficiency of energy delivery to
gas.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, let us recapitulate our main results.
We have shown that the energy parameters of a c

bined discharge can be close to those realized in an elec
beam–driven non-self-sustaining discharge.

We have determined the limiting energy characteris
of a non-self-sustaining discharge as functions of the cap
tance of the capacitor bank, the number of pulses per b
the burst repetition rate for various time intervals betwe
the pulses in a burst, and the gas flow velocity.
cy
rst
i-
an

5
-

lts
is-

e

-
n-

s
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st,
n

We have proposed a technique for calculating the o
mal capacitance of the capacitor bank feeding a non-s
sustaining discharge.
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Charge-state distribution of ions in a vacuum arc discharge plasma in a high magnetic
field

A. G. Nikolaev, E. M. Oks, and G. Yu. Yushkov

Tomsk State Academy of Control Systems and Radio Electronics, 635050 Tomsk, Russia
~Submitted December 16, 1996!
Zh. Tekh. Fiz. 68, 39–43~May 1998!

It is shown that the fraction of multiply charged metal ions generated in a vacuum arc discharge
plasma grows substantially in a high magnetic field. This effect was observed for more
than 30 different cathode materials. A relation is established between growth of the mean charge
of the ions and increases in the burning voltage of the arc. It is demonstrated that the
burning voltage of the vacuum arc can be ultimately increased to 160 V. ©1998 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~98!00705-3#
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INTRODUCTION

The heightened interest that has been shown in re
years in processes taking place in the cathode spot
vacuum arc discharge and the adjacent region1,2 has been
occasioned not only by the development of vacu
switches3 but also with the use of vacuum arc discharges
ion-plasma deposition devices4 and high-current metal ion
beam sources.5 In the last case the charge distribution of t
ions extracted from the plasma is of great significance, si
it determines the average energy of the ion beam. Mult
ionization in a vacuum arc discharge plasma ensures an
hanced mean ion charge state, which upon their extrac
leads to an increase in the ion beam energy at a given a
erating voltage. Under ordinary vacuum arc burning con
tions with a discharge current of hundreds of amperes
discharge pulse duration of tenths of milliseconds depend
on the cathode material, ions are present in the plasma
charge states from 11 to 51 with a mean charge state from
~carbon cathode! to 2.523.0 ~heavy-metal cathodes!.6,7 Be-
sides the cathode material, the ion charge-state distribu
depends to a significant degree on the duration of the
pulse and the residual gas pressure. The fraction of mult
ionized particles can substantially decrease when the d
tion of the discharge pulse is increased on a time scale
tens and even hundreds of microseconds8 or the pressure is
increased from 1026 to 1025 Torr ~Ref. 9!.

A plasma-forming medium arises in a vacuum arc d
charge, as is well known,10 as a result of evaporation of th
electrode material at the cathode spot and its ionization
relatively small region near the spot. It is precisely in th
region that all processes take place that define the param
of the vacuum arc discharge plasma. At the boundary of
region ionization essentially ceases and ‘‘freezing’’ of t
plasma parameters, so to speak, takes place.11 Beyond this
region the plasma simply expands into the volume of
discharge chamber.12

Since creation of a high magnetic field in a local regi
does not present great difficulties, it is possible to investig
the influence of such a field on the conditions of formation
the steady-state parameters of a vacuum arc disch
5141063-7842/98/43(5)/4/$15.00
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plasma. Here by high magnetic field we mean a field t
influences not only the electron component, but also
ionic component of the plasma. Obviously, a high magne
field is capable of increasing the fraction of multiply ionize
atoms since by containing the ions it at least ensures
they will be found for a longer time in the intense ionizatio
region. The influence of a high magnetic field on the i
charge-state distribution in a vacuum arc discharge plasm
the object of research efforts, whose results are presente
this paper.

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

A schematic of the discharge system is shown in Fig
A vacuum arc discharge (0.124 kA, 0.2521 ms! between
the cathode1 and anode4 is initiated by an auxiliary dis-
charge on a ceramic surface when a short-duration (10ms!
positive high-voltage~12 kV! pulse is fed to the trigger elec
trode relative to the cathode.3 The cathode–anode separatio
was varied from a few millimeters to 10 cm. In experimen
on stabilization of the arc and achieving a higher arc burn
voltage in analogy with the discharge stabilization system
the high-current proton source of the Institute of Nucle
Physics of the Siberian Branch of the Russian Academy
Sciences13 the interelectrode gap was overlapped with a s
tem of flat electrodes with central coaxial openings with
ameters of 6 and 12 mm.

The magnetic field was created by a short solenoid~av-
erage diameter of the coil 35 mm, length 30 mm!, creating at
the center of the coil a pulsed magnetic field of 10 kG. T
solenoid was powered by a separate power supply or it
connected in series to the discharge gap. In the latter c
increases in the magnetic field were accompanied by a
responding increase in the arc current.

A study of the ion charge-state distribution was carri
out at the experimental facilities of the Association f
Heavy Ion Research~GSI, Darmstadt, Germany! and also at
the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory~LBNL, Berke-
ley, USA! within the framework of joint research projec
with these laboratories. A vacuum arc discharge was t
gered in the electrode system of the high-current wi
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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aperture ion beam sources MEVVA-4~Ref. 14! and
MEEVVA-5 ~LBNL !.15 Identical in their principle of opera
tion, these devices have only minor design differences. M
surement of the ion charge-state distribution were reali
with the help of a magnetic mass–charge separator~GSI!16

and a time-of-flight spectrometer~LBNL !.17 In both cases

FIG. 1. Schematic of the experimental setup:1—cathode,2—insulator,3—
trigger electrode,4—anode,5—solenoid,6—grid, 7—electrodes of the arc
stabilization system.
a-
d

the extracted ions were accelerated by a voltage of 30260
kV with the help of a three-electrode multi-aperture extra
tion system.18 In order to preclude any effects of the duratio
of the arc pulse, all measurements of the ion charge-s
distribution were made 100ms after initiation of the dis-
charge. During the measurements the residual gas pressu
the discharge system and drift tube was kept at a leve
1026 Torr.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Results of measurements of the ion charge-state distr
tion in a high magnetic field by two independent metho
essentially coincided. This may also be taken as convinc
proof of the reliability of the measurements. Therefore,
experimental results presented below are combined res
and were confirmed by measurements on both setups.

The ion charge-state distributions under ordinary d
charge conditions without a magnetic field are given on
left side of Table I for a wide range of cathode materia
Comparison with previously published data19 unambiguously
reveals essentially complete coincidence of the measured
sults. Characteristic points of comparison can be, for
ample, the 100%-fraction of singly charged ions in the c
bon plasma or essentially the same fraction of dou
charged ions in the case of a barium cathode. As a rule,
mean charge state of the ions,Q, grows with increase of the
atomic mass. Note should also be made of the relativ
2
0
2
0

0
4
0
0

2
2
2
2
0
0
2
2

2

0

TABLE I.

Cathode
material

No magnetic field Magnetic field Parameters

Charge distribution, % B, I arc,

11 21 31 41 51 ^Q& 11 21 31 41 51 61 ^Q& kGs kA

C 96 4 1.0 29 58 13 1.8 3.20 3.20
Mg 51 49 1.5 5 95 1.9 3.75 0.22
Al 38 51 11 1.7 5 11 85 2.8 1.20 1.20
Se 23 66 11 1.9 16 53 59 2 2.5 3.75 0.2
Ti 11 76 12 1 2.0 1 6 15 58 20 3.9 10.0 1.3
V 11 72 15 2 2.1 13 31 48 8 2.5 3.75 0.2
Cr 14 70 15 1 2.0 4 9 20 53 12 2 3.7 6.20 0.8
Mn 48 52 1.5 26 47 25 2 2.0 3.75 0.22
Fe 28 68 6 1.8 6 20 34 38 2 3.7 2.20 2.2
Ni 43 50 7 1.6 1 9 19 32 27 12 3.5 3.40 3.4
Co 34 59 7 1.8 5 46 47 2 2.5 6.00 0.4
Cu 28 53 18 1 1.9 10 22 32 32 4 3.0 4.60 0.6
Y 7 63 29 1 2.2 6 9 77 8 2.9 3.75 0.22
Nb 3 40 39 16 2 2.7 2 6 11 29 51 3 4.3 1.20 1.20
Mo 7 30 40 20 3 2.8 2 10 19 32 27 12 4.1 5.40 1.70
Ba 3 97 2.0 2 41 53 3 1 2.6 3.75 0.2
La 4 65 31 2.3 3 16 61 20 3.0 3.75 0.2
Gd 8 81 11 2.0 1 43 41 15 2.7 3.75 0.2
Er 8 62 30 2.2 2 12 70 16 3.0 3.75 0.2
Ag 13 61 25 1 1.9 7 23 37 30 3 3.0 5.40 0.7
Hf 7 26 48 18 1 2.8 1 5 11 39 41 3 4.2 4.60 0.6
Ta 1 17 39 39 4 3.3 1 5 13 40 41 2 4.2 3.75 0.2
W 1 17 35 35 12 3.4 1 5 16 39 32 7 4.2 3.75 0.2
Pt 12 70 18 2.1 1 16 34 46 3 3.3 10.0 1.2
Pb 40 60 1.6 1 75 24 2.2 3.75 0.2
Bi 89 11 1.1 7 27 57 9 2.7 4.60 0.60
U 20 40 32 8 2.3 1 20 32 28 16 3 3.5 4.6 0.6
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large value ofQ ~close to three! in the vacuum arc discharg
plasma for cathodes of niobium, molybdenum, hafnium, t
talum, tungsten, and uranium.

Creation of a high magnetic field in a vacuum arc d
charge plasma leads to a substantial change in the
charge-state distribution, consisting in an abrupt drop in
fraction of singly and doubly charged ions with a simult
neous noticeable increase in the multiply charged ionic co
ponent. This observed experimental fact is illustrated by
current pulses shown in Fig. 2 of the ion collector of t
time-of-flight mass-spectrometer in the case of an alumin
cathode. Similar dependences were observed using a m
netic mass–charge separator. Additional evidence of an
crease in the mean charge state in a high magnetic fie
provided by measurements of the depth profile of implan
titanium ions in silicon, where these ions were extrac
from a vacuum arc plasma and accelerated by the same
celerating voltage~55 kV, Fig. 3!. It can be seen that in a
high magnetic field the position of the maximum of the im
planted ion profile is shifted deeper into the silicon surfa
This unambiguously indicates an increase in the energy
the ions, which for a constant accelerating voltage can
achieved only by increasing the mean charge state of
extracted ions.

The right side of Table lists the charge-state distributio
in a magnetic field. The ion fractions of given charge st
shown in the Table were calculated by dividing the ion c
rent of given charge state, measured with a Faraday cup
that charge state~multiplicity of ionization!. This gives in-
formation about the actual fraction of ions of the giv
charge state in the total flux, which is important, for e
ample, for industrial applications associated with ion impla
tation. It is important to note that in the presence of a h
magnetic field noticeable fractions of previously unobserv
components~C31, Ti51, Cr51, Ni51, Ni61, Mo61, Ba31,

FIG. 2. Oscillograms of collector current of time-of-flight mas
spectrometer; a—B50.12 T, b—B50. Delay of measurement time 100ms
relative to onset of current pulse of the arc discharge.
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Ba41, Pb31, U51, etc.! show up in the charge-state spectru
of the ions in a vacuum arc discharge. The fraction of hig
charged components is also sharply increased. Thus, wit
a magnetic field in a vacuum discharge plasma with a u
nium cathode quadruply charged ions constitute 8% of
total number of ions in the plasma. In a high magnetic fie
the fraction of U41 ions grows fourfold. This yields a 30 mA
current of quadruply charged uranium ions over a duration
1 ms ~Fig. 4!. This result is extraordinarily important fo
using a vacuum arc discharge to create a high-current m
ion injector for heavy-ion accelerators.

Increasing the arc current to approximately 1 kA did n
affect the ion charge-state distribution. However, at high
currents increasing the current led to a substantial chang
this distribution. Figure 5 plots the fraction of doub
charged aluminum ions as a function of arc current for se
connection of the solenoid to the discharge circuit and w
out. It can be seen that the influence of the arc current on
variation of the ion fraction of one or another charge state
almost identical to the effect of a magnetic field, but witho
a magnetic field such an effect takes place at larger cur

FIG. 3. Depth profile of implanted titanium ions in silicon for ion extractio
from plasma;B, T: 1—0, 2—0.4.

FIG. 4. Oscillograms of the total uranium ion current and its quadru
charged component after separation atB50.4 T, start-up level of oscillo-
graph 0.208 V, delay relative to start-up zero, scanning rate 0.2 ms/cm.
channel 2, b—channel 1; sensitivity of oscillograph per channel 10~a!, 4
mV/cm ~b!; current of quadruply charged uranium ions 40~a!, 8 mA/cm~b!;
load 25~a!, 50V ~b!.
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values. Simple estimates indicate that at such current va
the magnitude of the self magnetic field of an arc column
on the order of 1 kG and is commensurate with values of
external magnetic field at which it is observed to have
effect on the ion charge-state distribution.

In the experiments we observed a precise correlation
tween increasing the mean charge state and growth of the
burning voltage. Thus, at maximum values of the magn
field and the arc current yielding the largest fraction
highly charged ions the arc burning voltage reached va
of 1002120 V and exceeded by five to sixfold the initi
value of the arc burning voltage setting up in an arc d
charge at relatively low values of the arc current in the
sence of a magnetic field. Comparison of the later, se
value of the arc burning voltage with the ionization pote
tials showed that to achieve a noticeable fraction with
required ionization multiplicity it is necessary that the a
burning voltage reach a value near the desired ioniza
potential. Therefore to increase the mean charge state o
ions it is necessary to provide conditions for correspond
growth of the burning voltage. One possible way of incre
ing the burning voltage is to trigger the arc in a high ma
netic field in an extended discharge gap stabilized by a
tem of flat electrodes with central openings. As experime
have shown, increasing the cathode–anode separation
cm and partitioning it with nine equally spaced electrod
provides an arc burning voltage of 1602180 V in a magnetic
field of 0.6 T. Such values of the arc burning voltage w
provide further growth of the ionization multiplicity in a
vacuum arc discharge and an enhanced mean charge s

CONCLUSION

The creation of a detailed physical model and the de
mination of the main mechanism responsible for the
charge-state distribution in a vacuum arc discharge plasm
a high magnetic field will be the subject of further resear

FIG. 5. Percent fraction of doubly charged aluminum ions as a functio
arc discharge current:1—without solenoid,2—with solenoid.
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However, it is already evident that growth of the fraction
multiply charged ions is due to an increase in the elect
temperature in the plasma. Calculations performed in R
20 and 21 show that to achieve the growth of the me
charge state observed in experiment it is sufficient to
crease the electron temperature by 25230%, or 122 eV.
Such an increase in the electron temperature is enti
achievable.
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Choosing an adequate mathematical model in problems with high pulsed
energy deposition
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The problems of choosing the optimal mathematical model for a prescribed range of parameters
of a pulsed action are discussed. A preliminary analysis performed by similarity and
dimensional-analysis methods using interpolation equations of state of the matter shows that the
complete system of equations of gasdynamics can be simplified by dropping individual
terms which are not important in a given parameter range. The results of an analysis are presented
in the form of nomograms, which also make it possible to identify the class of fast and
energy-intensive gasdynamic processes more accurately than at an intuitive level. ©1998
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~98!00805-8#
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It is well known that a simple mathematical model of
process is more convenient to study than a complicated
A simple model is easier to study, contains fewer paramet
can sometimes be solved analytically, and so on. In
present paper we shall discuss pulsed~characteristic time
t0,10 ms! and quite powerful~increases in the specific in
ternal energy« by an amount one or more orders of mag
tude greater than the heat of sublimationl) processes of
energy deposition in a material. Such processes occur w
charged-particle or radiation beams impinge against a s
wall, in powerful electric discharges in condensed med
and in explosions of different physical nature. Since su
problems are of practical importance, it is important to g
some a priori recommendations on choosing a mathema
model of such processes, for example, whether or not
spatial nonuniformity of the pressure should be taken i
account, whether or not heat conduction should be taken
consideration, and how important transfer processes betw
phases at interfaces are. These questions can be solved
pletely when the characteristics of the thermophysical pr
erties of real media are taken into account correctly.

To investigate in the one-dimensional approximati
processes in the class of interest we shall employ the sys
of gasdynamic equations that, after the Euler coordinatex is
replaced by the Lagrangian variable

s5E
0

x

r~j!dj

(r is the density! can be written in the following form:

]~1/r!

]t
5

]v
]s

, ~1!

]s

]t
5v, ~2!
5181063-7842/98/43(5)/4/$15.00
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]v
]t

52
]p

]s
, ~3!

]«

]t
52p

]v
]s

2
]W

]s
1Q~s,t !, ~4!

p5 f p~r,T!, ~5!

«5 f «~r,T!, ~6!

W52k
]T

]s
, ~7!

k5r• f l~r,T!. ~8!

Heret is the time,v is the velocity,p and« are, respectively,
the pressure and specific internal energy,W is the heat flux
due to heat conduction,Q is the specific energy release,k
andl are, respectively, the mass and standard thermal c
ductivities, andf p , f s , and f l(r,T) are, respectively, the
functional dependences ofp, «, andl as given by the equa
tion of state and model of heat conduction which are adop
for the material.

We choose as the independent scaling parametersr* ,
T* , p* , and x* . Then the scaling parameters for the r
maining variables are

s* 5r* •x* , «* 5p* /r* , v* 5Ap*
r*

,

t* 5x*Ar*
p*

, Q* 5
1

x*
S p*
r*

D 3/2

, k* 5
p* r* x

*
2

t* T*
.

The scaling parameters presented above describe
character of the gasdynamic behavior of the medium. Th
scaling parameters should be compared with the parame
of the problem at hand, which include, first and foremost,t0

— the duration of the pulse~or characteristic time of energ
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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deposition!, Q05q0 /r* — the characteristic intensity of en
ergy deposition per unit mass (q0 is the same per unit vol
ume!, andL0 is the specific heat of sublimation of the m
terial from the initial state~its value is close to the heat o
vaporization!. So, dividingt0 by t0 we obtain a suddennes
criterion

KM5
t0

t*
5

t0

x*
Ap*

r*
. ~9!

The caseKM!1 corresponds to quite rapid energy dep
sition, when the absorption of energy and the gasdyna
unloading of the heated region~of characteristic sizex* ),
where the pressure at the end of the pulse reaches valu
the order ofpmax.gr«'grQ (g is the Gruneisen constant!,
can be separated in time. As an example of an analyt
analysis of the problem of instantaneous heat release we
attention to Ref. 1.

In the opposite case,KM@1, there is enough time fo
waves of unloading to traverse repeatedly the heated re
during the time the perturbation acts on the medium a
energy absorption occurs practically at constant pres
with no formation of discontinuous flows of the shock-wa
type.

The caseKM;1 is more complicated. In this case th
energy deposition and gasdynamic relaxation processes
not be separated: It is necessary to solve the momentum
servation equation~3!, which, as a rule, it is impossible to d
in an analytical form. Integrating the closed system of eq
tions ~1!–~8! numerically it is not difficult to estimate the
suddenness criterion, for example, for prescribed charac
istic process durationtu , length scalex0, and volume energy
depositionq0. Figure 1 displays the computational resu
obtained for the surfaceKM51 for copper using a wide
range multiphase equation of state.2 An instantaneous energ
deposition regime obtains in the region beneath the surf
far above the surface it can be assumed that the corresp
ing processes occur at a constant~along the coordinatex)
pressure.

FIG. 1. Suddenness criterion.
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The following temporal parameter characterizing t
thermal conductivity can be constructed from the scaling
rameters:

tT5
p* r* x

*
2

k* T*
. ~10!

This is essentially the ratio of the squared characteri
length to the effective thermal diffusivity

a* 5
l*

«* /T*
,

where l* 5k* /r* is the scale parameter for the therm
conductivityl.

ComparingtT with t* , we obtain a heat conduction cr
terion

KT5
t*
tT

5
l* T* r

*
1/2

x* p
*
3/2

. ~11!

This criterion shows how gasdynamic relaxation and h
propagation are related. It can also be expressed as

KT5S VT

C*
D 3

,

whereC* 5Ap* /r* is the characteristic sound velocity, th
rate at which pressure relaxes, and

VT5A3 l* T*
r* x*

is the scaling parameter for the propagation velocity of
temperature-equalizing heat wave.

The regimeKT!1 can be called purely gasdynamic.
this case the gasdynamic processes~i.e., passage of shoc
waves and pressure equalization! unfold much more quickly
than heat propagation by means of heat conduction. In c
sequence, the term]W/]s in Eq. ~4! can be neglected.

The regimeKT@1 corresponds to rapid heat transfe
when pressure and density equalization lag substantially
hind the temperature. A simple numerical analysis sho
that this case can occur only for radiant heat conductio3

Gasdynamic relaxation of the medium in this case proce
isothermally.

The most complicated regime requiring a comple
analysis arises whenKT;1. In this case the gasdynamic an
heat-conduction processes cannot be separated and the
responding equations must be solved simultaneously.

To estimateKT it is necessary to know the radiativ
component of heat conduction. It can be taken into acco
by the following simple method. It is known3 that radiant
heat conduction occurs when the sizex* of the region of
energy deposition becomes much greater than the chara
istic photon mean free pathl 0. The latter quantity in turn can
be estimated using the formulas for hydrogen-like atoms3

The main energy losses are observed in the continu
radiation spectrum. It is necessary to take account of the
that electron bremsstrahlung in the Coulomb field of an
gives rise to photon absorption. The photon mean free p
as a result of this process is3
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l 154.831024
T1/2

Z2N1Ne

~cm!, ~12!

whereT is the temperature~in K!, Z is the ion charge, and
Ne and N1 are, respectively, the electron and ion densit
(cm23).

Next, for estimates we neglect the less likely process
free-bound electron capture with emission of a photon in
first-ionization region. Then at high temperatures~above
50000 K! and at the onset of multiple ionization the phot
mean free path length is given by3

l 254.431022
T1/2

N2m̄~m̄11!2
~cm!, ~13!

where m̄ is the average charge of a hydrogen-like ion,x̄1

5 Ī /kT is the reduced average degree of ionization, and
low degrees of ionizationl 2.. l 1.

We now select the smallest of the quantities~12! and
~13! as follows:

1

l 0
5

1

l 1
1

1

l 2
.

The radiative thermal conductivitylR is determined in
terms of the characteristic photon mean free pathl 0 as

lR5
16

3
sStl 0T3, ~14!

wheresSt is the Stefan–Boltzmann constant; forl 0.x* we
can setlR50.

To estimate the effect of the thermal conductivity it
sufficient to addl5lR1le , wherele is the standard~elec-
tronic! thermal conductivity.4 The corresponding result ob
tained by solving the system of equations~1!–~8! is shown in
Fig. 2. The surface whereKT51 is distinguished. Below this
surface heat conduction is not important over character

FIG. 2. Heat conduction criterion.
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gasdynamic times. Above the surface the temperature in
heated region can be assumed to be approximately cons

Finally, an important parameter for the problems that
are studying is the characteristic time at which the mate
starts to fly apart:

tp5
L

Q0
. ~15!

Dividing by this quantity the duration of the physica
process of interest we obtain the regime criterion

KP5
t0

tp
5

t0Q0

L
. ~16!

The regime criterion actually shows how complicat
the equation of state must be when investigating any pr
lem. For KP!1 the process occurs without formation of
phase boundary at all. Such problems can be solved in
thermoelasticity approximation; they do not require a co
plicated thermodynamic model. An example of such a pr
lem that can be solved analytically is the action of a de
cused relativistic electron beam on an aluminum target.5 For
KP@1 the material passes very quickly into the gas~or
plasma! phase. In most cases, when the details of the de
opment of this process at the initial stage are of no inter
phase transitions can be neglected and a simplified equa
of state can be used. The variant whereKP;1 is one of the
most complicated cases. In this case the equation of s
must describe condensed and gaseous states as well a
transitional region~see Ref. 3 for a more detailed discu
sion!. Interphase transfer will play a large role in these p
cesses. The surfaceKP51, which separates processes a
cording to the regime criterion, is displayed in Fig. 3.

In summary, our analysis has shown that the system
gasdynamic equations for a specific range of initial para
eters can be substantially simplified on the basis of preli
nary estimates.

FIG. 3. Regime criterion.
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Characteristics of a multielectrode corona discharge in the working media of periodic-
pulse XeCl * and KrCl * lasers
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Results are reported from an investigation of the electrical and optical characteristics of a
multielectrode negative-polarity corona discharge in He/Xe~Kr!/CCl4 mixtures, which are used as
the working media in inert-gas chloride lasers operating in the periodic-pulse mode. The
corona discharge is studied in a needle–grid electrode system which is approximately as long as
the active medium in a laser. Such a corona discharge is of interest for use in electrical
modules for blowing the working media through XeCl* and KrCl* lasers, the working media of
which contain vapors of liquid hydrocarbons of the CCl4 type. © 1998 American Institute
of Physics.@S1063-7842~98!00905-2#
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INTRODUCTION

Inert-gas chloride (RCl* ) electric-discharge lasers wit
working mixtures containing the complex chlorin
containing molecules1–4 BCl3 and CCl4 , have superior en-
ergy and lifetime characteristics in some operating regim
as compared to the case when hydrogen chloride molec
are used. The mechanical systems employed in this cas
the transverse blow-through of the working mixtures a
characterized by high energy consumption, vibration, a
noise, in addition to introducing contaminants into the wo
ing mixture.

In periodic-pulse XeCl* lasers operating on a He/Xe
HCl mixture with repetition frequenciesf <70 Hz it is pos-
sible to use electrical blowing, with an average transve
flow velocity of the gas mixture<3 m/s.5 For hot, corrosive,
high-pressure gas mixtures this method of change-out, w
utilizes a multielectrode corona discharge~CD! uniformly
distributed along the length of the transverse discharge
periodic-pulse excimer laser, is free of some of the dra
backs of mechanical blowers.

The results of an investigation of some characteristics
such a corona discharge in the working media of elect
discharge RCl* lasers where HCl molecules are used as
chlorine carrier, are reported in Ref. 6.

The present paper reports the results of an investiga
of the characteristics of a multielectrode CD in the mixtu
He/Kr~Xe!/CCl4 . The discharge is ignited in a system
needle–grid electrodes and is intended for use in the emi
of miniature periodic-pulse RCl* lasers through which the
working medium is blown electrically.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The CD was ignited in a stainless steel high-press
discharge chamber. The system of electrodes for the CD
placed on the dielectric flange of the discharge chamber
consisted of one row of needles and a nickel grid. The s
tem of electrodes was 12 cm long, and the distance betw
5221063-7842/98/43(5)/4/$15.00
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the needle points and the grid was equal to 2 cm. The ra
of curvature of a needle point was equal to 0.5 mm, and
diameter of the grid wires was equal to 0.3 mm. A negat
dc voltage (U<12 kV, I mid<15 mA! was applied to the
needles through an external limiting resistance. The elec
cal and optical characteristics of the CD were measured w
the registering system described in Refs. 6 and 7. The op
investigations of the plasma radiation were performed wit
full view of the entire interelectrode gap through the inp
slit of the monochromator. Control experiments showed t
hot zones near the needle points make the main contribu
to the plasma radiation. Therefore it can be assumed
within 5–10%, that the characteristics of the hot zones o
CD are being investigated.

In the present experiments a multielectrode CD was
served in the form of bright hot zones~near the needle
points!, very small hot zones at the grid, and a dark
weakly-luminescing exterior region of the CD between t
needles and the grid.

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Compared with similar CDs in binary mixtures~no ad-
ditives consisting of chlorine-containing molecules!, in the
media investigated there is no intense glow discharge in
exterior region and the maximum discharge current at
noncontracted stage is one to two orders of magnitude low
The CD current in this case is determined not by the mag
tude of the ballast resistance but rather by the density
electronegative molecules in the mixture.6 When the voltage
on the needles exceeds a definite, critical value, the CD c
tracts. This is manifested as the formation of an ano
streamer near one of the needles.

The average current-voltage characteristics~AIVCs! of
CDs in mixtures of inert gases with CCl4 molecules are pre-
sented in Fig. 1. The AIVCs obtained cannot be described
relations of the typeI 5a(U2U0)2 ~wherea is a constant
and U0 is the discharge ignition voltage!, which are most
typical for CDs.8 Two different stages of the CD, characte
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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ized by their own threshold voltages and CD current grow
rates, can be seen in the AIVCs of a CD in the mixture H
CCl4. These stages are distinguished by linear depende
of the typeI mid5b(U2U0). The values ofU0 andb for the
low- and high-current stages of a CD in the mixture He/CC4

are, respectively,U0
155.5 kV, b1550 mA/kV, and U0

2

58.75 kV,b251000mA/kV. Only a low-current stage was
observed in ternary mixtures, and in this case the AIVC w
more linear.

The differences of the AIVCs obtained here from t
typical AIVCs for CDs are due to nonlinearities of CDs
inert gases.9 Thus, in the present media it is possible to o
tain a discharge whose properties fall between coronal
glow discharges. In contrast to the AIVCs of CDs in t
mixtures He/Kr~Xe!, the AIVCs show virtually no hysteresis
possibly because of quenching of the metastable atomsR(m)
by the halogen-containing molecules.10,11

The velocity at which the gases are blown through
CD goes asv;I 1/2 ~Ref. 12!, so that it will be higher in
xenon-containing media with the minimum content of CC4

molecules. It is undesirable to increase the CCl4 content
above 0.13 kPa because the operating efficiency of the e
mer laser decreases.3,4 As the pressure of a ternary mixtur
decreases to 100 kPa, the voltage range of where a stabl
exists decreases, while the CD current increases by a fa
of 1.5. The dependencesI mid5 f (U) become quadratic.

Figure 2 shows the shape of the CD current pulse
the dependence of the pulse repetition frequency on the v
age applied to the needles. For a CD in ternary mixtures
current pulse duration at half height equals 0.3–0.5ms. The
CD current pulses were observed against a dc backgro
As one can see from Fig. 2b, the current pulses of a CD
ternary mixtures appear only at the precontraction stag
the discharge and their repetition frequency, just as in me
based on HCl molecules,6 reaches 30–40 kHz. For a CD in
binary mixture the current pulses reached 1.5ms and were

FIG. 1. Current–voltage characteristics of a negative corona discharg
mixtures of inert gases with CCl4 molecules.1—He/CCl45220/0.13 kPa;
2—He/He/CCL45220/2, 8/0, 13 kPa;3—He/Kr/CCl45220/16/0, 13 kPa.
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observed only in the regionDU5628 kV, while at the
high-current stage of the CD the current was continuous

OPTICAL CHARACTERISTICS

The plasma emission spectra of the hot zones of a CD
binary and ternary mixtures are displayed in Fig. 3. For a
in the mixture He/CCl4 , the formation of Cl2* molecules~l
258 nm! and CCl* radicals (l 278 nm! is observed in the
UV region of the spectrum. The most intense band is the2
emission band. The continuum in the regionll 450–850 nm
due to the decomposition of CCl3 or C2Cl4 radicals, which

in

FIG. 2. Form of the current pulses~a! and dependence of the pulse repe
tion frequency on the voltage applied to the needles~b! for a CD in the
mixture He/Xe/CCl45220/2, 8/0, 13 kPa.

FIG. 3. Plasma emission spectra of a CD in the mixtures He/CCl4 ~a! and
He/Xe/CCl4 ~b!.
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have been observed13,14 in a low-pressure dc discharge,
absent. According to the data of Ref. 13, predominantly
radicals CCl2 , CCl3 , and Cl2* and atoms Cl* form in the
primary electron-induced decomposition reactions of C4
molecules, while the radicals CCl* form as a result of sec
ondary reactions. The low intensity of the CCl* emission
band ~as compared with Cl2* radiation! is due to the rapid
reactions leading to its annihilation in collisions with oth
radicals or Cl2* molecules.

Investigation of the panoramic spectra of a CD plasma
a ternary mixture~Fig. 3b! in the rangell 200–1000 nm
showed that the main bands are the emission bandsl 308 nm
XeCl (B–X), l 222 nm KrCl (B–X) and the weaker, wide
bandsl 330 nm XeCl (C–A) andl 230 nm KrCl (C–A).
The most intense emission lines in the near-IR and vis
regions of the spectrum were observed on the transitions
(5s– 6p, 5p) and Xe (6s– 7p, 6p). Emission lines from
states lying above the first vibrational state of the molecu
ions R2

1 and excited ions of heavy inert gases were abse
This character of the intensity distribution in the em

sion line spectrum could be due to population ofp states of
Kr and Xe atoms in dissociative-recombination reaction15

and as a result of excitation by electron impact.16,17

Typical curves showing the average intensities of
radiation in molecular bands and in the lines of Kr and
atoms as a function of the average CD current are displa
in Figs. 4 and 5. These curves are all linear. The excim
molecules KrCl (B) are formed most efficiently from the
molecules and the molecules Cl2* are formed least efficiently
The emission intensity on the transitions Xe (6s– 6p) and
Kr (5s– 5p) is more than two orders of magnitude high
than that from higher-lying states~Fig. 5!. The emission in-

FIG. 4. Relative intensity of the emission bands of molecules versus
average CD current.1 — l5258 nm Cl2* , He/CCl4 ; 2—308 nm XeCl
(B–X), He/Xe/Ccl4; 3—l5222 nm KrCl (B–X), He/Kr/CCl4 .
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tensity from Xe and Kr atoms in IR transitions in CDs in th
mixtures He/Xe~Kr! ~comparable in magnitude to those pr
sented in Fig. 5! was obtained in pure inert gases only wi
average CD currents of 1 mA. The CD current was mai
continuous. This shows that in CDs in ternary mixtures
(6s) and Kr (5s) metastables are efficiently removed b
collisions. The quench rate constants for Xe (6p) by CCl4
molecules lies in the range (7.327.8)310210 cm3/s, while
for Xe (6s) metastables the quench rate equals 6.3310210

cm3/s ~Ref. 11!.
The plasma in the hot zone of a CD is strongly enrich

with metastable inert-gas atoms. This is due to the spec
form of the electron energy distribution function in the CD
The distribution is clipped at high energies. The ion dens
in the CD is much lower than the density of metastable
oms and atoms excited into low-lying energy levels.18 For
this reason, the predominant reaction leading to the form
tion of excimer molecules in the hot zones of the CD cou
be the ‘‘harpoon’’ reaction

R~np,ns!1CCl4→RCl~B,C!1CCl3 . ~1!

For xenon atoms the branching ratio for the reaction
which Xe (6p,6s) is quenched by CCl4 molecules and XeCl
(B,C) is formed in a process with participation of Xe (6p)
is much higher (0.620.7) than for Xe (6s) ~0.24!. The for-
mation of an excimer molecule in a ‘‘harpoon’’ reaction al
indirectly confirms that the dependences of the emission
tensity in the XeCl (B–X) band and Xe (6s– 6p) transition
lines are of the same character.

The increase in RCl* emission intensity during opera
tion of a discharge apparatus operating on mixtures of in
gases and CCl4 molecules that is characteristic for a puls
transverse discharge is not observed in a CD. This is du
the fact that CCl4 molecules in the plasma of RCl* lasers do
not participate directly in the formation of excimer mo
ecules. The reaction leading to the decomposition of C4

occurs first:

e

FIG. 5. Relative intensity of Xe* and Kr* emission lines versus the averag
CD current.1—l5467 nm Xe (6s– 7p); 2—l5823 nm Xe (6s– 6p);
3—l5810 nm Kr (5s– 5p).
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CCl41H21hn→2HCl1Cl2 , ~2!

after which excimer molecules are formed according to
kinetic chain of RCl* lasers operating on working media
which HCl molecules are added.3

CONCLUSIONS

Our investigation of the characteristics of a multiele
trode corona discharge in the working media of period
pulse lasers operating on inert-gas chlorides showed that
characterized by low energy consumption (W<1 W! and it
is stably ignited in mixtures of the type He/Xe~Kr!/CCl4. The
discharge current and the rate at which the gas mixtures
blown through the system are limited by the developmen
an instability when the voltage on the needles is high.
increase the blow-through rate it is necessary to
CCl4-depleted gaseous media and several blower mod
connected in parallel. The electrical characteristics and
form of the CD are largely determined by the electron atta
ment to CCl4 molecules and the mobility of the correspon
ing negative ions. Excimer molecules in the hot zones of
CD can form predominantly in direct ‘‘harpoon’’ reaction
with the participation of CCl4 molecules and Xe (6p,6s) and
Kr (5p, 5s) atoms. CCl4 molecules efficiently depopulat
the metastable states of Xe and Kr atoms and increase
intensity in IR transitions Xe (6s– 6p) and Kr (5s– 5p).
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Features of the a–g transition in a low-pressure rf argon discharge
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It is found that the region for the stable existence of thea regime of a radio-frequency~rf!
discharge is bounded not only on the moderate-pressure side, but also on the low-pressure side.
One feature of thea –g transition in a low-pressure rf discharge is that the criterion for
breakdown of the electrode sheath is not satisfied. It is shown that at low pressures thea –g
transition of an rf argon discharge takes place abruptly and exhibits hysteresis. At
intermediate pressures thea –g transition is continuous and lacks jumps; negative differential
conductivity appears, double layers form, and nonmonotonic behavior of the plasma
density is observed at the center of the discharge. The role of stochastic~collisionless! electron
heating in sustaining an rf discharge at intermediate gas pressures is discussed. ©1998
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~98!01005-8#
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INTRODUCTION

Industrial plasma processes which employ rad
frequency~rf! capacitive gas discharges play a major role
the production of microcircuits~etching of semiconducto
substrates! and in modifying the surfaces of materials~the
deposition of oxide and diamond-like thin films!.1,2 Radio-
frequency discharges are also often used to pump
lasers.3,4 Therefore, the experimental investigation of t
characteristics of rf discharges is of great importance. As
know,4–6 an rf discharge can burn in two different regimes
low-current (a) regime and a high-current (g) regime. In the
a regime electrons acquire energy for ionizing gas atom
the rf field in a quasineutral plasma, and the emission
electrons from the electrode surfaces does not play a m
role in sustaining the discharge. The conductivity of the el
trode sheaths is small, and the circuit between the pla
and the electrodes is closed mainly by the bias current. In
g regime electron avalanches develop in the electr
sheaths, ionization of the gas atoms by electron impact ta
place mainly near the boundaries between the electr
sheaths and the quasineutral plasma, and the emissio
electrons from the electrode surfaces has a significant in
ence on the electron multiplication process and on sustai
the discharge.4–15 The electrode sheaths have considera
conductivity in theg regime, and their characteristics a
similar to those of the cathode sheath of a dc glow discha
The experiments in Refs. 6, 11, and 14 and the numer
calculations in 8 show that an rf discharge passes abru
from thea regime into theg regime at moderate pressur
and that the plasma density in the discharge volume and
amplitude of the rf current increase severalfold. At moder
gas pressures thea –g transition is accompanied by com
plete reorganization of the spatial structure of an rf discha
~while the plasma density reaches a maximum at the ce
of the discharge in thea regime, in theg regime plasma-
density maxima are observed near the boundaries betw
the electrode sheath and quasineutral plasma, and a m
5261063-7842/98/43(5)/9/$15.00
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mum is observed in the central portion of the discharge w
an axial distribution of the plasma density!. At intermediate
pressures (p;1 Torr! an rf discharge passes smoothly fro
the a form to theg form without abrupt jumps.7,9,16–19In
addition, when the distance between the electrodes is s
ciently large ~.1 cm!, rf discharges in inert gases exhib
negative differential conductivity16 and nonmonotonic be
havior of the plasma density in the central portion of t
discharge17 ~the conduction current in the electrode circu
and the plasma density at the discharge center decrease
increasing rf voltage until complete conversion of the d
charge into theg form occurs!, low-frequency plasma noise
and oscillations appear in the quasineutral plasma,17 and
plasma double layers form.18,19

The region for the stable existence of thea regime of an
rf discharge is bounded on the moderate-pressure sidep
;10 Torr!: for a fixed distance between the electrodesL
there is a pressurepcr , which is such that atp>pcr the rf
discharge can burn only in the high-currentg regime.6 The
curves describing thea –g transition of rf discharges are
similar to the ignition curve of a discharge in a consta
electric field.7,8,13

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

The experiments were carried out at the argon press
p51022210 Torr, in the range of rf voltagesU rf<1000 V,
and at the field frequencyf 513.56 MHz. The distance be
tween the flat parallel stainless steel electrodes with a di
eter of 100 mm was varied in the rangeL56254 mm. An rf
voltage was supplied to one electrode, and the other e
trode was grounded. To eliminate the constant self-bias v
age between the electrodes, a choke coil with an inducta
of 4 mH was included. The measurements of the discha
current were performed using a Rogowski loop located
the bus grounding one of the electrodes~a grounded bus!.
The signal from the Rogowski loop was fed into an FK2-
phase-difference meter. The signal supplied to the other
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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put of the FK2-12 meter was from a capacitive divider co
nected to the rf electrode, permitting measurement of
amplitude of the rf voltageU rf and the discharge currentI rf ,
as well as the phase angle between themw.

The plasma parameters~the electron temperatureTe , the
plasma densityni , and the constant component of th
plasma potentialfpl) were measured using single cylindric
Nichrome probes with a length of 5 mm and a diameter
0.18 mm. All three operating regimes of the probes~the col-
lisionless, transitional, and collisional regimes! can be ob-
served in the range of pressures investigated, i.e., depen
on the pressure, ions can traverse the near-probe layer w
out collisions~at low pressures,p<0.05 Torr!, collide with
gas atoms a few times~at intermediate pressures!, or collide
with neutral gas particles many times (p.1 Torr!. There-
fore, the plasma densityni was calculated from the ion
branch of the probe current and the measured electron
peratureTe using the method described in Refs. 20–22. T
plasma potentialfpl was determined from the zero value
the second derivative of the probe current with respect to
voltage, as well as from the measured values of the pr
floating potentialf f and the electron temperatureTe using
the formulafpl5f f1CTe@B#, whereC is a constant, which
depends on the kind of gas.15 The electron temperatureTe

was calculated from the linear portions of the probe curre
voltage characteristic and the second derivative of the cur
in the probe with respect to the constant voltage on the pr
~which were plotted in semilogarithmic coordinates!. The
values ofTe determined by these two methods differed by
more than 10–20%. The second derivative of the curren
the probe with respect to the voltaged2I pr /dUpr

2 was mea-
sured by the second-harmonic technique, i.e., the probe
rent was modulated by a low-frequency voltage~the fre-
quency wasf lf;123 kHz!, the signal being detected a
2 f lf . A measuring system for determiningd2I pr /dUpr

2 simi-
lar to ours was described in Ref. 23.

Let us ascertain the changes in the parameters of a
discharge which must be taken as criteria for thea –g tran-
sition at low and intermediate gas pressures. On the
hand, the value ofU rf at which there is a jump in the deriva
tive dI rf /dUrf is often taken as the voltage of thea –g tran-
sition of an rf discharge.7,13 In this case electron avalanche
develop in the electrode sheaths, and the plasma densit
creases rapidly as the rf voltage increases in the entire
charge gap. On the other hand, it was assumed in Ref. 5
at low pressures thea –g transition curve coincides with a
portion of the ignition curve for an rf discharge burning
once in theg regime after breakdown of the gas. We no
that these two criteria for thea –g transition of an rf dis-
charge at low gas pressures are not always consistent
one another. In addition, visual observations show that at
and intermediate gas pressures the structure of an rf
charge becomes very similar to the structure of a dc g
when the rf voltage applied to the electrodes is still clea
inadequate for breakdown of the electrode sheaths. It
also be concluded from the current–voltage characteristic
rf discharges in Ref. 16 that smaller rf voltages are neede
go from thea regime to theg regime as the argon pressu
is lowered. Therefore, in the present work the followi
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changes in the rf discharge parameters were taken as cr
for the transition from thea regime to theg regime. At
argon pressuresp.0.5 Torr thea –g transition is continu-
ous and lacks jumps and is accompanied by a decrease i
rf conduction current in the electrode surfaceI rfcos(w) and
by a decrease in the plasma densityni at the discharge
center.17 It was assumed in this pressure range that
a –g transition occurs at the value of the rf voltage at whi
I rfcos(w) andni reach a maximum. Atp'0.0520.5 Torr the
a –g transition is accompanied by restructuring of the rf d
charge: the uniform glow of the positive column in thea
regime abruptly transforms into two negative glows and t
Faraday dark spaces of a glow discharge, which intersec
the center of the discharge gap. The appearance of a
region at the discharge center is well detected visually.
low pressures thea –g transition is accompanied by abrup
decreases in the plasma densityni and the electron tempera
tureTe in the central portion of the discharge and an incre
in the phase anglew between the rf current and the voltag
which permit reliable detection of the occurrence of t
a –g transition. Thea –g transition is also accompanied b
a change in the visible glow of the discharge: the white~red-
dish at intermediate pressures! glow acquires a violet tint,
which apparently indicates the appearance of fast electron
the discharge.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Existence region of thea regime. Figure 1 presents th
extinguishing curve of an rf discharge and thea –g transi-
tion curve. It is seen from the figure that at moderate pr
sures (p;10 Torr! the a –g transition curve tends toward
the extinguishing curve of the rf discharge. As the pressur
lowered, the valueUag of the rf voltage across the electrode
at which thea –g transition is observed at first decreases a
reaches a minimum~a minimum which is similar to the Pas
chen curve for the ignition of a glow discharge!, after which
Uag increases slightly and then goes out onto a plat
which extends over the range of argon pressu
p'0.521 Torr. Further lowering of the pressure leads to
rapid decrease inUag , and in the pressure rang
p<0.03 thea –g transition curve coincides with the extin
guishing curve of the rf discharge.

Figure 2 shows plots of the dependence of the cond
tion current in the electrode circuitI rfcos(w) on the rf volt-

FIG. 1. Extinguishing curve of an rf discharge~1! anda –g transition curve
~2! for L522 mm.
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age. It is seen from the figure that at argon pressu
p<0.5 Torr thea –g transition occurs abruptly and exhibi
hysteresis~until Uag reaches a plateau!. At higher pressures
thea2g transition is smooth and lacks jumps, and negat
differential conductivity is observed in the rf discharge. Aft
the transformation of the discharge into theg form is com-
pleted, the conduction current in the electrode circuit
creases monotonically with increasing rf voltage.

Let us consider the processes taking place during
transition of an rf discharge from thea regime to theg
regime at different gas pressures. At low pressuresp
,0.05 Torr! the secondary electrons emitted from the el
trode surfaces under the action of bombardment by ions
metastable atoms traverse the electrode sheath with virtu
no collisions, gaining energy in an amount up to«e'eUsh

over the entire thickness of the sheath (Ush is the rf voltage
on the sheath!. WhenUsh>Ui (Ui515.8 V is the ionization
potential of an argon atom upon electron impact!, a beam of
fast electrons from the sheath, which ionize gas atoms a
their path, penetrates the plasma. The rf discharge passe
theg regime, and, according to its characteristics, the reg
of the quasineutral plasma becomes an analog of two n
tive glows of a glow discharge, which intersect at the d
charge center. We note that the electrons gain energy in
sheath and ionize gas atoms in the quasineutral plasma
paratively far from the sheath boundary. If the gas pressu
sufficiently low ~in Fig. 1, p,0.03 Torr!, the rf discharge
can burn only in theg regime, since the voltage on the ele
trode sheathUsh exceeds the ionization potential of the g
atomsUi over the entire existence region of the discharge
this pressure range theg regime of the rf discharge is visu
ally very similar to thea regime and can thus easily lead
a mistaken impression.

Let us verify whether the familiar breakdown criterion15

for an electrode sheath

m5g$exp~adsh!21%51 ~1!

holds for thea –g transition of a low-pressure rf discharg
~a and g are the first and second Townsend coefficien
respectively, anddsh is the thickness of the electrode sheat!.

FIG. 2. Dependence of the rf conduction current in the electrode circui
the applied rf voltage.L522 mm. p, Torr: 1—0.06, 2—0.1, 3—0.2,
4—0.5, 5—1, 6—2.
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When the argon pressurep50.1 Torr, the rf discharge passe
from thea regime to theg regime atU rf'85 V. The sheath
thickness is then equal todsh'0.6 cm. We assume that the
field is distributed uniformly within an electrode sheath a
that all of the applied rf voltage falls on one sheath~the latter
assumption is valid for the cathodic phase of the sheath
der consideration!. Then it is easy to show thatm'0.018
under the present conditions, i.e., the breakdown criterion~1!
does not hold for thea –g transition of a low-pressure r
discharge~even at clearly overestimated values ofm). An rf
voltageU rf'850 V must be applied to satisfy the criterio
~1! whenpdsh50.06 Torr•cm. Therefore, breakdown of th
sheath occurs at rf voltages significantly greater thanUag

when a large ion flux, which causes intense ion–elect
emission, impinges on the electrode and electron avalan
develop in the sheath. Thus, the electrode sheath does
break down in theg regime over a broad range of rf voltage
and thus continues to be one of the main sources of
electrons.

At the pressuresp;0.0520.5 Torr the secondary elec
trons crossing an electrode sheath manage to collide el
cally and inelastically once or several times with gas ato
and, for this reason, gain less energy over the thicknes
the sheath than in the collisionless case. Therefore, when
pressure is raised, thea –g transition occurs at higher r
voltages on the sheathUsh.Ui and on the electrodes. Nea
an electrode the electrons are accelerated in a strong rf
and acquire most of their energy in just that region. Electro
which have collided elastically and inelastically with gas
oms as they move through the sheath can be further acc
ated in the relatively weak field near the sheath boundary
form a high-energy beam. Since the electron ionization p
length le exceeds the sheath thicknessdsh in this pressure
range, a considerable portion of the ionizing collisions w
take place not only near the sheath boundary, but also in
quasineutral plasma. According to its characteristics,
quasineutral plasma becomes analogous to two nega
glows and two Faraday dark spaces of a glow discha
which intersect at the discharge center. The electric field
these parts of the discharge is known to be small.15 Conse-
quently, during thea –g transition the rf voltage drop on th
electrode sheaths increases, and the reverseg –a transition
occurs at small rf voltages, and hysteresis is, therefore,
served.

At higher gas pressures (p.0.5 Torr! the two Faraday
dark spaces do not intersect, and an equivalent positive
umn is observed in the central region at the beginning of
a –g transition. An increase in the rf voltage leads to
increase in the length of the Faraday dark spaces, the re
occupied by the positive column narrows, and at highe
voltages the two Faraday dark spaces intersect at the
charge center. While thea –g transition took place abruptly
with manifestations of hysteresis at low pressures, here th
discharge passes into theg regime continuously, and the
hysteresis vanishes. Negative differential conductivity is o
served in the discharge, nonmonotonic behavior of
plasma density appears in the central portion of the discha
gap, plasma double layers form, and low-frequency osci
tions and noise appear.16–19 At p.1 Torr, thea –g transi-

n
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tion is similar in its characteristics to the ignition of a d
glow discharge: each electrode sheath is in the prebreakd
state, and thea –g transition curve is similar to the Pasche
curve.6–8,13

When thea –g transition is considered, it must be take
into account that the rf field is distributed nonuniform
across the electrode sheath~it is strongest near the electrod
and very weak on the sheath-plasma boundary!; therefore a
correct analogy cannot always be drawn between thea –g
transition of an rf discharge and the ignition of a glow d
charge in a uniform constant electric field. In the collisio
less case such a distribution of the rf field in the sheath d
not play any special role in thea –g transition. However, the
situation changes in the highly collisional case. Second
electrons knocked out of the electrode surface are accele
from the electrode to the sheath boundary and gain mos
their energy in the region of the strong rf field~near the
electrode surface!. After a certain distanced* ,dsh the elec-
trons enter a region of a relatively weak rf field and cease
be accelerated, since they gain less energy from the rf fi
than they lose in collisions with gas atoms. If the electro
do not manage to acquire energy sufficient for ionizing g
atoms along their path from the electrode tod* , the a –g
transition does not occur at that value of the applied rf vo
age. A flux of electrons~it can contain electrons with ene
gies of the order of 10 eV!, which move from the electrode
sheath into the plasma and excite gas atoms along their p
is observed. Therefore, at intermediate and moderate p
sures the fluorescence can be brighter in thea regime on the
of the electrode sheath boundaries than in other region
the discharge~this was also noted in Refs. 6 and 11!. If the rf
voltage is raised to a value at which the secondary elect
enter the region of the weak rf field with an energy sufficie
for ionizing gas atoms, thea –g transition is observed. A
moderate gas pressures the electrode sheath thicknes
creases abruptly todsh<d* and becomes comparable
value to the normal sheath thickness of a dc glow dischar8

2. Phase angle between the rf current and the voltage
Figure 3a shows plots of the dependence of the phase a
between the rf current and the voltage on the amplitude
the rf voltage. As is seen from the figure, at low pressures
phase anglew increases with increasing rf voltage,w in-
creases abruptly during thea –g transition, andw reaches a
maximum and then slowly decreases as the rf voltage is
creased further. At intermediate pressures and low value
U rf , the phase anglew at first decreases, passes through
minimum, and then increases as the rf voltage is increa
during thea –g transition the phase anglew increases more
rapidly then in thea regime, reaches a maximum, and d
creases monotonically in theg regime.

Unlike the authors of Refs. 9, 24, and 25, we did n
observe a situation in whichw'0, i.e., in which the active rf
current in the electrode circuit is equal in value to the am
tude of the rf current and the discharge transforms from
capacitive to an inductive discharge under any conditi
over the entire range of pressures, interelectrode distan
and rf voltages investigated. This refers not only to arg
but also to the other gases that we investigated~hydrogen,
oxygen, nitrogen, air, CF4, SF6, etc.!. The disparities be-
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tween the values of the phase anglew that we measured an
the results in Refs. 9, 24, and 25 are apparently attributa
to the difference in the location of the Rogowski loops. W
measured the rf current using a Rogowski loop located o
grounded bus, while in Refs. 9, 24, and 25 the Rogow
loop was located on the bus which conducts electricity fr
the rf generator to the potential electrode. If the Rogow
loops ~or a similar measuring device with a grounded hou
ing! are placed on the bus which conducts the rf voltage
the potential electrode, the value ofI rf* measured in this way
depends on the location of the measuring device relative
the electrode and does not describe the real value of
discharge currentI rf . This is because part of the rf curren
escapes from the bus and the electrode into the groun
housing of the measuring device, and the rf current partia
escapes from the potential electrode into the grounded p
of the experimental apparatus~housings of devices, meta
parts of the vacuum system, etc.!; therefore the value of the
measured rf currentI rf5c(U rf) depends on the distanc
from the measuring device to the rf electrode. The readi
from a Rogowski loop located on a grounded bus do
depend on the distance to the grounded electrode. There
such a location for the measuring device permits more ac
rate determination not only of the value of the dischar
current, but also of the phase angle between the rf cur
and the voltage. We note that our measured values ofw are

FIG. 3. a — Dependence of the phase angle between the rf current an
voltage on the applied rf voltage;p, Torr: 1 — 0.06,2 — 0.2,3 0.5,4 — 1,
5 — 2. b — Dependence of the electrode sheath thickness on the rf volt
p, Torr: 1 — 0.06,2 — 0.1, 3 — 0.2, 4 — 1, 5 — 2; L522 mm.
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in satisfactory agreement with the experimental and theo
ical values ofw in Refs. 12,14, and 26–29.

3. Axial structure of an rf discharge. Figures 4–6
show axial profiles of the plasma densityni , the constant
component of the plasma potentialfpl , and the electron tem
peratureTe , respectively, at various rf voltages for argo
pressures equal to 0.1 and 1 Torr.

At low pressures the axial profiles ofni andfpl have a
‘‘bell-shaped’’ form with a maximum at the center of th
discharge gap in thea discharge regime. As the rf voltage
increased, the plasma density and the constant plasma p
tial increase throughout the entire discharge. However,
certain value of the rf voltage thea regime transforms
abruptly into theg regime, and sharp decreases inni andfpl

are observed in the discharge volume. As the rf voltage
increased further, the plasma density and the constant pla
potential monotonically increase over the entire discha
gap. At intermediate pressuresni andfpl have maxima at the
discharge center and monotonically decrease as the
trodes are approached in thea regime of the rf discharge
The transition from thea to theg regime is accompanied b
continuous increases inni and fpl in the electrode sheath
and near the sheath/quasineutral-plasma boundaries, wh
the central portion of the dischargeni andfpl decrease with
increasing rf voltage. Two plasma double layers form in
discharge volume. Their ‘‘cathode’’ parts come into conta

FIG. 4. Axial profiles of the plasma density for argon pressures equal to
Torr ~a! and 1 Torr~b! and various applied rf voltages. a—U rf , V: 1—25,
2—65 ~a regime!, 3—65 ~g regime!, 4—100,5—200;b—U rf , V: 1—100,
2—225,3—275,4—325,5—350.
t-

en-
a

is
ma
e

ec-

in

e
t

at the discharge center, and their ‘‘anode’’ parts are loca
near the sheath/quasineutral-plasma boundaries. After
discharge has passed completely into theg regime, the
double layers disappear, and the density and constant po
tial of the plasma increase monotonically with increasing
voltage throughout the entire discharge gap.

In thea regime at a low pressure the axial profile of th
electron temperature has maximum values in the central
of the discharge; as the rf voltage is increased,Te decreases
throughout the entire discharge. After passage into theg re-
gime, the axial profile of the electron temperature is alter
the values ofTe are highest near the electrode sheath bou
aries and have a maximum in the central portion of the d
charge. As the rf voltage is increased further, the elect
temperature decreases monotonically throughout the e
discharge. At intermediate pressures~Fig. 5b! the axial dis-
tribution of the electron temperature has maxima near
electrode sheath boundaries and a minimum in the cen
portion of the discharge not only in theg regime, but also in
thea regime. Such profiles of the electron temperature w
also obtained experimentally in Ref. 30 and were theor
cally predicted in Ref. 31. Sommerer and Kushner31 attribute
them to stochastic~collisionless! electron heating, which oc

FIG. 5. Axial profiles of the constant plasma potential for argon pressu
equal to 0.1 Torr~a! and 1 Torr~b! and various applied rf voltages. a —
U rf , V: 1—25, 2—65 ~a regime!, 3—65 ~g regime!, 4—100, 5—200;
b—U rf , V: 1—100,2—238,3—263,4—325,5—350,6—365.
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curs upon collisions of electrons with the oscillating ele
trode sheath boundaries.13,32–34

The behavior of the electron temperature and the pla
density during thea –g transition at low argon pressures ca
be explained in the following manner. In thea regime at low
rf voltages electrons are accelerated both in the rf field in
central region and upon collisions with the oscillating she
boundary, as is evidenced by the axial profiles ofTe . As the
rf voltage is increased, the plasma density increases, an
a result, the rf voltage drop on the electrode sheath increa
and the voltage drop on the quasineutral plasma decrea
Therefore, the electron temperature decreases with incr
ing rf voltage in thea regime. When the rf voltage drop o
the electrode sheath reaches a certain critical value, a flu
fast electrons begins to enter the plasma from the she
When high-energy electrons appear in the quasineu
plasma, the equivalent of the positive column in thea re-
gime transforms into the negative glow of theg regime. The
field in the negative glow is appreciably weaker than in
positive column, electrons in the quasineutral plasma are
celerated in a weaker rf field, and the electron temperatur
the central portion of the discharge decreases. Therefore
axial distribution ofTe in the g regime has a maximum o
the electrode sheath boundaries~owing to collisionless elec-

FIG. 6. Axial profiles of the electron temperature for argon pressures e
to 0.1 Torr ~a! and 1 Torr~b! and various applied rf voltages. a—U rf , V:
1—25, 2—65 (a regime!, 3—65 ~g regime!, 4—200, 5—400; b—U rf , V:
1—50, 2—200,3—225,4—250,5—350.
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tron heating! and a minimum at the discharge center. At th
moment the flux of fast electrons capable of ionizing g
atoms is still not sufficiently large to ensure a high ionizati
rate; therefore, the decrease in the electron temperature
ing passage of the discharge into theg regime leads to a
decrease in the plasma density in the discharge volume
the rf voltage is increased further, the flux of fast electro
increases, the ionization rate of the gas atoms by fast e
trons increases, and the plasma density in the entire
charge volume rises. The rf voltage drop on the electro
sheaths increases, and the voltage drop on the quasine
plasma decreases; therefore, the electron temperature
decreases.

Let us now consider the case of intermediate pressu
As we know,15 the frequency of electron–atom collisionsn
for argon depends strongly on the electron temperaturen/p
;Te

3/2. Therefore, at intermediate argon pressures and
characteristic electron temperaturesTe'2 eV a fairly large
part of the rf voltage falls on the quasineutral plasma in thea
discharge regime. During thea –g transition beams of fas
electrons emerge from the electrode sheaths, and the re
of the quasineutral plasma transforms into two negat
glows and two Faraday dark spaces of a glow discharge
a result, the rf field in the discharge volume decreases. T
leads to a decrease in the electron temperature and, co
quently, in an appreciable decrease in the plasma densi
the central portion of the discharge. The plasma density
the discharge center decreases with increasing rf voltage
til the diffusion fluxes of charged particles moving from th
electrode sheath boundaries~regions with increased ioniza
tion! into the central region compensate the decreasing
ization of the argon atoms by the plasma electrons. When
rf voltage is increased further, the nonmonotonic behavio
the plasma density in the central portion of the discharge
vanishes, and the rf discharge burns in a full-fledgedg re-
gime.

4. Stochastic heating of electrons.There is still no
unanimous opinion regarding the conditions under which
stochastic heating of electrons must be taken into accoun
was stated in Ref. 35 that the dark~thermal! electron velocity
Vte considerably exceeds the velocity of an oscillating she
boundaryVsh; therefore, only ‘‘cold’’ electrons with ener-
gies «,0.1 eV can acquire a considerable fraction of t
energy during a collision with a sheath boundary, while t
bulk of the electrons scarcely acquire energy during co
sions with a sheath boundary. At the same time, the oppo
case, in whichVsh.Vte , was also treated in Ref. 33 wit
consideration of a two-temperature Maxwellian distributio

Let us estimate the velocity of an oscillating shea
boundaryVsh on the basis of the conclusion from Ref. 6 th
the electrode sheath thickness is approximately equal to
amplitude of the oscillations of electrons in an rf elect
field equal in strength to the rf field on the sheath bound
Eb . For the sheath velocity we can writeVsh(t)
5eEbcos(vt)/mn, wheree andm are the charge and mass
an electron. We useVsh,0 to denote the maximum sheat
boundary velocity corresponding to the amplitude ofEb .
Then for the electrode sheath thickness we ha
dsh5eEb /mnv5Vsh,0/v.6 The electrode sheath thicknes
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varies as a function of the gas pressure and the applie
voltage: at low pressuresdsh;1 cm, and at intermediate
pressuresdsh'123 mm ~Fig. 3b!. Taking dsh53 mm,
f 513.56 MHz, and an argon pressurep51 Torr, for the
sheath boundary velocity we obtainVsh, 0'33107 cm/s. The
thermal velocity of electrons with a temperatureTe52 eV is
Vte'9.43107 cm/s. Thus, it follows from this estimate tha
the electron thermal velocity is several times greater than
sheath boundary velocity, especially at intermediate p
sures and small rf voltages. This means that at intermed
pressures stochastic~collisionless! electron heating should
not play a decisive role in sustaining an rf discharge. Ho
ever, it is seen from Fig. 6b that the electron temperatureTe

near the electrode sheath boundaries decreases with inc
ing rf voltage~both in thea regime and after passage of th
rf discharge into theg regime!. Apparently, this effect can be
reasonably attributed specifically to the mechanism of co
sionless electron heating. If, for example, secondary elec
emission from the electrode surfaces played a significant
in the behavior ofTe near a sheath boundary, the electr
should have increased with increasing rf voltage, since
number of fast electrons passing from the electrode she
into the plasma would have increased. Since the sh
thickness decreases with increasing rf voltage~Fig. 3b!, the
velocity of the electrode sheath boundary should decre
and, therefore, the electrons should acquire less energ
collisions with an oscillating sheath boundary. We also
this in Fig. 6b. Therefore, the estimates presented above
the velocity of an electrode sheath boundary are appare
underestimated.

Let us examine several analytical models of other inv
tigators, from which the sheath boundary velocity can
evaluated. Godyak and Sternberg36 obtained the time depen
dence of the position of a sheath boundary

l~Q!5l12r2
3

4
r21S r1r21

r3

8 D sin~Q!

1
r3

12
sin3~Q!2

5r3

12p
cos~Q!

1
11r3

36p
cos3~Q!1

r2

4
cos~2Q!

2
r3

4p
Qsin~Q!2

r3

6p
Qsin3~Q!, ~2!

where l5d(t)/lD , l15dsh/lD , r5a1 /lD , a1

5eEp /mnv, Q5vt, d(t) is the coordinate of the sheat
boundary,lD is the Debye radius for the values ofTe andni

corresponding to the sheath boundary, andEp is the ohmic
part of the rf field near the sheath boundary.

Differentiating ~2! with respect to time, we obtain th
maximum value of the sheath boundary velocityVsh,0'3.6
3107 cm/s. Budyanski�37 obtained the expression for th
maximum velocity of the electron cloud in an rf discharg

V05
eUrf

mvLH S v0
2

v2
21D 2

1
n2

v2J 21/2

, ~3!
rf

e
s-
te

-

as-

i-
n
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e
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e,
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e
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-
e

wherev0
25(4pe2n0 /m)(2dsh/L), andn0 is the plasma den-

sity on the sheath boundary.
Since the oscillating of an electron cloud as a single u

in an rf field was considered in Ref. 37, it is clear th
V05Vsh,0. Then the estimates based on formula~3! give
Vsh,0'5.43107 cm/s. From Ref. 38 we can easily obtain th
expression for the sheath boundary velocity

vsh~ t !5v
d0

ub
S 2el i

pM D 1/2

AE* sinvt, ~4!

where d05J0 /evn0, J0 is the amplitude of the rf curren
density,ub5(eTe /M )1/2, M is the mass of an ion,l i is the
mean free path of the ions, and

E* 5
4J0

v
~sin vt2vt cosvt !. ~5!

The maximum value of the sheath boundary velocity o
tained from ~4! is equal to Vsh,0523108 cm/s. Finally,
Ra�zer and Shne�der8 obtained the expression for the motio
of an electrode sheath boundary in the cathodic phase

d~ t !5
d0

11j2 H j cosvt1sin vt1expS 2jS vt1
p

2 D D J ,

~6!

wherej5(11g)4pen0m1 /v andm1 is the mobility of the
ions.

Differentiating ~6! with respect to time, we obtainVsh,0

'2.73108 cm/s. Therefore, using the same set of expe
mentally measured values ofU rf , J0, n0, and Te on the
sheath boundary, we can obtain completely different e
mates of the ratio between the thermal velocity of the el
trons and the velocity of the electrode sheath boundary fr
the existing discharge models. Therefore, additional inve
gations of both the experimental and theoretical types
needed to ascertain the role of stochastic~collisionless! elec-
tron heating at intermediate gas pressures.

5. Conditions for the existence of plasma double lay-
ers in an rf discharge.As is seen from Fig. 5b, at interme
diate pressures thea –g transition is accompanied by th
formation of two stationary double layers in the quasineu
plasma, so that maxima are observed near the elect
sheath boundaries on the axial profile of the constant c
ponent of the plasma potential, while a minimum is observ
in the central portion of the discharge. This is apparen
caused by the simultaneous decreases in the plasma de
and the electron temperature at the discharge center du
thea –g transition~Figs. 4b and 6b!. The conductance of the
plasma decreases, and in order to conduct the increasin
current, plasma double layers appear in the quasineu
plasma. It is seen from Figs. 4 and 6 that during thea –g
transition the plasma regions with the highest values of
electron temperature and the plasma density are concent
near the electrode sheath boundaries, and minima are
served in the central portion of the discharge on the a
profiles ofTe andni . Therefore, both diffusive and therma
diffusive fluxes of charged particles, as well as a flux of fa
electrons moving from the electrode sheath boundaries to
discharge center, exist during thea –g transition and in the
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g regime proper. Since the axial profile of the consta
plasma potential during thea –g transition has maxima nea
the electrode sheath boundaries and a minimum at the
charge center, fluxes of positive ions from the sheath bou
aries to the discharge center will be observed. The existe
of stationary double layers in an rf discharge requires that
excess of incoming positive ions be removed from the c
tral region. Since the radial diffusion of charged particles
hardly of great significance under our conditions~in Fig. 5
the diameter of the discharge chamber is almost five tim
greater than the distance between the electrodes!, the main
mechanism for the depletion of positive ions in the cen
region must apparently be ion–electron recombination.
was shown in Refs. 39 and 40, apart from the Ar1 ions, a
fairly significant number of Ar2

1 ions is observed atp;0.5
21 Torr ~from fractions of a percent to tens of percent of t
total number of positively charged particles!. The coefficient
of dissociative recombination decreases rapidly with incre
ing electron temperature41 (b;Te

20.67); therefore, there will
be little dissociative ion–electron recombination near
electrode sheath boundaries~since Te is maximal in these
regions!, while Ar2

1 will recombine effectively with elec-
trons at the discharge center.

The stationary existence of plasma double layers in a
discharge also requires that the excess of electrons in
central region be maintained continually at a low level. B
side the intrinsic plasma~cold! electrons, fluxes of fast sec
ondary electrons, which have gained energy in the electr
sheaths, arrive at the discharge center. The flux of fast e
trons also contains electrons which were accelerated in
increased rf field in the electrode sheaths in the plas
phase.34 Clearly expressed double layers are observed
pressures and applied rf voltages at which the positive
umn observed in the central region at the beginning of
a –g transition gradually disappears and two Faraday d
spaces intersect at the discharge center. As we know,42,43 the
length of a Faraday dark space is determined by the dista
over which the thermalization~Maxwellization! of secondary
electrons takes place: on the boundary between a Far
dark space and the positive column the directed velocity
the electrons produced by secondary emission becomes e
to the thermal velocity of the plasma electrons. When
two Faraday dark spaces intersect, the electrons moving f
both electrodes are stopped at the discharge center, a
region with a small excess of negative charge forms. T
maximum drop in the constant potential across the dou
layer is observed under just these conditions. At highe
voltages the flux of secondary electrons emerging from
electrode sheath is stopped already between the disch
center and the opposite electrode sheath. Therefore,
double layers disappear as the rf voltage is increased.

Thus, the transition of an rf discharge from the low
current (a) burning regime to the high-current (g) regime
has been investigated experimentally in the present wor
low and intermediate argon pressures. It has been shown
the region for the existence of thea regime is bounded no
only on the moderate-pressure side, but also on the l
pressure side. At low gas pressures (p,0.5 Torr! the a –g
transition of an rf discharge is abrupt and exhibits hystere
t
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At intermediate argon pressures thea –g transition is con-
tinuous and lacks abrupt jumps, but nonmonotonic beha
of the plasma density appears in the central portion of
discharge, plasma double layers form, and negative diffe
tial conductivity is observed in the discharge.
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The influence of the escape of fast plasma electrons on the electron distribution function~EDF!
in a low-voltage cesium Knudsen arc is discussed. It is shown that even with a large
Knudsen parameterl e /h;5210 ~whereh is the gap andl e is the mean free path of electrons
with energy of the order of the anode barrier! the electron flux from the plasma to the
anode is virtually identical to that calculated with a Maxwellian EDF. ©1998 American Institute
of Physics.@S1063-7842~98!01105-2#
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The question of the magnitude of the thermal plas
electron current to the anode is important for calculations
a cesium thermionic converter operating in the Knuds
regime1 ~when the mean free path of electrons with energ
of the order of the positive anode dropw2 ~Fig. 1a! is several
times greater than the gap widthh) and plasma switching
elements.2 Calculations of both types of devices1–3 have as-
sumed that this current can be determined by the stan
expression (1/4)nvTeexp(2w2 /T) (n and T are the electron
density and temperature!, written as if the EDF were Max-
wellian, despite the constant depletion of the electron dis
bution function~EDF! as a result of the escape of fast pa
ticles to the anode. The basis for this simplification is that
energy slightly less than the barrierw2 the EDF should not
differ much from the Maxwellian function because su
electrons undergo repeated reflections from the cathode
anode barriers~the effect of fast-particle depletion of th
EDF on the thermal-electron current to the electrode is o
narily described by the so-called reflection coefficientkrefl ,
determined from the relation j 5(1/4)nvTexp(2w2 /T)
3(12krefl) ~Ref. 4!!. However, it is quite difficult to give
quantitative estimates because there is no concrete sma
rameter in the problem: As will become evident from t
analysis below, the ratio of the gap widthh to the mean free
path l e of a near-barrier electron~in the present problem thi
ratio equals 0.2–0.5! as such a parameter should be so sm
that the calculation has virtually no relation to a real Knu
sen arc. In the present work the calculation is performed
the conditions of a stationary conducting state of a Knud

diode with a quite high plasma densityn̄>1013 cm23 and
gas pressurePCs;1022 Torr ~which for fixedn and typical
T;0.320.5 eV corresponds to cesium atom densityNCs

;331013 cm23). Such conditions are also realized in a s
tionary state of the cathode and anode regions of a switc
element.3,5 Then barrier isw251.522 eV and Coulomb col-
lisions predominate for electrons with energyE;w2: The
characteristic electron mean free pathl e5w2

2/4pq4nL
equals 1.5–3 mm, which is several times shorter than
mean free path l ea for electron–atom collisions (l ea

51/seaNa , where sea53.5310214 cm23). The cathode
5351063-7842/98/43(5)/4/$15.00
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barrier w1, exceedingw2 by the amount of the arc voltag
~Fig. 1a!, is assumed to be infinitely high. The parame
ratio l ea! l e characteristic for a nonstationary transient pr
cess in the anode region of a plasma switching element w
a negative grid pulse applied to the grid6 will not be studied
here, since to calculate the EDF at energiesE<w2 the inter-
action of electrons with nonresonant Langmuir plasmons
substantial,7 which makes it much more difficult to obtain
solution but does not change the qualitative results.

Some approximations made in the solution process
similar to calculatingkrefl in the caseh@ l e@ l ea ~Ref. 8!;
specifically, collisions with plasma electrons are describ
by a Planckian collision integral, which contains, howev
two velocity components — longitudinal and transverse~we
shall call the velocity component along the discharge a
longitudinal and the velocity component in the plane of t
electrodes transverse!. The Planckian integral can be used f
electrons with energy of the order ofw2 much greater thanT
~the factor ‘‘much greater’’ equals, it is true, 4–5!.

The effect of the electric field in the gap on the electro
moving with such longitudinal velocities is neglected, sin
the voltage drop across the Knudsen gap is no more t
several tenths of a volt, which is an order of magnitude low
than the anode barrier. In these approximations the kin
equation has the form

vx] f /]x2~vT
2/2!¹•~ne~¹ f 1~mvW f /T!!!1~v/ l ea! f 50, ~1!

FIG. 1. a: Variation of the potential in the Knudsen gap from the cathodK
to the anodeA; b: variation of the functiond f 5 f M2 f : A andA8 — in a
real gap atx50 ~in the anode plane!; from A at x50 andK8 at x52h —
in an equivalent formulation of the problem atx52h. The velocity range
contributing to the current at the anode is hatched.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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where ne is the frequency of Coulomb collisions of fa
above-barrier electrons with thermal plasma electrons,
coordinatex is measured from the anode, and the coordin
of the cathode, from which the electrons are reflected spe
larly, is x5h.

Expanding the divergence operator and taking acco
of the velocity dependencene(v)5(2q4nL/m2v3), we ob-
tain

¹•~ne~¹ f 1~mvW f /T!!!

5ne~D f 1~vW ¹ f !~m/T23/uvu2!!.

Then we rewrite Eq.~1! in the form

vx] f /]x2~nevT
2/2!~]2f /]vx

2

1vx] f /]vx~m/T23/uvu2!1~]2f /]v'
2 !

1~1/v'!~] f /]v'!~11v'
2 ~m/T23/uvu2!!!

1~v/ l ea! f 50. ~2!

The spatial boundary conditions are: Atx50 the EDFf
is symmetric as a function ofvx for uvxu,v05(2w2 /m)1/2

and f 50 for vx.v0; f is symmetric atx5h for anyvx ~Fig.
1b!. Total reflection atx5h, the absence of an interactio
between fast particles, and the weakness of the field ma
possible, in addition, to study the change in the EDF only
particles with positive velocities atx50, to assume that the
velocity at x5h does not change, and to formulate t
boundary conditionf (vx)5 f (2vx) for uvxu,v0 , x50 in
the form f (vx.0, x52h)5 f (vx.0, x50).

We shall assume at first thatl e@ l ea and the last term in
Eq. ~2! can be dropped. Then it is obvious that the Maxwe
ian EDF f M5exp(2(vx

21v'
2)/vT

2) is a trivial solution of Eq.
~2! and can be regarded as a boundary condition for
desired solution for smallvx . The functiond f 5 f M2 f like-
wise satisfies Eq.~2!.

Just as in Ref. 8, we shall assume thatd f drops off
rapidly to the right and left of the pointvx5v0; the ‘‘emer-
gence cone’’v' /v of particles to the anode, where the ma
depletion of the EDF occurs, is small. In this case in Eq.~2!
uvu, vx can be replaced byv0.

For T/w2;1/4 it is legitimate to replacev by vx.v0 for
v' /vT!1/21/2. However, the range of velocitiesv' covered
by Eq. ~2! can be approximately doubled by switching fro
d f to

g~v' ,vx!5d f exp~~223T/w2!u'
2 /4!,

whereu'5v' /vT .
The functiong satisfies the relation

~]2g/]u'
2 !1~1/u'!~]g/]u'!;~]2f /]u'

2 !1~1/u'!

3~] f /]u'!~11Xu'
2 !1 f ~X/4!~41Xu'

2 !,

whereX5vT
2(m/T23/uvu2)'223T/w2. In this equation the

first two terms on the right-hand side appear in the ‘‘tra
verse’’ part in Eq.~2!, while the last term can be added an
subtracted, withXu'

2 neglected in comparison with 4.
The conditions ond f follow from the conditions forf

for vx,v0
e
te
u-

nt

it
r
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e
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d f ~x52h!5d f ~x50!, ~3!

at x50

vx.v0 : d f 5 f M5exp~2vx
2/vT

22u'
2 !. ~4!

We shall assume, as we have already stated, thad f
→0 as vx→vT . The point vT is chosen completely arbi
trarily, and the effectiveness of the choice is determined
how well d f is localized nearv5v0 ~especially since forv
;vT Coulomb collisions cannot be described by a Planck
collision integral!.

For v'!vx.v0 electron–atom collisions can also b
included in this scheme. Replacingv by vx in the collision
integral (v/ l ea) f , we can see that the functionf̃ M(vx ,v)
5 f M(v)exp(2x/lea) is the solution of Eq.~2!, but it is not
suitable as a limiting solution of Eq.~2! for v;vT . Indeed,
if we write the analog of the condition~3! d f (x52h)
5d f (x50)1 f M(v)(12exp(22h/lea)), then d f (x52h)
2d f (x50)Þ0 increases with decreasingvx , which is in-
correct. In this case the problem requires a more accu
analysis, which should, however, introduce only sm
changes in the qualitative result obtained below.

Switching from g(u') to its Fourier–Bessel transform
gq[g(q' ,vx)5*0

`g(v')J0(u'q')u'du' , taking as the
longitudinal variable the energyEx instead ofvx ~the relative
error arising whenEx is replaced by byE05w2 is smaller
than whenvx is replaced byv0), and using instead ofEx and
the coordinatesx the dimensionless variables«x5ExTe and
j5x/h, we obtain forg(q')

]gq /]j2a2~]2gq /]«x
21J]gq /]«x2gqg!50, ~5!

where «05w2 /T, a252«0hne(v0)/v0 , g5(q'
2 1X)/4«0 ,

andJ5(«021)/«0.
Switching from the functiongq to F(j,h,q')5gq

3exp(2lj2m(h1«0)), where l52a2(g1J2/4), m5
2J/2, andh5«x21, we obtain forF the heat-conduction
equation in the standard form]F/]j2a2]2F/]h250. As
one can see from Eq.~3!, the boundary condition forF is

F~j52!5exp~22l!F~j50!. ~6!

The variableh is used instead of«x on the basis of the
form of the conditionF(«x→1)→0.

The function F(j) is determined by the well-known
propagator for the equation of heat conduction on
semi-infinite axis G(h,h8)5(1/2a(pj)1/2)@exp(2(h
2h8)2/4a2j)2exp(2(h1h8)2/4a2j)] and the function by
the functionF(h,j50)

F5S E
0

h0
1E

h0

` DG~h,h8!F~h8,j50!dh8. ~7!

As follows from Eq.~4!, for h.h05«021 the function
F(j50,h) equalsF5FM5d•wM , where

d5exp$2q'
2 /~42X!%/@2~12X/4!#,

wM5exp$2~m11!~h11!%. ~8!

Substituting expressions~6! and ~8! into Eq. ~7! we ob-
tain for the regionh,h0

F~j50,h!5a~K̂F~j50,h!1dK̂2wM !, ~9!
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where

a5C exp~2a2q'
2 /2«0!,

C5~1/2a~2p!1/2!exp@2a2/~2~J21X/«0!!#,

K̂2w
M

5E
h0

`

exp~2~h811!~m11!!@exp~2~h

2h8!2/8a2!2exp~2~h1h8!2/8a2!#dh8,

K̂F5E
0

h0
F~h8,j50!@exp~2~h2h8!2/8a2!

2exp~2~h1h8!2/8a2!#dh8.

Writing the solution ~9! as a series F

5d(n50an11(K̂nK̂2)wM , switching to gq , taking the in-
verse Fourier–Bessel transform, and returning to the des
function d f («x), we obtain in the regionh,h0

d f ~«x!5C exp~m~h11!!Fexp~2u'
2 /d1!K̂2wM /z1

1 (
n51

Cn exp~2u'
2 /dn!K̂nK̂2wM /znG , ~10!

where zn511a2n(42X)/2«0 (n.0), dn5(11Xa2n(4
2X)/8«0)/zn .

Knowing F(j50,h) in the region @0,h0#, F(j52,«x

.«0), which determines the current through the barrierw2,
and henced f can be reconstructed according to the gene
formula of the theory of heat conduction with propagatorG.
It is easy to show thatd f («x.«0) is determined by the sam
expression~10!.

The series solution constructed converges rapidly e
for h/ l e;0.01, which corresponds to an extremely wea
ionized plasma~actually, however, for such rare Coulom
collisions, collisions with atoms must be taken into accou!.
Then the small parameter isC.

Figure 2 shows the changed f (j50,«x5h11) with
u'50 for several values of the parameterh/ l e . One can see

FIG. 2. Differenced f 5 f M2 f of the EDF from the Maxwellian function as
a function of longitudinal energy«x with u'50 for several values of the
parameterh/ l e . 1 — 0.2, 2 — 0.1, 3 — 0.05. The ratio«05w2 /T54,
u'50.
ed

l

n

that d f («x) changes at«x5«0 smoothly and continuously
just as the functionf (ux) at ux52u0. At ux5u0 the func-
tion f undergoes a jump in the planej50, sincef (ux5u0

10)50, while f (ux5u20)5 f (ux52u010)Þ0 ~Fig. 1b!
and determines the electron current escaping to the an
We note that the maximum of the functiond f is shifted
somewhat to the left of the point«0. As h/ l e decreases, the
maximum shifts rightward, the half-width of the curve d
creases somewhat, but the degree of localization of the s
tion near the point«x5«0, unfortunately, could be better
even forh/ l e;0.1.

Nevertheless, the solution presented above gives a q
tative estimate of the reflection coefficient, equal to, as f
lows from the definition given,

krefl5E
u0

`

duxuxE
0

`

d f ~ux ,u'!u'du' /E
u0

`

duxux

3E
0

`

f M~ux ,u'!u'du' .

The dependence ofkrefl on the parameterh/ l e is shown
in Fig. 3 together with the dependence of the maximum
the functiond f at the pointu'50. One can see that th
curves correspond qualitatively to one another.

The main result is that even for a very large ratiol e /h
;10 the reflection coefficient remains small and does
exceed 20%, which makes it possible, when calculating
plasma parameters in the gap, to use a very simple exp
sion for the escaping thermal electron current over a w
range of values of the plasma parameters.

I am grateful to L. D. Tsendin, who pointed out the ne
for an examination of this problem, for fruitful discussion
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Parametric excitation of spin waves in uniaxial ferrites with large anisotropy is investigated
theoretically. First-order processes in a sphere with arbitrary orientation of an external static
magnetic field, in which case the pumping is oblique, are studied. The threshold field and
the parameters of the excited spin waves are calculated numerically for two ferrites — easy-axis
and easy-plane. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~98!01205-7#
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INTRODUCTION

Parametric excitation of spin waves has be
investigated1 in detail for the case of transverse pumpin
Energy transfer from uniform precession of magnetizat
~excited by an ac magnetic field perpendicular to the cons
magnetizationM0) to pairs of spin waves was studie
Somewhat later parametric excitation of spin waves w
longitudinal pumping was investigated.2,3 In this case energy
was transferred to pairs of spin waves directly by an ac m
netic field parallel toM0. Parametric excitation of spin
waves with longitudinal pumping in an easy-plane ferrom
net was investigated in Refs. 4 and 5. The results obta
were confirmed experimentally.6–8 In the calculations in
Refs. 4 and 5 as well as in the experiments of Refs. 6–8
subsequent works the constant magnetizationM0 was ori-
ented in the same direction as the external static magn
field He0. However, this is realized~for easy-plane sub
stances! only for the fieldHe0 lying in the easy plane or~for
a sufficiently strong field! with He0 directed along the hard
axis; in the latter case this direction is very critical. Thus
the ac fieldh is parallel toHe0, then the pumping is longi-
tudinal only in the particular cases indicated, while in t
general case pumping is oblique, i.e., parametric excita
of spin waves is produced simultaneously by uniform prec
sion and an ac magnetic field parallel toM0. In substances
with a large anisotropy it is difficult to realize purely long
tudinal or purely transverse pumping in an experiment. Pa
metric excitation of spin waves in a uniaxial anisotropic fe
romagnet without assumingM0 andHe0 are parallel to one
another was investigated in Ref. 9. However, in this wo
cases of purely longitudinal or purely transverse pumpi
were investigated and, moreover, the threshold field was
minimized.

Parametric excitation of spin waves with oblique pum
ing in an isotropic ferromagnet was studied in Ref. 10, and
Refs. 11 and 12 the theory was extended to the case of w
cubic anisotropy. The interest being shown in magnetic m
terials with large anisotropy, specifically, hexagonal ferri
~see, for example, Ref. 13!, is making the problem of para
metric excitation of spin waves in strongly anisotropic fe
rites with arbitrary, oblique pumping topical. The solution
this problem would make possible better use of meas
5391063-7842/98/43(5)/7/$15.00
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ments of the threshold fields of parametric excitation
studying relaxation processes in these materials.

The present work is a first step in this direction. T
threshold fields for parametric excitation of spin waves w
oblique pumping in ferrite single crystals with large uniax
anisotropy with both an easy axis and an easy plane h
been calculated. We have confined our investigation to fi
order processes~the spin-wave frequencyvk5v/2, wherev
is the pump frequency! in a spherical sample, while the fer
rite was treated as a nonconducting ferromagnet. In w
follows, some results of numerical calculations of the thre
old field, specifically, the ratio of the threshold field to th
spin-wave dissipation parameter as well as the paramete
the excited spin waves are presented for this case.

1. EQUATIONS FOR THE SPIN-WAVE AMPLITUDES

Consider a sphere consisting of uniaxial single-crys
ferromagnet placed in a static external magnetic fieldHe0.
Let us choose the coordinates so that the equilibrium m
netizationM0 is parallel to thez axis, while the anisotropy
axis z8 lies in thezy plane ~Fig. 1!. We take into account
only the first anisotropy constantK1, which can be both posi-
tive and negative. The effective anisotropy field can be r
resented in the form14

HA152NJ aM , ~1!

whereM is the magnetization, and the nonzero compone
of the anisotropy tensorNJ a are

N22
a 52

2HA1

M0
sin2u0 , N23

a 5
2HA1

M0
sin u0 cosu0 ,

N33
a 52

2HA1

M0
cos2u0 . ~2!

HereHA15K1 /M0 andu0 is the angle between the aniso
ropy axis and the constant magnetization~the z axis!. The
angle u0 can be determined from the transcenden
equation14

sin 2u05
He0

HA1
sin~uH2u0!, ~3!
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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whereuH is the angle betweenHe0 and the anisotropy axis
~Fig. 1!.

Let us examine a sphere magnetized to saturation.
condition for there to be no domain structure has the for

He0 cos~uH2u0!>4pM0/3. ~4!

Following Ref. 1, first we write the equation of motio
for the magnetization neglecting dissipation

]M

]t
52gM3Hef , ~5!

whereM5M01m is the magnetization including the con
stant and ac components, while the effective field

Hef5He01Hex1Ha1Hd1h; ~6!

consists of an external static magnetic field, the excha
field, the effective anisotropy field, the demagnetizing fie
and the external ac field. We shall assume that the excha
interaction and the gyromagnetic ratiog are isotropic. The
exchange field in the case at hand can be written in the f

Hex5
h

gM0
¹2m, ~7!

whereh is the inhomogeneous exchange constant.
The external ac fieldh;5h cosvt is linearly polarized.

Changing to circular variablesm65mx6 imy , Hef65Hefx

6 iH efy , we obtain from Eq.~5!

2 iṁ15gm1Hefz2gMzHef1 ~8!

and a similar equation form2 . We shall study small oscil-
lations of the magnetization and assume that the length o
vectorM is conserved. Then

Mz5M0S 12
m1m2

2M0
D . ~9!

Let us expand the variablesm6 in Fourier series

FIG. 1. Coordinate axes.
he
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,
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m15M0(
k

ak exp~ ik–r !,

m25M0(
k

a2k* exp~ ik–r !. ~10!

In these expansions the terms withk50 correspond1 to
uniform magnetization oscillations, while the remainin
terms correspond to spin plane waves. The expressions
are obtained in this case forHex andHd are presented in Ref
1. Let us write Eq.~8! and the equation form2 in the vari-
ablesak anda2k* and equate the terms multiplying exp(ik–r )
on both sides of the equations. LetakÞ0!a0!1. Then from
Eq. ~8! we obtain fork50, neglecting small terms,

2 i ȧ05a0~vH1ja!2a0* ha2gh;' , ~11!

where

vH5gHe0 sin~uH2u0!, ja5
vM

8p
~N22

a 22N33
a !,

ha5
vM

8p
N22

a , vM54pgM0 ,

h;'5h sin uh exp~ iwh!cosvt. ~12!

Hereh is the amplitude of the external ac field anduh andwh

are its polar and azimuthal angles~Fig. 1!. The solution of
the system of equations~11! and the conjugate equation ca
be written in the form

a05a0
1 exp~ ivt !1a0

2 exp~2 ivt !, ~13!

where

a0
15

gh sin uh

A2va
SAva1v1

va2v
exp~ ich!

2
Av12va

va1v
exp~2 ich! D ,

a0
25

gh sin uh

A2va
SAva1v1

va1v
exp~ ich!

2
Av12va

va2v
exp~2 ich! D , ~14!

va
25v1

22ha
2 , v15vH1ja ,

tan ch5
hy

hx

v11va

va
. ~15!

In the expressions obtained the substitutionva→va

1 igDH0/2, whereDH0 is the dissipation parameter of un
form precession, must be made near resonance (v5va).

We now write Eq.~8! for kÞ0, using the expressions fo
Hex and Hd presented in Ref. 1, and retaining terms whi
containa0 in powers of no higher than first,

2 i ȧk5~Ak1ja1lhz1D1!ak

1@Bk exp~2iwk!2ha1D2#a2k* . ~16!
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A similar ~adjoint! equation is obtained fora2k* . In Eq.
~16! we introduced the following notation:

Ak5vH2g
4pM0

3
1hk21

vM

2
sin2uk , Bk5

vM

2
sin2uk ,

D152
vM

2 S k1kz

k2
a0* 1

k1* kz

k2
a0D 2

vM

4p
N23

a ~a02a0* !,

D252
vM

2

k1kz

k2
a02

vM

4p
N23

a a0 , k15kx1 iky , ~17!

whereuk and wk are the polar and azimuthal angles of t
wave vectork.

The coefficientsD1 andD2 reflect the coupling betwee
uniform precession and spin waves. They depend strongl
the magnitude and direction of the anisotropy fieldHa . The
equation~16! and its adjoint are coupled even in the line
approximation. Let us switch to the amplitudes of the norm
oscillationsbk andb2k* , performing a transformation simila
to the third Holstein–Primakoff transformation,

ak5lkbk2mkb2k* , a2k* 5lkb2k* 2mk* bk , ~18!

lk5AAk1ja1vk

2vk
,

mk5AAk1ja2vk

2vk

@Bkexp~2iwk!2ha#

uBkexp~2iwk!2hau
, ~19!

vk
25~Ak1ja!22uBkexp~2iwk!2hau2. ~20!

In Eq. ~20! vk is the frequency of the spin waves. Th
equations which are obtained for the variablesbk and B2k*
from Eq. ~16! and its adjoint are coupled only as a result
the nonlinearity. Their solution can be sought in the form

bk5bk
0 exp~ ivkt !, b2k* 5b2k

0* exp~2 ivkt !, ~21!

wherebk
0 andb2k

0* are slowly varying functions of time.
The equation forbk

0 has the form

2 i ḃk
05@lk

2~ghz1D1!2lk~mk* D21mkD2* !

1umku2~ghz1D1* !#bk
02@lk

2D21mk
2D2

2lkmk~2ghz1D11D1* !#b2k
0* exp~2ivkt !.

~22!

The second~adjoint! equation differs from Eq.~22! by
the substitutionbk

0�b2k
0* and complex conjugation.

2. THRESHOLD FIELD FOR FIRST-ORDER PROCESSES

Let us examine the casev'2vk . Following Eq.~1!, we
neglect in Eq.~20! and its adjoint all terms that vary rapidl
in time. Such terms merely lead to a small high-frequen
modulation. The equations obtained can be written in
form

i ḃk
05b2k

0* exp~ i ~v2vk!t !Yk ,

2 i ḃ2k
0* 5bk

0 exp~2 i ~v2vk!t !Y2k* , ~23!
on

l

f

y
e

where

Yk5lk
2S 2

vM

2

k1kz

k2
2

vM

4p
N23

a D a0
1

1mk
2S 2

vM

2

k1* kz

k2
2

vM

4p
N23

a D a0
2*

2lkmkS ghz2a0
1vM

k1* kz

k2
2a0

2* vM

k1kz

k2 D . ~24!

We shall now take account of the damping of the sp
waves by making the substitution

vk→vk1 iv rk , ~25!

wherev rk is the relaxation rate of the spin waves.
It is not difficult to show that the amplitude of pairs o

spin waves with wave vectorsk and2k will grow for uYku
.v rk . As the amplitudeh of the ac field increases, at som
point the energy transferred by the ac field to a pair of s
waves specified by the parametersk, uk , wk will exceed the
damping described by the relaxation parameterDHk

52v rk /g. The threshold fieldhthr can be obtained by mini-
mizing the expression forh following from the condition
Yk5v rk taking account of expressions~19!, ~20!, ~23!, and
~24!. The quantityhthr can be expressed as

hthr5minH vkDHk

vMuWku
J , ~26!

where

Wk5
1

4
~Ak1ja1vk!S exp~ iwk!sin 2uk1

N23
a

p Da01

1
1

4
~Ak1ja2vk!

@Bkexp~2iwk!2ha#2

uBkexp~2iwk!2hau2

3S exp~2 iwk!sin 2uk1
N23

a

p Da02

1@Bk exp~2iwk!2ha#Fcosuh

vM
2

a01

2
exp~2 iwk!

3sin 2uk2
a02

2
exp~ iwk!sin 2ukG , ~27!

a015
sin uh

A8va
SAva1v1

va2v
exp~ ich!

2
Av12va

va1v
exp~2 ich! D ,

a025
sin uh

A8va
SAva1v1

va1v
exp~ ich!

2
Av12va

va2v
exp~2 ich! D . ~28!

We note that for the particular case of oblique pumpi
in an isotropic ferromagnet expressions~26!–~28! are iden-
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tical to the results obtained in Ref. 10, while in the ca
when the ac and static magnetic fields are oriented in
same direction and lie in the easy plane they agree with
results obtained in Ref. 5.

3. EXISTENCE REGIONS OF FIRST-ORDER PROCESSES

To determine the values ofv, He0, and uH for which
parametric excitation of spin waves with frequencyvk

5v/2 is possible it is necessary to take into considerat
expression~20! for the spin-wave spectrum. As an examp
we shall study two ferrites of practical interes
BaFe11.4Sc0.6O19 and Ba2Zn2Fe12O22~Zn2Y!. Figures 2 and 3
show the curvesvk versusHe0 for these materials with dif-
ferent anglesuH between the external field and the anis

FIG. 2. Spectrum of spin waves withk50 anduk50 for an easy-axis ferrite
with 2HA1511 kOe, 4pM 054500 G. The numbers on the curves are t
values ofuH in degrees.

FIG. 3. Same as Fig. 2 for an easy-plane ferrite with 2HA1528 kOe,
4pM 052000 G. The numbers on the curves are the values ofuH in degrees.
e
e
e

n
,

-

ropy axis. In the calculation of these curves for given valu
of He0 anduH the angleu0 was found numerically using Eq
~3! and the value so obtained was then substituted into
~20!. The calculation was performed fork50. As k in-
creases,vk increases. Thus the curvesvk(He0) for different
values of uH in Figs. 2 and 3 represent the limits abov
which spin wave excitation is possible by an ac magne
field at the doubled frequency. The value of the angleuk was
taken to be zero because the frequencyvk assumes its lowes
value ~independent ofwk) for this value.

One can see in Fig. 2 that for easy-axis ferrites an
high anisotropy field first-order processes leading to
parametric excitation of spin waves can exist~for not very
high frequencies! only in a narrow range of anglesuH ~for
example, with a pump frequency of 36 GHz the range
angles isuH584.5–90°). ForuH590° the first-order para-
metric spin wave excitation process is possible for any pu
frequencies in an external fieldHe052HA1 , but the value of
uH in this case is very critical.

For easy-plane ferrites~Fig. 3! spin-wave excitation can
occur for arbitrary values of the angleuH in a wide range of
static magnetic fields.

4. COMPUTATIONAL METHOD

The calculation consisted of minimizing expression~26!,
taking account of Eqs.~27! and~28!. The dissipation param
eter DHk appearing in Eq.~26! undoubtedly depends onk,
uk , andwk , which, generally speaking, must be taken in
account in the minimization procedure. If this dependenc
unknown, thenDHk must be taken as constant in the min
mization procedure. The quantitiesk, uk , andwk are related
by the conditionvk(k,uk ,wk)5v/2. For this reason, in the
minimization procedure it is sufficient to vary the paramet
uk and wk . In the general case of high anisotropy and o
lique pumping it is difficult to perform minimization analyti
cally, but numerical methods can be used, equating
threshold field for different values of (uk , wk).

The quantitiesv, HA1 , and M0 and alsoDH0 were
taken as the constant parameters (DH0 in reality depends on
u0, but we neglected this dependence!. It was assumed tha
wh590°, which is usually the case in parametric spin-wa
excitation experiments. The variable parameters wereuH ,
He0 , and the anglea betweenHe0 and h; ~Fig. 1!, which
for wh590° equals

a5uh2uH1u0 . ~29!

The fieldHe0 ranged from 0 to 20 kOe, and the angl
uH anda ranged from 0 to 90°. The anglesu0 anduh were
calculated for each value ofHe0 using Eqs.~3! and ~29!,
respectively. Next, the threshold field was found for ea
pair of values (uk , wk). The number of these pairs dete
mined the computational accuracy. Neighboring values ofuk

andwk were equal to 0.25°. The pair (uk , wk) for which the
threshold field assumed its lowest value was found. For
pair a check was made to determine whether or not the v
of k corresponding to it is real. As a result, the progra
output for all values ofuH anda the values ofhthr /DHk as
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well as the parametersuk , wk , andAhkof the excited spin
waves as a function of the intensity of the static external fi
He0.

5. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS

Figures 4 and 5 show some results of calculations p
formed by the above-described method for the two ferr
mentioned in Sec. 3 and the pump frequencyv/2p536
GHz. Curves ofhthr /DHk , Ahk, and uk versus the static
external magnetic fieldHe0 for different values ofuH and

FIG. 4. Threshold field and parameters of the excited spin waves versu
static external magnetic fieldHe0 for an easy-axis ferrite with
2HA1511 kOe, 4pM 054500 G at pump frequency 36 GHz.a: 1–3 — 0;
4–6 — 90°; uH : 1,4 — 86, 2,5 — 88, 3,6 — 90°.
d

r-
s

two values of the anglea between the ac field andHe0 —
a50 and 90° — are shown. These values correspond
quasilongitudinal and quasitransverse pumping, but as un
scored above the pumping~for arbitrary values ofuH) is
oblique in both cases. We did not know the exact values oh
for the ferrites studied. For this reason it was necessar
give the values ofAhk. To estimatek for the excited spin
waves the valueh.0.1 of the exchange constant for yttrium
iron garnet~YIG! can be used. The error arising in so doin
will not be very large, since the Curie point and the avera
distances between the Fe31 ions for these substances do n
differ much.

It is evident from Fig. 4 that, as noted above, for t

the
FIG. 5. Same as Fig, 4 for an easy-plane ferrite with 2HA1528 kOe,
4pM 052000 G.uH : 1 — 0, 2 — 4, 3 — 8, 4 — 12, 5 — 88, 6 — 90°.
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easy-axis ferrite parametric excitation of spin waves con
ered is possible only in a narrow interval of anglesuH . For
a50 ~quasilongitudinal pumping! the threshold field is vir-
tually independent ofHe0 and uH . The ratio hthr /DHk is
close to 1, in contrast to weakly anisotropic ferrites, for e
ample, YIG, where for longitudinal pumping at such fr
quencies it is much greater than 1. Ifa590° ~quasitrans-
verse pumping!, then the ratioshthr /DHk depend strongly on
He0 and the closer the fieldHe0 is to the hard directionuH

590°, the more the they exceed 1. Fora590° and uH

590° the maximum threshold field is reached atHe0

511.3 kOe andhthr /DHk equals 9.9. We note that the am
plitude of uniform precession assumes its minimum value
such a field.

The curves of the wave numbers of the excited s
waves versusHe0 have wide ‘‘humps’’ where the values ofk
reach quite large values~of the order of 106 cm21, if the
estimate mentioned above is used!. For the casea50 these
humps lie in the regions ofHe0 whereuk590°. The heights
of the humps decrease asuH deviates away from 90°. We
note that low values ofk (Ahk<104) obtain on both sides o
a hump, while foruH586° ~near the limiting valueuH

584.5°) they are obtained in the entire interval of adm
sible values ofHe0.

The polar angleuk of excited spin waves~Fig. 4! equals
90° in a quite wide range of values ofHe0 for both quasi-
longitudinal and quasitransverse pumping and decrease
the limits of the intervals ofHe0 where first-order parametri
excitation is possible are approached. Without presenting
values obtained forwk , we note only that they depen
strongly on He0. The sharp changes in the dependen
wk(He0) anduk(He0), as a rule, occur at the same values
He0, and these changes themselves are of an inverse ch
ter ~aswk increases,uk decreases and vice versa!.

For the easy-plane ferrite we present the computatio
results only for the case of quasilongitudinal pumpinga
50). Turning to Fig. 5, we can see that for such a ferr
parametric excitation of spin waves is possible in a w
range of values of the external fieldHe0, where~Fig. 2! spin
waves withvk5v/2 exist ~we do not study the region o
magnetic fields where domain structure exists!. As uH de-
creases, i.e., asHe0 ~and thereforeM0 also! approaches the
hard axis, the highest value ofHe0 increases, and in the
processhthr also increase. AsHe0 increases, the values ofhthr

vary evenly, until they start to grow rapidly at some val
He05Hc , when the values of the wave vectork become
very small; the rate of growth ofhthr increases asuH de-
creases. At this value ofHe0 the anglesuk , which were close
to 90° in the entire range of high values ofk, start to de-
crease rapidly. This behavior ofhthr , k, anduk as functions
of He0 is also qualitatively characteristic of purely longitu
dinal pumping.4,6 The question of which oscillations o
waves are excited, when the calculation in the plane w
approximation givesk.0, has been discussed in detail f
purely longitudinal pumping~see, for example, Ref. 14! in
ferrites with weak anisotropy. In our case this question
quires a special analysis. The quantitieswk for an easy-plane
-
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ferrite, in contrast to the easy-axis case, are essentially in
pendent ofHe0 and for large values ofk they lie in the range
90–112°. The main features of the dependences obtaine
a50 can be qualitatively explained if the contribution of th
uniform precession of the magnetization is neglected. T
expression~26! can be put into the form

hthr5minH DHk

u4pM0sin2uk exp~2iwk!12HA1 sin2u0uJ
3

vM

g sin uh
. ~30!

It follows from this formula that the fieldhthr can be-
come infinite only whenu050. This happens foruH50: For
all He0 in the caseHA1.0 and forHA1,0 in the caseHe0

.u2HA1u . For this reason, in all other cases the thresh
field assumes finite values at the limits of the excitation
gion. It is also evident from expression~30! that for uniaxial
ferrites with large anisotropy the threshold field is lower th
for isotropic ferrites at such frequencies, sinceu2HA1u is
much great than 4pM0. Moreover, formula~30! explains the
increase inhthr with decreasinguH for HA1,0, so that for
the same values ofHe0 the value ofu0, according to Eq.~3!,
decreases withuH . The condition for a minimum~30! re-
quires that the angleuk590°; it is also necessary thatwk

50 for HA1.0 andwk590° for HA1,0.

CONCLUSIONS

The parametric excitation of spin waves in a sphere c
sisting of a uniaxial ferrite~viewed as a ferromagnet! with a
high anisotropy field was studied theoretically for first-ord
processes with arbitrary orientation of the static and ac m
netic fields relative to the anisotropy axis. The values of
threshold field and characteristics of the excited spin wa
were found by numerical minimization. It is significant th
very low threshold fields are possible for sufficiently hig
values ofHA1. The results obtained can be used to find t
damping parameters of spin waves for different values ok,
uk , and wk from experiments on parametric excitation
spin waves in strongly anisotropic materials.

A similar calculation can also be performed for an elli
soid, specifically, films, as well as for second-order param
ric spin wave excitation processes in strongly uniaxial f
rites.

We thank V. A. Bokov, S. S. Starobints, and O. A
Chivileva for helpful remarks made in a discussion of th
work.
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Indium phosphide heterostructures and transparent conducting films of wide-gap oxides have
previously been used in the development of highly efficient solar cells, making it possible to bring
their efficiencies up to 18%@M. M. Koltun, Optics and Metrology of Solar Cells@in
Russian#, Nauka, Moscow~1985!; V. M. Botnaryuk, L. S. Gagara, L. V. Gorchak et al.,
Geliotekhnika23, 37 ~1990!; V. Botnariuc, L. Gagara, E. Negru et al., Solar Energy in Romania
2~1!, 53 ~1993!#. In the present paper results are reported from the first studies of the
photoelectric properties, in linearly polarized light, of solar cells consisting of a heterojunction
between single crystal indium phosphide and a mixed indium and tin oxide film~ITO
film, Eg>3.6 eV @G. Check and A. Genis, Solid State Techol.23~1!, 102 ~1980!#!. © 1998
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~98!01305-1#
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1. The design features of the solar cells used for th
polarization studies are shown in Fig. 1. Physical and en
neering studies have shown that the maximum efficiency
be realized reproducibly if an additional epitaxial layer
indium phosphide is deposited on single crystal slabs of
dium phosphide.p1 –p2-InP structures were grown at tem
peratures of 720–750 °C in an In–PCl3–H2 chloride gas
transport system on~100! oriented slabs of InP with free hol
concentrationsp1>231018 cm23 at T5300 K and misori-
entations of the order of 3–4° relative to the@110# direction.
The InP was uniformly doped with zinc during the epita
process to yield layers with hole concentrationsp2>1016–
1017 cm23 and Hall mobilitiesmp>902120 cm2/~V•s! at
T5300 K.

Single-layer ITO brightening coatings~with a geometric
film thickness of roughly 500 Å! were deposited on the free
mirror surface of an epitaxialp-InP layer~Fig. 1! using pul-
verized alcohol solutions of the chlorides of indiu
(InCl3 :3H2O) and tin (SnCl4:5H2O). The coatings were de
posited on InP substrates heated to temperat
Ts54002500 °C in an oxygen atmosphere for 40-60 s. T
ITO films with the highest transparency in the visible and
transmissionT595% were obtained atTs5450 °C with so-
lutions having components in the proportion InCl3 :SnCl4
>9:1. Then the ITO films had a free electron concentrat
n51021 cm23 and a Hall mobilitymn>30 cm2/~V•s!. The
films had a uniform dark-lilac color and high adhesion to t
InP surface.

The polarization studies of the photosensitivity we
conducted with an SPM-2 prism monochromator and po
izing filters that had nearly 100% polarization in the spec
5461063-7842/98/43(5)/4/$15.00
e
i-
n

-

es
e

r-
l

region being studied. The structures were mounted on
STF-1 Fedorov stand, which made it possible to vary
angle of incidenceQ of the radiation in the plane of the
detector and the azimuthal anglew between the electric vec
tor E of the light wave and the plane of incidence of the lig
with an accuracy of better than 308.

2. Measurements of the dark current–voltage charac
istics ~Fig. 2, curve1! showed that these solar cells, wit
areas of 1–2 cm2, had a reproducible rectification of 103–
104 at bias voltagesU>0.5 V. The forward branch of thes
characteristics in the regionU.0.5 V is approximated by the
formula

U5Ucutoff1Rresi ,

where Ucutoff50.42–0.45 V andRres5400–500V for the
different solar cells.

The reverse current atU51 V for these solar cells is
usually less than 1027 A at T5300 K. The polarities of the
rectification and photovoltage correspond to the energy
gram of ITO/p-InP. The current photosensitivity reached
maximum ofSi50.14 A/W atT5300 K with illumination of
the solar cells from the ITO side and turned out to be
technically reproducible parameter. A typical spectral plot
the relative quantum efficiencyh, calculated as the ratio o
the short-circuit photocurrenti to the number of incident
photons, for one of the solar cells irradiated by unpolariz
light along the normal to the plane of the ITO film is show
in Fig. 2 ~curve2!. It is clear that the ‘‘window effect’’ for
the intensity of unpolarized light characteristic of re
heterojunctions5–7 exists here in the interval between th
widths of the band gaps of the contact materials. The lo
wavelength edge ofh is exponential and is characterized b
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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a steep slopes5120 eV21, which is typical of direct-gap
materials, of which InP is one. The energy of the lon
wavelength edge and the sharp step in the spectrum ofh of
the different solar cells at\v>1.335 eV indicates that thes
features are ascribable to interband absorption of the ra
tion by a narrow-gap component of the ITO/InP heteroju
tion. The full width at half maximum~FWHM! of the spec-
tral profile of h is as high as 1.9 eV, which characteriz
these solar cells as wide-gap photoelectric converters in
spectral region of greatest interest for solar cells. The rep
ducible peaks at 1.7 and 2.7 eV and minimum at 2.2 eV
the region of maximum photosensitivity of the solar ce
when illuminated by unpolarized light can apparently be
tributed to interference of natural light in the ITO brighte
ing coating. In fact, the thicknessd5480 Å of the interfer-
ence film estimated from the spectral position of these pe
and the known refractive index of ITO8 is consistent with its
geometric thickness.1,8–10However, the ratio of the values o
h at the peaks and at the minimum is rather low (;1.15),
which makes it impossible to interpret unambiguously
appearance of interference in the spectralh curves in natural
light.

3. We now examine the data from our polarization ph
toelectric spectroscopy11 studies of the ITO/InP solar cells
The major assumption in these studies reduces to the fol
ing. When solar cells are illuminated by linearly polariz
light along the normal to the ITO plane~Fig. 2, angle of
incidenceQ50), the short-circuit photocurrent is indepe
dent of the position of the electric field vector of the lig
wave relative to the principal crystallographic axes of the I
throughout the entire photosensitive region. Thus, there is
natural photopleochroism in these structures because o
isotropic nature of photoactive absorption.11 A change to ob-
lique incidence of the linearly polarized light (QÞ0) is ac-
companied by unequal photocurrents when the electric v
tor E of the light wave is oriented parallel (i p) and
perpendicular (i s) to the plane of incidence of the light, wit
i p. i s. As examples, Figs. 3a and 3b show typical plots
the photocurrents as functions of the angle of incide
~curves1 and 2!. Clearly, as the angle of incidenceQ is
increased, the photocurrents for both polarizations beh
similarly: a rise, passage through a maximum, and a su
quent drop at largeQ. This is a new effect. In fact, it ha

FIG. 1. The design of the ITO/InP heterojunction structures and the sch
for illuminating them.
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been shown before that, in accordance with the Fresnel
mulas for the transmission amplitude coefficients for a lig
wave at the boundary of two media~air–semiconductor!,
only for E parallel to the plane of incidence does the pho
current have this behavior for sufficiently high surface qu
ity, and the peak ini p is associated with the elimination o
reflection losses.11–14At the same time, the photocurrenti s is
observed to fall off monotonically with increasingQ, which
is also consistent with the Fresnel formulas, according
which an increase inQ for E perpendicular to the plane o
incidence is accompanied by increased reflection. In case
degraded surface quality, bothi s and i p fell monotonically
with rising Q.15–18 In this case, the test object contains
ITO brightening coating, which may also be the cause
these features ofi s(Q), which indicate reduced reflectio
losses forE parallel to the plane of incidence of the ITO
film. Measurements of the polarization curvesi p(Q) and
i s(Q) over the entire photosensitive range of the solar c
showed that the inequalityi p. i s holds in the range 0<Q
,90° studied here. For this reason, the polarization diff
ence of the photocurrentsD i 5 i p2 i s retains a positive sign
over the range of anglesQ and photon energies studied her
but its magnitude has a rather strong spectral variation
Q5const~Fig. 3!. Thus, for light with a photon energy\v
52.25 eV ~Fig. 3a!, the value ofD i at similar anglesQ is
much larger than for\v51.72 eV ~Fig. 3b!. In the latter
case, thei p(Q) and i s(Q) curves tend to coincide, soD
→0. Turning now to the spectral variation in the quantu
efficiency of photon conversion~Fig. 2, curve2!, it should be
noted that the low polarization differenceD i at Q'55°
~where the light of both polarizations undergoes weak refl
tion and the photoactive absorption is high! accompanies a
photocurrent peak, which is indicative of transparency.
the same time, we note that the high polarization differen
D i at \v52.25 eV~Fig. 3b!, when the rise in the photocur
rent predominates only for the polarization withE parallel to

FIG. 2. Steady-state current–voltage characteristic~1! and the spectral
variation in the relative photoconversion quantum efficiency~2! of an ITO/
InP structure.T5300 K, illumination by unpolarized light,Q50.
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FIG. 3. The variations in the short
circuit photocurrents@~1! i p, E parallel
to the plane of incidence,~2! i s, E per-
pendicular to the plane of incidence# and
induced photopleochroism coefficien
~3,4! of an ITO/InP structure.T5300 K;
\v52.25 eV~a!, 1.72 eV~b!.
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the plane of incidence, occurs at photon energies corresp
ing to the minimum in the photocurrenti s near 2.2 eV~Fig.
2, curve2!. Thus, as the contribution from transparency
the ITO film decreases, thei p(Q) andi s(Q) curves begin to
approach those expected from the Fresnel formulas.9,10

Some typical examples of the variation in the coefficie
of induced photopleochroism,11

Pi5S i p2 i s

i p1 i sD •100%,

are shown in Figs. 3a and b~curves3 and4!.
Throughout the photosensitive region the induced p

topleochroism of the solar cells is positive, and its si
agrees with the Fresnel formulas. For a fixed photon ene
the coefficient of photopleochroism obeysPi;Q2. At the
same time, it should be emphasized that the coefficien
induced photopleochroism, likeD i , has a marked depen
dence on the photon energy. This last point conflicts w
earlier analyses19,20 and experimental data.11–13 This is also
related to the fact that in Ref. 20 the transparency effect
been neglected, while this effect essentially did not occu
the objects investigated in the previous studies.

Some typical spectral variations in the short-circuit ph
tocurrents for the orthogonal polarizations atQ5const for
one of the solar cells are shown in Fig. 4~curves1 and2!. As
with normal incidence of natural light on the frontal plane
the solar cell~Fig. 2, curve2!, with oblique incidence of
linearly polarized light in both polarizations the spect
variation in the photocurrent has a wide-gap character.
difference D i .0 over the entire photosensitive spect
range, but its magnitude depends on the photon energy.
is because the photocurrentsi p andi s oscillate over the spec
trum in opposite phase. In fact, a maximum ini p accompa-
d-
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nies a minimum ini s, and vice-versa. The energy separati
between the peaks, as in the case of unpolarized light~Fig.
2!, may be ascribed to interference of linearly polarized lig
in the ITO. Here it should be emphasized that the depth
modulation of the photocurrent over the spectrum for o
liquely incident linearly polarized light is greater than fo
unpolarized light~Fig. 2!.

Figure 4 also shows a typical spectral plot of the induc
photopleochroism coefficientPi(\v) of an ITO/InP cell for
Q5const. This curve illustrates the pronounced oscillato
character of the photopleochroism. The energies of
maxima and minima correlate with those determined fr
the spectral plots ofh, but it is evident that the reliability
with which they are determined from thePi(\v) curves for
Q5const is certainly greater. This happens, first of all, b
cause as the transparency effect sets in, light of both po
izations undergoes strong absorption, because of whici p

> i s andPi→0. Both the minima in thePi(\v) curve at 1.8
and 2.8 eV are related to this. The onset of the transpare
effect is controlled by the optical thickness of the ITO film
The peaks in thePi(\v) curves occur whenD i reaches a
maximum during the scan over the spectrum. This situat
evidently arises wheni p attains a maximum andi s, a mini-
mum. The latter accompanies transparency for thep-wave
and reflection of thes-wave and is most distinct under con
ditions of pseudo-Brewster reflection.9,10 This effect is com-
pletely controlled by the state of the air–film boundary and
determined solely by the refractive index of the ITO. Th
latter point is confirmed by the fact that the refractive ind
determined20 from the values of the induced photopleochr
ism coefficient at the peaks~28% for 1.3 eV and 25% for 2.3
eV; Fig. 4, curve3!, is n51.8–2.0, which agrees with th
known value for ITO.8
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FIG. 4. Spectral variations in the relative photoconversion quantum e
ciency~1 — E parallel to the plane of incidence,2 — E perpendicular to
the plane of incidence! and in the induced photopleochroism coefficie
~3! of an ITO/InP structure. (T5300 K, Q570°).
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In conclusion, we note that these solar cells provid
maximum azimuthal photosensitivity of'80 mA/W•deg for
Q575–80°. Thus, the induced photopleochroism of IT
InP structures can be used in photoelectric polarimetric s
tems. On the other hand, it should also be noted that po
ization photoelectric spectroscopy of ITO/InP solar cells m
find applications in process control in the preparation
brightening coatings and for diagnostics of the quality
such coatings in fabricated structures.
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Simulation of the free molecular flow of vapor for laser isotope separation
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Vapor flows from a single channel~tube! and from a set of tubes are simulated in the free
molecular motion approximation. The integrated characteristics~the fractions of transmitted,
sticking, and reflected particles! and the angular distributions of the flux and flux density
of the vapor are obtained. Calculations of the flux of atoms scattered as a result of single collisions
in an atomic beam are performed. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
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INTRODUCTION

The problem of obstruction of the collector durin
atomic vapor laser isotope separation~AVLIS ! was consid-
ered in Refs. 1 and 2~see, for example, Refs. 3–6!. A more
complete analysis calls for consideration of the properties
the vapor source which determine the density and velo
distribution of the atoms in the ionization zone~Fig. 1!. Be-
low we shall discuss in more detail a treatment of a va
source in the form of a set of narrow channels~usually
tubes!. Such sources have been treated several time7–9

However, the problem of laser isotope separation has its
special features, which call for an additional analysis. Mo
over, the method proposed in Refs. 1 and 2 for calcula
the characteristics of a scattered atomic flux can be impro
significantly.

FLOW FROM A SINGLE CHANNEL

Effective model.The free molecular propagation of a
oms along a channel is considered, i.e., only their collisi
with the walls of the tube are taken into account. In the co
produced the scattering was assumed to be a mixture of
fuse and specular reflection. In addition, the possibility
absorption of particles on the walls was taken into accou

Specifically, the following situation was simulated. Th
bottom of a channel of lengthl , which had the form of either
a cylindrical tube of diameterd or a tube of rectangular cros
section~when a slit was simulated, one of the dimensio
was taken fairly large! was assumed to be an emitting su
face. The distribution of the particles emitted from the b
tom of the channel with respect to their velocityv was taken
in the form

f T~v !5Cvx exp~2m~v2V!2/2T!,

E dv f T~v !51, 2`,vy ,vz,` 0,vx,`. ~1!

Here thex axis is parallel to the tube axis,m is the mass of
an atom,T is the temperature of the vapor in the bath,V is
the mean flow velocity, andC is a normalization constant
WhenV50, the distribution~1! corresponds to the Maxwell
ian distribution function in the volume serving as the sou
5501063-7842/98/43(5)/5/$15.00
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of particles~in the bath!. The analogous distribution forV
50 andT5Tw , whereTw is the temperature of the walls
was used for diffusely reflected particles. In a certain se
such a reflection law is analogous to the familiar Lamb
law in optics. In the general case it was assumed in simu
ing reflection that a particle can be reflected diffusely with
certain probability, can be reflected specularly with a cert
probability, and can stick to the wall with a certain probab
ity.

We note that consideration of the free molecular flow
atoms is confined to fairly low densitiesN!1/s l , wheres is
the elastic collision cross section of the atoms.

Passage of atoms through a channel.In the case of dif-
fuse reflection in a tube, the fractionk of particles passing
through the tube decreases, as expected, when the leng
diameter ratiol /d of the tube is large. For long tubes (l /d
.100) k practically coincides with the asymptotek>4d/3l ,
and over the entire range ofl /d, including short tubes, it is
approximated well~to within no less than 3%! by the simple
dependencek5(110.17Ax10.75x)21, wherex[ l /d.

In the case of absorbing walls, the dependence of
fraction of reflected particles on the relative length of t
channell /D l is of great interest~whereD l is the caliber, i.e.,
the smallest transverse dimension of the channel! is of great
interest. One important situation should be noted: if the wa

FIG. 1. Geometry of the problem of the formation of the vapor flux and
extraction in laser isotope separation:1 — symmetry axis,2 — ionization
zone,3 — collector,4 — vapor source,5 — diaphragm,6 — bath.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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absorb particles with a certain probabilityp,1, then for a
Maxwellian distribution of the particles in the volume
contact with the channel~whereV50), the fraction of re-
flected particlesR is not negligibly small compared with th
probabilityp even in the case of an infinitely long channel.
amounts toR>0.2p20.3p for both square channels and pl
nar slits~Fig. 2!. This is natural. For a random velocity dis
tribution and long channels, the greatest contribution to
flection is made by the part of the surface near the entra
to the channel; therefore, an increase in the channel le
has practically no influence on the probabilityR of the re-
flection of an atom, although it strongly lowers the probab
ity of its passage through the channel. At the same time,
long tubes the reflection coefficientR drops sharply as the
directivity of the atomic flux increases, i.e., whenVAm/2T
@1. This is also fully understandable. When the flux is
rected, a large portion of the atoms collide with the wall
from the entrance to the channel. Hence the probability
the escape of particles in the backward direction is sm
especially when the probability of diffuse scattering is low
comparison to absorption (p!1).

Angular distribution of the atomic flux.The distribution
of the atoms escaping from the end of a tube is usually c
acterized by the flux density distribution of the atoms w
respect to the angle between the symmetry axis and the
rection of their velocity. For practical utilization of the ca
culation results it is more convenient to tabulate the distri
tion of the flux density of the atomsj (r) in a plane
perpendicular to the symmetry axis as a function of the
duced distance to the tube axisr5r /x05tan Q. Here r is
the radius in the plane,x0 is the distance from the end of th
tube to the plane (x0@d), and Q is the angle between th
tube axis and the direction to a selected point in the plane
this case 2p• j (r)rdr gives the probability that an atom wi
impinge on the ring (r,r1dr).

As we know, as the ratio of the length of the tube to
diameter increases, the directivity of a certain fraction of
atomic flux increases~Fig. 3!. However, there are severa
effects to which proper attention is usually not directe

FIG. 2. Reflection of atoms from channels with absorbing walls~a planar
slit!. vAm/2T: 1 — 0, 2 — 1, 3 — 2, 4 — 5, 5 — 10 for p50.1 ~thick
curves! andp50.3 ~thin curves!. A ‘‘blind’’ channel is considered, i.e., it is
assumed that the exit cross section of the channel absorbs particles wi
same probability as its walls.
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When the relative tube lengthl /d is increased, the fraction o
particles passing through it without collisions decreases p
portionally to the square of the reciprocal of the relati
length (d/ l )2. At the same time, the total number of particl
passing through the tube decreases only linearly, i.e., pro
tionally to d/ l . This is because the contribution of the pa
ticles scattered by the walls predominates. The large con
bution of the scattered particles causes the fraction
particles forming the ‘‘pedestal’’ of the peak of the angul
distribution to increase as the relative length of the tube
increased. Therefore, whenr;x0 the probability J(r)
5*0

r2p• j (u)udu that atoms will impinge on the area withi
a circle of radiusr 5rx0 is practically identical even for
highly different values ofl /d ~Fig. 3b!.

This fact contradicts the data in Ref. 8, according
which the flux at large angles relative to the axis is negligib
small ~curve6 in Fig. 3a, whered/ l 533). Figure 4 is most
instructive in this sense. The angleQa , within which an
appreciable fractiona of the flux of atoms passing throug
the tube is found, depends weakly on the relative lengthl /d.
At the same time, the angle corresponding to half heigh
the distribution~curve 4! depends significantly on the rela
tive length of the tube. We note that our results diff
strongly from the data in Ref. 9~cf. curves1 and5!. Possibly
the data presented in Ref. 9 was for twice the angle co
sponding to half height of the distribution rather than for t
angle within which half of all the particles escaping from t
tube are found~as was stated in that paper9!. This notion is
indirectly confirmed by the fact that curve6, which was re-
constructed from the data in Ref. 9, agrees fairly well w
the dependence which we obtained~curve4!.

the

FIG. 3. Directivity of an atomic flux passing through a cylindrical tube: a
flux density distributions of the atoms in a plane perpendicular to the t
axis normalized to the maximum values; b — integrals of the flux density
distributions;1–4 — diffusely reflecting walls in the absence of absorptio
for d/ l 51, 3.3, 10, 33;5 — specularly reflecting walls ford/ l 533. The
atoms have a Maxwellian distribution before the entrance to the tube.
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In designing an ion-extraction system for laser isoto
separation it is important to take into account the fact that
majority of the particles passing through long tubes are s
tered at large angles, since particles scattered at large a
can obstruct a collector which is oriented parallel to the
por flux and receives the ions extracted from the plasma~Fig.
1!.

We also note that in the case of the specular reflectio
particles by the walls the beam of particles escaping from
tube has an even greater spread of transverse veloc
~curve5 in Fig. 3a!. This is because the particles entering t
tube at large angles relative to its axis are not cut off in
case of specular reflection.

FLOW FROM A SET OF TUBES

Flow characteristics in an elongated source.The distri-
bution of the total flux from a large set of tubes filling a
elongated rectangle of the dimensionsDL3L is usually of
interest. To ensure the maximum flow rate of the substa
the tubes are arranged as close as possible to one ano
The total flux is obtained by summing the fluxes at a giv
point from all the tubes.

We wrote programs, which permit the calculation of t
flux density distribution of atoms for any level of filling o
the rectangle by tubes. Here we confine ourselves to con
eration of only two variants: a! one row of tubes, and b! 20
rows of tubes. In both variants the length of the system
tubes wasL51, and the height of the tubes wasl 510 mm.
In the first variant we considered one row of 500 tubes w
a diameterd52 mm (DL52 mm!. In the second variant we
considered 2000320 tubes with a diameterd50.5 mm
within a widthDL515 mm. The coordinate system was p
sitioned at the center of the rectangle formed by the tub
thex axis, as before, being oriented to be parallel to the a
of the tubes, they axis being parallel to the width of th
rectangle, and thez axis being parallel to its length.

As expected, the distribution of the flux density from t
system of tubes with respect to thez axis has a nearly rect
angular shape~Fig. 5!. On the other hand, almost the sam
distribution, which is defined by the expression

FIG. 4. AnglesQa within which the assigned fractionsa50.5, 0.2, and 0.1
of particles escape from a tube~1–3!.
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@~u2z!21x0
2#2

,

is produced by an infinitely narrow, infinitely shallow sl
(DL→0 and l→0, curve3 in Fig. 5a! ~the explicit expres-
sion for this integral is not presented because of its cumb
some nature!.

In the case of many rows of tubes the distribution in t
transverse direction along they axis is somewhat more ho
mogeneous than the distribution from a single row of tub
~curves1 and2 in Fig. 5b!. However, the fraction of atoms
scattered at large angles in the transverse direction is sig
cant because of the effects mentioned above; therefore
total probabilityP(y) that an atom which has passed throu
a tube will impinge on a band of widthy practically coin-
cides for one and many rows of tubes~curves3 and4 in Fig.
5b!. For comparison, we present the distributions

j ~y!5
1

2x0

1

@11~y/x0!2#3/2
, P~y!5

1

2

y

Ay21x0
2

,

which correspond to a source in the form of an infinite

FIG. 5. Flux distribution of atoms passing through a set of parallel cy
drical tubes forming a rectangle of widthDL and lengthL. Probability
densitiesf (z) and f (y) that an atom will impinge on a unit of surface of th
plane perpendicular to the axes of the tubes at a distancex0520 mm from
the ends of the tubes. a — As afunction of the distance to the symmetr
plane ~along thez axis! in the cross section passing through half of th
width: 1, 2 — 1 and 20 rows of tubes, respectively;3 — distribution of the
equilibrium emission of atoms from an infinitely narrow, infinitely shallo
slit. b — As afunction of the distance to the symmetry plane~along they
axis! in the cross section passing through half of the length~in a transverse
cross section!: 1, 3 — one row of tubes;2, 4 — 20 rows;5, 6 — charac-
teristics of the equilibrium emission of atoms from an infinitely narro
infinitely shallow, and infinitely long slit. Curves3, 4, and6 give the prob-
ability P(y) that an atom will impinge on a band of width 02y.
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narrow, infinitely shallow, and infinitely long slit (DL→0,
l→0, andL→`; curves5 and6 in Fig. 5b!.

Neglect of the atom–atom collisions in the beams fro
different tubes imposes an additional constraint on the
density at the end of the tubesN!1/sDL. This simplea
priori criterion possibly needs refinement, which can be do
later on, if we can treat the problem with adequate consid
ation of the atom–atom collisions.

FLUXES IN THE WORKING ZONE

Simulation of the flux distribution without collisions.In
Refs. 1 and 2 the distribution of the vapor density in t
working zone was determined on the basis of direct simu
tion by calculating the time which test particles spend in
given cell in space. The method used in the present wor
simpler and more exact.

In the free molecular flow regime, the analog of the o
tical law of the conservation of the value of the intens
along a beam in a transparent medium is known to ho
f (j,v)5 f (j1vt,v). Heref is the bulk distribution function
of the particles with respect to the velocity vectorv at an
arbitrary point in spacej, andt is an arbitrary time interval.
Therefore, after assigning a velocity grid at an arbitrary po
in space and constructing the corresponding beams until
intersect with surfaces, which either emit particles or boun
volume, we can reconstruct the distribution function at a
point in space. Then integrating the distribution functi
over the velocities, we obtain the particle density at the
spective point.

Consideration of single collisions.As was shown in
Refs. 1 and 2, in the zone of multiple ionization of a vapor
density should be small enough that the mean free path o
atoms would significantly exceed the transverse dimens
of the zone. However, single collisions must be considere
order to take into account the vapor flux in the region of
geometric shadow, which is usually created by the d
phragm protecting the collector from direct impingement
the atomic flux~see Fig. 1!. In the present work the collision
act was also simulated as in Refs. 1 and 2; however,
initial vapor density and the velocity distribution functions
the particles in the cell were calculated by the method
scribed above.

Scattered flux.An expression for a uniform atomic flu
of width D, which is infinite along they and z axes and
scattered in single collisions, was obtained in Refs. 1 an
It was assumed that the atoms move collinearly to thex axis
and that the distribution with respect to the absolute value
the velocity is ‘‘semi-Maxwellian:’’

f x~v !52~m/pT!1/2 exp~2mv2/2T!,

2`,vy ,vz,`, 0,vx,`. ~2!

The expression for the flux density of the scattered partic
as a function of the coordinate of a point lying at a heighx
above the diaphragm, which projects to a distancea on the
vertical plane of the collector~Fig. 1!, can be written in the
form
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F~x!5sA2T

m
DN2x~x/a!. ~3!

Here x(u) is a function which assigns the flux distributio
with respect to the coordinatex. The approximationx(u)
50.018u4/(111.62u210.1u4) can be used in the range
,u,3 to an accuracy no poorer than 3%.

The model of a collinear beam of atoms with a sem
Maxwellian velocity distribution makes it possible to sen
the relationships between different quantities, but they m
be tested by numerical calculations on the quantitative le
In fact, on the one hand, under real conditions an ato
beam has appreciable divergence, which leads to a sig
cant increase in the number of scattered atoms impinging
the geometric shadow. On the other hand, the ‘‘se
Maxwellian’’ distribution ~2! overestimates the number o
slow particles in comparison to~1!.

Calculations of a scattered flux were performed for
source in the form of a planar slit with a width of 2 mm. Th
width of diaphragm wasD51 cm ~Fig. 1!, the distance from
the slit to the diaphragm was set equal to 2 cm, and
fluxes were reduced with respect to the two valuesa51.5
and 3.5 cm. The dependences obtained are presented i
form of ~3!, from which thex(x/a) curves were calculated
~Fig. 6!. The simulation results are presented only for t
region of the geometric shadow for forward flow.

As expected, when the atomic beam is not collinear,
scattered flux is no longer characterized by the unive
function x(x/a): different values ofa have differentx. In
addition, for a divergent flow the number of particles im
pinging on the region of the geometric shadow is sign
cantly greater than in the case of a collinear flux, i.e., th
is, so to speak, an effective decrease in the distance from
collector to the edge of the diaphragma.

We note one more important fact. The scattered flux
proportional to the square of the vapor density in the ioni
tion zone. This permits the determination of the mean va
density in the ionization zone on the basis of numeri
simulation results and data from measurements of the s
tered flux density.

CONCLUSIONS

We regard the following as the most important results
the treatment performed.

FIG. 6. Scattering of a flux due to single collisions~dependence ofx(x/a),
which characterizes the probability density that an atom will impinge o
unit of surface of a plane parallel to the vapor flux, on the distance to
diaphragm!. Distances to the symmetry axis, cm:1 — 2, 2 — 4, 3 —
theoretical dependence for a collinear particle flux.
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1. A simple approximation, which describes the fracti
of particles passing through a tube as a function of the r
of the length of the tube to its diameter, has been obtain

2. It is shown that, although the distribution of the pa
ticles escaping at an angle narrows somewhat as the rat
the length of the tube to its diameter increases, the valu
the angle within which an appreciable fraction of the p
ticles is found varies very weakly.

3. It is shown that collisions in a divergent atomic flu
lead to more effective obstruction of the region of the ge
metric shadow than does a collinear flux.

Calculations which take into account multiple collisio
are needed to more accurately reveal the region of app
bility of the free molecular motion approximation.

We thank V. A. Kuznetsov and A. Yu. Sapozhkov f
some helpful discussions.
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Continuous frequency tuning of a picosecond neodymium-glass laser in the UV and
VUV

R. A. Ganeev and T. Usmanov
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Uzbekistan
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The results of an investigation of continuous frequency tuning of a neodymium laser in the UV
and VUV ranges are reported. Generation of the sum frequency of second harmonic
radiation and the radiation from a parametric light generator in the UV region~338–366 nm! is
achieved. The optimal conditions for tuning UV radiation in the range 113.5–117.0 nm in
third-harmonic generation processes in xenon and its mixtures with other gases are investigated.
A third-harmonic generation efficiency of;531024 and a tuning range.2600 cm21 are
obtained in the VUV range investigated. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7842~98!01505-0#
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INTRODUCTION

Sources of continuously tunable~in a range of hundreds
of inverse centimeters! coherent UV and VUV radiation are
needed for different problems of spectroscopy of atoms
molecules, biology, controlled thermonuclear fusion, la
isotope separation, nonlinear spectroscopy of high-ly
states, laser chemistry, and others. Since the number of
able radiation sources based on direct laser generation is
extremely small in these ranges, here methods of nonlin
optical conversion of radiation from other, already qu
well-developed regions of the spectrum are used. Progre
producing tunable UV and VUV radiation on the basis
nonresonant generation of harmonics and frequency mix
requires high-power laser systems with wavelength nea
mm as well as the use of crystal parametric light genera
~PLGs! and inert gases as the nonlinear media.

The high radiation intensities now achievable1 from con-
tinuously tunable near-IR PLGs utilizing radiation fro
high-power wide-aperture neodymium-glass lasers1 make
possible the efficient conversion of such radiation into
UV range. Coherent tunable UV radiation can be obtain
either by summing the frequencies of PLG radiation and
second harmonic of neodymium-glass lasers or by doub
the frequency of the second harmonic of PLG radiation2,3

The utilization of the advantages of cascade generation
harmonics in combination with the wide tuning range
PLGs has made it possible to produce by applying the
conversion scheme sources of high-power tunable UV ra
tion. The methods developed thus far for producing optim
beams in different channels4,5 have led to even more efficien
conversion of nanosecond pulses into the UV range.

Parametric light generators differ advantageously fr
other sources of frequency-tunable radiation~semiconductor,
dye, and color-center lasers! by their high output energy an
wide tuning range. Here the problems of the energy e
ciency of picosecond PLGs and increasing the output ene
of PLGs for further efficient conversion into the UV an
5551063-7842/98/43(5)/7/$15.00
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VUV ranges remain important. From this standpoint it
necessary to investigate in detail the factors that limit
efficiency of conversion of radiation from a neodymium l
ser, one of the most suitable and well-developed source
high-power picosecond radiation, into harmonics and pa
metric waves and to analyze the questions of narrowing
spectral line of parametric waves and decreasing the di
gence of PLG radiation. In addition, the factors limiting th
mixing of parametric waves and harmonics radiation must
analyzed.

The generation of VUV radiation which is tunable ne
l5118.2 nm~ninth harmonic of YAG laser radiation! was
studied in Refs. 2, 6, and 7. However, the optimal conditio
for third-harmonic generation~THG! in the range investi-
gated have not been studied in detail. An important condit
here is the existence of regions of anomalous dispers
where efficient generation of the harmonics of focused rad
tion is possible, in the gases. Xenon was used as the no
ear medium because the radiation of high-power pu
sources falls into the anomalous dispersion regions of xen
In Ref. 8 radiation generation in the range 117.6–119.2
was obtained and the conditions for THG in the mixtu
Xe:Ar were optimized.

The fact that xenon has regions of anomalous dispers
at shorter wavelengths makes it possible to produce cont
ously tunable VUV sources with a tuning range of seve
thousands of inverse centimeters. Optimization of the TH
process in xenon and its mixtures with different buffer ga
in this range, taking into account different limiting effect
and the creation of conditions for effective frequency co
version taking into account the influence of a number
experimental parameters on the phase matching of inter
ing waves~gas pressure and ratio, intensity and spectral ch
acteristics of the pump radiation! are undoubtedly of interes
both from the standpoint of understanding the peculiarities
this nonlinear optical process and from the practical sta
point ~coverage of another section of the VUV spectrum a
production of a wide-band picosecond source in this rang!.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Diagram of the experiments.1 — Neodymium-glass laser;2,6,8,13,17,21— filters; 3,9,14,20— FD-24K photodiodes;4,7,15,18— optical wedges;
5 — frequency-doubling crystal;10— cylindrical lens;11,12 — parametric generator;16 — frequency-mixing crystal;19 — focusing lens;22 — cell
containing gases;24 — VMR-2; 23 — auxiliary tank for mixing the gases;25 — diffraction grating;26 — VUV radiation detector;27 — V4-17 pulsed
voltmeter.
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We report below the results of an investigation of pa
metric generation, summation of the frequencies of PLG
diation and the second-harmonic radiation in the UV regi
optimization and development of sources of continuou
tunable coherent radiation in the range 338–366 nm,
investigation on this basis of frequency conversion in
range 113.5–117.0 nm in xenon and its mixtures with ot
gases.

FREQUENCY TUNING OF NEODYMIUM LASER RADIATION
IN THE UV REGION

Picosecond radiation was generated in a mode-loc
neodymium phosphate glass laser (l51.054mm!. The gen-
erated pulse train was fed into a system for selecting a si
pulse. The selected pulse passed through a system for sp
filtering, image translation, and amplification. To compe
sate for the thermal birefringence during passage through
20-mm in diameter terminal amplifiers, polarization rotato
were inserted between these amplifiers. This decreased
relative fraction of depolarized radiation from 20% to 2%9

The output characteristics of the laser radiation were as
lows: l51054.8 nm,Dl50.3 nm,t57 ps, andE580 mJ.
The laser operated in the periodic-pulse mode with a rep
tion rate of 0.2 Hz. The radiation at all stages of frequen
conversion was detected with calibrated FD-24K pho
diodes.

This radiation was converted successively into a sec
harmonic and parametric waves in the IR range which w
then mixed with the second harmonic in KDP crystals, a
result of which continuously tunable UV radiation was ge
erated. The arrangement of the experiments on conversio
IR radiation into the UV and VUV ranges is displayed
Fig. 1.

The conversion of IR radiation in the second harmo
was accomplished in a type-I~ooe interaction! KDP crystal
(20320310 mm!. The conversion efficiency reached sat
ration (;44%) at I;10 GW/cm2. Further increases in th
pump radiation intensity resulted in a small decrease in c
version efficiency~the radiation converted into the secon
harmonic (l5527.4 nm) was filtered out of the IR radiatio
and excited a superluminescence PLG, consisting of
nonlinear crystals cut for type-II interaction (e-oe). The lat-
ter crystals consisted of KDP crystals (20320340 mm gen-
erator crystal and 20320360 mm amplifier crystal!.
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Preliminary experiments with a one-crystal PLG and
frequency-mixing crystal in both parallel and focused bea
showed that the efficiency of this channel of conversion
IR waves into tunable UV radiation is low (h;5%), though
in this case the spectrum was covered from 332 to 375
The low efficiency was due to the mismatch of the spat
spectral characteristics of the interacting waves in
frequency-mixing crystal. The use of one-crystal PLGs
sulted in the generation of waves with a large spectral wi
and divergence and, correspondingly, a sharp decrease o
mixing efficiency in the UV region; it also limited the pos
sibilities of further use of the generated radiation in sub
quent frequency conversion processes.

Generation and amplification of parametric waves in
two-crystal scheme were accomplished in parallel bea
Frequency tuning was performed by synchronous rotation
the crystals11 and12. The axes of the crystals were oriente
so as to compensate for the aperture diaphragmatic ef
The distance between the crystals was chosen taking
account the amplification of parametric waves satisfying
timal mixing with second-harmonic radiation and was eq
to 70 cm. The tuning range was equal to 870–1220 nm~Fig.
2a!. The divergence of the PLG radiation was equal to
mrad. The maximum efficiency was equal to 30% at
GW/cm2. The saturation pump intensity was equal to
GW/cm2.

The radiation tunable in the IR region was mixed wi
second-harmonic radiation in a KDP frequency-mixing cry
tal 16 (20320320 mm!, cut for type-II phase matching
Figure 3 shows the efficiency of conversion into tunable U
radiation as a function of the PLG radiation intensity and
intensity of the main radiation. The converted radiation, tu
able in the range 338–366 nm~Fig. 2b!, was filtered out of
the IR and visible radiation and detected with a photodio
20.

We note that the width of the spectrum of the picoseco
parametric radiation influences the process of efficient m
ing with the second harmonic. The spectral width of sy
chronism during summation of the waves in the KD
frequency-mixing crystal16 equals 0.4 nm, while the spec
tral width of the parametric waves was equal to 2 nm~Fig.
4!. The narrowing of the spectral width of the paramet
waves accompanying an increase in the separation betw
the crystals in the PLG results at the same time in low
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FIG. 2. Tuning characteristics. a —
PLG with KDP crystals (l5527.4
nm, w is the angle of detuning of the
crystals from the degenerate regime!;
b — UV radiation (I is the relative
radiation intensity!. The regions of
the UV spectrum where the third har
monic falls into the anomalous dis
persion region of xenon are hatche
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efficiency of conversion into tunable IR radiation. Thus, o
timization of the process of generation of tunable UV rad
tion consisted of finding an optimal ratio of the spectru
width and intensity of the tunable IR radiation. Efficient mi
ing here required, in addition to correspondence of
spectral-spatial characteristics of the second-harmonic
PLG waves, satisfaction of the Manley–Rowe relation.
our case this relation, according to which there should be
IR photon for each second-harmonic photon (EGL :E2v

;1:2), is notsatisfied because the efficiency of the conv
sion of the main radiation into the PLG wave is too low
account of the large distance between the crystals. In a
tion, for the crystal lengths employed the effect of the gro
detuning of the pulses on the parametric conversion p
cesses became large.

Conversion of focused radiation with waveleng
l5527.4 nm into parametric waves in the two-crystal PL
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and into UV radiation was investigated. The radiation
front of the generator crystal was focused with a cylindric
lens10 ( f 5800 mm! into the two-crystal PLG. The distanc
between the PLG crystals as well as the position of
frequency-mixing crystal were chosen so as to obtain
optimal parameters of the picosecond UV radiation. T
worsened the divergence of the generated radiation, wh
made it impossible to obtain later high intensities of focus
UV radiation ~which are necessary for subsequent conv
sion into the VUV region of the spectrum!.

The output energy of the picosecond UV pulses at wa
lengthl5349 nm was equal to 4 mJ with a spectrum wid
of 0.45 nm and a divergence of 1 mrad. The convers
efficiency can be further increased and the spectral and
tial characteristics of the tunable UV radiation can be i
proved by using schemes with separate formation of be
FIG. 3. Efficiency of conversion into the
sum wave versus the intensity of PLG~a!
and the intensity of the main radiation~b!.
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of the mixed waves in different independent channels as w
as schemes with initial radiation for PLGs.1,5,10

GENERATION OF PICOSECOND VUV RADIATION „113.5<l

<117.0 nm …

Subsequent frequency conversion into the sh
wavelength region of the spectrum was performed in ga
since they possess the highest transmittance in the re
studied. Tunable UV radiation was focused~Fig. 1! after
filtering out IR and visible range radiation with a quartz le
21 ( f 580 mm! into a cell which contained the gases a
was attached to a VMR-2 vacuum monochromator. The th
harmonic of the pump radiation, tunable over the anomal
dispersion region of xenon, was generated in the cell.
generated VUV radiation was detected with a VE´ U-6 elec-
tronic channel multiplier or a LPP-2 calibrated pyroelect
converter.11 The signal from the detectors was fed into
V4-17 pulsed voltmeter. The wavelength of the pump rad
tion was registered with a STE´ -1 spectrograph.

The pump radiation parameters were as follows: tun
range 338–366 nm, pulse energy up to 4 mJ, pulse dura
7 ps, and spectral width 0.45 nm. The UV radiation intens
at the focal point of the lens (f 580 mm! was equal to
531011 W/cm2. The spatial distribution of the radiation wa
close to Gaussian. Xenon was used as the nonlinear med
since the tripled frequency of the pump radiation cove
several regions of anomalous dispersion~Fig. 2b! where syn-
chronous generation of odd harmonics in focused beam
possible. Ultraviolet radiation tunable in the range 34
–351 nm was used in the experiments. The experime
procedure was as follows. The pump radiation, tunable w
a step of 0.2 nm, was converted into the range 113.5–1
nm. The influence of the xenon pressure and the ratio of
pressures of the nonlinear gas and the normal-disper
buffer gas~argon and krypton! on the efficiency of conver-
sion of the pump radiation into the third harmonic~TH! were
investigated. The effect of the pump radiation intensity
the THG efficiency for different wavelengths of the co
verted radiation was also investigated.

FIG. 4. Spectral distribution of the pulses.1 — Pump pulse (l51054.8
nm!; 2 — PLG in the degenerate regime;3 — UV radiation.
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Figure 5 shows the range of wavelengths of the radiat
that can be generated and the relative intensity of the ra
tion in that range. One can see that the energy of the ge
ated radiation decreases as its wavelength decreases. Th
ergy is highest near a resonance line of xenon~117.0 nm!. At
large wavelengths the frequency of the third harmonic of
converted radiation lay in the region of normal dispersi
~117.0–117.6 nm!. As a result of the focusing-induced pha
shift of the interacting waves, the amplitude of the harmo
generated in this range in front of the waist of the Gauss
beam was completely compensated by the amplitude of
harmonic generated in the region behind the waist. For co
parison, the results of Ref. 8 on the generation of radiation
the range 117.6–119.2 nm with comparable pump intens
are also presented here. We note that the conversion
ciency in this range was an order of magnitude higher,
good agreement with estimates of the oscillator strength
the transitions 5p6S27s@ I1/2# (l5117.0 nm! and 5p61S
25d@ I1/2# (l5119.2 nm! ~the oscillator strengths ar
0.0968 and 0.395, respectively!.

The increase in the conversion efficiency with increas
wavelength in the range investigated occurs for two reaso
First, away from the Xe resonance line~117.0 nm! the non-
linear susceptibility of the medium decreases, which res
in a decrease in the conversion efficiency. Second, the
crease in the generated radiation is due to a decrease in
pump intensity~in Fig. 2b the hatched region on the lef
hand side is the spectral pumping range used in the exp
ment!. The dependence of the efficiency of conversion in
the third harmonic on the intensity of the UV radiation
quadratic in the entire experimental tuning range. The in
ence of the Kerr effect, self-focusing, and other limiting fa
tors characteristic for the case of high (.531012 W/cm2)
intensities8,12 was very small in our case.

Conversion for the long- and short-wavelength regio
of the spectrum of the pump pulse is optimized for differe
values of the xenon pressure. As the pressure of the non
ear medium increases, the long-wavelength componen
the pump radiation is converted first, after which the cen
part and finally the short-wavelength component are c
verted. The width of the spectrum of the generated VU
radiation was equal to 0.25 nm. Thus, the width of the rad

FIG. 5. Region of generation of VUV radiation in xenon~the regions of
normal dispersion are hatched!.
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FIG. 6. Conversion efficiency versus xe
non pressure for different wavelength
of the third harmonic (I 5531011

W/cm2).
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tion spectrum decreased by almost a factor of 2 in the p
cess of conversion into the third harmonic (Dl50.45, 0.25
nm!. This is due to the dependence of the conversion e
ciency on the radiation intensity. The ‘‘wings’’ of the spe
tral distribution of the pump radiation are converted with
much lower efficiency than the center. Taking account a
of the fact that the optimal conditions of conversion~phase
matching! are created for the central part of the spectral d
tribution of the pump, it is possible to achieve substan
discrimination in conversion of different sections of th
spectral contour of the converted radiation.

We investigated the effect of gas pressure on conver
efficiency for different wavelengths of the generated rad
tion in the experimental region of anomalous dispersion
xenon ~113.5–117.0 nm! with the pump radiation wave
length tuned from 340.5 to 351.0 nm~Fig. 6!. For longer
wavelengths the conversion maximum shifts in the direct
of lower pressures. Thus, forl5114.2 nm the optimal pres
sure at which maximum conversion is observed isPopt538
Torr, whereas forl5116.8 nm one hasPopt53 Torr. This is
due to the fact that as the transition 5p6 1S27s@ I1/2# (l
5117.0 nm! is approached, the phase detuning per atom
creases and the number of particles of the nonlinear med
required to achieve optimal phase detuning, satisfying
condition b•Dk524 ~where b is the confocal paramete
and Dk is the phase detuning between the harmonic
pump waves!, is smaller.

The conversion efficiency can be increased by increas
the particle density of the nonlinear medium~sinceh;N2,
whereN is the number of particles in the interaction zon!.
However, above a certain pressure~Fig. 6! conversion effi-
ciency decreases because of departure from the optimal
between the pump and harmonic wave vectors~detuning of
synchronism!. To circumvent this difficulty a normal-
dispersion gas is added to the anomalous-dispersion no
ear medium. In this case one can choose the ratio of the
pressures so as to obtain the optimumDk for the mixture.

A great deal of attention was devoted to careful forc
mixing of the components of the mixture. This was nec
-
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sary in order to obtain stable conversion into a harmon
Without careful mixing the likelihood that the ratio of th
gas pressures would deviate from the optimal ratio in a
crovolume near the focus, where conversion is especi
efficient, increased. In the experiment the statistical varia
of the intensity of the generated VUV radiation, other co
ditions being equal, increased and the maximum poss
conversion efficiency for the given experimental conditio
decreased~see also Refs. 13 and 14!. As an example, Fig. 7a
shows the functionh(R) (R is the ratio of the argon and
xenon pressures! for the case when the gases mixed in
natural manner in a cell and the mixture was prepared in
auxiliary tank and then introduced into the gas cell. For
first case it is difficult to determineRopt unequivocally, since
the statistical variance of the results makes it possible
measure this quantity to withinRp64, whereRp is the com-
puted value of the optimal ratio of the partial argon a
xenon pressures. For the case when an auxiliary tank w
forced mixing was used, the experimentally obtained va
equalled the computed value to withinRp60.5.

Thus, for the case when the gas mixes naturally the
sition of the maximum and the behavior of the curveh(R)
were random. Maximum conversion is observed
R58 –16. The THG efficiency in a gas mixture does n
reach the value that is possible for the given experime
conditions. As one can see from Fig. 7a, the mixture con
ues to remain nonuniform even after substantial time
passed. It is obvious that for the microvolume bounded
the waist zone, where the main conversion process occ
the random deviation ofR from the pressure ratio of Ar and
Xe introduced into the cell was substantial, which will res
in both a deviation ofh(R) from the expected dependenc
and large pulse-to-pulse fluctuations in the magnitude of
generated radiation~see the variance for the case of forc
and natural mixing; each point corresponds to the aver
value over 10 shots!. The obtained ratio (Ropt510.5) was
close to the optimal ratio of the Ar and Xe partial pressu
for l5118.2 nm with confocal parameterb56 mm.15

Figure 7b shows the conversion into the third harmo
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FIG. 7. a — Conversion efficiency
versus R5PAr :PXe . I 5231011

W/cm2, confocal parameterb56 mm;
s — mixture prepared in an auxiliary
tank; d, n — gases mixed in the cell
(d and n — results obtained 10 and
20 min, respectively, after the gase
were introduced into the cell!, Rp

510.5 — computed optimal pressur
ratio for l5116.8 nm. b — THG con-
version efficiency versusR for differ-
ent buffer gases:d — mixture Kr:Xe,
s — mixture Ar:Xe; I 5231011

W/cm2, PXe59 Torr, l5116.8 nm.
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versus the parameterR for different buffer gases (l5116.8
nm!. Argon and krypton were used as the buffer gases. O
gases which are transparent in the experimental range o
spectrum require high pressures~hundreds and thousand
Torr! to optimize the THG process. This results in brea
down phenomena even for relatively low pump intensiti
so that these gases are undesirable. For both mixtures Ar
and Kr–Xe the xenon pressure was equal to 9 Torr, i.e., th
times higher than the optimal pressure for the case of THG
pure xenon. The THG efficiency for optimal values ofR
should be~sinceh;N2) a factor of 9 higher than the max
mum value ofh in the case of conversion in pure xeno
(h5331025). Such an increase inh was obtained only in
the mixture Ar–Xe. In the mixture Kr–Xe the efficienc
increased only by a factor of 4. This discrepancy is eviden
due to the fact that the addition of krypton changes~de-
creases! the susceptibility of the medium. The contributio
of argon to the total third-order nonlinear susceptibility in t
mixture is very small. The larger influence of krypton
compared with argon on the third-order nonlinear susce
bility, which is responsible for THG, is evidently due to th
fact that the closest energy level in krypton (l5116.5 nm!
lies closer to the wavelength of the harmonic radiation th
in argon (l5106.6 nm!. Incidently, this also explains th
large~per atom! phase detuning in krypton as compared w
argon, which results in lower values ofRopt for Kr. We note
that a separate, exactly determined ratio between the bu
and nonlinear gas pressures is required for each region o
spectrum. Thus, the maximum conversion efficiency was
served for the mixture Ar:Xe withR59 ~for l5116.7 nm!
and 5 (l5115.5 nm!.

Krypton exhibits anomalous dispersion forl,116.5 nm
and could not be used as the normal-dispersion gas in
experiments in this region. As shown in Refs. 16–18, con
tions of negative phase detuning (Dk,0), which are neces
sary for THG in krypton for VUV wavelengths less than th
resonance linel5116.5 nm, are realized in this region. As
result of this, the addition of krypton to xenon atP59 Torr
resulted in only a very small increase in THG efficiency f
l,116.5 nm.

The maximum conversion efficiency (531024) was ob-
tained at the wavelengthl5116.8 nm with a xenon pressur
er
he

-
,
Xe
e
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of 25 Torr and R510 (I 5431011 W/cm2). The tuning
range was.2600 cm21.

CONCLUSION

We have presented the results of an investigation of c
tinuous frequency tuning of neodymium laser radiation in
UV and VUV regions.

We investigated the parametric generation of light a
summation of the second harmonic of the neodymium-gl
laser radiation and the radiation from a PLG in the UV r
gion. The operating regimes of one- and two-crystal PL
were compared for the cases of nonlinear parametric con
sion and mixing in focused and parallel beams. Genera
was achieved in the range 338–366 nm. The regimes
optimal ratios of the spectrum width and intensity of t
tunable radiation pulses were determined from the standp
of further conversion into the VUV range. The output ener
of the UV pulses near the degenerate regime of the PLG
equal to 4 mJ.

We investigated the conditions of optimal conversion
continuously tunable radiation in the range 113.5–117.0 n
for which the dependences of the efficiency of convers
into the third harmonic on the pump wavelength and ene
as well as on the ratio of the gas pressures. A compar
was made with the results on generation of continuously t
able radiation in a different anomalous dispersion region
xenon, 117.6–119.2 nm. It was observed that prelimin
forced mixing of the working mixture was important in ord
to obtain the optimal ratio of the partial pressures in t
frequency conversion zone. The maximum THG efficien
531024 in a mixture of gases in the range investigated a
a tuning range,2600 cm21 were obtained.

This work was supported in part by the Internation
Science Fund~Grant No. RU 7000! and the Uzbek Fund for
Fundamental Research.
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Formation of x-ray beams with the aid of a tapered microcapillary
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The possibility of obtaining x-ray microbeams with a prescribed intensity using a system
containing a x-ray tube with a transmission thin-film anode and a tapered glass microcapillary is
investigated. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~98!01605-5#
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X-ray waveguides in the form of glass microcapillari
100–500 mm long and with channel diameters of 10–1
mm are a new component in x-ray technology.1 X-ray beams
can propagate directionally in a capillary channel, repeate
reflecting from the channel walls at small glancing angl
The propagation direction of the x-rays can be changed
curving the capillary. A system containing a sufficient
large number of such capillaries~ordinarily, more than 100!,
curved and positioned so that one end of a capillary is po
toward the x-ray source and the other toward the point
energy collection — the focal point — is actually a ‘‘x-ra
lens.’’2 Such a lens can focus 1–10 keV x-ray beams int
5–10mm spot. At the same time, a number of applications
microelectronics require obtaining intense x-ray microbea
with a focal spot of 1mm and smaller. This problem ca
probably be solved with a one microcapillary, made in t
form of a cone or possessing a parabolic channel profile
the direction of the channel axis. The x-ray optic charac
istics of such systems have been simulated and investig
experimentally using synchrotron radiation sources.3–6 On
the other hand, wide application of such tapered microca
laries may become possible only when a compact x-ray e
ter based on a x-ray tube is used as the x-ray source. W
along these lines is reported in Refs. 7 and 8.

Our objective in the present work is to investigate t
possibility of obtaining x-ray microbeams with prescrib
intensity from a system containing as the x-ray optic com
nent a tapered glass microcapillary and a x-ray tube as
radiation source.

Let us consider a system containing a point x-ray sou
and a tapered microcapillary. The source is placed on
capillary axis at a distanced from the entrance face~Fig. 1!.
The length of the capillary isLc , the radius of the channel a
the exit isRc , and the cone angle isac . The radius of the
capillary channel at the entrance isR5Rc1Lcsinac . The
source emits photons with energy\v. The photons propa
gate in the capillary channel, repeatedly reflecting from
channel walls, as shown in Fig. 1.

The dependence of the x-ray reflection coefficientR of a
smooth surface of a material with permittivity«512d
1 ig on the glancing angleu is described by the well-known
formula1

R5
@A2x2~A1x211!1/2#21A2~x221!

@A2x1~A1x211!1/2#21A2~x221!
, ~1!
5621063-7842/98/43(5)/3/$15.00
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whereA5(x221)1y2, x5u/uc , y5g/d, anduc5d1/2.
In the absence of absorption (g50) the x-rays will be

completely reflected from the surface for grazing anglesu
less than the critical angleuc of total external reflection.

Cylindrical microcapillaries (ac50) can be used as col
limators, making it possible to obtain diverging x-ray micr
beams with the radius of the focal spotRc and radiation cone
angleu,uc , whereu5Rc /d. The length of a capillaryLc

can be optimized on the basis of the specific value of
imaginary part of the permittivityg.1

If the intensity of the point radiation sourceI 0 ~photons/s
•sr! is known, then the maximum intensity of the photo
beam at a capillary exit equals~in the absence of absorption!
I 0puc

2 and is obtained when the capillary is located at d
tanced5Rc /uc from the source. For a glass capillary wit
Rc51 mm and 8 keV photons the parameterd5270 mm.

If a microfocus x-ray tube is used as the source of rad
tion, then because of the structural features of such devic
is impossible to position the capillary sufficiently close to t
focal point of the tube. This distance~the distance from the
tube focal point to the beryllium exit window for x-rays! for
tubes with a massive anode equals 10–30 mm for tubes
a transmission thin-film~TTF! anode of 0.5–1 mm.9 There-
fore, to form a x-ray microbeam it makes sense to use inst
of a cylindrical capillary a capillary shaped in the form of
cone whose lengthLc and cone angle can be optimized f
prescribed values of the exit radiusRc and source–capillary
entrance distanced.

Figure 2 shows the computed dependence of the par
eter T, characterizing the efficiency of the capillary, on th
length of the capillary for different values ofac . The param-
eter T is determined so as to be able to calculate the x-
beam intensityI ~photons/s! at the capillary exit for known
intensity I 0 of the point source of radiation by means of th
following expression:

FIG. 1. Parameters of the system for obtaining x-ray microbeams.1 —
x-Ray source,2 — microcapillary,3 — x-ray beams.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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I 5I 0T
pRc

2

d2
. ~2!

The values of the parameterT ~Fig. 2! were obtained by
simulating x-ray trajectories in a tapered glass capillary t
ing account of absorption of radiation on reflection accord
to Eq. ~1!. The calculations were performed for 8 keV ph
tons; the values ofd are indicated in Fig. 2. The value
presented for the parameterT make it possible to estimat
the photon flux through the exit opening of the capilla
from a x-ray tube as a radiation source. If the working vo
ageUa of the tube and the anode currenti a are given, then
the number of characteristic photons of the anode materia
the tube which are emitted by the tube into a solid angledV
per unit timet can be calculated according to the formula9

d2N

dVdt
5CiaS Ua

Uq
21D 1.67

, ~3!

whereC is the anode coefficient, which is known for a give
material, andUq is the ionization potential of the corre
sponding shell of the target atom.

The number of photonsd2N/dVdt emitted by the x-ray
tube with a focal spot of areaSa is related with the intensity
I 0 appearing in Eq.~2! as

I 05
d2N

dVdt

pRc
2

Sa
, ~4!

which reflects the impossibility of focusing radiation from
source into a spot smaller than the size of the source.

Analysis of the development of microfocus x-ray tub
with a TTF anode, specifically, tubes used in REIS-ty
apparatus,10 shows that it is possible to fabricate tubes w
the following parameters:Ua540 kV, i a50.5 mA, andSa

510310 mm.
Table I shows the computed values of the number

photonsI (Ka series! at the exit of a system containing
tapered microcapillary with the indicated values of the rad
Rc of the exit opening and a x-ray with a TTF and the abo

FIG. 2. The parameterT ~Eq. ~2!! versus microcapillary lengthLc for dif-
ferent cone anglesac , rad:1 — 0.01,2 — 0.03,3 — 0.1.
-
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e
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s
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indicated values ofU2 ,i a , and Sa . The distance from the
focal spot of the tube to the capillary entrance was assum
to be 5 mm. The capillary length and the cone angle w
chosen so as to maximize the value of the parameterT ~Fig.
2!. The absorption of radiation in the anode material of t
tube and in the beryllium window was neglected in the c
culations. The estimates showed that taking account of th
factors decreasesI by a factor of 1.5–2.

The results presented in Table I show that quite inte
x-ray beams can be obtained with tapered microcapillarie
should be noted that the values of the x-ray tube parame
employed in the calculations are not maximum admissi
values. For example, according to Ref. 7, it is possible
fabricate microfocus x-ray tubes with a TTF anode such t
the brightness of the tubes is only an order of magnitu
smaller than that of a synchrotron source.

To perform experiments for investigation of the para
eters of x-ray systems a series of microcapillary samp
with a conical profile of the inner channel was prepared. T
microcapillaries were obtained from commercial glass tu
by extrusion under the action of gravity on a load secured
the sample as the sample~capillary! is heated. The outer an
inner diameters of the initial samples were equal to 3.7 a
0.8 mm, respectively. Tapered microcapillaries up to 30 m
long, with 300–100mm entrance diameter and 1–20mm
exit diameter, were obtained. Typical profiles of the inn
channel of the capillary are presented in Figs. 3a, b. T

TABLE I.

Rc , mm ac , mrad Lc , mm T I, photons/s

0.15 0.01 110 50 80
0.5 0.02 120 20 4400
1 0.02 150 10 8800

Note: The distance from the tube focus to the capillary entrance isd55
mm; Lc is the length andac the cone angle of the capillary.

FIG. 3. Measured microcapillary profiles.L — distance along the capillary
axis,R — distance in a perpendicular direction.
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profiles were measured with an optical microscope.
A REIS-100 x-ray apparatus with a BS11 tube with

copper TTF anode was used to obtain x-ray microbea
The voltage on the tubeUa545 kV, the currenti a5100mA,
and the diameter of the focus of the tube was equal to
mm. The x-ray radiation was passed through a microcapill
with the inner-channel profile shown in Fig. 3b. The depe
dence of the beam intensityI at the capillary exit on the
distanced between the tube focus and the capillary was m
sured. A detection unit from a DRON-2.0 diffractomet
with a scintillation detector was used as the radiation de
tor. The results of the measurements are presented in Fi
This figure also shows the computed values of the numbe
copperKa series photons which pass through the capilla
The number of photonsd2N/dVdt was taken to be 9

FIG. 4. Radiation intensityI at the microcapillary exit versus distanced
between the focus of the x-ray tube and capillary. Curve — calculat
m — experiment.
s.

0
y
-

-

c-
4.

of
.

31010 photons/s•sr, the parameterT ~Eq. ~2!! was varied
from 15 to 16 with the distanced varying within the limits
indicated in Fig. 4. Despite the fact that photon absorption
the anode material and in the beryllium window, just as
bremsstrahlung photon flux, were neglected in the calcu
tions, the order of magnitude agreement between the ca
lations and the experimental data makes it possible to c
clude that the radiation in the capillary channel propagate
the waveguide regime, as shown in Fig. 1. It should also
noted that the relation~4! used in the calculations is approx
mate and can be refined only by numerical simulation of
x-ray trajectories from a source shifted relative to the axis
the x-ray optical system. This question as well as the spec
photon distribution at the capillary exit will be examined in
separate paper.

It can be concluded on the basis of our investigatio
that x-ray microbeams with intensity sufficient for practic
applications can be obtained using x-ray optical syste
based on microfocus x-ray tubes with a TTF anode and
pered glass microcapillaries.
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Optical properties of a system of two coupled vertical microcavities
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The interaction of two localized optical states in a structure consisting of a system of two
coupled vertical microcavities is studied. It is shown that the interaction of two localized optical
modes in coupled microcavities cause the modes to split. The optical properties of a
system of coupled microcavities and the dispersion relations for the characteristic optical modes
of the system are analyzed. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~98!01705-X#
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INTRODUCTION

It is well known that if two oscillators of arbitrary natur
with identical free-state resonance frequencies are cou
sufficiently strongly with one another, then such a system
coupled oscillators will possess two characteristic frequ
cies, the splitting between which will increase with th
strength of the coupling interaction.

A manifestation of this effect, known as Rabi splittin
was discovered at the beginning of the 1990s in semicond
tor systems in the course of a study of the interaction
localized optical modes with excitons in semiconductor m
crocavities with quantum wells.1 This led to the appearanc
of a large number of both experimental2,3 and theoretical4–6

works on this subject.
The next step in investigations of the interaction of o

cillators of different nature is to investigate the interaction
two localized photon states,7 which can occur in coupled
vertical microcavities.

The objective of the present work is to investigate the
retically the optical properties of a system of coupled mic
cavities as well as the dispersion relations for the charac
istic optical modes of such systems under normal incide
of light.

DISPERSION RELATIONS

Figure 1 shows a diagram of a structure in which t
interaction of localized photon states can occur. It consist
two microcavities sharing a common central Bragg reflec
~BR!. The cavities 1 and 2 are located on each side of
common reflector. The structure is bounded on the exte
sides by Bragg reflectors BR1 and BR2. The photon mo
localized in cavities 1 and 2 can interact via tunneli
through the common reflector.

The interaction will be most efficient in the case wh
the free-state characteristic frequenciesv1 andv2 of cavities
1 and 2, determined under normal incidence of light by
equations

Arg~R1!1Arg~r !12F152pN, ~1a!

Arg~R2!1Arg~r !12F252pM , ~1b!
5651063-7842/98/43(5)/4/$15.00
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are equal to each other. HereN andM are integers;r is the
amplitude reflection coefficient of the common reflecto
R1(2) is the amplitude reflection coefficient of the outer m
ror of the first~second! cavity; F1(2) are the phases acquire
by the light as it passes through the first~second! cavity,
which are determined by the expression

F1~2!5nc1~2!L1~2!v1~2! /c, ~1c!

wherenc1(2) are the refractive indices of the cavities,L1(2)

are the cavity thicknesses,v1(2) are the characteristic fre
quencies of the first~second! cavity, andc is the speed of
light in vacuum.

According to the approach set forth in Ref. 5, the disp
sion relation for the characteristic modes of the struct
shown in Fig. 1 can be written in the form

~ t22r 2!R1R2 exp~ i ~F11F2!!2exp~2 i ~F11F2!!

1r ~R1 exp~ i ~F12F2!!1R2 exp~ i ~F22F1!!!50.
~2!

For a symmetric structure withR15R25R, F15F25F,
andL15L25L one can rewrite Eq.~2! in the form

R2~ t22r 2!exp~2iF!12Rt exp~ iF!2150, ~3!

FIG. 1. Diagram of the structure.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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which can be represented as a product of two cofactors
responding to two characteristic modes of the system
coupled cavities

@R~r 1t !exp~ i ~F1w!!21#

3@R~r 2t !exp~ i ~F1w!!21#50, ~4!

wherew is the phase of the reflection coefficient of the e
terior reflectors,6 which satisfies the relation

FIG. 2. Computed transmission spectra of coupled microcavities for dif
ent values of the reflection coefficient of the common reflector.1 — R
50.996 (P512), 2 — R50.999 (P515), 3 — R50.9995 (P518), 4 —
R50.9999 (P521). Solid curves — structure side reflectors whose refl
tion coefficients equal 0.999; dashed curves — structure reflection with
reflectors whose reflection coefficients equal 0.95. The curves are sh
with respect to one another by one unit.
cor-
of

x-

w'
pn1n2

~n22n1!nc

v2ṽ

ṽ
, ~5!

where n1 and n2 are the refractive indices of the cavity
forming layers, andṽ is the Bragg interference frequency o
the reflector.

It should also be noted8 that near the Bragg interferenc
frequency of the reflector the phases of the amplitude refl
tion and transmission coefficients differ byp/2 when the
reflector contains an odd number of layers, i.e., in the cas
the symmetric structure

ArgS t

r D'
p

2
, ~6!

which becomes an exact equality at the Bragg interfere
frequency.

We shall assume thatt/r !1, i.e., the reflection coeffi-
cient of the common reflector is quite large. Substituting e
pressions~5! and~6! into Eq. ~4!, we obtain an equation for
the mode splittingDv

DvS ncL

c
1

2pn1n2

ṽ~n22n1!nc
D '2

t

r
. ~7!

If the Bragg interference frequencyṽ of the reflector
equals the frequencyv0 of the characteristic mode of a
single microcavity, as determined by Eqs.~1!, then Eq.~7!
can be rewritten in the form

Dv'
v0utu

pS ncL

l0
1

n1n2

~n22n1!nc
D , ~8!

where l052pc/v0 is the wavelength of light in vacuum
corresponding to the characteristic frequency of the mic
cavity.

OPTICAL PROPERTIES

Let us consider a symmetric system of two coupled m
crocavities with the following parameters: The refractive i
dices of both cavitiesnc54, the thicknesses of the cavities

fer-

ec-
side
ifted
-

9

d

FIG. 3. Splitting of the modes in the
spectrum as a function of the reflec
tion coefficient of the common re-
flector with the reflection coefficients
of the side reflectors equal to 0.99
~squares! and 0.95 ~circles!. The
solid line shows the curve calculate
from Eq. ~8!.
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and 2 are 225 nm, the refractive indices of the reflector lay
aren153 andn254, and the layers in the reflectors are
and 56.25 nm thick. For such a system the radiation wa
length corresponding to the characteristic modes of cavitie
and 2 is l05900 nm andṽ5v0. Let the side reflectors
consist ofQ pairs of layers, and let the common reflect
containP layers with a refractive index of 3 which are sep
rated by a (P21)-th layer with a refractive index of 4.

Figure 2 shows light transmission spectra calculated
the transfer matrix method9 for different values of the reflec
tion coefficients of the common and side reflectors. One
see that as the reflection coefficient of the common refle
increases, the splitting of the peaks in the spectrum
creases, and in a strongly damped structure~side reflectors
with lower reflection coefficients! increasing the reflection
coefficient of the common reflector can cause the two pe
to merge into one peak corresponding to a transition fr
strong to weak coupling.

Figure 3a shows the splitting of the spectral features a
function of the reflection coefficient of the common reflect
For comparison, the solid line shows the curve determi
by Eq.~8!. Figure 3b shows the same dependences on a s
that makes it possible to see the transition from the stron
weak coupling. In all cases one can see the character
square-root dependence on the coupling parameter, whic
this case is the transmission coefficient of the common
flector.

We shall now turn to the anticrossing modes in our s
tem. Figure 4 shows a family of light transmission spectra
coupled microcavities whose thicknesses~and correspond-
ingly the characteristic frequencies! differ somewhat. One
can see that when the spectral position of one mode of

FIG. 4. Computed transmission spectra of coupled microcavities with
thickness of cavity 1 fixed at 225 nm and different values of the thicknes
cavity 2.1 — 227,2 — 226,3 — 225,4 — 224,5 — 223 nm; the layers in
all three reflectors have the same thickness. The curves are shifted
respect to one another by one unit.
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system changes, so does the position of the other mode,
the modes are coupled. Analyzing the positions of the sp
tral features, one can see that they demonstrate anticros
It is also evident that the amplitudes of the peaks in
transmission spectra decrease with increasing detuning o
cavities.

Figure 5 shows the positions of the characteristic mo
of the system, determined by Eq.~2!, as functions of the
relative detuningD of the cavities

D5
v2v0

v0
. ~9!

The curves have the well-known form of dispersio
curves for coupled oscillators of various natures, viz.,
anticrossing of modes. The positions of the resonance
tures in the spectra are virtually identical in this case to
solutions of Eq.~2!.

The main results of this work are as follows. We ha
studied the interaction of localized photon states in a str
ture consisting of a system of two coupled microcavitie
resulting in splitting of the optical modes of the system. A
analytical expression was obtained for the splitting. The
tical properties of the system were analyzed for normal in
dence of light.

This work was supported by the Russian Fund for Fu
damental Research~Grant No. 96-02-17836! and the Inter-
disciplinary Science and Technology Program ‘‘Physics
Solid-State Nanostructures.’’
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helpful discussions.
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FIG. 5. Position of the characteristic optical modes of a system of
coupled microcavities as a function of the relative detuning of the cavitie
and 2, determined with the aid of Eq.~1!.
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On the possibility of distributed associative writing of information by the superimposition
of images „plurography …
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An expository account is given for the principle of distributed associative writing of optical
images by recording in a photosensitive medium the total signal from a set of superimposed images
with a random spatial shift. The method preserves the basic characteristic qualities of the
holographic method but does not require the use of sources of coherent or monochromatic
radiation. The results of an experimental test of the method are presented. ©1998
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~98!01805-4#
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PRINCIPLE OF THE METHOD

The proposed principle of distributed associative writi
of information is to a certain extent a synthesis of the optic1

and neural-net2–4 methods of implementing an associati
memory. It can be briefly described as a method for detec
self-similar images by repeated random superimposition
the images and the selection of bright spots, which are a
ciates of different parts of the complete image. The system
associates, each containing information from many part
the image, that is recorded in this manner on a record
medium is a conditioned coded representation~plurogram! of
the image.

Figure 1 elucidates the writing and reconstruction o
complete image according to its parts. Image1, for example,
in the form of a luminous letterA, is reconstructed on a fla
surface of a photosensitive material3 with the aid of a plate
2 containing a set of randomly distributed pinholes of sm
diameter. The random superimpositions of the images ari
in this peculiar sort of pinhole camera produce a complica
field of illuminance, some sections of which have a relativ
high illumination intensity. The photosensitive material~or,
more generally, the recording medium! has the property that

FIG. 1. Diagram elucidating the principle of coded writing of images by
plurography method. a — Multiplication of images of the symbolA ~1! by
a set of pinholes in an opaque plate~2! and the superimposition of the
images on a photosensitive material~3! with the formation of bright spots
(4, 48), b — the illuminance of a single reflection, an associate of
luminous parts of the symbol, produces upon reversal of the ray path,
mination in the absent part of the image.
5691063-7842/98/43(5)/4/$15.00
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after exposure, traces~reflections! remain in the material
only at locations where the exposure level is higher tha
prescribed threshold value.4 In other words, traces appear i
the recording medium only at locations where bright sup
impositions occur. When a contrast~threshold! type of posi-
tive photosensitive material is used, a trace of the symboA
appears in the form of many bright separate spots of vari
configurations against a black background.

Associative reconstruction of a complete image from
part of the image is elucidated in Fig. 1b. When a fragm
of an image is demonstrated, images of part of the symboA
being demonstrated are superimposed on the plurogram3,
just as during writing. In the process, the bright eleme
which were created as a result of the superimposition of
now present and absent~dashed! parts of the image1 will
with a certain probability be illuminated. Then there w
appear a superimposition of conditioned images — the i
minated bright elements of the plurogram — but now in t
plane of the initial partial symbolA. As a result of the selec
tion of the bright associates at the writing stage, and in vi
of the reversibility of ray paths, there is a higher probabil
of bright superimpositions occurring within the contour
the initial image. By making a secondary selection of brig
spots of illumination~for example, once again using a high
contrast photosensitive material!, one can reconstruct the ab
sent part~parts! of the image, element by element.

ELEMENTS OF THE THEORETICAL DESCRIPTION

We shall confine our attention here, for simplicity, to th
writing and reconstruction of one-dimensional images, wh
are characterized by the coordinate dependence of the br
nessB(x) of the radiation from a strip of constant widthb,
for example, a set of luminous strips of different length~Fig.
2a!.

Suppose that a plate with openings is located at a
tancea from the image, and that the photosensitive layer
located at a distanceh from the image. In this case an ope
ing in the plate at a coordinatexi ( i is the number of the
opening! will bring about the formation on the photosens

u-
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 2. Graphical illustration of distributed
writing of a one-dimensional image~a–c!
and its associative reconstruction~d–g!.
1 — Image,2 — elements of the plurogram
3 — superimposition of inverted images
4 — writing threshold,5 — coded trace of
the image~plurogram!, 6 — part of the dem-
onstrated image,7 — superimpositions of
partial inverted images,8 — illuminance of
the plurogram,9 — brightness of the reflec-
tions of the plurogram,10 — initial image,
11 — reconstruction threshold.
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tive medium an inverted image of the original imageB(x),
with the coordinate transformation given by the relation

x85x1
h

a
~xi2x!, ~1!

wherex and x8 are, respectively, the coordinate of an e
ment of the subject image and the coordinate correspon
to this element on the photosensitive recording medium.

If the total number of pinholes in the plate isn, then one
will have a superimposition ofn inverted images. The inten
sity I (x8) of the light incident on the recording medium
determined by the directional pattern of the radiation of
luminous elements of the image, the diameterd of an open-
ing, and the distance between the image and the recor
medium. Assuming that 1! the angle of formationa of the
image elements through any openingi is small, 2! the diam-
eterd of the openings is much greater than the wavelengtl
in a wavelength band1! Dl, and 3! the angular distribution of
the radiation intensity is cosinusoidal, one can assume
the intensity of the light incident on the photosensitive m
terial through one opening will be proportional to the brigh
nessB(x) of the light:
-
ng

e

ng

at
-

I ~x8!5j•B~x!, ~2!

wherej is a coefficient of proportionality.
In this case the coordinate dependence of the intensit

the light incident on the photosensitive material will be d
to the superimposition ofn images:

I ~x8!5j(
i 51

n

B@xi2~x82xi !/~h/a21!#. ~3!

If the photosensitive recording medium possesses an
cumulative property, then the accumulated dose is the ex
sure levelE(x8,t)

E~x8,t !5I ~x8!•t, ~4!

wheret is the exposure time.
As we have said, only traces of bright signal superimp

sitions should remain on the recording medium. This ma
it necessary to introduce a threshold exposure leveluE ~Fig.
2b!. For definiteness, let us assume that a trace mark on
recording medium signifies the appearance of a region wi
high reflection coefficientR(x8) for the incident lightI (x8).
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Then the writing of an image on the medium, with allowan
for the accumulation–threshold property, can be represe
as follows:

R~x8!5¸@E~x8!2uE#, if E~x8!2uE>0; ~5!

R~x8!50, if E~x8!2uE,0. ~6!

Here the coefficienţ depends on the properties of the ph
tosensitive material. Expressions~5! and ~6! are a coded
record of the original imageB(x), i.e., a plurogram~Fig. 2c!.

The reconstruction of a complete image from its pa
occurs as a result of the illumination of some of the refl
tions of the plurogram, which were formed by superimpo
tion of radiation from the present and absent parts of
original image. The part of the image that is present can a
be a sampling of many fragments of the image. Here
bound the coordinates of the exitance of the object image
the interval@xs ,xf # with xs , xfP@xs ;xe#, wherexs and xe

are the limits of the complete image~Fig. 2d!. In this case of
presentation of a partial image, the illuminanceI f(x8) of the
elements of the plurogram is given by expression~3!, but the
coordinates of the exitance of the original imageB(x) are
limited by the length of the image fragment, i.e.,x
P@xs ;xf #. The illuminance of the reflections~Fig. 2e! pro-
duces a relief of the brightness distributionBp(x8) on the
recording medium,

Bp~x8!5bI f~x8!R~x8!, ~7!

whereb is a coefficient of proportionality.
The conditioned imageBp(x8) which appears~Fig. 2f! is

once again transformed inton superimpositions, but now in
the plane of the original image:

I ~x!5j8(
i 51

n

BpFx1
h

a
~xi2x!G , ~8!

where j8 is a coefficient of proportionality relating th
brightness of an element of the plurogram at the coordin
x8 with the intensity of the light entering through a sing
opening in the plane of the original image at the coordin
x.

Repeated signal selection is possible, both with resp
to the intensityI (x) of the received radiation and with re
spect to the exposure levelE(x)5I (x)t. Choosing the first
option ~Fig. 2g!, we can write the reconstructed part of th
imageI r(x) in the form

I r~x!5I ~x!2u I , if I ~x!>u I ; ~9!

I r~x!50 if I ~x!,u I . ~10!

The selection of bright superimpositions of images
cording to a prescribed threshold at the writing stage me
that light from many luminous parts of the subject ima
arrive in the region of the reflection that is formed. Since
ray paths are reversible when reconstruction is done thro
the openings through which the reflection was formed, in
image reconstruction stage the probability of superimpo
tions of light from the reflections of the trace is higher with
the luminous regions of the original image than it is outs
ed
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these regions. A secondary selection with respect to inten
performed at this stage will reveal the odds in favor of th

We note that a plate with openings is not the on
method for producing superimposition of images. Moreov
it is not necessary to superimpose undistorted proportio
images.

EXPERIMENTAL CONFIRMATION OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
RECONSTRUCTING IMAGES FROM A PLUROGRAM

In the course of the investigations experiments were p
formed on writing and reconstruction of images by t
method proposed above. For this, a luminous letterS in the
form of a set of bright dots~Fig. 3a! was formed using a light
source and a light mask. A plate with a 232 cm format,
containing randomly distributed openings 0.2 mm in dia
eter and with a density of 60 cm2, was placed midway be
tween the image and the photosensitive material. The
tance between the image and the photosensitive material

FIG. 3. Result of an experimental test of image writing and reconstruc
by the plurography method. a — Luminous symbol, b — coded trace of the
symbol, c — result of image reconstruction.
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h524 cm. The accumulation–threshold property of the
cording medium was realized by using a special cont
photosensitive material with negative–positive inversio
Figure 3b shows the plurographic recording of the letterS.

The main difficulty arising in the experiments on ass
ciative reconstruction of the absent part of the image i
strong parasitic background which appears as a result o
flection of light from the ‘‘black’’ regions of the plurogram
For this reason, here we confine ourselves to demonstra
the reconstruction of the complete subject image using
reflected light but rather the light transmitted through
plurogram prepared on photographic film with a ligh
scattering interlayer. The result of image reconstruction
ing this conditioned coded representation~plurogram! and
obtained with the aid of a special contrast photographic
per is shown in Fig. 3c.

In the experiments it was also possible to observe
reconstructed image visually on frosted glass placed at
same distance from the plurogram as the original image
ing writing. The image can be observed with accepta
sharpness when a portion of the plurogram is covered. T
attests to the distributed nature of the recording.

As one can see from Fig. 3c, image reconstruction
curs against the background of random bright spots.
doubtedly, a sharper threshold in the photorecording med
can lower this undesirable background. Another possibilit
to use receiving systems with attractive properties.

The proposed method of signal recording suppleme
the earlier versions: structural reflection5,6 and adaptive dif-
fraction grating.7

In conclusion, we note that the limitations of this meth
must be investigated in detail in order to assess its techn
-
st
.
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value. First and foremost, it is necessary to take accoun
diffraction phenomena and to find the optimal values of
writing and reconstruction thresholds giving the best rec
structed image quality. In any case, the possibility of distr
uted associative writing without the use of sources of coh
ent radiation is in itself of methodological interest.

We express our deep appreciation to A. N. Pikhtin fo
discussion of this work and for valuable remarks and to I.
Mityureva for constructive discussions, which prompted t
investigation. M. A. Koltok provided enormous assistance
performing this investigation, for which we are very gratef
to her.

1!There exists an optimal diameter of the opening in a pinhole camera
obtaining maximum image resolution, equal to 0.95A(h2a)l.
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Aspects of an experimental study of the temporal characteristics of switches for topologically
modulated signals are considered. A microwave resistive switch card serves as the
experimental model. The clock frequency of the generator of topologically modulated pulses
developed is chosen such that the ratio of the wavelength at the clock frequency to the dimensions
of the standard switch card is equal to 104. It is concluded on the basis of the virtual
absence of distortions of the input pulses switched by the device and the application of scaling to
the experimental results that a switch of micron dimensions is effective for microsecond
pulses, confirming the previously obtained theoretical data. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7842~98!01905-9#
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INTRODUCTION

One of the trends in microelectronics is to take into a
count the spatial features of the fields of electromagn
signals in circuits with high clock frequencies and a hi
element packing density.1–3 One of the ways to accomplis
this is to use pulsed topological modulation, which was p
posed in Ref. 4. The possibility of the subpicosecond swit
ing of signals of a given type in different layers of an int
grated circuit has been demonstrated, experimental mo
of switches for the microwave range have been develo
and investigated experimentally, and the realization
quasineural operations when spatially nonuniform fields
superposed has been substantiated.5–7 In the present work it
is proposed that our main attention be focused on experim
tal investigations of the temporal characteristics of switc
that were previously calculated only within theoretic
models.4–7

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL OF THE SWITCH AND DETAILS OF
THE INVESTIGATION

Let us briefly consider the features of topologica
modulated signals and the methods used to process t
Digital information is contained in the spatial structure of t
electromagnetic field lines, i.e., a topological scheme.4,5 The
discrete processing of such signals requires devices tha
nonlinear with respect to the field topology. It is known fro
theoretical data that passive circuits can have such nonlin
ity. The possibility of circumventing the physics of semico
ductor effects permits the realization of ultrafast operatio
involving, for example, the spatial switching of signals in t
bulk of an integrated circuit. Examples of such devic
which have been termed topological switches, were
scribed in Refs. 5–7, which also present experimental d
on the spatial separation of analog microwave signals.
object of the present work was to experimentally and th
retically investigate nonstationary switching process. For
purpose we used an experimental model of a resistive sw
5731063-7842/98/43(5)/3/$15.00
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which was previously investigated by experimental mean
the microwaveS band~Fig. 1!.7 It is fabricated on a Polikor
(«59.6) card with a thickness of 1 mm and has the form
an octupole~Fig. 1!. Coupled strip transmission lines~I! of
width 0.77 mm serve as the inputs~1,2!, to which even or
odd modes having fields with different spatial structures
supplied. The distance between the strips is equal to 0
mm. The temporal shape of the input signals is square
nearly so. When an even mode is supplied to the input,
conductors in the coupled transmission lines are char
equally, and the signal consequently reaches only outpuII .
An odd mode, which has a different field topology, is r
flected nearly entirely from outputII and reaches outputIII
along a 50-V strip line. Spatial switching of the signals i
thereby accomplished. Film resistors withR550 V are used
for short-circuited conversion and for implementing the po
sibility of recording the voltage in the odd-mode regime.

FIG. 1. Structural diagram of the experimental model for measuring
temporal characteristics of a resistive switch for topologically modula
signals:G — generator,S — switch for selecting the operating modes of th
signal generator,K — correcting circuit,TS — resistive switch for topo-
logically modulated signals,R — film resistors.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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To test the operation of the switch in a nonstationa
signal switching regime, we developed a signal genera
which permits the supply of even or odd modes to the in
of the coupled strip transmission lines. A structural diagr
of such a device is presented in Fig. 1 and consists o
signal generatorG in a KR1533LN1 microcircuit, mounted
elements, a correcting circuitK, a switchS for selecting the
operating mode, the circuit card under investigationTS, and
high-resistance loadsRN2 andRN3.

Correct selection of the clock frequency with consid
ation of the dimensions of the switch is important, since
results of the experimental investigations are to be use
draw a conclusion regarding the effectiveness of such a
sign fabricated according to a technology for very large sc
integrated circuits~VLSIs!. For example, the ratio of the
wavelengthlT at the clock frequencyf T to the characteristic
dimensionsde of the VLSI elements (K05lT /de) ranges
from one to several powers of ten.1–3 The experimental
model of the switch investigated was fabricated using a
brid microwave technology with dimensions of the order
several millimeters~Fig. 1!. The distancede between inputI
and outputsII andIII is 30 mm. Therefore, to correctly appl
the scaling method,2 the clock frequencyf T was selected
such thatK05104. This value is typical of the overwhelmin
majority of VLSIs.1–3 Applying the principles of modern mi
croelectronics, we can assert in a first approximation that
switching properties of the switch will be invariant again
increases in the clock frequency up to the microwave ran
if K0 remains unchanged as the geometric dimensions of
switch are simultaneously reduced to micron values.

RESULTS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS

The temporal characteristics of the experimental mo
developed were measured using an S1-99 oscillograph w
standard 1 MV input resistance. The error in the measu
ments of the signal shape does not exceed 5%. The
output of the instrument was also loaded with an equiva
1 MV resistance during the measurements.

When a periodic sequence of pulses of the even m
was generated, their synchronism was virtually maintaine
the input of the coupled strip transmission lines~Figs. 2a and
2b!, and a signal which is somewhat diminished in amplitu
because of the resistorsR was fed into the high-resistanc
input of the oscillograph~Fig. 2c!. In this case the signal a
output III was suppressed by 30 dB . The final degree
suppression is governed primarily by the error in the gene
tion of ‘‘cophasal’’ pulses of identical amplitude.

The generation of pulses of the odd mode had its o
special features, since some asynchronism of the pulse
opposite polarity was observed due to the operation of
microcircuit. This led to the appearance of a pulse of
even mode at outputII , whose duration was approximate
equal to the asynchronism interval. To eliminate the erro
the operation of the microcircuit in this regime, we dev
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oped a correcting circuit, whose parameters were adju
experimentally. It made it possible to suppress pulses
short duration at outputII by 27 dB. Greater synchronism o
the pulses forming the odd mode is possible when a be
integrated circuit is used.

CONCLUSIONS

Aspects of an experimental study of the temporal ch
acteristics of switches for topologically modulated sign
have been considered. A microwave resistive switch c
served as the experimental model. The clock frequency
the generator of topologically modulated pulses develo
was selected so that the ratio of the wavelength at the c
frequency to the dimensions of the standard switch c
would be equal to 104. It has been concluded on the basis
the virtual absence of distortions of the input pulses switch
by the device and the application of scaling to the expe
mental results that a switch of micron dimensions is effect
for microsecond pulses, confirming the theoretical data p
viously obtained.4–7

We thank V. A. Gorlanov for his assistance in perform
ing the experiments.
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FIG. 2. Time dependences of the signals at inputI and outputII of the
switch for topologically modulated signals: a — voltage at input terminal1;
b — voltage at input terminal2; c — voltage at switch outputII . The ratio
of the wavelengthlT at the clock frequency to the dimensions of the swit
cardlT /de5104, and the on–off time ratio of the pulses is 0.33.
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Parametric interaction of volume magnetostatic waves in a ferrite film with
spatiotemporal modulation of the magnetic field
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Effects of the resonant Bragg scattering of magnetostatic backward volume waves on the
periodic structure of a conductive meander pattern with an alternating current are analyzed
theoretically and compared with experiment. It is shown that unlike a static grating, a
dynamic grating causes a frequency shift of the scattered wave. It is proposed that this
phenomenon be utilized for effective control of the intermodal conversion of magnetostatic waves.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~98!02005-4#
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INTRODUCTION

Long-wavelength magnetostatic spin waves~MSWs!
propagating in yttrium-iron garnet~YIG! films are very sen-
sitive to the conditions on the film surface and to the exter
magnetic field. This makes it possible to control the pro
gation of the waves by creating weak inhomogeneities on
film surface.

Static inhomogeneities can be formed, for example,
etching the film through a periodic mask,1 by periodically
varying the magnetization and anisotropy fields during i
plantation of the ferrite film,2 by depositing a grating of con
ductive strips on the film surface,3 or by placing a high-
coercivity magnetic ribbon with a harmonic distribution
the magnetic field in it alongside the film.4 When the condi-
tions for spatial synchronism are satisfied, resonant Br
scattering of an MSW on the static inhomogeneities acco
panied by alteration of the wave number of the MSW tak
place.

Dynamic inhomogeneity can be formed by depositing
conductor in the form of a meander pattern on the surfac
a ferrite film and passing an alternating current through5

The current flowing through the conductor creates spatiot
poral inhomogeneity of the magnetic field, which actua
has the form of two magnetic-field waves traveling in opp
site directions. If the amplitude of these waves is small co
pared with the homogeneous internal magnetic field in
film, an MSW will undergo inelastic scattering on the tra
eling waves when the phase synchronism conditions are
isfied. Unlike scattering on static inhomogeneities, in
present case not only the wave number, but also the
quency of the scattered MSW will be altered when the c
ditions for resonant Bragg scattering are satisfied. Sim
phenomena appear when an MSW is scattered on a su
acoustic wave traveling in a film.6 However, the periodic
5761063-7842/98/43(5)/8/$15.00
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structures with a current considered in the present work p
mit achievement of complete interconversion of the MS
harmonics over considerably shorter interaction lengths
that the influence of damping can be less significant in t
case than in acoustomagnetic scattering.7 In addition, the
simplicity of the design of creating spatially periodic inh
mogeneity using an alternating magnetic field is attractiv

The effects of the parametric interaction of MSWs ha
been analyzed only in reference to various static inhomo
neous structures and for the case of the scattering of MS
on surface acoustic waves. The present work is the first
tailed theoretical and experimental investigation of the Bra
scattering of magnetostatic backward volume waves~MSB-
VWs! in a YIG film with a conductive meander pattern d
posited on its surface.

THEORY OF THE COLLINEAR SCATTERING OF
MAGNETOSTATIC BACKWARD VOLUME WAVES

Let us consider a flat ferrite film of thicknessd with a
conductor in the form of a meander pattern positioned n
its surface, as is shown in Fig. 1. We direct thex axis of a
Cartesian coordinate system orthogonally to the plane of
film surface, placing the origin midway between the low
and upper surfaces. We assume that the meander patte
unrestricted in aperture along they axis, and its periodL
along thez axis significantly exceeds the film thicknessd, so
that the conditionL@d is satisfied. The external uniform
magnetizing fieldH0 is directed along thez axis parallel to
the plane of the film. In this case magnetostatic backw
volume waves can propagate along the field direction.

The structure of the magnetic fields and the dispers
equation for the MSBVWs in the case of a static exter
field ~in the absence of a meander pattern! are found by
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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solving the linearized system of equations of motion of
magnetic momentM and the magnetostatic equations

dM

dt
52g@M3H#, curl H50, div B50, ~1!

whereB5m0(H1M ), H5H01h, H0 is the constant mag
netic field in the ferrite,h is the nonuniform demagnetizin
field, m0 is the permeability of a vacuum, andg is the mag-
netomechanical ratio.

The system of equations is supplemented by the bou
ary conditions for continuity of the normal component of t
magnetic inductionBx and the tangent of the field compo
nenthz at the film surfaces

Bxux56d/25const, hzux56d/25const. ~2!

The solution of this problem is well known.8 If we introduce
the scalar potentialc for the magnetizing fieldh52¹c, the
mode structure and the dispersion of the MSBVWs will
described for even modes by the following formulas:

cn5H An cos~bnx!exp@ i ~vnt2kz!#1c.c., uxu,d/2,

An cos~bnd/2!exp@ i ~vnt2kz!

2k~ uxu2d/2!#1c.c., uxu>d/2,
~3!

wheren is the mode number,vn is the frequency of thenth
mode,An is its amplitude,k is the wave number,

bn5
uku

Ax1
~n!21

, x1
~n!5

vHvM

vn
22vH

2
,

vH5gH, vM5gM .

The dispersion equation has the form

tanS bnd

2 D52
bn

k
. ~4!

For odd modes

cn5H Bnsin~bnx!exp@ i ~vnt2kz!#1c.c., uxu,d/2,

Bn sin~bnd/2!exp@ i ~vnt2kz!

2k~ uxu2d/2!#1c.c., uxu>d/2,
~5!

Their dispersion equation has the form

tanS bnd

2 D5
bn

k
. ~6!

FIG. 1. Geometry of the structure investigated:1 — ferrite ~YIG! film, 2 —
grating ~meander pattern!.
e

d-

The characteristic features of the spectrum of th
waves are the negative group velocity and the fact tha
vanishes on the boundaries of the frequency range for t
existencevH<vn,v0, where v05AvH(vH1vM). The
only exception is the fundamental zero-order odd mo
whose dispersion at the beginning of the spectrum has a
ear character:

v~0!~k!5v02Vgk1O~~kd!2!,

where

Vg5
dv

dk U
k50

5
v0

22vH
2

4v0
d

is the group velocity of the fundamental mode at the beg
ning of the spectrum.

Because of the large group velocity, the fundamen
mode is excited most efficiently by microstrip transduce
and is damped more slowly as it propagates than are
higher modes.

As was shown in Ref. 8, the presence of a conduct
grating near the surface of the ferrite film leads to interf
ence effects due to the interaction of the signal and reflec
harmonics of the MSWs. These effects are strong under
conditions of Bragg synchronism, for which conditio
v(k)5v(K02k), whereK052p/L is the wave number of
the grating, holds. Passage of an alternating currenI
5I 0cos(Vt) with a frequencyV through the meander patter
produces a standing wave, whose period is two times gre
than the period of the static reflective grating. The conditio
for scattering on this wave coincide with the conditions f
Bragg diffraction on a meander pattern without a curre
only for double reflection processes with a zero total f
quency shift. In the general case the synchronism conditi
for scattering on static and dynamic gratings do not coinci
In order that they could be considered independent, the
rent modulation frequencyV must exceed the width of the
opacity band formed in the case of scattering on a st
grating. Below we shall assume that this condition is sa
fied.

We represent the magnetic field wave created by an
ternating current in a meander pattern in the form of an
pansion in a Fourier series

h~z,t !5(
n

(
s

h~n,s!exp@ i ~sKnz2Vt !#1c.c., ~7!

where h(n,s)5(hx
(n,s), 0,hz

(n,s)) is the amplitude of thenth
Fourier harmonic,V is its frequency,Kn5pn/L, and the
valuess561 correspond to propagation of the wave in d
rections parallel and antiparallel to thez axis, respectively.

Generally speaking, the amplitude of the first harmo
decreases exponentially with increasing distance from
meander pattern into the bulk of the film. However, if th
film is sufficiently thin, and the conditionKnd!1 holds, this
dependence can be neglected in a first approximation.

With consideration of the magnetic shielding of the fie
within the film, the amplitudes of the harmonics are relat
to the current in the meander pattern by the following e
pression:
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hx
~n,s!52

ihz
~n,s!

11x'

5
2aI0exp~2Knb!

p~11x'!
sinS pnl

2L D sin2S pn

2 D , ~8!

wherea andl are the thickness and width of the meand
coil transducer,b is the gap between the meander pattern a
the film ~Fig. 1!, andx'5M /H is the static susceptibility o
the film ~Appendix A!.

The general solution of the system of initial equatio
~1! should be sought, according to Floquet’s theorem,9 in the
form

c5 (
m52`

1`

(
n51

1`

(
s

cm
~n,s!exp@ im~sKnz2Vt !#

3exp@ i ~kz2vt !#1c.c. ~9!

It is a set of harmonics, which are shifted in frequency a
wave number by the vector (smKn ,mV). In the zeroth ap-
proximation with respect to the amplitude of the variab
magnetic field~or with respect to the small parameter«n

5maxuh(n,s)u/H!1) the dependence of the amplitudes of t
harmonicscm

(n,s) on the transverse coordinatex is given by
formulas ~3! and ~5!, in which it should be assumed tha
vm(k)5v(usmKn1ku)1mV. The presence of a nonzer
periodic fieldh(x,t) leads to an interaction between the ha
monics. In a first approximation with respect to«n the har-
monics with the adjacent mode numbersm50 andm561
interact most strongly at the points where the correspond
dispersion curvesvm(k) cross, i.e.,

v~ks!5v~k!1sV, ks5k1sKn . ~10!

It follows from ~10! that single and multiple forward
scattering and backscattering of MSBVWs are possible, a
shown in Fig. 2. The dispersion curves of the MSBVWs
the figure were calculated using Eq.~4! for the fundamental
mode and the values of the parameters corresponding to
experimental conditions presented below. It is seen that
character of the scattering of an original wave having

FIG. 2. Calculated scattering pattern of the fundamental magnetostatic
ume mode for a modulation frequencyV/2p530 MHz and a meander-
pattern periodL5500 mm.
-
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frequencyv and the wave numberk depends on the wave
number of the magnetic waveK. Whenk.K, only forward
scattering ~unidirectional scattering! of the original wave
with an increase or decrease in the wave number accom
nied by a decrease or increase in the frequency, respecti
is possible. Whenk,K, both forward scattering and back
scattering~bidirectional scattering! accompanied by either a
decrease or an increase in the frequency of the wave is
sible. In the general case the frequencies of the scatt
wavesv1 andv2 are located at different distances along t
frequency scale from the frequency of the original wavev.

Figure 3 presents calculated synchronism curves for
zero-order MSBVWs~1! in a YIG film with a thickness of
20 mm immersed in a field of intensityH5600 Oe in the
case of single scattering on a meander pattern with a pe
L51000mm. Bidirectional scattering takes place in the fr
quency rangef . f 1, and unidirectional scattering takes pla
in the frequency rangef , f 1.

The bidirectional scattering of MSBVWs at small valu
of «n is described well by the coupling equations for t
amplitudes of the envelopes of the synchronized harmon
These equations are obtained by averaging the original e
tions ~1! over the fast variables by the Bogoliubov
Mitropolsky method or by the singular perturbation meth
for media with spatiotemporal periodicity generalized to t
case of bounded media.10

In the case of bidirectional scattering the coupling eq
tions have the following form:

i
]A1

]t
1 iV1

]A1

]z
1vB

1A21 idv1A250,

i
]A2

]t
2 iV2

]A2

]z
1vB

2A11 idv2A150, ~11!

whereA6 are the amplitudes of the interacting harmonic

ol-

FIG. 3. Dependence of the frequencies of the scattered waves on the
quency of the signal wave for scattering on meandering conductors
various periods.L, mm: 1 — 500,2 — 200,3 — 100.
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V65dv6 /dk are the group velocities,dv6 are the line-
widths of the interacting MSW harmonics, andvB

6 are the
coupling coefficients.

As the calculations show~Appendix B!, the coupling
coefficients for modes of identical symmetry have the for

vBB
s 5

h~n,s!

M

2b2s
2 ~k2s2ks!~x1

1x1
21x2

1x2
2!

k2s~bs
22b2s

2 !F11
ksd

2 S 11
bs

2

ks
2 D G]x1

s

]v

,

~12!

where

x1
s5

vHvM

vs
22vH

2
, x2

s5
vsvM

vs
22vH

2
, bs

25
k2

x1
s21

,

vs5v~ks!, ks5uk1sKnu.

When modes of different symmetry interact, the~even-
odd! coupling coefficients take the form

vBA
s 5

ih ~n,s!

M

2b2sks

bs
2F11

ksd

2 S 11
bs

2

ks
2 D G]x1

1

]v

3H vM

v
~x2

s1x2
2s!1

bs
2~k2s2ks!

~bs
22b2s

2 !ks

3F S x1
~V50!x1

s1
vM

vs
~x2

~V50!1x2
2s!D G J . ~13!

For meander patterns with a large period, for whichK0d
5pd/L!1, Eqs.~12! and~13! are simplified, and when the
conditionsV/v!1 andkd!1 are satisfied for the first-orde
modes, they take the following form
b
al
vBB
s .

hz
~n,s!

M

vM~vH
2 1v2!

2vHv
, vAB

s .
ihx

~n,s!

M

vM
2

v
Akd

2
.

~14!

It follows from the formulas obtained that the couplin
coefficient for bidirectional scattering at small wave numb
is maximal for modes of identical symmetry and depen
weakly on the frequency, in contrast to the case of mode
different symmetry. The scattering efficiency, which is d
fined as

h5
A2~z!

A1~0!
U

z5L

,

is found by solving Eqs.~12! with the boundary conditions

A1~z!uz505A1~0!, A2~z!uz5L50, ~15!

whereL is the length of the meander pattern.
SettingA65A6exp@i(v2v6)t#, wherev6 are the fre-

quencies of the synchronized MSBVWs@see Eq.~10!#, for
the amplitudes of the interacting harmonics, from the so
tion of the boundary-value problem we obtain the followin
expression for the scattering efficiency:

h5U A2~L !

A1~0!
U

5U ~aV12Dv2 idv1!22b2V1
2

vB
1@aV12Dv2 idv11bV11cot~ ibL !#

U . ~16!

Here

a5
Dv~V22V1!1 i ~V2dv12V1dv2!

2V1V2
,

b5
$@Dv~V11V2!1 i ~V1dv21V2dv1!#224V1V2vB

1vB
2%1/2

2V1V2
,

.,

at-
p

ns
the

d-
at-
Dv5v2v1 is the detuning.
For single-mode scattering we can setV15V25V,

dv15dv25dv, and vB
15vB

25vB to good accuracy in
the case of Knd!1. Then, using Q to denote
A(Dv1 idv)22vB

2, we obtain

h5
vB

uDv1 idv1 iQ cot~LQ/V!u
. ~17!

When the length of the grating is large andLQ/V@1,
this expression takes an even simpler form

h~L5`!'
vB

uDv1 idv1Qu
. ~18!

It is seen from~18! that for vB@dv the detuning rela-
tive to the mode synchronization frequency is determined
the half-width of the frequency splitting of the spectr
y

curves, i.e.,Dv'vB , while for a weak interaction (vB

!dv) it is determined by the width of the MSW line, i.e
Dv'dv.

Let us now consider the case of the unidirectional sc
tering of MSBVWs. In this case the sign in front of the grou
velocity V2 in the second of the mode coupling equatio
~11! should be reversed. The boundary conditions for
amplitudes of the envelopes then take the form

A1~z!uz505A1~0!, A2~z!uz5050. ~19!

The solution of the coupling equations with these boun
ary conditions gives the following expressions for the sc
tering efficiency:
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h15UA2~L !

A1~0!
U5 vB

juV2u
usin~jL !uexpS 2

dvL

2Vmid
D ~20!

with a decrease in the wave number and

h25U A1~L !

A1~0!
U

5Ucos~jL !1 i
~ uV1u2uV2u!~Dv1 idv!

2uV1V2uj
sin~jL !U

3expS 2
dvL

2Vmid
D ~21!

with an increase in the wave number. Here

j5
A~ uV1u2uV2u!2~Dv1 idv!214uV1V2uvB

2

2uV1V2u
,

Vav5
2uV1V2u

uV1u1uV2u
.

In the case of sufficiently large coupling coefficien
where vB@dv, and a small difference between the gro
velocities of the interacting waves (DV!V), it follows from
~20! and ~21! that

h15sin~jL !expS 2
dvL

2V D ,

h25cos~jL !expS 2
dvL

2V D , ~22!

where it has been taken into account thatj'vB /V.
Formulas ~22! show that whenLvB!p/2, maximum

conversion is achieved at zero detuning (Dv50). However,
whenLvB'p/2, the suppression of unidirectional scatteri
is possible near the synchronization frequency, and a s
detuning can promote an increase in the interconversio
the harmonics. Under the conditions of phase synchron
whereDv50, the conversion efficiency depends strongly
the group velocity of the MSWs. As the velocity decreas
(V→0), the amplitudes of the interacting waves not on
decay, but also oscillate due to the decrease in the chara
istic wave interaction lengthL;V/vB→0.

Double-scattering processes with a double freque
shift appearing at the pointsv(ks)5v(k)12sV, whereks

5uk12sKnu, are characterized by significantly smaller sc
tering amplitudes, since their coupling coefficients are
versely proportional to the amplitude of the modulating fie
raised to the second power:vB

(2);(h/H)2. Double scattering
without a frequency shift is masked, in addition, by t
Bragg scattering of MSWs without a frequency shift on t
metallic grating of the meander pattern. The latter effect
be eliminated, in principle, by shielding the SHF field fro
the meandering conductor by metallizing the surface of
ferrite film using a thin insulating separating layer.

RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS

In the experimental investigations we used a YIG film
thickness d520 mm with the saturation magnetizatio
4pM.1750 H and the ferromagnetic resonance linewi
,

all
of

,
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er-
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-

n

e

f

h

DH50.6 Oe grown by liquid-phase epitaxy on a nonma
netic substrate measuring 4320 mm. The film was presse
against a Polikor substrate, on whose surface two broad-b
microstrip transducers and a conductor in the form of a m
ander pattern between them were deposited by photolith
raphy. The transducers, which had a width of 50mm and a
length of 4 mm, were placed at a distancel 58 mm from one
another. Meander patterns with a conductor width of 50mm,
an aperture of 6 mm, a length of 7 mm, and various distan
between the conductorsL5100, 200, and 500mm were
used in the experiments. An alternating current with an a
plitude up toI 052 A and a frequencyV/2p5202150 MHz
was passed through the meander pattern and created a m
lating field with an amplitude up to 10 Oe in the film. Th
entire structure was immersed in a constant tangential ex
nal magnetic fieldH5550 Oe. A continuous SHF signa
with a frequency in the rangev/2p5223.5 and a power
Pin<1 mW was supplied to the input transducer to exc
MSBVWs in the ferrite film. The dependence of the pow
Pout ~the amplitude–frequency characteristic! and the phase
F ~the phase–frequency characteristic! of the signal on the
frequency under stationary conditions, as well as the spe
of the transmitted signal and the signal reflected from
input transducer upon modulation of the magnetic field, w
recorded from the output transducer.

The propagation of MSBVWs in the frequency ran
from v/2p52.8 to 3.15 GHz was observed in the structu
described when the meander pattern between the transd
was absent. The minimum loss on the amplitude–freque
characteristic wasL510 log(Pout/Pin).218 dB. The mea-
sured upper cutoff frequency of the MSBVWs was equal
;3.14 GHz, which agrees well with the theoretical val
v0/2p53.15 GHz. When the meander pattern was int
duced between the transducers, the upper cutoff frequenc
the MSBVWs varied slightly, but the brokenness of t
amplitude–frequency characteristic increased. Figure
shows portions of the amplitude–frequency characteri
and the phase–frequency characteristic for the structure
taining the meander pattern withL5500 mm. The
amplitude–frequency characteristic clearly exhibits th
resonant dips with depths up to 20 dB and widths from 6
10 MHz at the;3 dB level. The dips correspond to th
Bragg reflection of MSBVWs from the conductor grating
frequencies whose wave number satisfy the conditionKL
5p12pN, where N50, 1, . . . . Discontinuities on the
phase–frequency characteristic are also observed at t
frequencies. A comparison of thev(k) curve of the MSB-
VWs reconstructed from the phase–frequency character
with the calculated dispersion curve showed that the p
ence of the conductive meander pattern leads to some
crease in the group frequency of the waves near the up
cutoff frequency of the range for MSBVWs and weakly i
fluences the propagation of waves withKL<1. When the
meander patterns withL5200 mm and especiallyL5100
mm were used, the brokenness of the amplitude–freque
characteristic increased further, and, in addition, the leve
direct electromagnetic bridging of the gap between the in
and output transducers increased sharply. Therefore,
measurements of the scattering of MSWs under nonstat
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FIG. 4. Amplitude–frequency and phase
frequency characteristics of the transmi
ted magnetostatic volume waves in
structure with a meander pattern.
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ary conditions were performed only with the meander patt
having L5500 mm. Figure 5 presents the scattering ef
ciency of MSBVWs for the case corresponding to Fig.
Evaluation of the scattering efficiency from Eqs.~17!–~20!
gives values which agree with experiment (h.0.1) for a
current in the meander patternI 0;0.01 A, which creates a
nonuniform modulation field with an amplitudehs;0.5 Oe.

We note that similar MSW scattering phenomena in
sponse to spatiotemporal modulation of a magnetic field
also characteristic of magnetostatic forward volume wa
~MSFVWs! propagating in normally magnetized ferri
films. In this case, however, the sign of the group velocity
the MSFVWs coincides with the sign of the phase veloc
therefore, the frequency shift of the scattered wave is op
site to the shift in the case of MSBVWs, in which these sig
are different.

The phenomena considered can be utilized to selecti
generate higher modes of MSBVWs by means of their pa
metric interaction under phase synchronization conditions
the case of strong coupling (vB@dv), the efficiency of uni-
directional conversion is specified at the synchronism po
by ~21!. The efficiency maximum is achieved when

tanS LvB

V D5r,

wherer52vB /dv@1, and it equals

hmax5
r

A11r2
exp~2r21arctan~r!!'100%.

Thus, practically complete mode conversion can be
tained at an interaction lengthL;pV/2vB , which amounts
to L;1 mm when the field modulation depthh'10 Oe.

This work was carried out in part with the support of t
International Science Foundation and the Russian Gov
ment ~Grant No. M6Q300!.
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APPENDIX A

The distribution of the field is found from the magnet
static equations

curl H5 j , ~A1!

div~H1M !50, ~A2!

wherej 5ad(x2D)SJncos(Kn1wn) is the current in the me-
ander pattern,a is the thickness of the meander patter
D5d/21b1a/2 is the distance from the midplane of th
ferrite film ~the coordinate origin! to the midplane of the
meander pattern~Fig. 1!, Jn is the amplitude of the curren
density, andd(x) is a Dirac delta function.

We introduce the magnetic potential defined by the re
tion h5¹c. Integration over a small vicinity near the mea
der pattern gives the boundary conditions

FIG. 5. Experimental dependence of the intensity of the transmitted
scattered MSBVWs in a meander pattern.
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]c

]xU
x5D20

5
]c

]xU
x5D10

1a(
n

Jn cos~Knz1wn!,

]c

]z U
x5D20

5const. ~A3!

The boundary conditions on the film-vacuum bounda
are

]c

]xU
x5d/210

5~11x'!
]c

]xU
x5d/220

,

]c

]z U
x5d/260

5const, ~A4!

wherex'5M /H is the static susceptibility.
Similar conditions should hold on the other boundary
The solution of Eqs.~A1! and ~A2! for the potential is

sought in the formc5SAn(x)cos(Knz1wn). In this case the
equations for the amplitudes in the vacuum have the for

d2An

dx2
2Kn

2An50, ~A5!

and the equations for the amplitudes in the film have
form

d2An

dx2
~11x'!2Kn

2An50. ~A6!

The solution of these equations under conditions~A3!
and ~A4! have the following form

c5a(
n

Jn cos~Knz1wn!exp~2Knb!

3
cosh@mKn~x1d/2!#1m sinh@mKn~x1d/2!#

cosh~mKnd!1m~11x'/2!sinh~mKnd!
,

~A7!

wherem51/A11x', andb is the gap between the film an
the meander pattern.

Taking into account thathx5]c/]x and hz5]c/]z, in
the approximationKnd!1 we obtain formula~8! from ~A7!.

APPENDIX B

Let us derive the coupling equations of parametrica
interacting MSBVWs on a traveling magnetic wave of t
form h(n)5(hx

(n), 0,hz
(n))exp@i(Knz2Vt)#. Because of the

small value of the pumping amplitude (h/H!1), we shall
seek a solution in the form of two adjacent harmonics of
series ~1!, for which synchronism conditions of the form
v1(k2)5v2(uk12Knu)1sV, wherek25uk12Knu, hold.

In the zeroth approximation the amplitudes of the int
acting harmonics are described by Eqs.~3!–~5!. In this case

mx,s
~0!52x1

s
]cs

~0!

]x
, ~B1!

my,s
~0!52 ix2

s
]cs

~0!

]x
. ~B2!
y

e

e

-

For the first-order approximation, the following relation
can be obtained from the Landau–Lifshitz equation w
consideration of the weak temporal and spatial depende
of the amplitude of the interacting harmonics, whose sl
variation is specified by the small parametersDv/v
;Dk/ks;h/H!1, whereDv and Dk are the detunings o
the frequency and wave number, respectively:

mx,s
~1!52x1

s
]gs

~1!

]x
2 i

]x1

]v

]2cs
~0!

]x]t
1 ix2

shs
~n!

3
my,2s

~0!

M
1x1

s
mx,s

~0!

M
hz

~n!1x1
sVhx

~n!,V50 , ~B3!

my,s
~1!52 ix2

s
]gs

~1!

]x
1 ix2

shz
~n!

mx,2s
~0!

M
2x1hz

~n!

3
my,2s

~0!

M
1

]x2

]v

]2cs
~0!

]x]t
,2 ix2

sVhx
~n!,V50 , ~B4!

mz,s
~1!5 i

g

v
hx

~n!my,2s
~0! , ~B5!

whereg is a correction to the amplitude of the potential fro
the zeroth approximation (c5c (0)1g).

The equation for the corrected potential within the ma
netic film follows from the magnetostatic equations and h
the form

~12x1
s!

]2g~1!

]x2
2k1

2 g~1!5 i
k1

2

12x1
s

]x1

]v

]cs
~0!

]t

22iks

]cs
~0!

]z
1

~x2
2x2

11x1
2x1

1!

M

]2cs
~0!

]x2

2
vM

v
kshx

~n!~x2
2s1x2

sV!
]c2s

~0!

]x
. ~B6!

The equation for the potential outside the film has the fo

]2g~1!

]x2
2ks

2g~1!522iks

]cs
~0!

]z
. ~B7!

The boundary conditions for the correction to the fir
order approximation have the form

]g~1!

]x
1mx

~1!U
x56d/270

5
]g~1!

]x U
x56d/260

, ~B8!

g~1!ux56d/2705g~1!ux56d/260 , g~1!~x56`!50.

The solution of the system of differential equations~B6!
and ~B7! with the boundary conditions~B8! leads to an in-
homogeneous linear system of algebraic equations wit
zero determinant, because the frequencies and wave num
satisfy the dispersion equation for the modes of the zer
approximation. The conditions for solvability of this syste
are the coupling equations~11! sought for slow variation of
the wave amplitudes.
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Influence of substitutions on the magnetic anisotropy of Gd-containing magnetooptic
iron garnet films

V. V. Randoshkin, V. I. Kozlov, V. Yu. Mochar, N. V. Vasil’eva, and V. V. Voronov
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The properties of magnetooptical films of the system (Bi,Gd,Ln)3(Fe,M)5O12, where Ln5 Lu
or La and M5 Ga or Al, grown by liquid-phase epitaxy on Nd3Ga3O12 substrates oriented
along~100!, along~110!, and close to~111!, are investigated by x-ray and ferromagnetic resonance
methods. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~98!02105-9#
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Bismuth-containing iron garnet single-crystal~IGSC!
films containing Cd31 ions are used in various magnetoo
tical devices.1,2 These films are customarily grown on~111!
oriented substrates.1–5 Our present objective is to investiga
magnetic anisotropy in the case of Bi-containing IGSC fil
whose orientation deviates from~111! and to analyze how
they are influenced by ions substituted for Cd31 and Fe31. In
particular, we seek to determine whether Gd31 ions paired
with Bi31 ions contribute to orthorhombic magnetic aniso
ropy.

Bismuth-containing IGSC films of the syste
(Bi,Gd,Ln)3(Fe,M)5O12, where Ln5Lu or La, andM5Ga
or Al, were grown by liquid-phase epitaxy from a supe
cooled PbO–Bi2O3– B2O3 fluxed melt on variously oriented
Nd3Ga5O12 substrates. The crystallographic orientation
the Bi-containing IGSC films~basal plane, angleQ, and the
deviation of the plane of the film from it! were monitored on
a DRON-2.0 diffractometer within 0.1° error limits.

The mismatch of the film and substrate lattice para
etersda/a, measured in the direction of the normal to t
plane of the film@da/a5(af2as)/as , whereaf is the lattice
parameter of the film andas is the lattice parameter of th
substrate#, was determined by a standard method from ro
ing curves measured on a two-crystal x-ray spectrome
The spectrometer was assembled from a DRON-3M diffr
tometer and a monochromator unit utilizing a perfect
crystal and the~333! reflection. To identify peaks originating
from the film and from the substrate, the rocking curves w
recorded for two reflection orders, and the intensity ratio
the peaks was compared. The mismatch was calculated
the equation6

da/a52Dq cot q, ~1!

which follows from Bragg’s law. Hereq is the Bragg angle,
and Dq is the angular distance between peaks originat
from the film and from the substrate. The values ofQ and
da/a are given in Table I.

For films of the system (Bi,Gd)3Fe5O12 the concentra-
tions of bismuthXBi and gadoliniumXGd can be determined
from data in Table 9.4 of Ref. 7, taking into account only t
mismatch of the film and substrate lattice parameters@the
bismuth contribution is assumed to be equal toDa/DX ~pm
5841063-7842/98/43(5)/4/$15.00
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per formula unit!#. For Bi-containing IGSC films of the sys
tem (Bi,Gd,Ln)3Fe5O12 it is necessary, in addition, to tak
into account the contents of rare-earth elements in the m
ture and their distribution coefficients.8 When the composi-
tion of the film includes a nonmagnetic M31 ion, it is impos-
sible to determine the chemical composition of Bi-containi
IGSC films fromda/a data and the composition of the ra
mixture, because the distribution coefficient of the M31 ion
is highly dependent on the film growth rate. The values
XBi , XGd, andXLn are given in Table I.

For films of the system (Bi,Gd)3Fe5O12 the saturation
magnetization 4pMs can be determined from data in Tab
9.3 of Ref. 7 on the assumption that in the syste
(Bi,Ln) xGd32xFe5O12 the value of 4pMs increases linearly
with x from the value corresponding to Gd3Fe5O12 to the
value corresponding to the hypothetical garnet Bi3Fe5O12.
The saturation magnetization for the latter is assumed to
the same as for Lu3Fe5O12. The values of 4pMs so deter-
mined are given in Table I.

The magnetic anisotropy parameters were investiga
by the ferromagnetic resonance method at a frequency
9.34 GHz. The resonance fields were recorded with the
ternal magnetic field oriented perpendicular to the plane
the film (Hp , perpendicular resonance! and parallel to it
(H in , parallel or in-plane resonance!, along with the corre-
sponding ferromagnetic resonance linewidths 2DHp and
2DH in . To determine the in-plane anisotropy of the film, t
field was recorded as a function of the azimuth ang
H in(w), in parallel resonance. The results of the ferroma
netic resonance measurements are given in Table I, w
H in min andH in max are the minimum and maximum values
the resonance field in parallel resonance, respectively,
dH in is the difference between these values.

Inasmuch as Bi-containing IGSC films of the syste
(Bi,Gd,Ln)3(Fe,M)5O12 do not containing fast-relaxing
magnetic ions, and as the gyromagnetic ratio of the slo
relaxing Gd31 and Fe31 ions is identical and equal tog0

51.763107Oe21s21, we have the following expression fo
them in accordance with the Wangsness equation,2,9

g5
MGd1MFe

MGd/gGd1MFe/gFe
~2!
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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the effective value of the gyromagnetic ratiog is equal tog0

~at least far from the point of compensation of the magne
moment!. Here MGd is the total magnetic moment of th
Gd31 ions in the dodecahedral sublattice of the garnet str
ture, andMFe is the total magnetic moment of the Fe31 ions
in the tetrahedral and octahedral sublattices. This fact
contrast with Refs. 10 and 11, can be used to determine
effective magnetic anisotropy fieldHeff from perpendicular
resonance data alone, for which the resonance ratio ca
written as

v/g5Heff1Hp , ~3!

where v is the angular frequency of ferromagnetic res
nance.

The fact that the Gd31 and Fe31 exhibit identical dy-
namical behavior confirms the results of investigations n
the point of compensation of the angular momentum.11–13 In
particular, when Gd31 ions are introduced into the compos
tion of Bi-containing IGSC films, there is a drop in the ne
essary level of replacement of iron by nonmagnetic ions
quired to ensure compensation of the angular moment
The values ofHeff are given in Table I.

We find that ~100!-oriented (Bi,Gd)3Fe5O12 films
~sample 1 in Table I! are characterized by the occurrence
four equivalent maxima of theH in(w) curve~Fig. 1!, whose
positions correspond to axes of the~100! type. The value of
dH in is relatively small in this case~see Table I!. A compari-
son of the values of 4pHs and Heff in Table I leads to the
conclusion that the magnetic anisotropy in these films is
sociated with demagnetizing fields.

In Bi-containing IGSC films of the same compositio
but with ~110! orientation~sample 2 in Table I! the in-plane
magnetic anisotropy of the film is more than three times
value in~100!-oriented films~cf. the values ofdH in in Table
I!. Here the curve representing the azimuthal dependenc
the resonance field in parallel resonance~Fig. 2! is observed
to have only two peaks, as is characteristic of films w
orthorhombic magnetic anisotropy. The effective anisotro

TABLE I. Parameters of Bi-containing films of the syste
(Bi,Gd,Ln)3(Fe,M)5O12 ~f.u. 5 formula unit!.

Sample No.

Sample 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Ln 2 2 Lu 2 2 2 Lu 2

M 2 2 2 2 2 Ga Ga Al
XBi , f.u. 0.61 0.61 1.56 0.04 0.20 . . . . . . . . .
XGd , f.u. 2.39 2.29 0.86 2.96 2.80 . . . . . . . . .
XLn , f.u. 2 2 0.58 2 2 . . . . . . 2

Orientation ~100! ~110! ~110! ~111! ~111! ~111! ~111! ~111!
Q, deg 2.3 1.6 1.0 1.4 2.6 6.5 0.8 4.75
da/a•104 0.0 0.0 232.0 250.0 240.0 23.4 17.0 213.0
H in min , Oe 3250 2300 2550 2820 2950 3770 4720 365
H in max, Oe 3540 3480 3220 2850 3020 5170 4935 400
dH in , Oe 350 1180 670 30 70 1400 215 350
2DH in , Oe 87 70 35 87 210 870 240 360
Hp , Oe 3540 4200 4300 3800 3710 2000 50 153
2DHn , Oe 60 40 52 87 280 1200 240 810
Heff , Oe 2207 2870 2970 2470 2380 1330 3280 1800
4pMs , G 415 415 1300 80 180 . . . . . . . . .
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field for these films is also not very strong. The introducti
of Lu into films with this orientation~sample 3 in Table I!
causes both the ferromagnetic resonance linewidth and
in-plane anisotropy of the film to decrease. Here the effec
anisotropy fieldHeff changes very slightly, and theH in(w)
curve has the form shown in Fig. 2.

The H in(w) curve for (Bi,Gd)3Fe5O12 films oriented
close to, but not exactly along~111! ~samples 4 and 5 in
Table I! has a complex form in the plane of the film. Fo
sample 4, which has the lowest~of those investigated! an-
isotropy in the plane of the film and a relatively small dev
tion Q from the basal orientation of the film~see Table I!,
the H in(w) curve has six peaks~Fig. 3!, as is typical of the
cubic crystallographic anisotropy of~111!-oriented films.
However, because of the nonzero angleQ, these maxima
have different amplitudes. We note that the Bi concentrat
in this sample is minuscule~see Table I!. The value ofdH in

increases asQ increases~sample 5 in Table I!, where two of
the six peaks of theH in(w) curve become less pronounce
The effective anisotropy field for both samples 4 and 5 is
very great. As in the case of~110!-oriented films, the addi-
tion of Lu to Bi-containing IGSC films does not produce a
significant changes in the magnetic anisotropy paramete

FIG. 1. Graph of the resonance fieldH in(w) versus azimuth angle in paralle
resonance for~100!-oriented Bi-containing iron garnet single-crystal o
composition (Bi,Gd)3Fe5O12 .

FIG. 2. The same as in Fig. 1 for the~110! orientation.
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The addition of Ga to films of (Bi,Gd)3Fe5O12 ~sample
6! and (Bi,Gd,Lu)3Fe5O12 ~sample 7! induces fairly strong
uniaxial magnetic anisotropy. As a consequence, the r
nance field associated with perpendicular resonance beco
weaker than for parallel resonance. The field-azimuth cu
H in(w) for sample 6 has two broad maxima with a 18
period~as in Fig. 2!, where the prominent features associa
with cubic anisotropy are scarcely discernible. The sa
curve for sample 7 reveals four essentially equidistant pe
~Fig. 5!. The stronger anisotropy in the plane for sample
relative to sample 7 is attributable to the more pronoun
deviation of the substrate orientation from the~111! plane
~cf. the values ofQ in Table I!. We note that for these
samples, sinceda/a has the opposite sign, the magnetostr
tion mechanism gives the opposite contribution to uniax
magnetic anisotropy. The higher value ofHeff for sample 7
leads to the conclusion that the contribution of the magne
striction mechanism to uniaxial magnetic anisotropy is po
tive for tensile stresses (da/a.0) and is negative for com
pressive stresses (da/a,0).

The introduction of Ga~sample 6! leads to considerable
broadening of the ferromagnetic resonance line~see the fer-
romagnetic resonance linewidths 2DHp and 2DH in in Table
I!. However, despite the stronger uniaxial magnetic anis
ropy, for the Bi-containing IGSC film doped with Lu

FIG. 4. The same as in Fig. 1 for Bi-containing IGSC films of composit
(Bi,Gd,Lu)3Fe5O12 with an orientation close to~111! (Q52.6°).

FIG. 3. The same as in Fig. 1 for an orientation close to~111! (Q51.4°).
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~sample 7!, the ferromagnetic resonance line~see Table I!. It
could be that this result is due to the smaller lattice misfit
the film and substrate.

The addition of Al to ~111!-oriented (Bi,Gd)3Fe5O12

films ~sample 8 in Table I! also produces a fairly high
uniaxial magnetic anisotropy~see the value ofHeff in Table
I!. The field-azimuth curveH in(w), as in the case of Ga
containing films, is in the form of two maxima with a 180
period, superimposed with narrower, weaker peaks~Fig. 6!.
The addition of La to Bi-containing IGSC films to reduce th
mismatch of the film and substrate lattice parameters an
change in the orientation of the substrate~sample 9 in Table
I! does not yield any significant change in the profile of t
H in(w) curve, despite stronger in-plane anisotropy a
weaker uniaxial magnetic anisotropy than for sample 8~cf.
the values ofdH in andHeff in Table I!.

All the investigated Bi-containing IGSC films have i
common the property that the ferromagnetic resonance l
width in parallel resonance is at most less than or equa
the linewidth in perpendicular resonance~cf. the values of
2DHp and 2DH in in Table I!.

In summary, we have shown the following in our inve
tigation of bismuth-containing iron garnet single-crys
films of the system (Bi,Gd,Ln)3(Fe,M)5O12.

FIG. 5. The same as in Fig. 1 for Bi-containing IGSC films of compositi
(Bi,Gd,Lu)3(Fe,Ga)5O12 with an orientation close to~111! (Q50.8°).

FIG. 6. The same as in Fig. 1 for Bi-containing IGSC films of compositi
(Bi,Gd)3(Fe,Al)5O12 with an orientation close to~111! (Q54.75°).
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1. Orthorhombic magnetic anisotropy is induced duri
the epitaxial growth of iron garnet films containing on
Gd31 and Bi31 ions in the dodecahedral sublattice wi
~110! orientation and also with a deviation of the plane of t
film from the ~111! orientation.

2. The addition of Ga or Al to Bi-containing IGSC film
produces fairly strong uniaxial magnetic anisotropy, but
the absence of substituents for Fe the magnetization vec
are oriented in the plane of the film.

3. The azimuthal dependence of the resonance field
Bi-containing IGSC films of the system (Bi,Gd)3Fe5O12 re-
flects crystallographic magnetic anisotropy: For the~110!
orientation the profile of the field-azimuth curve has tw
maxima with a 180° period, in the~100! orientation it has
four equivalent maxima, and with a deviation of the fil
orientation from the~111! plane the number of stron
maxima changes~from 6 to 2! as the angleQ varies.

4. The introduction of substituents~Lu, La, Ga, Al! leads
to the broadening and merging of adjacent maxima of
field-azimuth curve.
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Repetitive hydrogen pellet injector utilizing a screw extruder
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A new injector for the continuous formation of an unlimited supply of fuel pellets and their
injection into the plasma of fusion reactors is described. A solid hydrogen rod of length in excess
of 50 m has been extruded at an average rate of 20 mm/s, and more than a thousand pellets
of diameter 2 mm have been formed from it in continuous operation at frequencies of 1 Hz and 2
Hz and have been accelerated to 0.6–0.8 km/s. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7842~98!02205-3#
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INTRODUCTION

One of the techniques for delivering fuel into the plasm
of a fusion reactor is to inject macroscopic pellets of soli
fied hydrogen isotopes. Large-scale thermonuclear fusion
cilities are equipped with injectors that continuously sho
fuel pellets into the plasma at a frequency from 1 Hz to
Hz ~Refs. 1 and 2!. However, the continuous operating tim
of the injector is limited by its content of prefrozen fuel fro
which the pellets are formed, and after a few minutes ther
a required downtime while a new batch of fuel is frozen. T
problem is not solved by increasing the extruder volum
because the mass of tritium in the injector must be minim
It has been proposed that continuous, prolonged pellet in
tion might be achieved by using two or more extruders in
injector, where they would operate alternately to fo
pellets.2,3 This approach adds to the complexity of the stru
ture and increases the quantity of fuel contained in the in
tor, a feature that is unacceptable when working with tritiu
The simpler and more promising method of continuo
‘‘gaseous’’ extrusion of thermonuclear fuel4 incurs increased
risk due to the high pressure of the gaseous~and potentially
explosive! hydrogen isotopes used in the technological cyc

Here we describe a solid hydrogen extrusion techni
using a single screw extruder, along with an injector confi
ration that is serviceable for solving the problem of contin
ous, prolonged, reliable formation of fuel pellets for reac
injection.

DESCRIPTION OF THE EXTRUSION TECHNIQUE AND THE
INJECTOR STRUCTURE

The proposed continuous extrusion technique is ba
on the well-known screw extrusion technique used
plastics,5 where a channeled rotating worm screw delive
solid particles of a working medium~plastics, elastomers
etc.! to the exit orifice, through which the material is force
under the influence of the resulting compression and hea
of the material. The extruder of the fuel injector differs fro
this setup in that it operates at a temperature of appr
mately 10 K and is supplied with a gas, which progres
along the screw channel and, in so doing, is converted
tially into liquid and then into ice. This process is feasible
5881063-7842/98/43(5)/3/$15.00
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virtue of the fact that a temperature interval of only 5–10
exists between the liquid and solid plastic states of the
drogen isotopes. It is a well-known fact that the extrusion
transparent solid hydrogen ice suitable for the formation o
durable pellet requires that it be compressed to 5–20 M
~Refs. 1–4!, an operation that leads to large heat release
can also induce melting and extrusion instability. Con
quently, the feasibility of achieving a stable extrusion regim
by screw rotation needs to be tested experimentally. For
purpose we have designed and built an injector, whose s
matic configuration and general appearance are show
Fig. 1. Its main components are a high-vacuum chambe1,
which houses the extruder2 with an open-cycle heat ex
changer3 and a screw4 which is driven from outside the
chamber by a motor5, a valve6 for admission of the driver
gas, an electromagnetic drive7 used to deliver pellets into
the barrel8, and a diagnostic chamber9. The exit orifice of
the extruder is connected to a transparent observation ch
ber10 equipped with a vacuum pump11, which has a linear
scale for visual observation and measurement of the len
of the solid hydrogen rod. The main injector evacuation s
tem is not shown in Fig. 1. The extruder has a length of 1
mm and comprises a cylindrical chamber of inner diame
of 12 mm with a helical heat-exchanger channel cut into
outer surface. Two semiconductor temperature sensors
placed in the upper and lower parts of the extruder. A 30
heater is coiled around the length of the extruder. The
truder and the barrel are separated by a gap to therm
insulate the extruder from the barrel, which is not cooled
the helium flow.

During the operation of the injector hydrogen is deli
ered continuously into the extruder, which is cooled by h
lium flowing from a Dewar flask. The helium flow is regu
lated by a vapor-pressure stabilization system inside
Dewar and by a flow regulator at the exit from the inject
chamber; these control devices are not shown in Fig.
Driven by the motor, the screw turns inside the extrud
chamber, and the hydrogen moving along the helical sc
channel gradually freezes and is forced out through an ori
of diameter 2 mm into the chamber for visual observatio
The electromagnetic drive advances a thin-walled tu
which cuts off part of the extruded rod and enters the bar
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Diagram of the fuel pellet
injector with screw extruder.
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A brief moment later~0.05–0.1 s! the valve admits com-
pressed gas, which accelerates the pellet in the barrel
fires it into the diagnostic chamber. The pellet breaks a li
beam and strikes a microphone12, which is attached to the
flange of the chamber. These signals are used to measur
velocity of the pellet, and it is photographed in flash illum
nation with a duration of 0.1ms. After striking the micro-
phone, the pellet evaporates and together with the driver
is removed from the chamber by a vacuum pump13. The
cycle is then repeated.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In the first stage we concentrated mainly on obtainin
stable extrusion regime. The extruder temperature was
constant in the interval 10–13 K by regulating the heliu
flow ~up to 10 liters/h! and the heater power. The fluctuatio
of the temperature from the set value did not exceed 0.5
Before the start of extrusion hydrogen at a pressure of
than 0.1 MPa was admitted into the extruder and frozen in
The worm screw was rotated both by the motor and by h
at a rate of 10–80 rpm. A solid hydrogen rod appeared in
observation chamber 2–10 s after the start of rotation of
screw. Its characteristic form is shown in Fig. 2 for vario
extruder temperatures. Clearly, the higher the temperatur
the rod, the more it is bent. In the event that extrusion
stopped, after 5–10 s the cylindrical rod acquires a con
shape as a result of sublimation of the hydrogen in vacu
A transparent appearance is indicative of a high-quality s
hydrogen rod.

The extrusion rate was calculated from the time for
tip of the rod to traverse a scale of length 6 cm with fiv
millimeter divisions, which was attached to the wall of th
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observation chamber. The most stable extrusion regime
maintained when the screw turned at a speed of 15 rpm.
dependence of the extrusion rate on the temperature of
hydrogen rod in this regime is shown in Fig. 3. When t
screw rotation speed was increased above 30 rpm, the e
sion rate scarcely increased at all and even decreased
time, eventually to zero, most likely because of strong he
ing of the hydrogen in the extruder chamber and a reduc

FIG. 2. Solid hydrogen rods extruded at various temperatures. a! 10 K b! 11
K; c! 12 K.
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in the resulting compression. Nonetheless, an acceptable
trusion rate of 2–4 cm/s for the formation of pellets at
temperature of 10–12 K and frequency up to 10 Hz w
maintained continuously for more than 30 min until the so
hydrogen filled up the volume of the observation chamb
Following its evacuation, the extruder was gradually resto
with the start of rotation of the screw. During this entire tim
a hydrogen rod having a length of more than 50 m w
extruded and, with allowance for cutting waste, could ha
been used to produce more than 12 000 pellets with a c
acteristic diameter of 2 mm. At most 5 cm3 of solid hydro-
gen, amounting to fewer than 800 pellets, occupied the i
rior of the extruder at any given time. This result attests
the high efficiency and appeal of such an injector for reac
refueling, because the mass of tritium in the injector wo
be less than 2 g.

The objective of the second stage was to demonstrate
possibility of forming and accelerating a pellet intact in co
tinuous operation, and also to photograph it. Once the
appeared in the observation chamber, the electromagn
drive unit quickly pushed the thin-walled tube toward it an
thereby cutting off part of the rod, transferred the shap
pellet in the barrel, which had a diameter 2.4 mm. Ne
compressed helium at a pressure of 2–4 MPa was adm
from the pulse-actuated valve and accelerated the pelle
the barrel. At a time 0.05 s after the shot, the drive return
the tube to its original position, and the hydrogen rod co
tinued to be forced into the observation chamber with
delay or visible loss of quality of the ice. It was thus su
cessfully confirmed that the driver gas has scarcely any
fluence on the stability or rate of extrusion. In the first e
periments shots were fired at frequencies of 1 Hz, 1.5
and 2 Hz. More than a thousand pellets were formed
accelerated to 0.6–0.8 km/s without interruption. The fla
lamp permitted only every third pellet to be photograph
All the photographed pellets were free of visible traces
damage and had the characteristic form shown in Fig

FIG. 3. Extrusion rateV versus temperature of the hydrogen rodT at a
screw rotation speed of 15 rpm.
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Preparations are currently underway for the injection of p
ticles at frequencies up to 10 Hz from a mixture of deuteriu
with hydrogen and for photographing every particle with
view toward determining the reliability in long-term injec
tion.

CONCLUSION

The proposed and experimentally tested technique
the formation of macroscopic fuel pellets using a screw
truder can be used in principle to solve the problem of bu
ing a reliable system for refueling the plasma of fusion re
tors in continuous, long-term operation. One extruder of t
type meets all present-day requirements of the fuel injec
system for reactors of the International Thermonuclear
perimental Reactor~ITER! type in regard to pellet formation
and it is distinguished by exceptional simplicity and reliab
ity as well as a low reserve of hydrogen isotopes in
injector. An increase in the extrusion rate can be expec
after the completion of mathematical modeling and expe
ments currently in progress.

The authors are indebted to B. V. Kuteev for support a
valuable discussions and to V. G. Kapralov for furnishing
number of the electronic units.
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FIG. 4. Series of hydrogen pellets injected at a frequency of 1 MHz
velocity of 0.7 km/s.
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Pentagonal two-loop ring interferometer
A. R. Agachev, A. B. Balakin, G. N. Bu nov, S. L. Buchinskaya, R. A. Daishev,
G. V. Kisun’ko, V. A. Komissaruk, S. V. Mavrin, Z. G. Murzakhanov, R. A. Rafikov,
A. F. Skochilov, V. A. Cheredilin, and Yu. P. Chugunov

Kazan State University, 420008 Kazan, Russia
~Submitted May 5, 1997!
Zh. Tekh. Fiz.68, 121–125~May 1998!

Results of work on the assembly and adjustment of an original pentagonal, two-loop
interferometer are reported; the interferometer is a passive version of a compact laser gravitational
wave detector. It is shown that the correlative automatic noise-compensation system
developed for the project is capable of lowering the phase noise level in the resultant signal
channel of the detector by two orders of magnitude. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7842~98!02305-8#
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INTRODUCTION

Projects geared to the fundamental objective of build
an inventory of precision instrumentation for the measu
ment of extremely small signals, such as a signal repres
ing the influence of a gravitational-wave field on th
frequency-phase response characteristics of optical radia
have been in progress since September of 1995 in the K
Joint Experimental Laboratory of Gravitational Optics R
search~the Dulkyn Science Center of Gravitational-Wa
Research and the Scientific-Industrial Association of Appl
Optics!.1,2 The essential concept underlying this work is
create two optical channels in an instrument, with inform
tion about the useful signal being stored in only one of
channels, while the noise processes in both channels are
related.

Here we give the results of work on the assembly a
adjustment of a pentagonal, double-loop ring interferome
which is a passive version of a compact laser gravitation
wave detector,1 along with the results of testing a new
developed correlative automatic noise-compensation sys

The experiments were performed in a special-purp
cabin situated in a buried laboratory at a depth of 12 m fr
the zero mark, based on considerations of minimizing
influence of background vibrations and simplifying the te
perature stabilization problem. The experimental cabin w
placed in a buried diffraction-gratings laboratory~BDGL!,
which is a specially designed facility. The walls and floor
the laboratory are situated in an all-metal vessel, which r
on a sand cushion and is hydraulically isolated around
walls. The laboratory has a subfloor engineering serv
compartment with a depth of 2 m from the floor to provi
for the installation of equipment foundations along with au
iliary equipment required for supplying electrical power
the main equipment and for electrical communications. T
walls of the BDGL are lined with marble slabs to ensu
further protection against dust. The experimental cabin c
sists of two enclosures, one housed inside the other. All
tremely sensitive equipment, including the new pentago
interferometer, is mounted on a special foundation in
5911063-7842/98/43(5)/5/$15.00
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inner compartment, and the foundation, in turn is vibratio
isolated from the base of the compartment. The founda
comprises a 100-tonne reinforced concrete block, which
vibration-isolated by means of railroad-type coil springs. T
equipment is further vibration-isolated by means of spec
vibration mounts. A three-stage thermal stabilization syst
is provided to establish the necessary temperature conditi
The first stage is implemented by a conditioner, which he
up the airflow circulated through the BDGL for ventilatio
and maintains a stable temperature within 0.5 °C lim
~0.25 °C from the specified nominal value!. The second and
third stages are created by a specially designed autonom
temperature stabilization system. The second stage stabi
the temperature in the outer compartment of the cabin wit
tenths of a degree from the nominal value, and the third st
does the same for the inner compartment within hundred
of a degree.

OPTICAL SYSTEM OF THE PENTAGONAL RING
INTERFEROMETER

The optical system of the passive version of the penta
nal ring interferometer is shown in Fig. 1 and includes:1! the
laser source;2,12! beam-splitting cubes;3,11,13! total-
internal-reflecting~TIR! prisms; 4,8,10! the interferometer
mirrors; 5,9! hologram diffraction gratings~with a carrier
spatial frequency of 1767.8 lines/mm!; 6,7! polarizing
prisms in the signal branch of the interferometer;14! a po-
larizing prism, which spatially separates the interference p
terns; PD11, PD12, PD21, PD22) photodetectors. The optica
elements4,5,8,9,10are situated at the vertices of a regul
pentagon.

The light source was a frequency-stabilized LGN-3
laser operating at a wavelength of 0.6382mm, whose light
polarization plane forms a 45° angle with the plane of t
figure, this configuration being equivalent to the presence
two beams of equal intensity with mutually orthogonal a
muths of polarization~TE and TM!. The solid lines in Fig. 1
correspond to the TE-polarized beam, and the dashed l
correspond to the TM-polarized beam.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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The interferometer operates as follows. The bea
splitting cube2 divides the primary laser beam into tw
beams: The reflected beam serves as the reference b
while the TIR prism3 directs the transmitted beam into th
pentagonal interferometer. The transmitted beam, in turn
split into two beams by the hologram diffraction gratings5
and9. The first beam propagates around the outer contou
the figure formed by the ray path; it is reflected from bo
gratings in the zeroth diffraction order and, because of
polarizing prism7, contains only the TE component of th
laser output. The second beam is diffracted in the first or
by the grating5 and, after passing through the polarizin
prism 6, contains only the TM component of the prima
laser beam; it is then reflected in succession from the mir
10, 8, and4 and is incident on the grating9, where it is also
diffracted in the first order and then converges in unison w
the first beam. The TIR prism11 extracts both the TE-
polarized beam and the TM-polarized beam from the p
tagonal interferometer and directs them onto the be
splitting cube12, where they interfere with the TE-polarize
and TM-polarized reference beams reflected from the be
splitting cube 2. Two of the four interference patterns p
duced by this process~two from each of the two exit faces o
the beam-splitting cube12 are sent directly to the polarizin
prism14, and the other two are directed onto it by the bea
splitting prism 13. The polarizing prism 14 provides full sp
tial separation of the interference patterns, which are
corded directly by the photodetectors PD11, PD12, PD21,
and PD22.

It is evident from the optical schematic in Fig. 1 that t
beam from the laser1 ~apart from inevitable losses of th
TE-polarized and TM-polarized beams in the polarizi

FIG. 1. Optical schematic of the pentagonal interferometer.
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prisms6 and 7 when they leak outside their own loops! is
fully utilized to obtain information about the changes
phase of the optical radiation in the outer and inner loops
the pentagonal interferometer.

The photodetectors PD11 and PD12 are used to record the
mutually coupled interference patterns associated with in
ference between the TE beams, and the photodetectors21

and PD22 are used to record the coupled interference patte
of the TM modes. The pentagonal double-loop interfero
eter is adjusted so that bands of infinite width will be o
served in all four patterns. In reality, owing to divergence
the laser radiation and a significant difference in the opti
paths in the reference and signal branches of the interfer
eter, the bands are observed in the form of rings, as is typ
of interference between two spherical fronts having clo
radii of curvature.

The initial phases in the interference patterns can be
tablished independently by varying the path length of
light transmitted through the elements6 and 7 ~by tilting
them very slightly, on the order of a few minutes of ang
relative to the optical axis!.

PROCESSING OF THE INTERFERENCE PATTERNS

In accordance with the optical schematic in Fig. 1, fo
waves are incident on two mutually orthogonal faces of
beam-splitting cube12: Two signal waves, one TE-polarize
and the other TM-polarized~from the outer and inner loops
respectively! with complex amplitudesA1exp(iF1A) and
B1exp(iF1B), are incident on one face, and two referenc
waves, one TE and one TM with respective amplitud
A0exp(iF0A) andB0exp(iF0B), are incident on the other face
The interference of like-polarized beams at the bea
splitting layer inside the cube produces four interference p
terns~two on each of the exit faces of the cube!, in which the
intensity distribution is described by the expressions

I 11,125uRTEu2A0,1
2 1uTTEu2A1,0

2

12uRTEuuTTEuA0A1cos~DFTE6GTE!,

I 21,225uRTMu2B0,1
2 1uTTMu2B1,0

2

12uRTMuuTTMuB0B1cos~DFTM6GTM!. ~1!

Here RTE5uRTEuexp(iGAR) and RTM5uRTMuexp(iGBR) are
the reflection coefficients, andTTE5uTTEuexp(iGAT) and
TTM5uTTMuexp(iGBT) are the transmission coefficients of th
beam-splitting layer inside the cube, respectively;GTE

5GAT2GAR , GTM5GBT2GBR , DFTE5F1A2F0A , and
DFTM5F1B2F0B .

If light is not absorbed or scattered in the beam-splitti
layer ~i.e., if the latter is a homogeneous dielectric layer o
multilayer interference coating!, then GTE,TM5p/2. In this
case the maxima ofI 11,21 and the minima ofI 12,22 are at-
tained for the same value of the phase differenceDFTE,TM .
If absorption is present in the layer, we haveGTE,TM5p/2
1GA,B , so that the maxima ofI 11,21and the minima ofI 12,22

are separated by a phase shift equal to 2GA,B .
After the spatial separation of all four interference p

terns~Fig. 1! the variations of the intensitiesI k1 andI k2 as a
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result of variations of the phase differenceDFTE,TM(t)
5DFTE,TM

0 1d1,2(t) are recorded by the photodetecto
PDk1 and PDk2 . The voltagesUk1(t)5bk1I k1 and Uk2(t)
5bk2(t) from the photodetector outputs (bk1,2 denotes the
conversion efficiencies of the photodiodes! are sent to a sub
traction circuit, which generates the difference voltag
U1(t)5U11(t)2U12(t) andU2(t)5U21(t)2U22(t).

The wave amplitudesUk1(t) andUk2(t) are determined
by varying the initial phase differenceDFTE,TM

0 from zero to
2p:

DU11,125U11,12
max 2U11,12

min 54uRTEuuTTEuA0A1b11,12,

DU21,225U21,22
max 2U21,22

min 54uRTMuuTTMuB0B1b21,22; ~2!

these results are then used to determine the normaliza
factorsDUk5(DUk11Uk2)/2.

For small phase variationsud1,2(t)u!1 we obtain the fol-
lowing expressions for the difference voltages:

U1~ t !5U1
012uRTEuuTTEuA0A1@b11cos~DFTE

0 2GA!

1b12cos~DFTE
0 1GA!#d1~ t !,

U2~ t !5U2
012uRTMuuTTMuB0B1@b11cos~DFTM

0 2GB!

1b22 cos~DFTM
0 1GB!#d2~ t !, ~3!
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where

U1
05b11I 11

0 2b12I 12
0 12uRTEuuTTEuA0A1

3@b11 sin~DFTE
0 2GA!1b12sin~DFTE

0 1GA!#,

U2
05b21I 21

0 2b22I 22
0 12uRTMuuTTMuB0B1

3@b21 sin~DFTM
0 2GB!1b22 sin~DFTM

0 1GB!#,

I 11,12
0 5uRTEu2A0,1

2 1uTTEu2A1,0
2 ,

I 21,22
0 5uRTMu2B0,1

2 1uTTMu2B1,0
2 .

Establishing the initial phase differencesDFTE,TM
0 by

setting the quantitiesU1,2
0 equal to zero, we obtain the nor

malized difference voltages

u1~ t !5
U1~ t !

DU1
5u10d1~ t !,

u2~ t !5
U2~ t !

DU2
5u20d2~ t !, ~4!

where the dimensionless quantitiesu10,20;1 are defined by
the equation
u10,205
b11,21cos~DFTE,TM

0 2GA,B!1b12,22cos~DFTE,TM
0 1GA,B!

b11,211b12,22
.
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The values ofu1,2(t) are fed into a correlative automat
noise-compensation~CANC! system, which is implemente
in a computerized analog-to-digital converter~ADC! con-
figuration. A resultant signalUS(t) is generated at the outpu
of the CANC system:

US~ t !5u1~ t !2u2~ t !
u1~ t !u2~ t !

u2
2~ t !

, ~5!

where the overbar denotes time averaging. If the quant
u1(t) and u2(t) are completely correlated, i.e., ifu2(t)
5const•u1(t), the resultant signalUS(t)50.

We have run a mathematical simulation of the CAN
system, demonstrating the possibility of separating a w
useful signal contained inu1(t) from correlated noise for a
signal-to-noise ratio of the order of 1026.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The pentagonal interferometer shown schematically
Fig. 1 has been assembled and adjusted on a polished,
~10 cm!, circular glass plate of diameter 65 cm; the pen
gon has a side of 30 cm. To eliminate phase fluctuati
during propagation of the laser beams around the outer
inner loops of the pentagonal interferometer under the in
ence of air currents and local temperature variations in
working zone, the optical system of the interferometer
s
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s
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e

s

covered with a protective hood in the form of a welded c
lindrical structure made of D-16 alloy. Four separate int
ference patterns with the desired adjustment either to i
nitely wide bands or to bands of finite width are obtained
the plane of the photodetectors.

The recording system includes two identical chann
~reference and measurement!. Each channel consists of a re
mote unit containing two photodiodes and two side-by-s
photocurrent-to-voltage converters located directly on the
terferometer, plus a differential amplifier unit with a pow
source; the latter unit is situated next to the computer. T
remote unit and the differential amplifier unit are connec
by a cable, which carries the supply voltage to the rem
unit and returns the information signals to the different
amplifier.

The photocurrent induced in a photodiode is sent to
input of a current-to-voltage converter~CVC!. The converter
has a high input impedance, which is necessary for opera
with a photodiode, and a low output impedance, which he
to minimize the influence of the long cable on the sign
transmitted to the differential amplifier. When the pair
converters of one channel is adjusted so that the cons
components of the useful signal are equal at their outputs
differential amplifier suppresses both the constant com
nent of the signal and in-phase noise induced in the ca
On the other hand, the difference signal from two arms of
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interferometer is amplified so as to match the peak-to-p
amplitude of the differential amplifier output voltage wi
the input voltage range of the ADC at the maximum no
level affecting the interferometer. The optical detectors
PD-256 diodes; from a batch of 30 photodetectors we h
selected four having minimum internal noise and minimu
spread of the monochromatic current sensitivity at the la
wavelength of 0.6328 nm.

The current-to-voltage converter is assembled from
140UD24 pulse-stabilized, ultrahigh-precision, operatio
amplifier, which is designed for the construction of e
tremely stable dc amplifiers and operation with hig
resistance signal sources. When the assembled CVC ope
in conjunction with a selected photodiode, it has an inter
noise level no higher than 45mV, which corresponds to a
dynamic range in excess of 100 dB on the part of the rem
unit.

The differential amplifier is assembled as an instrum
tation amplifier utilizing three operational amplifiers, each
which is a 140UD25 precision amplifier with an ultralo

FIG. 2. Photodetector signals~in arbitrary units!.
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input noise voltage. The assembled differential amplifier h
an internal noise level no higher than 30mV, which corre-
sponds to a dynamic range of at least 112 dB. The supp
sion of the in-phase component of the signal is 94 dB in
frequency band from 0 to 100 Hz.

The light polarization azimuths in the two interferen
patterns recorded by the photodetectors PD11 and PD12 are
orthogonal to the light polarization azimuths in the interfe
ence patterns recorded by PD21 and PD22.

Figure 2 shows experimental plots of the light inten
ties in the interference patterns versus time as the in
phase differences are varied. The signals from the photo
tectors PD11 and PD12 are shown in the upper graph, an
those from PD21 and PD22 are shown in the lower graph.

If the interferometer mirrors are affected by mechani
disturbances of any kind, the phases in the inner and o
loops vary synchronously. We have investigated vario
types of mechanical, acoustical, and temperature dis
bances acting on the pentagonal interferometer. In every
we observed synchronous variation of the quantitiesu1(t)

FIG. 3. Variations ofu1(t) andu2(t) when the interferometer is subjecte
to a mechanical disturbance.
FIG. 4. Experimental results of operation of the correlative automatic noise-compensation~CANC! system.
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and u2(t), as illustrated in Fig. 3, which shows the tim
variations ofu1(t) in the upper part and ofu2(t) in the upper
part for the case when the base of the interferometer is
jected to a mechanical~shock! disturbance.

The newly developed CANC system has been tested
real experiment, with the protective hood in place over
pentagonal interferometer. A phase modulator placed
tween the beam-splitting cubes2 and 12 in the reference
beam automatically maintained the value ofu2(t) close to
zero, inducing correlated phase variations in both chann

Figure 4 shows the experimental results of operating
CANC system. The second and third traces show the ph
variations in the inner and outer loops of the pentago
interferometer [u1(t) and u2(t)], and the first trace show
the result of correlation processing@US(t)#. It is evident
from the figure that the phase noise in both channels, ha
an amplitude from 0.531022rad to 1022rad, is reduced to
1024rad, i.e., by almost two orders of magnitude, as a re
of correlation processing. The remaining uncorrelated no
is mainly attributable to fluctuations of the air density und
the protective hood in the parts of the outer and inner in
ferometer loops that are not common paths of light propa
tion. This noise can be eliminated by placing the pentago
interferometer in a vacuum chamber.
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CONCLUSION

As part of the Dulkyn Project for the detection of per
odic gravitational radiation in the Joint Experimental Lab
ratory, an original interferometer representing a passive v
sion of a compact gravitational-wave detector has b
assembled and adjusted, resulting in the development
procedure for the adjustment of a pentagonal, two-loop o
cal cavity with reflective diffraction elements and for testin
the correlation of noise-induced phase distortions due to
cillations of the interferometer mirrors. Phase noise has b
successfully reduced~to the level of 1024rad! in the resultant
signal channel of the detector by means of a newly dev
oped correlative automatic noise-compensation~CANC! sys-
tem. The staff of the Joint Experimental Laboratory f
Gravitational Optics Research is currently working on t
design of an active version of the compact pentago
gravitational-wave detector.

1A. B. Balakin, G. V. Kisun’ko, Z. G. Murzakhanov, and A. F. Skochilov
Dokl. Akad. Nauk346, 39 ~1996! @Phys. Dokl.41, 19 ~1996!#.

2A. R. Agachevet al., Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.20~22!, 27 ~1994! @Tech.
Phys. Lett.20, 901 ~1994!#.

Translated by James S. Wood
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Choosing the amplitude interval for a proportional counter at a low signal level
P. S. Antsiferov

Institute of Spectroscopy, Russian Academy of Sciences, 142092 Troitsk, Moscow Region, Russia
~Submitted April 22, 1996; resubmitted January 16, 1997!
Zh. Tekh. Fiz.68, 126–127~May 1998!

A procedure is described for choosing the optimum pulse amplitude interval for a proportional
counter when the useful signal level is comparable with the natural background level. It
is shown that the optimum interval for counter pulses having a Gaussian amplitude distribution
function corresponds to 1.4s. The application of the procedure is demonstrated in a test
example with processing of the ironKa x-ray spectrum. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7842~98!02405-2#
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Here we discuss an optimal — from the standpoint
signal-to-noise ratio~SNR! — signal-processing procedur
for an x-ray proportional counter. The need for such a p
cedure arises, for example, in experiments on the x-ray s
tra of multiply charged ions generated in an electron-be
trap, where the proportional counter detects the output sig
of an x-ray monochromator.1,2 If the counting rate is compa
rable with the background-level counting rate of the inst
ment, the latter being associated with cosmic rays as a ru3

an additional continuous spectral background is recorde
the monochromator scans a spectral line. This backgroun
punctuated by Poisson fluctuations, and if the amplitude
the line is commensurate with, or lower than the magnitu
of such fluctuations, spectral information is lost. Leti (E0 ,A)
be the amplitude response function of the counter for p
tons of energyE0 (E0 is determined by the monochromato
A is the instantaneous amplitude of the counter pulse!. Here
we submit the problem of how to choose the requisite a
plitude intervalA12A2 in which to accept and count th
counter pulses so as to maximize the SNR in the resul
spectrum.

The variance of the background noise is proportiona
(Nn)1/2, whereNn is the average number of noise pulses
the spectral point in question. When the width of the dis
bution f (E0 ,A) is considerably smaller than the amplitud
A0 at which f attains a maximum, we can assume thatNn

;uA22A1u. On the other hand, the number of detect
counter pulses associated with the useful signal is pro
tional to the quantityS:

S5E
A1

A2
f ~E0 ,A!dA. ~1!

In the caseS<Nn , therefore, the SNR is proportional to th
quantityR:

R5S/ANn. ~2!

The condition of maximumR yields the system of equation
5961063-7842/98/43(5)/2/$15.00
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2 f ~E0 ,A2!~A22A1!5E
A1

A2
f ~E0 ,A!dA,

2 f ~E0 ,A1!~A22A1!5E
A1

A2
f ~E0 ,A!dA. ~3!

If the amplitude response function is symmetrical with ma
mumA0;E0 ~as is usually the case forE0.1keV!, the issue
becomes the selection of a symmetrical intervalA06DA,
whereDA is given by the equation

4 f ~E0 ,A01DA!5E
A02DA

A01DA

f ~E0 ,A!dA. ~4!

Numerical calculations forf having a Gaussian profile with
averageA0 and standard deviations give DA51.4s.

FIG. 1. Spectrogram of the ironKa1,2 doublet, obtained at a low signa
level. Amplitude intervals chosen for the counter pulses:1! DA50.5s; 2!
DA51.4s; 3! DA53s.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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To illustrate the procedure, we have performed a t
experiment, using an x-ray monochromator2 to record the
spectrum of the ironKa1,2 doublet (l>1.94 Å! excited in an
x-ray tube. The radiation intensity of the tube was spec
cally reduced to a level such that the counting rate use
the monochromator of the SRM 19 x-ray proportion
counter would be of the same order as its noise level.
amplitude response function of the counter to the ironKa

photon energy was determined in a separate calibration m
surement with the ratios/A0 equal to 0.12. Figure 1 show
spectrograms corresponding to the counter pulse amplitu
chosen for monochromator scanning from the intervalsDA
50.5s, DA51.4s, and DA53s. Clearly, increasingDA
from 1.4s to 3s causes the background to increase with
changing the signal amplitudes in the lines themselves.
spectrograms were processed by the maximum-likelih
method,4 which was used to approximate the experimen

TABLE I.

Background level,
photons/div

Amplitude interval

DA50.5s DA51.4s DA53s

0.4 3.7 7.5
Ka1 sL /L 0.94 0.79 0.82
Ka1 sW /W 0.6 0.47 0.57
Ka2 sL /L 0.83 0.79 0.97
Ka2 sW /W 0.58 0.48 0.55
st

-
in
l
e

a-

es

t
e
d
l

data by a sum of two Lorentzian profiles:L/@(l2l0)2

1(W/2)2#. The background level, the positions of the ce
ters, the heights of the maximaL, and the widthsW of both
lines were determined, along with the standard deviation
these parameters. The representative characteristics fo
purposes are the relative standard deviationssL /L and
sW /W, which are shown in Table I together with the me
sured background level. The relative standard deviations
a minimum for DA51.4s, demonstrating the adequacy o
the given procedure for choosing the proper interval of pu
amplitudes for the x-ray proportional counter.

The author is grateful to K. N. Koshelev for valuab
discussions and assistance with the study.
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05810a of the Russian Fund for Fundamental Resea
~RFFI!.
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Solving elastic plane problems involving the effect of Lorentz forces on conductors
carrying a uniform current

E. A. Devyatkin

Institute of Problems in Mechanics, Russian Academy of Sciences, 117526 Moscow, Russia
~Submitted September 12, 1997!
Zh. Tekh. Fiz.68, 128–129~May 1998!

It is shown that the solution of the first fundamental problem of the linear theory of elasticity in
regard to the effect of the Lorentz force on a long conductor carrying a uniform longitudinal
current in a magnetic field having ana priori unknown distribution can be reduced to the solution
of homogeneous equations. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~98!02505-7#
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In calculations of the stress state of conductors under
influence of Lorentz forces the magnetic field in the reg
occupied by the currents is calculated~if not already known!,
along with the spatial distribution of the body forces. T
standard method for solving the first fundamental problem
the linear theory of elasticity is to find a particular solution
the inhomogeneous equations and to reduce them to ho
geneous equations. The determination of a particular solu
in the general case of a conductor of complex configura
or a complex distribution of the external field~or both! can
pose a none too simple, if not unsolvable problem. Howev
for the planar problem of Lorentz forces acting on a lo
conductor of arbitrary cross section with a uniform curre
flowing along it, the Maxwell stress tensor can be used
find a particular solution of the inhomogeneous equati
without having to calculate the fields. A procedure for fin
ing such a solution is set forth below.

We consider a long, nonferromagnetic, linearly elas
isotropic, homogeneous conductor carrying a current of d
sity j uniformly distributed over its cross section; it resides
a magnetic field with an inductionB. Let the z axis of a
Cartesian coordinate systemxyz be directed parallel to the
generatrix of the conductor surface, let its transverse c
section be a simply connected region with boundaryG, and
let the external magnetic fieldBa , like the field Bj of the
conductor currents, be independent of the coordinatez, i.e.,
Ba5Ba(x,y) and Bj5Bj (x,y). Consequently, the Lorent
force acting on the conductor,f5 j3B (B5Ba1Bj ), is also
independent ofz. We assume that the conductor is in a pla
strain state and that an external loadP is applied to its lateral
surface, equalizing the body forcesf ~unless they are self
equalizing!.

The equilibrium and compatibility equations and t
boundary conditions for the given situation have the form1

s i j , j5 f j50, ns j j 52
1

12n
divf ~ i , j 5x,y!, ~1!

Pi5s i j nj for x,yPG. ~2!

Here summation over repeated subscripts is implied,n is the
Laplacian operator,n is Poisson’s ratio, andnj denotes the
components of the unit outward normal vectorn to the sur-
face of the conductor. The comma in the expressions i j , j
5981063-7842/98/43(5)/2/$15.00
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signifies differentiation with respect to the coordinate follo
ing it. For plane strain we haveszz5n(sxx1syy).

The Maxwell stress tensorSi j for a nonferromagnetic
medium can be written in the form2

Si j 5m0
21S BiBj2d i j

B2

2 D , ~3!

where d i j is the Kronecker delta, andm0 is the magnetic
permeability of free space.

The tensorSi j satisfies the equilibrium equations (Si j , j

5 f i) and in general does not satisfy the compatibility equ
tion, because, generally speaking, divfÞ0. Using Maxwell’s
equation for nonferromagnetic conductors curlB5m0 j , we
obtain div f5B•curl j2m0 j 2. If j 5const, then divf
52m0 j 2. We seek a solution of Eqs.~1! in the form s i j

5s̃ i j 2Si j . In the compatibility equation we haves j j 5sxx

1syy5s̃xx2Sxx1s̃yy2Syy5s̃xx1s̃yy , since1! Sxx52Syy

5(Bx
22By

2)/(2m0). For the stressess̃ i j we then obtain from
~1! equilibrium equations without body forces and a comp
ibility equation with a constant right-hand side:

s̃ i j , j50, ns̃ j j 5
m0 j 2

12n
. ~4!

The boundary conditions~2! now assume the form

Pi1Si j nj5s̃ i j nj for x,yPG. ~5!

For the longitudinal stresses we haves̃zz5n(s̃xx1s̃yy).
If for problem ~4!, ~5! we introduce Airy’s functionw,

which is related to the stress componentss̃ i j by the equa-
tions s̃xx5w ,yy , s̃yy5w ,xx , ands̃xy5w ,xy , the equilibrium
equations are then satisfied, and from the compatibility eq
tion we obtain the inhomogeneous equation with a cons
right-hand side

nnw5
m0 j 2

12n
. ~6!

The solutions of Eq.~6! are well known in application to
problems in the static bending of plates~see, e.g., Ref. 3 and
the literature cited therein!, where its right side represents th
distribution of the density of the external force acting on t
plate. Choosing a particular solutionw (0) of Eq. ~6! corre-
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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sponding to stressess̃ i j
(0) and writing the solution of the basi

problem ~1!, ~2! in the form s i j 5s̃ i j 1s̃ i j
(0)2Si j , for the

stressess̃ i j we have equilibrium and compatibility equation
without body forces~i.e., their stress function is biharmonic!
and boundary conditions in the form

Pi1~Si j 2s̃ i j
~0!!nj5s̃ i j ni for x,yPG. ~7!

Thus the initial inhomogeneous problem for any magne
field distribution satisfying Maxwell’s equations for nonfe
romagnetic conductors can be reduced to the case in w
volume forces are absent. ForBa@Bj one can assume tha
f5 j3Ba . Consequently, divf50 ~since inside the conduc
tor j 5const, curlBa50), and in this case the tensor2Si j is
a solution of equations~1!. In the case of a known externa
field one does not need to calculate the fieldBj in all regions
of the conductor in order to determine the stress at a poin
the conductor whereBj50; it is sufficient to know the val-
ues on the boundary.

If we require that the components of the tensors̃ i j
(0) nor-

mal and tangential to the boundaryG be equal to zero at the
boundary, the form of the boundary conditions~7! is simpli-
fied. A suitable candidate for such a particular solution
Eq. ~6! for a conductor of radiusR is the functionw (0)

5m0 j 2(r 22R2)2/@64(12n)# (r 25x21y2) ~Refs. 1 and 4!
used in the problem of the transverse bending of an ed
clamped circular plate under the influence of a load dist
uted uniformly on it. The corresponding stress compone
in polar coordinates ares̃ rr

(0)5m0 j 2(r 22R2)/@16(12n)#,
s̃QQ

(0) 5m0 j 2(3r 22R2)/@16(12n)#, s̃ rQ
(0)50. At the bound-

ary we haves̃ rr
(0)(R)50, s̃ rQ

(0)[0, and the boundary condi
tions assume the forms̃ rr (R)5Pr(R)1Srr (R), s̃ rQ(R)
5PQ(R)1SrQ(R). Using this solution, we can readily de
termine the stresses in a circular conductor when the cur
flowing along it interacts with its self-magnetic field (P50,
Ba50). The field of the current has only a circular comp
nent and in the conductor is equal toBj5m0 j r /2. We write
c

ch
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f
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the solution of the problem in the forms rr 5s̃ rr 1s̃ rr
(0)

2Srr , sQQ5s̃QQ1s̃QQ
(0) 2SQQ , s rQ5s̃ rQ2SrQ . The di-

agonal elements of the Maxwell stress tensor are equal to
energy densities of the magnetic fieldW52Srr 5SQQ

5Bj
2/(2m0), and SrQ50. The solution s̃ i j ~where i , j

5r ,Q) must satisfy the equilibrium and compatibility equ
tions without body forces and boundary conditions with
uniformly distributed pressures̃ rr (R)5Srr (R)5W(R),
s̃ rQ(R)50. Such a solution iss̃ rr (R)5s̃QQ52W(R),
s̃ rQ50 ~Refs. 1 and 4!, i.e., we have a constant hydrostat
pressure~the so-called hydrostatic solution!. We finally ob-
tain s rr 5m0 j 2(322n)
3(R22r 2)/@16(12n)#, sQQ52m0 j 2@(322n)R22(1
12n)r 2#/@16(12n)#, s rQ50, which coincides with the so
lution obtained in Ref. 5. This example is analogous to
familiar rotating cylinder problem, in which the inertial term
also depends linearly onr ~see, e.g., Ref. 4!.

The results can be applied to the solution of planar e
ticity problem by numerical methods and to the solution
inverse problems.

1!We assume without loss of generality that the magnetic field does not h
a longitudinal component (Baz50).
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~1982!, 620 pp.

3L. V. Kantorovich and V. I. Krylow,Approximate Methods of Higher
Analysis@Wiley, New York, 1964; 5th ed., Fizmatgiz, Moscow, 1962, 70
pp.#.

4A. E. H. Love, A Treatise on the Mathematical Theory of Elasticit,
4th ed. ~Cambridge University Press, Cambridge; Macmillan, Lond
~1927!; reprint, Dover, New York~1944!; ONTI, Moscow-Leningrad
~1935!, 674 pp.
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Influence of relaxation on the profile of a nonlinear acoustic pulse
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~Submitted September 12, 1997!
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The influence of transverse relaxation on a nonlinear acoustic wave generated in the presence of
the acoustic self-induced transparency~SIT! phenomenon is investigated. An explicit
analytical equation for the profile of the nonlinear acoustic wave is derived by a perturbation
theory developed on the basis of the inverse scattering problem. This equation provides
a possible means for investigating experimentally the profile of an acoustic SIT pulse with
allowance for relaxation effects, so that these results can be used to construct new types of
acoustoelectronic devices. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~98!02605-1#
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The acoustic self-induced transparency~SIT! phenom-
enon refers to the enhancement of the acoustic transmis
of a resonant medium under the influence of an acou
pulse whose intensity exceeds a threshold value and w
duration is shorter than the irreversible relaxation time. S
a pulse is characterized by a long delay time in the med
and distortion of its profile.1 A model in which the irrevers-
ible relaxation times are assumed to be indefinitely large2 is
often used in the theoretical investigation of acoustic s
induced transparency. The influence of relaxation effects
a nonlinear acoustic SIT pulse has been analyzed3 by a per-
turbation theory developed on the basis of the inverse s
tering method. This method utilizes the auxiliary Zakharo
Shabat spectral problem.4 In Ref. 3 the influence of
relaxation effects on the discrete spectrum of scattering
of the Zakharov–Shabat problem has been investigated,
the variations of the velocity, amplitude, instantaneous
quency, and phase of the relaxation-induced nonlinear ac
tic wave has been calculated. It has been proved5 that allow-
ance for transverse scattering in the presence
inhomogeneous spectral line broadening leads to the ex
tion of a continuous spectrum of scattering data, and
phenomenon changes the profile of a nonlinear optical wa
The same result is equally valid for an acoustic pulse ge
ated in the presence of acoustic self-induced transpare
The objective of the present study is to derive explicit a
lytical equations for the profile of an acoustic SIT wave w
transverse relaxation effects taken into account.

To provide a simple model that can be used to inve
gate the influence of transverse relaxation on a nonlin
wave profile, we consider a nonmetallic, diamagnetic cry
of cubic symmetry containing a small concentration of pa
magnetic impurities with an effective spinS51/2. We as-
sume that a transversely polarized acoustic pulse of
quencyv, wave vectork, and durationT propagates along
one of the fourfold axes~the z axis!. A static magnetic field
H0 is applied in the same direction. We also assume that
pulse exists in resonance with the paramagnetic impurit
We consider the criterion of coherent interaction of the pu
with the medium to be satisfied:T!T1,2, vT@1 ~Refs. 1
and 2!, whereT1 andT2 are the longitudinal and transvers
6001063-7842/98/43(5)/2/$15.00
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relaxation times of the paramagnetic impurities. In this si
ation acoustic self-induced transparency can be describe
a system comprising the Bloch equations and a wave eq
tion, which for slow variablesr1 andq has the form

]r1

]t
5 iDvr122r ^Sz&2

r1

T2
,

]^Sz&
]t

5rr22qr1,

]q

]z
5¸E

2`

1`

g~Dv!r2~Dv!dDv, ¸5
L2nv

8rv3\
. ~1!

The quantitiesr6, r, andq are determined from the relation

^S6&56 ir6exp@6 i ~vt2kz!#, q52r * 52
L

2\
E2,

«65«xz6 i«yz5E6exp@6 i ~vt2kz!#,

L5bH0Fxzxz,

Fxzxz5Fyzyz, t5t2~z/v !, Dv5v02v,

where«xz , «yz , andFxzxz are the components of the stra
and spin–phonon coupling tensors,^S6,z& are the average
values of the operator variablesS6,z, b is the Bohr magne-
ton, v is the sound velocity at the pointz50, v0 is the
resonance frequency of the paramagnetic impurities,\ is
Planck’s constant,g(Dv) is the normalized inhomogeneou
broadening function of the spectral line of electron-acous
resonance,r is the density of the crystal, andn is the number
of paramagnetic impurities per unit volume.

The system of equations~1! is valid when the longitudi-
nal relaxation time is much longer than the transverse re
ation, assuming here thatT1→`. To determine the profile of
the nonlinear acoustic SIT wave, it is necessary to first
termine the explicit form of the continuous spectrum~the
‘‘reflection coefficient’’! R of the auxiliary Zakharov–Shaba
spectral problem, taking transverse relaxation into acco
Following the scheme proposed in Ref. 5, we find that in
simplest case, where a pulse having the profile of an acou
SIT soliton is transmitted into the medium, the reflecti
coefficientR(z50)50, whereupon the explicit equation fo
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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the profile of the nonlinear acoustic SIT wave, taking tra
verse relaxation into account, assumes the form

q524hb
exp@22~h1 i j!t#

z

1
T

T2

4p2h0
2nexp@ i ~b022jt!#

3z2

3H ^ f ~j!&~z22!2

iB28phC FexpS i
B

8ph
zD2exp~Cz!G

2

4^ f ~j!&* expF4h~t02t!1
Bz

4ph G
iB18phC*

3FexpS 2 i
B

8ph
zD2exp~C* z!GJ , ~2!

where

^ f ~j!&58¸

3E 2j212jj124jj1* 23~j12j1* !Dv

~2j2Dv!~2j12Dv!~2j1* 2Dv!

3g~Dv!dDv.

The quantitiesj, j1, b0, b, andh are the essence of th
discrete spectrum of scattering data of the auxiliary spec
problem. They are defined together withB andC in Ref. 5.
Making use of the fact that ReC,0 andB;O(h2T2*

2), we
readily obtain the asymptotic form ofq in the limit z→`:

q~z,t!522ih0exp@ i ~b022jt!#sech@2h~t02t!#

2
T

T2

pnh^ f ~j0!&
6C~j0!

$122 sech2@2h0~t2t0!#%

3exp@ i ~b022j0t!#,

wherej0 andh0 are the values ofj andh at z50.
-

al

The quantities (4h0\)/L, 1/(2h0), v22j0, andt0 are
the amplitude, width, instantaneous frequency, and de
time of the pulse, respectively. The explicit form of the no
linear wave is simplified in special cases, for example, wh
the spectral line has a Lorentzian profile:

q522ih0exp@ i ~b022jt!#sech@2h~t2t0!#

1
T

T2
iph0$12sech2@2h0~t2t0!#%

3exp@ i ~b022j0t!#.

It is evident from Eqs.~2!–~4! that the inclusion of trans-
verse relaxation effects, as expected, alters the profile of
nonlinear acoustic SIT wave, and these corrections are of
order of T/T2. Consequently, the allowance for effects
excitation of a continuous spectrum yields a contribution
the nonlinear profile of the same order as the contribution
the discrete spectrum to the amplitude, width, instantane
frequency, and delay time of the pulse.5

We have investigated in detail the case in which a pu
in the form of an acoustic SIT soliton is transmitted into t
medium. We note that Eq.~2! can be used to obtain th
explicit form of the nonlinear wave when a pulse of arbitra
~with area close to 2p) profile is transmitted into the me
dium. The explicit equations~2!–~4! obtained here for the
profile of an acoustic SIT pulse, combined with the results
Ref. 5, where the influence of transverse relaxation on
amplitude, width, instantaneous frequency, and delay time
the pulse is described, can be used to formulate a total
ture of the influence of transverse relaxation on the acou
self-induced transparency phenomenon.

1N. Shiren, Phys. Rev. B2, 2471~1971!.
2G. T. Adamashvili, Phys. Lett. A86, 487 ~1981!.
3G. T. Adamashvili, Phys. Lett. A95, 439 ~1983!.
4S. P. Novikov, S. V. Manakov, L. P. Pitaevski�, and V. E. Zakharov,
Theory of Solitons: The Inverse Scattering Method~Consultants Bureau,
New York, 1984; Nauka, Moscow, 1980, 400 pp.!.

5G. T. Adamashvili, Teor. Mat. Fiz.75, 371 ~1988!.
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Harmonic generation in microinhomogeneous composites
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The influence of the microstructure of slightly nonlinear composites on the nonlinear response is
investigated. The third-harmonic amplitude is expressed in terms of the fourth moment of
the current and the local value of the nonlinear sensitivity tensor of the composite. The general
structure of the effective sensitivity tensor is analyzed. The possibility of measuring the
components of the tensor experimentally is discussed. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7842~98!02705-6#
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The investigation of nonlinear phenomena in compos
can yield important information about the microscopic stru
ture of materials.1 Several authors2,3 have commented on th
nonuniversality of the nonlinear behavior of systems in
critical region and the sensitivity of the critical indices to t
microgeometry of a random medium. Recently a profou
interrelationship has been observed between the nonli
conductivity, the 1/f noise factor, and third-harmoni
generation3–8 in slightly nonlinear media. It has been foun
that these quantities can be expressed in terms of correla
functions of the electric field̂e4& and the current̂ j 4&. The
study of the behavior of the higher moments and their div
gences can provide additional information on the structure
composites.9 The most practical method for the investigatio
of nonlinear properties lies in the generation and meas
ment of the third harmonic. At the present time an express
for the third-harmonic amplitude is known only for a local
isotropic random medium.3,8

In this paper we derive a general expression for
third-harmonic amplitude, taking into account the local m
crostructure of the composite. As an example, we consid
composite consisting of microscopic particles of carbon d
solved in a polymer. The crystallographic axes of the po
crystals are randomly oriented in this system. There are
numerous well-known examples involving real textur
films and bulk samples whose constituent microcompone
have a highly preferred orientation of the axes.1 We are in-
terested in nonlinear effects in such a substance, harm
generation in particular. In the linear approximation the fie
and the current are related by the equation

ea5rab j b , ~1!

whererab is the local resistance tensor of the composite
Summation over repeated indices is tacitly understo

unless stated otherwise. The components of the tensorrab

~laboratory coordinate system! can be expressed in terms
the corresponding components in a moving coordinate
tem, rab5uagrgd

0 udb , where uag is a rotation matrix.
Whatever the type of texture, we model it by selecting
appropriate distribution of angles describing the rotation m
trix uag .

The current and the field obey the equations
6021063-7842/98/43(5)/3/$15.00
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div j50, curl e50. ~2!

The electric field and the current vary randomly from o
point to another in the composite. We introduce their av
ages over the volume of the system and with respect to
orientations of the microcrystallites:

E5^e&, J5^ j &. ~3!

The effective resistance for the macroscopic system is
isotropic tensorrab

e 5redab . The quantityre is defined by
the relation

E5reJ ~4!

or by the energy relation

reJ25^rab j a j b&. ~5!

These definitions are equivalent for macroscopic system
We now discuss briefly how to describe a nonline

composite. The physical mechanisms of nonlinearity dep
significantly on the material of the microcrystallites. If th
microcrystallites represent a metal or a highly doped se
conductor, the electron-temperature approximation can
used. But if the microcrystallites represent a wide-gap diel
tric or a lightly doped semiconductor, it is necessary to ta
into account the activation mechanism underlying the fi
dependence of the current in these microstructures.

We confine the present study to the weak nonlinea
approximation. In this case each of the above-indicated m
els reduces to inclusion of the cubic term in the expansio

ea5rab j b1kabgd j b j d , ~6!

wherekabgd is the local nonlinear resistance tensor.
The number of components of the tensor depends on

spatial symmetry of the microcrystal. The number is read
calculated to be 10 for the tetragonal system, possibly 4
the cubic system, and 11 for the hexagonal system.

Let the sample be connected into an external circuit
such a way that the components of the average current
according to the lawJa5Ja

0cos(vat) ~summation overa
does not apply here!. The local currents also vary with tim
according to the harmonic lawj a5 j a

0cos(vat) ~again no
summation overa). We obtain a relation between the loc
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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temperature variation due to heating of the electron gas
the local nonlinear resistance tensor. We generalize an
pression derived previously8 for a locally isotropic medium.
Forming the balance equation, we obtain

dT5
1

L
rab j a j b , ~7!

whereL is the coefficient of heat transfer from electrons
the lattice.

The local variation of the resistance with local variati
of the temperature

drab5
]rab

]T
dT

can be written in the form

drab5h
]rab

]T
rgd j g j d , ~8!

whereh51/L.
On the other hand, it follows from Eq.~1! that

ea5~rab1drab! j b . ~9!

Substituting Eq.~8! into ~9! and comparing with~6!, we find

kabgd5h
]rab

]T
rgd . ~10!

It should be noted that the nonlinear term in Eq.~6! can have
a more general significance than~10!, which has been ob
tained on the basis of a temperature model. Conseque
the local variation of the resistance for a locally anisotro
medium can be written in the form

drab5kabgd j g j d . ~11!

Invoking Cohn’s theorem,10 we write the variation of the
effective resistance

dreJ25^drgd j g j d&. ~12!

Substituting Eq.~11! into ~12!, we obtain

dreJ25^kabgd j a j b j g j d&. ~13!

Making use of Eq.~13! and the relation

En5~re1dre!Jn , ~14!

we can write the field correction induced by the weak no
linearity of the medium:

dEn5~^kabgd j a j b j g j d&/J
4!J2Jn . ~15!

As mentioned above, this type of relation is valid beyond
temperature model. It also holds in cases where the non
earity has a different origin. For example, the nonlinear
can be attributable to a dependence of the electron scatte
cross section on the electric field, the influence of the L
entz force on the carrier paths, etc.

In the locally isotropic case, when

kabgd5ksdabdgd ~16!

and the external current and local currents vary harmo
cally, Eq. ~15! can be used to express the third-harmo
amplitude in the form
nd
x-

ly,
c

-

e
n-

ing
-

i-
c

B3v5^ks~ j 0!4&/^ j 0&4. ~17!

Equation~17! coincides with the result of Ref. 8.
It is evident from Eq.~15! that in the first nonlinearity

approximation the response function is characterized b
correlation function of the form

K5^kabgd j a j b j g j d&/J
4. ~18!

Averaging over the positions and orientations of the mic
crystallites, we write Eq.~18! in the form

K5kabgd
e nanbngnd , ~19!

wheren is a unit vector, which depends on the direction
the average current and the time,n5^ j &/u^ j &u.

The number of independent components of the effec
nonlinear conductivity tensorkabgd

e depends on the symme
try of the system. For simplicity we consider only two
dimensional systems, for example, textured films or mo
systems such as those discussed in Ref. 3. A totally isotr
film is characterized by three independent compone
kxxxx

e 5kyyyy
e , kxxyy

e 5kyyxx
e , kxyyx

e 5kyxxy
e , and kxyxy

e 5kyxyx
e ,

because the additional relationkxxxx
e 5kxxyy

e 1kxyxy
e 1kxyyx

e

holds in this case. Consequently, for an isotropic film t
correlation function can be written in the form

K5kxxxx
e , ~20!

i.e., harmonic generation is characterized by a single c
stant ks

e5kxxxx
e , and the third-harmonic amplitude is give

by Eq. ~17!. We note at once that for a texture with hexag
nal symmetry the expression for the correlation function
incides with the expression for an isotropic medium.

We now consider the case in which the spatial distrib
tion is homogeneous, and the angular distribution is non
tropic. The simplest example of this situation can
achieved as described in Ref. 3. Square dielectric inclus
are formed in a conducting matrix. The centers of the inc
sions are distributed with equal probability over the plane
the film, and all the squares have the same orientation.
such a medium the tensorkabgd

e has four independent com
ponentskxxxx

e 5kyyyy
e , kxxyy

e 5kyyxx
e , kxyyx

e 5kyxxy
e , andkxyxy

e

5kyxyx
e , and the correlation function can be written in th

form

K5kxxxx
e ~nx

41ny
4!12~kxxyy

e 1kxyxy
e 1kxyyx

e !nx
2ny

2 . ~21!

It is useful to transform~21! as follows:

K5ks
e12kq

enx
2ny

2 , ~22!

whereks
e5kxxxx

e , andkq
e5(kxxyy

e 1kxyxy
e 1kxyyx

e 1kxxxx
e ).

It is evident from Eqs.~17! and ~22! that the third-
harmonic amplitude depends on the microgeometry of
composite. It is important to note that information on t
microgeometry can be obtained by measuring the ma
scopic characteristics of the system.

As an example, we discuss a method that can be use
obtain information about the microgeometry of a textu
with local cubic symmetry. If the microcomponents of th
texture have a nonisotropic distribution, information abou
can be extracted by measuring the third harmonic. Accord
to Eqs.~15! and ~22!, the third-harmonic amplitude can b
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expressed in terms of a correlation function involving a co
bination of four currents and the nonlinear resistance ten
It is evident form Eq.~22! that the amplitude will contain
information about the coefficientkq . To extract this infor-
mation, we assume that the external current has two pro
tions onto the coordinate axes. Let the oscillation frequen
of the components bevx andvy . For this case we substitut
Eq. ~22! into the response expression~15!. It is readily per-
ceived that the response function also contains
combination-frequency mode in addition to the 3vx and 3vy

harmonics. For example, the components of the cur
along thex axis contain harmonics at the combination fr
quencies 3vx6vy , etc. The amplitudes of these modes a
proportional to the coefficientkq .

To summarize, the nonlinear response contains a
tional information about the microgeometry of a random m
dium. We have shown here that information about a text
can be obtained by measuring a macroscopic characterist
the system: the third-harmonic amplitude. The predic
functional relations can be tested both on textured films
on model systems.3 Additional information can be acquire
by virtue of the dependence of the amplitude on an exte
magnetic field. A magnetic field can redistribute the curre
in the structure and alter the asymptotic behavior of the fie
-
r.

c-
s
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nt
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-
e
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al
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in the approach to singularities. The higher moments of
field and current are found to be very sensitive to a magn
field, so that additional information about the microstructu
of composites can be extracted by studying the generatio
harmonics in a magnetic field. A detailed investigation of t
behavior of higher harmonics in a magnetic field is plann

1Proceedings of the Third International Conference on Electrical Tran
port and Optical Properties of Inhomogeneous Media, Physica A207
~1994!.
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Regulation of the output energy of a backward-wave linear accelerator by the duration
of the rf power pulse
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The problems of regulating the output energy of the accelerated beam of a backward-wave linear
proton accelerator over a wide range without altering the beam intensity are investigated.
The proton energy is regulated by adjusting the duration of the rf power pulse delivered to the
accelerator and by regulating the delay time between the instant of injection and the
instant at which the leading edge of the rf pulse arrives at the output end of the accelerator. The
method is tested on the interdigital-type accelerating section of length 1.25 m of a linear
proton accelerator. It is shown experimentally that the electron beam energy at the accelerator
output can be varied approximately threefold without any appreciable sacrifice of the
beam intensity by varying the duration of the rf pulse in the given accelerator section. ©1998
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~98!02805-0#
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A useful asset to a linear accelerator functioning a
source of ionizing radiation is the capability of regulating t
output energy of the accelerated beam while maintainin
constant beam current.1 The implementation of such regula
tion is fairly simple to achieve in multisection resonan
machines by tilting individual sections of the accelerator.2 In
application to single-section, traveling-wave linear accele
tors energy regulation is achieved by varying the inp
power, frequency, or phase of the rf power supply.1,3 How-
ever, this technique produces only a slight change in
output energy in the first case, a sharp drop in the acceler
beam current in the second case, and division of the lin
accelerator into at least two sections, adding to the struct
complexity of the accelerator itself, in the third case.

In the present article we discuss a procedure for regu
ing the output energy of a backward-wave linear acceler
in such a way as to maintain a constant accelerated b
current.

We consider the interaction of beam-current and
power pulses in the accelerating section of a backward-w
linear accelerator. In accordance with the scheme of par
acceleration in a backward-wave field,4 we initially deliver to
the accelerating structure an rf power that propagates in
direction of the injector. At the instant when the leading ed
of the rf pulse appears at the output of the accelerating
tem, we activate particle injection. It is clear that the opp
ing motion of the particles and the wave significantly redu
their interaction timeT in comparison with what it would be
in any other circumstance. The timeT is expressed by the
equation5

T5 l
Vg1V

Vg•V
, ~1!

where l is the spatial particle–wave interaction length,V is
6051063-7842/98/43(5)/3/$15.00
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the velocity of synchronous beam particles, averaged o
the lengthl , and Vg is the group velocity of the rf power
averaged over the lengthl .

If we choosel ,L, the particle energyW( l ) is lower
than the output energy of the accelerator. It is given by
expression

W~ l !5eE
0

1

E~z!dz, ~2!

wheree is the electron charge,z is the longitudinal coordi-
nate, andE(z) is the accelerating field in the section.

We set the durationTp of the rf power pulses equal toT,
whereupon beam-wave interaction takes place only in par
the section. Since injection is initiated at the instant of arri
of the leading edge of the rf power pulse at the output of
accelerating system, particle acceleration is initiated from
first cells of the section. The bunching and energy buildup
particles take place in this part of the accelerating syst
The accelerator output energy is lower than the energy
could be attained over the entire length of the section. C
sequently, by varying the durationT, in effect, we vary the
length of the accelerating system beginning at the inject
end, wherein the wave interacts with the beam, and there
vary the output particle energy as well.

It is important to note that the energies of accelera
particles situated at the beginning and end of the inject
pulse differ on account of the difference in the duration
their interaction with the oncoming stream of rf pow
pulses. Particles situated in the vicinity of the leading edge
the beam current are accelerated during a time period e
to the duration of the rf power pulse. Consequently, th
build up the maximum energy. But here rf power is extrac
from the accelerating system. Subsequent particles no lo
interact with this part of the rf pulse and therefore accum
late less energy. Particles situated in the zone of the trai
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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edge of the beam current are accelerated for a time pe
equal to the duration of the rf pulse minus the injecti
pulse. Consequently, they build up the lowest energy of
particles in the pulse. To diminish this energy difference, i
necessary to use the shortest possible injection cur
pulses. However, an energy difference in the beam-cur
pulse is a fundamentally unavoidable drawback of the gi
technique for regulating the output energy of a linear acc
erator. If we makel .L, the rf power fills up the entire
accelerating system throughout the total time of accelera
of the beam-current pulses. The particle energy beco
equal to the accelerator output energyW0 and no longer
increases with any further increase in the durationT. The
beam is accelerated as in the conventional accelerator o
ating regime.

If the beam-current pulses are injected before the lead
edge of the rf pulses reach the output of the accelera
system, these pulses meet inside the section, where w
particle synchronism is generally lacking. As a result of t
loss of synchronism the beam is not accelerated, and
discussion of regulating the output energy is meaning
under the circumstances.

The pulse durationsT required to regulate the acceler
tor energy are usually of the order of hundreds or even t
of nanoseconds. The generation of such pulses at a hig
power level is not a simple engineering problem. The di
culty can be circumvented by increasing the durationTp of
the rf pulses to microsecond values. In this case injec
does not take place at the instant of arrival of the lead
edge of the rf pulses at the output of the accelerating sys
but after a finite delay timet. As mentioned above, the ac
cumulation of energy by particles in the accelerating sys
is proportional toT. In the given situationT5Tp2t, and
this time can be regulated by varying the durationTp of the rf
power pulses or by varying the injection delay timet.

The technique has been tested experimentally by e
tronic simulation on the interdigital-type accelerating syst
of a backward-wave linear proton accelerator. The length
the system is 1.25 m, the initial energy is 385 ke
~210 eV!, and the final energy isW051.9MeV ~1035 eV!.
The theoretical-design pulsed rf power delivered to the
celerating system is 180 kW~54 mW!. The figures in pa-
rentheses give the values of the parameters of the pu
electronic model used to represent the proton accelerato
testing the technique. The duration of the injection curr
pulses was 10 ns, and the accelerated beam current h
value in the interval 10212mA. The durationT of the rf
pulses was regulated in the range 80–160 ns. The rf po
pulses had a trapezoidal profile with leading and trail

TABLE I.

T, ns V, m/s Vg , m/s l , mm W, MeV W, eV Wexp, eV

160 1.383107 1.583107 1252 1.9 1035 1040
140 1.33107 1.553107 1064 1.49 812 880
120 1.223107 1.513107 884 1.14 621 670
100 1.13107 1.463107 714 0.89 485 500
80 1.063107 1.433107 561 0.7 381 390
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edges of duration 10–15 ns each. Particles were injec
into the section at the instant when the leading edge of th
power pulse reached the output of accelerating system.
error of this synchronization, allowing for the finite spread
the leading edges of the beam-current and rf power pul
did not exceed 20 ns. The pulsed beam currents were m
sured by means of a secondary-electron multiplier,6 and the
particle energy was measured by the retarding-poten
method.7

Table I shows the results of direct measurements
the results of calculations of the output energy of the lin
accelerator section. The accelerator output energy~2! was
calculated on the basis of Eq.~1! and the results of previ-
ously reported8 measurements of prototype resonance m
els of accelerating systems.

In the tableW MeV denotes the calculated values of th
output particle energy of the linear proton accelerator,W eV
represents the scaled values of the same energies fo
electronic model, andWexp is the measured output energy
the linear accelerator section on the electronic model
comparison of the last two columns reveals good agreem
between the calculated and measured output energies o
linear accelerator. Figure 1 shows delay curves of the r
tive value of the beam current for the rf power pulse du
tions given in the table. It is evident that the output partic
energy decreases from 1040 eV to 380 eV asT is decreased
from 160 ns to 80 ns. The beam current does not vary m
than 10% in this case.

In closing, it can be concluded that the output partic
energy of a backward-wave linear accelerator can be re
lated in such a way as to maintain a constant acceler
beam current. The feasibility of regulating the beam out
current while maintaining a constant beam output energy
been demonstrated previously9 in a similar structure. Conse
quently, independent control of the output values of t
beam energy and current is achieved in the method
backward-wave acceleration of charged particles, thereby
tending the possible applications of the method in radiat
studies.

FIG. 1. Relative beam current versus beam energy for various rf po
pulse durations.1 ! T580ns; 2 ! 100 ns; 3 ! 120 ns; 4 ! 140 ns; 5 !
160 ns;I 0 denotes the accelerated beam current.
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Experimental study of the resonance reflection of a plane electromagnetic wave from a
wide-spaced strip grating

S. N. Vorob’ev
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The resonance reflection of a plane electromagnetic wave from a diffraction grating consisting of
wide-spaced, thin, tilted metal strips is confirmed and investigated experimentally. Good
agreement is obtained between the experimental results and published theoretical data. ©1998
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~98!02905-5#
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Electromagnetic fields scattered by gratings of identi
thin metal strips have properties that qualify such structu
for successful applications in antenna technology and mi
wave devices. The uses of strip gratings as selective elem
are quite diverse.1–5 In particular, a grating of tilted meta
strips can be used as a directional coupler or semitranspa
screen with an adjustable separation level, which can ra
essentially from zero to one, depending on the ratio betw
the width of the strips, their tilt angle relative to the plane
the grating, and the period of the latter. The reflection
waves from the grating has a distinct resonance chara
because it is caused by interference interaction of the fi
in the zones between the strips.

The phenomenon of total resonance reflection of a T
polarized plane wave from a wide-spaced tilted-strip grat
has been discovered on the basis of a rigorous solution o
problem of electromagnetic wave diffraction by a period
grating6 and has been further investigated in a subsequ
paper.7 The objective of the present study is to test expe
mentally the existence of such resonances in real equidis
gratings and to assess the accuracy of agreement of the
oretical results with the practical data. These results can
be used to evaluate the validity of the assumptions unde
ing the mathematical model of the grating~ideal conductivity
and infinitely thin strips! and eventually, working in the reso
nance reflection regime, to design complex electrodyna
systems operating in the millimeter wavelength range.

Total-reflection resonance in an infinite periodic grati
is interpreted as a phenomenon in which a plane wave
mally incident on the grating excites two normal modes
the structure, which propagate along the grating~i.e., in the
direction perpendicular to the edges of the strips! in opposite
directions to each other. Consequently, a high-Q standing-
wave regime is established in the vicinity of the gratin
thereby rendering the grating ‘‘insensitive’’ to the incide
field exciting the normal modes of the structure. In oth
words, a grating with wide-spaced strips behaves like a p
fectly reflecting screen for such a plane wave.7

It follows from an earlier numerical analysis7 that a grat-
6081063-7842/98/43(5)/3/$15.00
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ing consisting of seven elements with parametersd/ l 50.25
and c545° (2d is the strip width,l is the period of the
grating, andc is the strip tilt angle relative to the normal t
the plane of the grating! reflects;80% of the energy of the
incident wave, i.e., the modulus of the field reflection co
ficient is uGu'0.9. We recall that a necessary condition f
the total resonance reflection regime is that the wave sp
trum of the periodic grating contain only one, fundamen
propagating mode. This condition corresponds to the p
ence of a single dominant lobe in the directivity pattern
the reflected field for a bounded structure.

For the experimental work a grating was fabricated w
parameters 2d51.835 mm, l 53.67 mm, andc545°; the
copper-foil strips had a thickness of 0.3 mm~the ratio d/ l
and the anglec coincide with the above-cited data from
Ref. 7!, and the number of strips was 12~the grating is il-
lustrated in Fig. 1!. This structure comprises a fairly wide
spaced grating~where the open spacing of two strips excee
the visible width of one strip! without waveguide regions
between adjacent strips.6,7 The number of strips in the grat

FIG. 1. Wide-spaced tilted-strip grating. The mounting in which the str
are set is coated with an absorbing shield to prevent multiple reflection
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 2. Block diagram of the experi-
mental and measurement apparatu
1) G4-142 rf signal generator; 2!
phase shifter;3! horn antenna;4!
baffle containing the investigated
grating; 5! matched load;6! three-
way E-junction; 7! wavemeter;8!
detector section;9! measurement
amplifier; 10! oscilloscope;AT1! de-
coupling attenuator;AT2! polariza-
tion attenuator; H01,HO2! direc-
tional couplers.
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ing was chosen on the basis of the following consideratio
First, an equidistant structure with more than ten elemen
equivalent, in terms of its electrodynamic characteristics
an infinite periodic grating within relative error limit
d;1% ~if the criterion given in Ref. 8 is used to estima
the degree of correspondence!, in contrast with a seven
element grating, for which it has been shown7 that d;12%.
Hence, the resonance reflection regime on a 12-strip gra
is sharper than for a seven-element grating. Moreover, ra
tion along the grating, which is parasitic in our case, d
creases when the number of elements in the structur
increased.7,8 Second, if such a grating is placed, say, in
open resonator in which the fundamental TEM00q modes ex-
ists, the field ‘‘spot’’ must ‘‘illuminate’’ at least three strip
of the structure to excite resonance reflection in the grat
We note that when one of the higher modes (TEM20q or
especially TEM40q) is present in the open resonator, the d
tribution of fields in the plane of the grating greatly excee
the dimensions of the field spot of the fundamental mode
such a system. Third, it is desirable to investigate a gratin
small dimensions~and, accordingly, one without too man
strips! if it is to be used subsequently as a constituent e
ment of an electrodynamic system.

The measurements were carried out in the wavelen
rangel54.024.6 mm. A block diagram of the measureme
apparatus is shown in Fig. 2. A 50350 mm grating~Fig. 1!
situated in an absorbing baffle is capable of being shifted
the direction perpendicular to the irradiating antenna. T
signal reflected from the investigated grating is sent thro
a phase shifter and a directional coupler2 ~H02! to armsII
and III of a three-way E-junction and into the receiving se
tion, which consists of a detector, a measurement ampli
and an oscilloscope. A wavemeter is included in the rece
ing section to monitor the frequency of the G4-142 sig
generator. The signal on the oscilloscope screen varies s
soidally as the baffle containing the grating is shift
~Fig. 2! ~this effect is associated with reflection from th
grating!. Repeated reflections from the antenna~a pyramidal
horn in this case! and various bodies encountered in its r
diation field are eliminated by shielding with absorbent co
ings.

The experimental procedure is as follows. The ba
s.
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containing the grating is shifted and positioned in such a w
as to maximize the reflected signal in armIII of the E-
junction. The two signals in armIII of the E-junction~one
reflected from the grating and transmitted into armII of the
E-junction, the other a reference signal from the oscillator
arm I of the E-junction! are then balanced by means of th
second attenuator~AT2! and a phase shifter, whereupon th
readings ofAT2, being equal toa1, are recorded. The nex
step is to calibrate the measurement apparatus. The inv
gated grating is replaced by a perfectly reflecting cop
sheet, and again the E-junction is balanced by means of
phase shifter andAT2, whose readings now have the valu
a2. As a result, the modulus of the field reflection coefficie
uGu of the investigated grating is readily calculated from t
equation3,9 uGu510a/20, wherea5a22a1.

Figure 3 shows the measured values of the reflec
coefficientuGu as a function of the dimensionless frequen
parameterk5 l /l. The small-scale oscillations of the exper
mentally recorded graph ofuG(k)u ~the dots in Fig. 3 repre-
sent the measured values ofuGu) are most likely induced by
unmanageable multiple reflections from objects at some
tance from the experimental apparatus. The averageduG(k)u

FIG. 3. Modulus of the reflection coefficientuGu versus frequency paramete
k.
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curve, which closely approximates the true dependence
represented by the solid curve in Fig. 3; it follows from
analysis of this curve that resonance wave reflection oc
in the grating in the frequency intervalk refl50.8520.87. The
measured value of the frequencyk refl50.86 agrees with the
value obtained theoretically in Ref. 7~the discrepancy is les
than 5% with allowance for the shift of the calculated val
of k refl for a grating with a large number of strips!.

Consequently, the mathematical model of the grat
and the wave-scattering processes in it adequately repre
the prevalent conditions of the experiment, and the w
known assumptions of the mathematical model can be
garded as validated. The rigorous electrodynamic met
used to solve the boundary-value problem in Ref. 7 and
careful execution of the experiment have resulted in go
agreement between the calculated and measured phy
characteristics of the resonance wave reflection effect.

We note in conclusion that the results of the study of
possibilities for the construction of electrodynamic system
specifically on the basis of an open resonator, in whic
wide-spaced tilted-strip grating~specially positioned in the
resonator cavity! functions as a selective control elemen
The method set forth in Refs. 7 and 8 can be used to perf
is

rs

g
nts
l-
e-
d
e
d
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r
,
a

.
m

a preliminary numerical analysis of the wave diffraction pr
cesses in such a microwave system, significantly diminish
the volume of subsequent experimental research.

The authors are deeply grateful to S. L. Prosvirnin
steadfast support throughout the course of the study and
for valuable suggestions and remarks tendered in a dis
sion of the results.
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Nondestructive deep-level diagnostic method for semi-insulating materials
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An original nondestructive method for the local deep-level diagnostics of semi-insulating
materials is discussed. The method, called deep-level relaxation optoelectronic spectroscopy
~DLROS!, is based on the contactless recording of relaxation processes of the electron-
hole and trap systems. It can be used to determine the type, energy, and capture cross section of
deep energy centers and to establish their distribution in a wafer for integrated-circuit
applications. The DLROS method is effective for the production input, interim~between
operations!, and output monitoring of substrates and GaAs structures. Unlike DLTS, it does not
require the fabrication of measurement electrodes on samples. ©1998 American Institute
of Physics.@S1063-7842~98!03005-0#
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The widespread application of gallium arsenide and
solid solutions in information technology is hindered by t
appreciable variance of the parameters of active integr
circuit elements at different points of the wafer1 and the vir-
tual impossibility of managing the variations of their thres
old characteristics in the presence of light and h
disturbances.2,3 These difficulties are assumed to be attrib
able to the sensitivity of the stoichiometric composition
binary systems to technological factors affecting the mate
during the growth of ingots and epitaxial structures or dur
technological operations involved in the production of w
fers and devices.4–6 A fundamental distinction of gallium
arsenide materials and technologies is the decisive influe
of both background-type and specially introduced deep-le
energy centers on the parameters of devices and circui7,8

This influence stems from the need to monitor the trap
rameters in semi-insulating substrates and device struct
in the course of integrated circuit fabrication. Convention
methods for measuring the trap parameters in semicon
tors ~e.g., deep-level transient spectroscopy — DLTS! are
ineffective in studies of semi-insulating materials, beca
they require the formation of barrier and ohmic contacts
samples, which introduces large distortions in the spect
of interface energy states in III–V systems. Existing non
structive diagnostic techniques based on impurity light
sorption yield scant information, are time-consuming, a
are ill-suited to investigations of device structures runn
through the technological cycle.

Here we discuss our previously proposed9 DLROS
~deep-level relaxation optoelectronic spectroscopy! method
for the local nondestructive diagnostics of trap parameter
semi-insulating materials. It can be used to measure the
laxation times of the electron-hole and trap systems in se
conducting and semi-insulating materials, to determine
type and energetics of deep centers, and to estimate
densities and capture cross sections. In samples whose
densityNt is lower than the density of free equilibrium ca
riers n0 the method can be used to estimaten0 and to deter-
6111063-7842/98/43(5)/3/$15.00
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mine the type of conductivity of the material. The DLRO
method entails the contactless recording of relaxation p
cesses of the electron-hole and trap systems in the pres
of periodic photoexcitation and quasiequilibrium variation
the sample temperature. The diagnostic technique is rend
nondestructive by placing the heated sample between
plates of a capacitor and irradiating the diagnostic tar
zone through one of the capacitor plates with electrom
netic radiation having a periodically varying amplitude and
quantum energy equal to~or greater than! the energy width
of the bandgap. The in-plane localization of the diagnos
is governed by the dimensions of the light probe, and
in-depth localization depends on the effective diffusi
length. The physical phenomena on which the method
based are associated with generation-recombination
cesses in the irradiated zone of the sample and the forma
of a diffusion-drift potential. The light incident on th
sample penetrates to a deptha21 (a is the light absorption
coefficient!, and in the course of diffusion and drift in th
field of the surface-layer contact potential difference no
equilibrium carriers propagate into the depth of the samp
substantially altering the pattern of equilibrium population
deep centers over the Debye shielding length and produ
a space charge in the indicated zone. This process cha
the character of the potential distribution near the surfa
and the periodic variation of the illuminance of the prob
zone of the sample therefore induces a periodic variation
the photopotential, setting the stage for the application
capacitative recording methods.

The signal recording and processing methods can dif
depending on the specific attributes of the class of mater
under investigation. For the diagnostics of semi-insulat
materials in the system GaAs–AlAs the method of meas
ing the current induced in the external circuit of the measu
ment capacitor by the periodic variations of the photopot
tial, which exhibit a pulsed behavior, in the light-probe
zone of the sample yields sufficient information, and
implementation is simple. The information signal is pr
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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cessed by analyzing the temperature dependence of
instrument-generated function

Ĩ ~T!'
I 0t~T!$12exp@2t/t~ t !#%

t
,

wheret(T) is the potential relaxation time,t is the running
time, andT is the instantaneous temperature of the samp

It is easily shown that the indicated functionĨ (T) has a
maximum on the temperature scale when the photopote
relaxation timet(T) ~carrier lifetime at a trap! is equal to the
delay timet* between light pulses if the pulse duration
much shorter thant* . Since the carrier lifetime at a cente
t i , its energyEi* , and the sample temperature are bound
the relationt i5t0i exp(Ei* /kT) in the case of a monoene
getic center or discrete, noninteracting energy cent
knowledge of the temperaturesTi* of the corresponding
maxima of the functionI i(T) for two or more delay timest i*
is sufficient for determining the energy of the centers

Et5k
Ti* Ti 11*

Ti 11* 2Ti*
lnS t i 11*

t i*
D

and calculating their capture cross sections.
In measuring the density of deep levels, it is necessar

establish the following relation between the impedance
the measurement capacitorZc , the input impedance of the
measurement amplifierZin , the leakage impedance, and t
bulk impedance of the sampleZn : Zc@Zn@Zin . It is readily
verified that these impedance relations are always satis
for conducting and semi-insulating materials in the syst
GaAs–AlAs at excitation pulse repetition rates of 1022106

Hz when the gap between the sample and the semitrans
ent capacitor plate is greater than 0.1 mm, and the chara
istic dimension of the light probe is smaller than 5 mm.
this case the following relation holds between the photo-e
Uw and the input voltage of the measurement amplifierU in :

Uw5U in

~RinCinv11!

CsvRin
,

wherev is the angular frequency of the periodic light sign
Rin is the amplifier input resistance,Cin is the amplifier input
capacitance, andCs is the capacitance of the measureme
capacitor.

Making use of the fact thatt* @ts andCs!Cr ~wherets

is the time constant of the measurement system, andCr is the
leakage capacitance!, we obtain the following relation be
tween the photopotentialUw and the variation of the trap
populationDNt from an analysis of the dependence of t
current through the sample on the variations of the photo
tential:

Uw'
qDNtDx2t

aCs
,

whereDx is the minimum dimension of the light probe, an
q is the elementary charge.

From this result we obtain an expression for the ma
mum variation of the carrier density at traps:
he
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DNt'
U in~RinCinv11!a

RinvqDx2t
.

Consequently, by increasing the irradiation intensity u
til the photopotential is a maximum and recording the ph
topotential relaxation timet and the amplifier input voltage
U in , we obtain the approximate~lower bound! density of
deep levels.

The method can be used to estimaten0 in cases when the
density of equilibrium free carriersn0 is greater than the trap
density. The recorded quantity in this case is the thresh
excitation intensity at which the photopotential relaxati
time begins to depend on the intensity with which the prob
zone of the sample is ‘‘pumped’’ by light. This dependen
is caused by the transition from a linear to a quadratic
combination mechanism once the nonequilibrium carr
densityDn becomes equal to the equilibrium carrier dens
n0. It is readily shown that in this case the equilibrium de
sity obeys the relation

n0'
p* bt

\na21Dx2
,

wherep* is the threshold irradiation power,b is the quan-
tum efficiency,t is the photopotential relaxation time,\n is
the photon energy,a is the light absorption coefficient of th
material,Dx is the linear dimension of the light probe.

We note thatn0 can be also be estimated~for n0.Nt) by
analyzing the behavior of the functionĨ (T); in this case the
role of the characteristic energy is taken by the Fermi ene
which permits the free-carrier densityn0 to be calculated.
Measurements ofn0 using calculations based on a change
the recombination mechanism and on an analysis of the t
perature dependence ofĨ (T) give consistent results.

The efficiency of the DLROS method in application
the local diagnostics of semi-insulating materials in III–
systems has been demonstrated10–12 in examples of experi-
mental investigations of the deep-level parameters of ind
trial ingots of semi-insulating gallium arsenide grown
various levels of doping with elemental chromium and t
relationship of the electrophysical parameters of GaAs in
grated circuits designed for a specific functional applicat
to the parameters of deep trapping levels and device st
tures. In particular, a relation has been established betw
the parameters of deep trapping levels and buffer layers
exhibit backgating and sidegating; the factors responsible
the high-temperature limit on the performance of GaAs in
grated circuits have been determined; and the influence
elastic stresses both on the distribution of deep centers
wafer and~in some cases! on the deep-center energetics h
been investigated.12 Thus, the DLROS method is effective t
use in the input-monitoring stages during the production
ingots and device structures for GaAs integrated circuits
also for interim monitoring between operations. The meth
is useful for the investigation of generation-recombinati
processes in compensated materials and processes of g
ing of impurities by defects, for example, local elas
stresses.
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